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On the Errors in Code-Mixed Tamil-English Offensive Span Identification

Manikandan Ravikiran†*, Bharathi Raja Chakravarthi‡
†Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia
‡School of Computer Science, University of Galway, Ireland

Abstract

In recent times, offensive span identification in code-mixed Tamil-English language has seen traction with the release of datasets, shared tasks, and the development of multiple methods. However, the details of various errors shown by these methods are currently unclear. This paper presents a detailed analysis of various errors in state-of-the-art Tamil-English offensive span identification methods. Our study reveals the strengths and weaknesses of the widely used sequence labeling and zero-shot models for offensive span identification. In the due process, we identify data-related errors, improve data annotation and release additional diagnostic data to evaluate models’ quality and stability. Disclaimer: This paper contains examples that may be considered profane, vulgar, or offensive. The examples do not represent the views of the authors or their employers/graduate schools towards any person(s), group(s), practice(s), or entity/entities. Instead, they emphasize the complexity of various errors and linguistic research challenges.

1 Introduction

Offensive span identification from code-mixed Tamil-English social media comments (Ravikiran and Annamalai, 2021) focuses on extracting character offsets corresponding to tokens contributing to offensiveness. Identifying such offensive spans is helpful in multiple facets ranging from assisting content moderators for quicker moderation to the development of semi-automated tools which can provide thorough attribution related to the intervened offensive content. Recently there are numerous methods (Ravikiran et al., 2022; Harirhan Ramakrishnalyer LekshmiAmmal, 2022) that are capable of identifying these offensive spans with accuracy as high as 60% on very hard-to-understand short sentences with limited contextual information.

However many of these methods rely on large code-mixed datasets (Chakravarthi, 2022, 2023; Chakravarthi et al., 2022a,b; Kumaresan et al., 2022) and pre-trained language models (Ravikiran and Annamalai, 2021). Nevertheless, these methods are still far away from solving offensive span identification despite such large success. To advance further with this, we need to understand better the sources of errors in the offensive span identification. Such an analysis will, in turn, help introduce inductive biases to extract the spans effectively. Thus, we analyze errors on the Tamil-English code-mixed offensive span identification dataset (DOSA-v2) which consists of 4816 (train) and 876 (test) offensive comments obtained from YouTube movie trailers with span annotations (Ravikiran et al., 2022).

Specifically, this work focuses on models’ prediction errors and data-related errors. For the former case, we comprehensively investigate the predictions of 8 different models that currently exist for offensive span identification. Accordingly, we find that all the existing models suffer from issues ranging lack of identification of words or phrases that are commonly used to making mistakes due to context ambiguity. Based on this, we create eight different error categories suitable to measure the quality of models’ predictions.

In the latter case, we find very few works to focus on error analysis of offensive span identification, with a predominant concentration on the English Language (Ding and Jurgens, 2021). Additionally, some works focus on error analysis of sequence labeling method (Stanislawek et al., 2019; Niklaus et al., 2018; Nguyen et al., 2019), but not from the point of offensive spans. In this work, in line with Ding and Jurgens (2021) we use human intervention for error analysis. More specifically, we create multiple error analysis teams consisting...
Table 1: Results reported in authors publications about offensive span identification models on the DOSA_v2 test set. There is no script available to test models from Ravikiran and Annamalai (2021), rather models are reproduced based on description of models in original paper. Zero shot model results are reproduced based on code from https://github.com/manikandan-ravikiran/zero-shot-offensive-span. IG: Integrated Gradients, LIME: Local Interpretable Model Agnostic Explanations.

Table: Results Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Token Labeling</td>
<td>Multilingual-BERT (M1)</td>
<td>0.5688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RoBERTa (M2)</td>
<td>0.5721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XLM-RoBERTa (M3)</td>
<td>0.5793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero-shot Rationale Extraction</td>
<td>RoBERTa+LIME (M4)</td>
<td>0.4886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XLM-RoBERTa+LIME (M5)</td>
<td>0.4845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XLM-RoBERTa+IG (M6)</td>
<td>0.4923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XLM-RoBERTa + IG + Augmentation (M7)</td>
<td>0.5023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RoBERTa + LIME + Multilabel training (M8)</td>
<td>0.4723</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of data scientists and NLP researchers to review the errors to see if there are any data-related errors. In the due process, we find around 9% of the test data show errors due to missing or incorrect annotation. Overall the contributions of this paper are as follows:

- We reproduce results of existing models for offensive span identification in code-mixed Tamil-English Language.
- We extend six different error categories from earlier works of Named Entity Recognition (Stanislawek et al., 2019) and Toxic Span Identification (Ding and Jurgens, 2021), to context of code-mixed Tamil-English offensive span identification. Additionally, we introduce two new categories specifically focusing on Tamil-English code mixed comments. In the due process, we systematically inspect and categorize various identified errors from the existing offensive span identification models.
- We identify various data-related errors and re-annotate the dataset to improve overall data quality.
- Finally, we release additional diagnostic datasets to help researchers understand various strengths and weaknesses of the offensive span identification models.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the offensive span identification models, error categories, re-annotation, and diagnostic data creation process. Meanwhile in section 3, we discuss each results with discussion of key findings in section 4 and conclude in section 5.

2 Methods

In this work, we start our analysis by reproducing selected models for the DOSA-v2 dataset. Following this, the models’ errors and errors in the test dataset itself are analyzed multiple times across each sentence. After reviewing the various errors, we define different error categories that help identify and diagnose common and important errors (Section 2.2). Finally, we re-annotate the dataset based on identified dataset errors to find a few improvements in overall results (Section 2.4).

2.1 Offensive Span Identification Models

Various models developed for offensive span identification to date in literature are shown in Table 1. Most of them are widely used across other NLP tasks beginning with transformer-based sequence labeling, which are bi-directional language models with an encoder architecture made of BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), or XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020) with an output layer fine-tuned for labeling individual tokens. Also, there are zero-shot models that couple transformer-based sentence classifiers with rationale extraction methods of Local Interpretable Model Agnostic Explanations (LIME) (Ribeiro et al., 2016) and Integrated Gradients (IG) (Sundararajan et al., 2017). Occasionally, these models use additional bells, and whistles involving masked data augmentation and multilabel training to identify the offensive spans better (Ravikiran and Chakravarthi, 2022). We selected the highlighted models from Table 1 in this work due to their high results.
2.2 Error Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shortform</th>
<th>Error Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DE-</td>
<td>Dataset Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE-M</td>
<td>Missing Annotation Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE-I</td>
<td>Incorrect Annotation Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-</td>
<td>Prediction Errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-M</td>
<td>Prediction Missing Offensive Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-AMB</td>
<td>Prediction Error due to Sentence Ambiguity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-UN</td>
<td>Error due to Unrelated Prediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-LC</td>
<td>Prediction Error with Larger Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-SL</td>
<td>Prediction Error with Smaller Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-UKN</td>
<td>Uncategorized Prediction Errors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Error categories used in this work

Since much of the offensive content is spread across social media, from a human moderation perspective, the task of identifying of offensive span relies upon multiple factors, namely (a) context around the offensive utterance, (b) situation when the offensive content was posted, (c) awareness of commonly used offensive words in the particular domain, (d) inconsistency in usage of words that are viewed by some as offensive and (e) general knowledge about the world.

Specifically, inline with Ding and Jurgens (2021), we created DE-M, DE-I and PE-UN error categories. Meanwhile to identify errors where the model identifies part of the ground truth or identifies words/phrases that are not present in ground truth we created PE-LC and PE-SC error categories. These errors are similar to token level errors in NER systems but previously unexplored in offensive span or toxic span identification problem.

Additionally Dravidian languages including Tamil often exhibit phenomenon of place sensitive word choices i.e depending on place where it is spoken certain words are more common than the others. For example, the phrase vaaya moodu (shut your mouth) is widely used. Meanwhile the phrase Poda berika mandaiya (go you peach head) is not common, rather find heavy localization within northern regions of Tamil Nadu. As such to accommodate these and cases where the word is explicitly offensive irrespective of context, we create PE-M error category.

Finally, for the sentences where the understanding of offensiveness is not directly possible only through the words in the sentence; instead requires additional world knowledge, we created PE-UKN error category. All the developed error categories shown in Table 2. Each of these error categories is described briefly in the following sections with examples.

- **DE-M**: Missing Annotation Errors are errors that are part of the gold standard annotation. As a result, the models’ performance may be over or underestimated. For example, in the sentence Amma Silluku da Silluku da (Your mother is a w***e), the gold standard annotation has only one instance of Silluku da identified, leading to a second prediction by the model identified as an error. In this case, both of the instances should be annotated.

- **DE-I**: Incorrect Annotation Errors are annotations that include part of the sentence that is in the context of an offensive word but do not directly contribute to offensiveness. For example, in the sentence Anda parambarai p****a parambarai nu vadhuduraga da, the offensive part is only p****a parambarai. Instead, the annotation has Anda parambarai p****a parambarai, resulting in an incorrect estimation of the models’ accuracy.

- **PE-M**: Prediction Missing Offensive Word is the error where the model misses the word that are often used in offensive conversation and sometime are localized to a given region. For example, phrase Poda berika mandaiya (go you peach head) the offensive part is berika mandaiya.

- **PE-AMB**: Prediction Error due to Sentence Ambiguity is the most challenging case where the inferring offensive span is complex, as these sentences are often sarcastic and indirect. For example, in the sentence Mr. X! Mr. Y kitta pesuriya Manda battharam, the sentence is offensive to Mr. X because of the word Manda battharam, which means "take care of your head." The sentence implies that when talking to Mr. Y. Mr. X should be careful of their head which is a sarcastic offensive statement towards Mr. Y.

- **PE-UN**: Error due to Unrelated Prediction by the model are errors where the model predicts offensive spans that are entirely different from the ground truth annotation. These
are the errors that reduce the model’s accuracy significantly.

• **PE-LC**: Prediction errors with larger context are the offensive span errors, where the model, in addition to identifying the offensive part, also accounts for a few more words before or after it. For example, in the sentence *Enna da innum trending aagala thuu* (What man, it is not trending yet, shit), the ground truth annotation for the offensive part is *thuu*. However, the model extracts *trending aagala thuu*.

• **PE-SC**: Prediction Errors with smaller context are the offensive span errors, where the model identifies only part of the ground truth annotation but not wholly. For example, in sentence *Hindi villanunga tholla thaanga mudilapa saami* (Unable to bear the nuisance by Hindi villains), the ground truth annotation for the offensive part is *tholla thaanga mudilapa*. However, the model extracts only *tholla*.

• **PE-UKN**: Errors that are uncategorized: These are the sentences where the offensive span identification is not possible without the world knowledge. For example, in the sentence *Mr X sir trending neenga late sir* one can argue that this is not offensive solely based on context words without any world knowledge. However, the sentence is offensive trolling towards Mr. X, saying he is not trending due to the late release of his movie. So the part of the sentence making the sentence offensive is the phrase *late sir*.

### 2.3 Data Review and Re-Annotation Method

Two teams analyzed the sentences identified as part of the offensive span. Each team consisted of an NLP researcher and a data scientist with former being linguist with deep knowledge of Tamil literature and later is from computer science background, often developing models for an actual application. As such, this combination of people is useful for considering linguistic properties (if any) and need of actual application. Each team reviewed the predicted offensive spans of all the models and categorized and re-annotated the sentences as shown in the following steps.

- A set of error categories were established. See section 2.2.
- The results obtained were distributed across two teams equally along with ground truth annotation, where first, each team would review their share of results and assign one or more error categories. To this end, the teams assign each sentence to one of the error categories.
- After this, the two teams created annotations for DE-M and DE-I errors, respectively.
- Finally, the two teams checked each others’ re-annotated sentences for consistency and quality. Conflict, if any, was resolved via debate on the reasoning behind such annotation. In this work, we often saw conflicts where the annotations of one team failed to account for one or more phrases considered in annotation of the other team.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Category</th>
<th>Agreement (%)</th>
<th>Kappa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DE-M</td>
<td>94.12</td>
<td>0.4767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE-I</td>
<td>84.80</td>
<td>0.4119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-AMB</td>
<td>84.97</td>
<td>0.4052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-UKN</td>
<td>93.89</td>
<td>0.3801</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Inter-annotator statistics (agreement and Kappa) during error review process, before discussing each controversial example and the re-annotation stage.

Irrespective of ease of annotation, only for a few categories, the two teams annotated all the sentences in the test data of DOSA-v2. The inter-annotator agreement statistics and Kappa measures are shown in Table 3 for DE-M, DE-I, PE-AMB, and PE-UKN. For some sentences, especially involving PE-AMB, the data scientists across both teams argued that these sentences are difficult to identify spans, as it took them a fair amount of time to categorize such errors and proposed removing them. The NLP researchers reviewed such examples independently and agreed that they are needed for improving the overall systems. For categories PE-U and PE-M, the teams employed a semi-automatic approach to increase review speed. Specifically, the steps used are as follows.

- For PE-UN the teams directly checked if spans had any overlap between the ground truth and prediction. If not, they were categorized as PE-UN.
- For PE-M, we use the offensive dictionary from Ravikiran and Chakravarthi (2022). In
each of the sentences, offensive words were noted and checked to see if the model missed any of them.

PE-UKN is the hardest among all, which often lead to disagreements. To this end, we found that team that argued against categorizing sentences as PE-UKN often knew the context behind such sentences. Such discrepancy, in turn, emphasized the need for world knowledge to solve errors under such categories.

2.4 Diagnostic Data Creation Procedure
Once the errors were identified, analyzed, and categorized, the next step was to create diagnostic datasets. The purpose was to develop more examples that account for some of the minimal and commonly encountered examples in the real world that are to be must identified by the developed methods. Specifically, these diagnostic examples correspond to (i) sentences having words that are commonly used under offensive context, which will help to check if models’ are failing in most straightforward cases (ii) sentences with ambiguity due to sarcasm, where the model can identify sarcastic offensiveness and (iii) large sentences where the context is extensive, which the model need to essentially capture to identify offensive spans but at the same time avoid PE-LC errors.

To this end, we select the semi-supervised data released as part of the DOSA-v2. The data consists of the 526 code-mixed sentences from the domain different from DOSA-v2 used in error analysis and have no associated span annotation. From this, we form the first diagnostic dataset (DSET-A) to account for each of the three categories mentioned earlier.

For (i), the DSET-A introduces more offensive words previously unseen in DOSA-v2 train and test datasets. These words are offensive irrespective of their context and often have varying pronunciations. For (ii), the diagnostic dataset consists of spans that highlight sarcastic offensiveness. These are often the most challenging cases for the models to identify, and if specified, one can agree that the models can understand the context effectively and may work across domains. For (iii), the uses sentences with more than 50 characters and accounts for the previous two characteristics. All of these three were created as follows.

- We created noisy annotations using the best performing supervised model M4 for each sentence.
- Divide the identified noisy annotations across the two teams which originally did the error analysis.
- Each team reviewed and corrected annotation errors if any. They also ignored sentences that are not part of this previously mentioned category.
- Finally, the annotations were merged and assigned to each category.

Additionally, we form two more diagnostic datasets, which are pretty straightforward. The second dataset (DSET-B) was generated from random words that are not offensive. Its purpose is to check if a model over-fits on offensive parts of a particular data set. A well-developed model should not return any entities on these random sentences. We generated two thousand of these sentences. The third diagnostic dataset (DSET-C) consisted of one thousand sentences with only offensive words or phrases, which tests if the model identifies all the offensive spans if there are any. DSET-C was again created using the offensive word dictionary from Ravikiran and Chakravarthi (2022).

3 Results
3.1 Overall Errors
In the DOSA-v2 test set, we selected sentences where at least one of the select models made mistakes in recognizing correct offensive spans. Table 4, shows representation of different types of errors across these models for DOSA-v2 test set along with their character level F1 score respectively. Specifically, we categorize each of the 876 test sentence to belong to one of the error categories from section 2.2.

From the table we can see multiple interesting characteristics.

- Supervised models tend to be more accurate (higher F1), while the zero-shot model accounts for more words with lower probability, which often leads to a drop in results.
- Both supervised and zero-shot models encompass more DE-I errors than DE-M errors.

DOSA-v2 test set, we selected sentences where at least one of the select models made mistakes in recognizing correct offensive spans. Table 4, shows representation of different types of errors across these models for DOSA-v2 test set along with their character level F1 score respectively. Specifically, we categorize each of the 876 test sentence to belong to one of the error categories from section 2.2.

From the table we can see multiple interesting characteristics.

- Supervised models tend to be more accurate (higher F1), while the zero-shot model accounts for more words with lower probability, which often leads to a drop in results.
- Both supervised and zero-shot models encompass more DE-I errors than DE-M errors.
### Table 4: Errors for each model across various categories of errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Type</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>M3</th>
<th>M4</th>
<th>M5</th>
<th>M6</th>
<th>M7</th>
<th>M8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PE-M</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-AMB</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-UN</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-LC</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-SC</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-UKN</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2 Effect of Re-Annotation

Table 5, shows results after re-annotation. Firstly comparing Table 4 with 5, we can see that across all the models’ errors due to incorrect annotation and missing annotation are zero. Meanwhile, The overall F1 reduced with re-annotation, indicating an overestimating of existing models’ performance. We can see that the models’ performance dropped by 0.5%. To understand this drop further, we investigated sentences of different lengths, i.e., (i) sentences with less than 30 characters (F1@30), (ii) sentences with 30-50 characters (F1@50), (iii) sentences with more than 50 characters (F1@>50) in line with Ravikiran et al. (2022).
pervised models than for zero-shot approaches. Specifically, we see all the models show results around 40% in F1. Further, we could see the models fail in identifying new offensive words 86% of the time.

Meanwhile, we see surprising results when tested with all the models on DSET-B and DSET-C. Firstly for DSET-B, where all the words in a sentence are offensive, the models fail by a large margin. This suggests that the existing benchmark dataset set alone is insufficient to estimate the models’ ability to know the offensive words.

Meanwhile, for DSET-C, we can see almost all the models show results lower than 100% indicating many of them are indeed predicting non-offensive words as offensive. This is not good considering, upon practical application may lead to over censoring of contents. However, we believe models which show high scores on this DSET-B are helpful for actual application due to reduced false positives.

4 Discussion

Since the field of offensive span identification from code-mixed Tamil English language is in the nascent stage, based on previous results, we draw the following minimal takeaways that could be adopted in upcoming publications of offensive span identification models.

- Firstly, any assessment of new methods and models should be broadened to understand their common mistakes, specifically via the usage of DSET-B and DSET-C, respectively. This, in turn, will help identify why these models perform well or poorly in test set examples.
- Complex linguistic syntax and sentence structures with completely new words are common in social media. In that sense benchmarking using DSET-A is useful
- While deriving error categories, we realized many errors could be further expanded into sub-categories. For example, PE-M errors with different language origins where the offensive words are from Tamil or English. In that sense, detailed error analysis with automatic identification of different categories is warranted.
- Though data annotation is complex and time-consuming, it is important to check precise results rather than only accuracy numbers. Especially with many of them being released as part of shared tasks, one could employ the need for error analysis. This will, in turn, ensure models stability and improve the quality of data before much of the research community starts moving the field further.
- The identified errors shows that PE-M to form significant portion of errors, right after PE-LC and PE-SC hinting on need to identify the same.
- Meanwhile, data annotation for offensive span identification is ambiguous, with different annotators arguing for different parts of sentences to be considered for spans. This means that metrics such as F1 are not sufficient. Instead, metrics that account for neces-
sary and sufficient parts of spans must be introduced for a fair comparison of developed models.

- While benchmarking is vital, we could see the failure of models when extending to different domains. This suggests the need to accommodate other data domains in code-mixed low resource languages.

- Also, none of the models solved the PE-UKN category indicating the need for world knowledge beyond sentences to identify such offensive sentences. To this end, we find this type of errors are difficult to identify both manually and automatically. This is because often the world knowledge is subjective to individual person.

- Finally, the DOSA-v2 test set is too small to test a model’s generalization and stability. Faced with this issue, we must find new techniques to prevent the over-fitting of the model and test exhaustively on diagnostic sets to ensure model quality.

5 Conclusion

Overall in this work, we studied errors in offensive span identification models. To this end, we considered both zero-shot and supervised sequence labeling approaches. We started with analyzing predictions of 8 different models and creating various error categories. Based on the analysis, we re-annotated the DOSA-v2 test set and re-benchmarked the results to find the re-annotation was fruitful in improving the outcomes of sentences with less than 30 characters simultaneously highlighted the failure of methods across large sentences. We additionally developed diagnostic datasets to assist in identifying critical errors. Finally, we discussed some of our key findings, which could be adapted in future works, including developing metrics that effectively capture models’ performance development of cross-domain data and knowledge sources for context understanding.
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Abstract

This paper focuses on identifying hate and offensive keywords from codemix Malayalam social media text. As part of this work, a dataset for hate and offensive keyword extraction for codemix Malayalam language was created. Two different methods were experimented to extract Hate and Offensive language (HOL) keywords from social media text. In the first method, intrinsic evaluation was performed on the dataset to identify the hate and offensive keywords. Three different approaches namely – unigram approach, bigram approach and trigram approach were performed to extract the HOL keywords, sequence of HOL words and the sequence that contribute HOL meaning even in the absence of a HOL word. Five different transformer models were used in each of the approaches for extracting the embeddings for the ngrams. Later, HOL keywords were extracted based on the similarity score obtained using the cosine similarity. Out of the five transformer models, the best results were obtained with multilingual BERT. In the second method, multilingual BERT transformer model was fine tuned with the dataset to develop a HOL keyword tagger model. This work is a new beginning for HOL keyword identification in Dravidian language – Malayalam.

1 Introduction

Social networking sites are the platforms where users can create their own profiles and communicate with other users regardless of any kind of limitations. The freedom to share any content on social media led to the rise of hate and offensive posts on online social media (OSN) (Bharathi and Agnusimmaculate Silvia, 2021; Bharathi and Varsha, 2022; Swaminathan et al., 2022). Hate and offensive posts pose a severe risk to victims’ physical and mental health and lead to serious consequences (Chakravarthi, 2022a,b; Kumaresan et al., 2022). This emphasis the importance of automatically detecting hate and offensive content from social media (Sreelakshmi et al., 2021), (Chakravarthi et al., 2023).

The identification of words which make the text hate or offensive is even more critical because it helps to restrict users from posting as well as reading comments containing such words. Therefore, the automatic extraction of the keywords from a social media post has the equal significance of detecting hate content from a social media post. HOL keyword extraction models are available in some languages. However, such models are not yet implemented in Dravidian languages like Malayalam, Tamil, Kannada etc. This task is challenging in Dravidian languages because Dravidian languages are abundant in morphology and can generate numerous word forms by joining a sequence of morphemes to the root word (Chakravarthi et al., 2022a,b; Chakravarthi, 2023). Besides, the social media posts are codemixed and low-resource for Dravidian languages, which poses other challenges in developing an automatic keyword extraction model. Despite of the challenges, developing a HOL keyword extraction model for Dravidian languages is necessary due to its increased use in social media.

Developing a model on codemix data is really challenging. The unavailability of an annotated dataset for HOL keyword extraction on codemix data was the other main challenge. Therefore, we developed an annotated dataset where all the HOL words are labelled in each social media text. Further, we prepared a dictionary of hate and offensive words. Thus, through this work, we addressed the main challenge which hindered any research in HOL keyword extraction in Malayalam by developing the HOL keyword extraction dataset. Later, we performed an intrinsic evaluation on the dataset using five different multilingual sentence transform-
This paper investigates the efficacy of different multilingual transformer-based embedding models for automatically extracting the keywords from Malayalam codemixed social media posts. We experimented three approaches namely, unigram approach, bigram approach and trigram approach for this. Unigram approach was meant for extracting HOL keywords. In addition, we used the transformer-based models to identify the multiword expressions that make a sentence which does not have a hate or offensive word, hate or offensive text. Here, we define the multiword expression as a sequence of two words (bi-gram) or three words (tri-gram). We considered the intrinsic evaluation scheme in all these approaches for detecting the keywords and multiword expressions from a social media comment. Likewise, we developed a transformer-based model (Vaswani et al., 2017) and performed various analysis to evaluate the efficacy of our model.

The major contributions of this paper are:

- A model for extracting keyword/multiword expression from social media posts in Malayalam codemix text.
- An annotated dataset for detecting hate and offensive keywords from social media posts in Malayalam codemix text.
- A comparison between the performance of different multilingual transformer models on identifying HOL keyword/multiword expression.
- A transformer-based model for HOL keyword identification

## 2 Related Works

Hate and offensive content is a pervasive and developing social trend because of the surge of social media technology usage. There are many works related to hate and offensive language identification.

In (Hande et al., 2021), the work was on identifying the offensive language in the low-resourced code-mixed Dravidian languages - Tamil, Kannada, and Malayalam. They constructed a dataset by transliterating all the code-mixed texts into the respective Dravidian language and then pseudo labels were generated for it. They used different pre-trained language for extracting the embeddings and then it was given to recurrent neural networks. The best results were obtained when they used the ULM fit model. Their model gave an F1 score of 0.79 for Tamil-English, 0.96 for Malayalam-English and 0.73 for Kannada-English.

In (Sreelakshmi et al., 2021), the authors developed three deep neural architectures for offensive language identification in Dravidian languages. The first architecture was a hybrid model including a convolutional layer, a Bi-LSTM layer and a hidden layer. The second architecture contains a Bi-LSTM and the third architecture contains a Bi-RNN. They mainly focused on the code-mixed Tamil-English, Malayalam-English and Kannada-English for their work. On evaluation, the hybrid model gave them the best results with an F1 score of 0.64 for Tamil-English, 0.90 for Malayalam-English and 0.65 for Kannada-English.

Various approaches were used by different works for identifying hate and offensive language identification. However, we couldn’t find any works on hate or offensive keyword extraction from Dravidian languages. Lack of HOL keyword annotated dataset is one of the main reasons behind it. On the contrary, works on hate and offensive keyword extraction exists for languages except Dravidian.

In (Sarracén and Rosso, 2023), the work was on extracting Offensive keyword from English comments. OffensEval 2019 and OffensEval 2020 were the datasets used for this work. The offensive keyword extraction was done based on the attention mechanism of BERT and the eigenvector centrality using a graph representation. On testing, they obtained an F1 score of 0.5687 on Off20-OFF19 and 0.5798 on Off19-OFF20.

In (Pamungkas et al., 2022), the authors investigated the role of swear words in detecting the abusive language. They proposed the guidelines for tagging the HOL keywords. They developed a swear word abusive dataset for English language using twitter comments. They also performed certain intrinsic evaluations such as sequence labelling on their dataset. They obtained an F1 score of 0.75 for non-abusive swear word, 0.42 for abusive swear word and 0.99 for not a swear word.

In (Martinc et al., 2022), the authors proposed Transformer-based Neural Tagger for Keyword Identification (TNT-KID) to extract one or multiword phrase which represents the key aspects of a document. For this task, they collected a dataset of scientific abstracts and extracted keywords. According to their work, keyword tagging task was modeled as a binary classification task and predict if a word in the sequence is a keyword or not. The
model was trained and tested accordingly and they obtained an F1-score of 0.63.

Though the HOL keyword extraction was put forward by few works, it is not yet implemented in Dravidian languages. This was the major research gap that motivated us for our work. It is necessary to develop a HOL keyword extraction model for Dravidian languages, because, it is widely spoken in south India and commonly used in social media for posting comments. Hence our work focuses on implementing HOL keyword extraction in Dravidian language. As mentioned earlier, lack of dataset was the main challenge for this. Therefore, we created a HOL keyword dataset for code-mixed Malayalam language. Thus we tackled the prime cause for the research gap. Our work is a new beginning for HOL keyword extraction in Dravidian language.

3 DATASET

Since dataset for HOL keyword extraction were not existing for Malayalam language, creation of the dataset was our prime motive. Tweets and YouTube comments were the sources of data. We extended the existing ‘HASCO’ dataset (Chakravarthi et al., 2020) to create our new HOL keyword dataset. The HASOC dataset comprises of code-mixed Malayalam comments labelled as ‘Hate’ or ‘Not Hate’. We focused on the negative comments (labelled as ‘Hate’) for finding the HOL keywords. The dataset consisted of 8943 comments. Out of that 3092 comments were of HOL nature and remaining 5851 comments were normal. On analysing the negative comments in perspective of HOL keywords, we could notice two types of negative comments. We categorised the comments into two. The first category consisted of negative comments with a HOL word(s). The second category contained negative comments which did not have a HOL word in it.

Keyword annotations process then was narrowed down to first category. The dataset creation (annotation) steps are illustrated in Fig. ??.

The first step was to search for HOL keywords from the comments belonging to category one. For the ease of identifying negative words, we created a custom list of HOL keywords from swear word website. The HOL words in each comment was then identified by referring to this custom list. In order to label the identified HOL keywords, we followed the guidelines proposed by (Pamungkas et al., 2022). According to this, each offensive/hate keyword was tagged using <b> and </b>. If any comments contain multiple negative words, that comments can be replicated to mark those words. We tagged the keywords accordingly to create the final annotated dataset. The final list of HOL list contained 1082 words in it. The test set used in this work comprised of 756 comments.

4 Methodology

We followed two methodologies for extracting hate and offensive keyword from code-mixed Malayalam social media text. The first method involves an intrinsic evaluation whereas the second method follows a transformer based approach.

4.1 Data Preprocessing

Preprocessing was performed on the annotated dataset. This step focuses on conversion of letters into lower case, punctuation removal, emoji removal and username removal. Python’s built-in package “re” was used for the removal of punctuations and username.

4.2 Method - 1:

Our first methodology involves the following steps as illustrated below in Fig. 1. The overall model has four main stages, namely, dataset creation, preprocessing, extracting embedding and HOL identification.

4.2.1 Generate Embeddings

Embedding helps to represent a word and its semantic information in a vector format. Words that are close in vector space are likely to have similar meanings. Therefore, in this work, we have generated embeddings for the n-grams to represent them in the vector space. The model will be able to segregate the HOL words and other normal words as the HOL words will be closer in the vector space. Various BERT based multilingual algorithms were used for representing the text and generating the
embeddings. Five different sentence transformers (Devlin et al., 2018) (Sanh et al., 2019) (Das et al., 2022) (Kakwani et al., 2020) were used for the same.

At this stage, three approaches were followed for generating the embeddings - Unigram, bigram and trigram

4.2.2 Unigram Approach
In this approach, we considered words or unigrams obtained by tokenizing the input text. Later, the word embeddings were generated using the embedding models mentioned above. This embedding can be matched against the embeddings of the hate and offensive dictionary words.

4.2.3 Bigram Approach
In this approach, a two-word sequence or bigrams were considered. Bigrams were obtained by using an overlapping window approach over the comments. The window size was two and the overlapping size was one. Embedding of the bigrams were then generated using the chosen embedding models. These embeddings were used to compare with the embeddings of the hate and offensive dictionary words in the later stages. Thus, during the final identification phase in this approach, a sequence of two words will be predicted.

4.2.4 Trigram Approach
In this approach, a three-word sequence or trigrams were considered. We used the the overlapping window approach to obtain trigram with minor modifications in window size. In order to generate trigrams, the window size was set to three and the overlapping size was one. Later, the word embeddings were generated using the embedding models. These embeddings were used to match against the embeddings of the hate and offensive dictionary words. According to this approach, a sequence of three words will be predicted during the identification phase.

The bigram and trigram approaches were done to extract the sequence of HOL words from the comments. Similarly, there may be comments which does not contain a hate word. However the whole sentence might contribute a HOL context. In order to tackle these two possibilities, bigram approach and trigram approach were introduced.

4.3 Identify Hate and Offensive Keywords
The hate and offensive keywords were identified using similarity score. Cosine similarity was used for this purpose. After generating the embeddings for both the list of hate words and the tokenised comments (ngrams), cosine similarity between each of the ngrams and the hate word was calculated. Based on this similarity score, top five words (ngrams) were extracted as the hate words. Let W denotes the word vector and H denotes the hate word vector, then the cosine similarity can be given as:

\[
\text{Cosine Similarity}(W, H) = \frac{W \cdot H}{||W|| \cdot ||H||}
\]

4.4 Method - 2:
Our second methodology follows a transformer based approach. Fig. 2 illustrates the steps involved in this method.

Figure 2: Proposed Architecture - 2

We started with our annotated HOL keyword dataset. The preprocessing step was same as in the method - 1. The dataset was then split into train set and test set. Train set was used developing and fine tuning our transformer model.

4.4.1 Model Development and Fine Tuning:
Pre-trained 'bert-base-multilingual-cased' transformer model was used as the base model in this method. The task of identifying HOL keywords was modelled as a binary class token classification problem. Therefore, our model have a task-specific output layer on top of the transformer model. Since it is a token classification task, the value at each index position in the output vector denotes whether the token at that index position in the comment vector is a hateword/offensive or normal.

We prepared two lists based on the train set. The first list contained all the comments of the train set. The second list contained the HOL words if any present in the corresponding sentence. The lists were named as 'sentences' and 'hatetwords' respectively. Later both the lists were tokenised and the embeddings were generated. Comments in the 'sentences' list were padded to form a vector of length 256. Subsequently, label vectors of length
256 were prepared. The values in the label vectors were 1s and 0s. 1 represents HOL token and 0 represents a normal token.

'FULL_FINE_TUNING' was set to true in our model. Therefore, all the parameters of the pre-trained model were fine-tuned except the parameters like gamma, bias etc. The weight_decay_rate was set to 0.01 for the non-normalization parameters and to 0.0 for the normalization parameters. Normalization parameters (e.g., gamma and beta) are typically used to scale and shift the outputs of a layer during training to improve performance. These parameters are not typically fine-tuned because they are usually set to some reasonable initial values and then fixed during training to prevent overfitting. This is because these parameters control the normalization of the activations across training examples, and overfitting on this normalization can lead to poor generalization performance on new data. By fixing these parameters during training, the model can learn better representations that are less dependent on the normalization parameters and thus more likely to generalize to new data.

5 Experiments and Results

In each approach of method-1, the comments were tokenized to form ngrams. Five different sentence transformers were used to generate the embedding of the ngram. Finally, cosine similarity was employed for finding the HOL keyword.

The models were trained with 3425 HOL comments and 6174 normal comments. Later, they were tested with 84 HOL comments. As this is a task where HOL words are detected, the no.of comments in the test set might not create any bias. The 84 test cases were prepared meticulously. The test cases included only those comments which contained HOL words that weren’t listed on the custom list. This was done to know how efficiently the model could recognize unseen HOL words.

The performance of five different sentence transformers in extracting HOL words are compared in this section.

5.1 Unigram Approach

The results obtained on testing unigrams using different transformers are as follows:

5.1.1 BERT-base-multilingual-cased

Some sample results of this model for comments typed in English alone, Malayalam alone and including both are given in Fig. 3. For multilingual BERT it can be see that, the expected words are present in the predicted for first and second comments. But missed one word in last case. But still, since the expected words can be found in the predicted, this can be considered as a good performance.

![Figure 3: Unigram - bert-base-multilingual-cased](image)

5.1.2 distilbert-base-multilingual-cased

For multilingual distilbert, some of the expected words were present in the predicted list. On analysing the similarity scores it was seen that, the non hate words got a higher score than the hate words in the comments which include both English and Malayalam. However, this can also be regarded as a fair performance as the expected words were predicted.

5.1.3 Hate-speech-CNERG/indic-abusive-allInOne-MuRIL

This model follows a similar pattern as that of multilingual disitil bert. Some of the expected words were found in the predicted lists. But for the comments typed in Malayalam alone, the non hate word has got a higher score than hate words.

5.1.4 ai4bharat/indic-bert

On inspecting the words predicted by this model, it was noted that few of the expected keywords were missed in the comments typed in English. Similarly non hate words got a higher score than the hate words in the comments typed in Malayalam.

5.1.5 Hate-speech-CNERG/malayalam-codemixed-abusive-MuRIL

In case of codemixed-abusive-MuRIL, a satisfactory result was not obtained for any of the comments. The model is not predicting well for English based comments. Therefore, for the comments typed in English alone and comments typed in English-malayalam, the predictions were not as desired. Even for the comments typed in Malayalam alone, non hate words had higher scores. In fact the scores are very similar or very high for the all
words. This can be one of the causes for not distinguishing hate and non-hate words properly and for the incorrect predictions.

The prediction accuracy of each model on testing with unigram approach is given in Table 1

5.2 Bigram Approach

In this approach, sequences of two words were predicted. Performance of the sentence transformers in the bigram approach has a similar pattern as that of the unigrams approach. The comments that do not contain a hate word, but a negative context are presented below. The results obtained on testing bigrams using different transformers are as follows:

5.2.1 BERT-base-multilingual-cased

The predictions obtained by this model is given in Fig. 4. On inspecting the predictions, it can be found that the sequences predicted by multilingual BERT contributes a negative meaning for all the three comments.

5.2.2 distilbert-base-multilingual-cased

Multilingual distilbert model was able to extract negative sequences from the comments typed in English alone and Malayalam alone. Whereas, for the comment typed in English-Malayalam s.a discrepancy was seen in the predicted sequences.

5.2.3 Hate-speech-CNERG/indic-abusive-allInOne-MuRIL

The performance of this model using bigram approach was not satisfactory. The similarity scores of the bigrams were higher and closer. Hence, the predictions obtained were not accurate.

5.2.4 ai4bharat/indic-bert

The performance of this model was similar to that of the previous model. Even in this model, the predictions were not satisfactory because the model predicted incorrect bigram sequences as HOL for the comments.

5.2.5 Hate-speech-CNERG/malayalam-codemixed-abusive-MuRIL

Wrong predictions were obtained for the comments typed in Malayalam alone and English alone. Comparatively, better predictions were obtained for the comment typed in English and Malayalam.

The prediction accuracy of each model on testing with bigram approach is given in Table 2. On analysing the performance of different sentence transformer models in the bigram approach, it can be concluded that the multilingual bert outperforms the other models.

5.3 Trigram Approach

In trigram approach, sequences of three words were predicted. Performance of the sentence transformers in trigram approach follows a similar pattern as that of the bigram approach. The results obtained on testing trigrams using different transformers are as follows:

5.3.1 BERT-base-multilingual-cased

The predictions obtained by this model is given in Fig. 5. On inspecting the predictions, it can be found that the correct sequences were predicted by multilingual bert and they contributed a negative meaning for all the three comments.

5.3.2 distilbert-base-multilingual-cased

Multilingual distilbert gave a good result in trigram approach when compared with the bigram approach. It predicted the negative sequences from all the three types of comments.

5.3.3 Hate-speech-CNERG/indic-abusive-allInOne-MuRIL

The performance of this model in trigram approach follows the same pattern as that of its bigram approach. The results obtained with this model in the trigram approach is not satisfactory as the predictions obtained were inaccurate due to the higher similarity scores of all the trigrams.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th># of predicted hate words</th>
<th>Prediction accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT-base-multilingual-cased</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>76.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distilbert-base-multilingual-cased</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>80.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ai4bharat/indic-bert</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>68.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hate-speech-CNERG/indic-abusive-allInOne-MuRIL</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>65.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hate-speech-CNERG/malayalam-codemixed-abusive-MuRIL</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>54.05%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Results of Unigram-based approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th># of predicted hate words</th>
<th>Prediction accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT-base-multilingual-cased</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>86.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distilbert-base-multilingual-cased</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>83.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ai4bharat/indic-bert</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>75.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hate-speech-CNERG/indic-abusive-allInOne-MuRIL</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hate-speech-CNERG/malayalam-codemixed-abusive-MuRIL</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>61.20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results of Bigram-based approach

### 5.3.4 ai4bharat/indic-bert

On inspecting the predictions obtained with this model, it was seen that the predictions obtained for the comments typed using English script and Malayalam script were better than the predictions generated for the comments typed using English-Malayalam.

### 5.3.5 Hate-speech-CNERG/malayalam-codemixed-abusive-MuRIL

The similarity scores of trigrams obtained with this model were too close and higher. The model couldn’t discern the hate/offensive sequences. Hence, incorrect predictions were obtained in most of the cases.

The prediction accuracy of each model on testing with trigram approach is given in Table 3. On comparing the performance of different sentence transformer models in the trigram approach, it is evident that the multilingual bert model performs better than the other models.

### 6 Performance of Method-2

This section presents the results of method-2. The train set was divided for training and validation in the ratio 8:2. The model was trained and validated for 30 epochs using Adam and RMSprop optimizers with learning rate 3e-5. Later the model was tested on the test set comprising of 84 comments. The performance of the model on the comments typed in English, comments typed in Malayalam and comments including both Malayalam and English were evaluated. Table 4 and Table 5 denote the results obtained for Adam and RMSprop optimizers respectively. A validation accuracy of 88.80% was obtained for the former model and 89.65% was attained for the latter. The best results were obtained with Adam optimizer.

### 7 Discussion

On analysing the dataset and results obtained in method-1, it was seen that in most of the cases the hate words had a similarity score >=0.7. On analysing the performance of transformer models, we could see that the best results were obtained with multilingual bert.

Multilingual bert is trained on a large corpus and it has a huge number of parameters when compared with the other models. This can be one of the reasons behind the excellent performance of the model in all the three categories of comments (typed in English alone, Malayalam alone and including both).

Multilingual bert is followed by Multilingual distilbert whose performance is a bit lower in the category of comments including both English and Malayalam. Multilingual distilbert is a distilled version of multilingual bert with lower number of parameters. This can be the cause for lower performance of multilingual distilbert when compared with the multilingual bert.

The indic-abusive-allInOne-MuRIL model has a lower performance in the category of comments typed in Malayalam alone when compared with the other two categories. But we can see that indic-abusive-allInOne-MuRIL and multilingual distilbert showed a similar pattern of fair performance and it is better than indic bert.

The indic-bert gave a medium performance in all the three categories of comments, but lower than
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th># of predicted hate words</th>
<th>Prediction accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT-base-multilingual-cased</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>84.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distilbert-base-multilingual-cased</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>83.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ai4bharat/indic-bert</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>82.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hate-speech-CNERG/indic-abusive-allInOne-MuRIL</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>81.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hate-speech-CNERG/malayalam-codemixed-abusive-MuRIL</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>68.27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results of Trigram-based approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment Type</th>
<th># of predicted hate words</th>
<th>Prediction accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>70.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malayalam</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>45.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eng-Mal</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>52.63%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Results of Model with Adam Optimizer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment Type</th>
<th># of predicted hate words</th>
<th>Prediction accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>36.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malayalam</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>45.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eng-Mal</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>42.11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Results of Model with RMSprop Optimizer

the above 3 models. It can be due to the fewer number of parameters in this model. And finally, the malayalam-codemixed-abusive-MuRIL, gave a lower-than expected result. Even though this model is trained on Malayalam codemix abusive language, the performance was not as expected.

On comparing bigram and trigram approaches, bigram approach yields a better result than the latter.

Based on the results obtained in method-2, we could see that (the best performance of the model was evident on English based comments. Comparatively good performance was seen on Malayalam comments and English-Malayalam comments.)

Though we evaluated the performance of the model with various optimizers, Adam optimizer was performing best on our dataset.

8 Conclusion and future work

In order to fulfill the gap of lack of annotated data for HOL keywords in Malayalam, a dataset was created for the same as part of this paper. Later, the hate and offensive keywords in the dataset were identified based on cosine similarity using unigram approach. Apart from this, hate and offensive sequences were extracted from the sentences even in the absence of a hate word using bigram and trigram approach. On comparing the performance of various sentence transformer models, “bert-base-multilingual-cased” turned out to be the best model for extracting hate keywords from code-mix Malayalam social media text.

Being the best model, the “bert-base-multilingual-cased” was utilized for developing the transformer model in the second method. Based on the results obtained in method-2, the best performance of the model was evident on English based comments. Comparatively good performance can be seen on Malayalam comments and English-Malayalam comments.

As a future work, the explainability concept(Peyrard et al., 2021) can be employed to improve the performance of the current model. Also, the performance of indic-abusive-allInOne-MuRIL and malayalam-codemixed-abusive-MuRIL models can be further investigated. Likewise, the effect of different dialects can be analysed to know its role in identifying HOL keywords.
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Abstract
This paper investigates the claim of rhoticity of the fifth liquid in Malayalam using various acoustic characteristics. The Malayalam liquid phonemes are analyzed in terms of the smoothness of the pitch window, formants, formant bandwidth, F3 rhoticity, the effect on surrounding vowels, duration, and classification patterns by an unrelated classifier. We report, for the fifth liquid, a noticeable difference in terms of pitch smoothness with the rhotics. In terms of the formants and formant bandwidth, the difference between the fifth liquid and the other liquids is significant, irrespective of gender. As for F3 rhoticity, there is no evidence for the rhotics F3 being lower compared to laterals F3, especially for females. The effect of the fifth liquid on the surrounding vowels is inconclusive. The phoneme duration of the fifth liquid is significantly different from all the other liquids. Classification of the fifth liquid section implies higher order signal level similarity with both laterals and rhotics.

1 Introduction
Malayalam along with Tamil has five liquid phonemes. Alveolar lateral /l/, retroflex lateral /ɾ/, alveolar tap /ɾ/, alveolar trill /ɾ/ and a fifth liquid /z/. There have been attempts to classify the fifth liquid /z/ in Malayalam either to laterals or to rhotics. The fifth liquid in Tamil /ɾ/ is reported to be acoustically more similar to lateral /l/ (Narayanan et al., 1999). Based on the phonetic and phonological characteristics, there were suggestions on the rhoticity of the fifth liquid in Malayalam (Punnoose et al., 2013; Kochetov et al., 2020). Phonological characteristics like non-gemination or occurrence at only the inter-vocalic positions point toward the fifth liquid’s supposed rhoticity. To analyze the Malayalam liquids, other than just using voice signals, other modalities like static MRI and ultrasound are used, especially in uncovering the articulatory configurations (Kochetov et al., 2020; M. et al., 2013).

In (Kochetov et al., 2020), although the authors support the rhoticity of the fifth liquid overall, they report that the position and configuration of articulators vary widely among the rhotics, for the same word for different speakers.

In this paper, we seek acoustic-phonetic data patterns for any similarities between the fifth liquid and rhotics/laterals. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, the details of the Malayalam liquid dataset used for analysis are discussed. Next, a pitch smoothness function is introduced and the pitch smoothness of Malayalam liquids is measured and compared. Then, the formants of the fifth liquid are compared with the laterals and the rhotics genderwise. After that, the claim of low F3 for rhotics compared to that of laterals is assessed. Then, the formant bandwidth of liquids is analyzed genderwise. Next, the effect of the liquids on the surrounding vowel formants is discussed. After that, liquids are analyzed in terms of their duration. Finally, an unrelated English frame-based phoneme classifier is used to understand the classification patterns of the fifth liquid section in Malayalam.

1.1 Dataset Used
Due to the unavailability of a public Malayalam liquid dataset, we record the data from a modest 10 speakers. All the speakers are middle-aged and from central Kerala. Speakers are asked to read unrelated words put in the form of 2 sentences 5 times. The words transcribe to

1. /maçuː/, /maçaː/, /mižiː/, /pažaːm/, /pužaː/
   (axe, rain, eyes, hole, fruit, river, mistake, way, baggage)

2. /malaçamm/, /puravastu/, /purappad/
   (Malayalam, antique object, leaving)

The liquid segments are manually time labelled for all the words using Audacity.
2 Analysis

Every similarity analysis (except for the pitch smoothness and the classifier-based analysis) is formulated as a statistical hypothesis test that compares the relevant acoustic feature from 2 broad phonemic classes. The null hypothesis is that there is no difference between the acoustic feature in consideration between 2 phonemic classes.

2.1 Pitch Smoothness Analysis

Our first observation is that rhotics /r/ and /R/ seems to have an abrupt change in the pitch contour. Figure 1 shows the pitch smoothness of /ü/ and /r/. To measure this abrupt change in pitch, given a pitch window of N values, we compute the average absolute Teager-Kaiser Energy Operator (TKEO) in its discrete form, denoted by $\delta$,

$$\delta = \frac{1}{N - 2} \sum_{k=1}^{N-1} |x[k]^2 - x[k-1]x[k+1]| \quad (1)$$

The absolute value ensures that any abrupt change in either direction is accounted for. Figure 2 plots the average absolute TKEO value of the pitch window of Malayalam liquid phonemes. The pitch value is programmatically extracted using Parcellmouth library (Jadoul et al., 2018), which is a Python port of the popular Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2021). The relevant instances from all the words are pooled for /ü/. The pitch window duration is 40ms with a shift of 10ms. Every frame where the pitch is not detected is discarded. From the plot, it is clear that the pitch transition abruptness is the lowest for /ü/ and highest for /r/. On the other hand, /l/ is similar to /ü/.

It is instructive to note that for certain liquid phonemes, pitch is not detected for certain frames. Table 1 shows the percentage of recordings where atleast one pitch frame in the liquid segment is undetected. /R/ seems to have a disproportionate number of undetected pitch frames. This could be attributed to the insufficiency of Praat’s pitch detection algorithm or the absence of a voiced region in the liquid segment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>phoneme</th>
<th>percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/r/</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Formant Analysis

The formant value varies between male and female speech (Huber et al., 1999; Diehl et al., 1996). We first validate this with the null hypothesis that, for Malayalam liquids, the male and female formant values are similar. Midpoint formants of all the liquids are extracted using Praat. Note that for rhotics, formants tend to be discontinuous or tend to abruptly change. In the case of a missing formant value due to discontinuity, the nearest formant value in the same liquid segment is taken. Table 2 shows the results of a 2 tailed t-test for 2 means of formants between males and females of all liquid phonemes. Significance level $\alpha = 0.05$ is used for all statistical tests throughout this paper.

From Table 2, it is clear that there is no de-
detectable difference between male and female formant values for rhotics and /l/. For /l/, F2 seems to be different between males and females. For /l/, F2 and F3 seem to be different between males and females. This warrants the analysis of formants, gender-wise.

Table 3: mean and standard deviation of the formants of male speakers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ph</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>1867</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>2556</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>2780</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1436</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>2628</td>
<td>625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>3209</td>
<td>598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1153</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>2649</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: p-value of 2 tailed t-test for 2 means for liquid phoneme formants of males

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ph</th>
<th>p-val</th>
<th>p-val</th>
<th>p-val</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>0.0158</td>
<td>0.6987</td>
<td>0.0078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.4480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>0.6013</td>
<td>0.6627</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>0.1188</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.2682</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: mean and standard deviation of the formants of female speakers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ph</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>2124</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>2776</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>2939</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1497</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>2675</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>3004</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>2792</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: p-value of 2 tailed t-test for 2 means for liquid phoneme formants of females

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ph</th>
<th>p-val</th>
<th>p-val</th>
<th>p-val</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>0.5940</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>0.4402</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>0.0811</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Comparison of F3 of rhotics vs laterals, gender-wise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H condition</th>
<th>formant</th>
<th>gender</th>
<th>p-val</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(/l/, /l/) &lt; (l, l)</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.03874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(/l/, /l/) &lt; (l, l)</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>0.05358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(/l/, /l/) &lt; /l/</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.9853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(/l/, /l/) &lt; /l/</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>0.7191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/ &lt; (l, l)</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/ &lt; (l, l)</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(/l/, /l/) denotes the combined rhotic data. For males, there seems to have sufficient evidence to accept the alternate hypothesis that rhotics F3 is lower compared to laterals F3. The fifth liquid F3 is lower than the lateral F3 for both males and females.

2.4 Formant Bandwidth

Formant bandwidth does not have much impact on vowel intelligibility (Rosner and Pickering, 1994)
but affects the identification of competing vowels (de Cheveigné, 1999). The formant bandwidth of the liquids is programmatically extracted and checked for any similarity between the fifth liquid and the other liquids.

Table 8: p-value of 2 tailed t-test for 2 means for liquid phoneme formant bandwidth of males

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ph1</th>
<th>ph2</th>
<th>p-val F1</th>
<th>p-val F2</th>
<th>p-val F3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>/ɾ/</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.2805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>/ɾ/</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>0.3269</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.9601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>/ɾ/</td>
<td>0.7120</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.2219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: p-value of 2 tailed t-test for 2 means for liquid phoneme formant bandwidth of females

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ph1</th>
<th>ph2</th>
<th>p-val F1</th>
<th>p-val F2</th>
<th>p-val F3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>/ɾ/</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.1722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>/ɾ/</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.1023</td>
<td>0.0339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>0.5560</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.0358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>/ɾ/</td>
<td>0.4253</td>
<td>0.8113</td>
<td>0.0272</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables 8 and 9 show the result of the p-value of 2 tailed t-test for 2 means for formant bandwidth of male and female voices respectively. The null hypothesis is that the formant bandwidth values are similar for the 2 phonetic classes. For males, in terms of F1 bandwidth /z/ is different from rhotics. In terms of F2 bandwidth, /z/ is different from every other liquid. For females, in terms of F1 bandwidth, /z/ is different from rhotics. In terms of F2 bandwidth, /z/ is different from /ɾ/ and /l/. In terms of F3 bandwidth, /z/ is different from all the other liquids except /ɾ/. Though the results don’t conclusively place the /z/ to either lateral or rhotic camp, overall the formant bandwidth seems to be more similar to laterals compared to that of rhotics.

2.5 Formants of the Vowels Surrounding the Fifth Liquid

In (Punnoose et al., 2013), authors hypothesize that the F1 of the vowels surrounding the /z/ tends to be lower than those surrounding /ɾ/ and /l/. Further, F2 of the vowels surrounding the /z/ is greater than those surrounding /ɾ/ and /l/. We test these hypotheses with the words puḻa, malayālam, and puravastu. All the vowels surrounding /z/, /ɾ/, /l/ is manually labelled and F1 and F2 at the midpoint is programmatically extracted. For consistency, we test the F1 of the vowel /uh/ preceding /z/ in puḻa with F1 of /uh/ preceding /ɾ/ in puravastu. Likewise, F1 of /aa/ following /z/ in puḻa is compared with F1 of /aa/ following /ɾ/ in malayālam.

Table 10: formants of the vowels surrounding the fifth liquid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H₁ condition</th>
<th>formant</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/uh z/ &lt; /uh r/</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>0.0008707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z, aa/ &lt; /ɾ, aa/</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/uh z/ &gt; /uh r/</td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>0.9997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z, aa/ &gt; /ɾ, aa/</td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>0.02349</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10 shows the result of the comparison of various conditions on F1 and F2 between /z/, /ɾ/, /l/. The F1 of the vowel /uh/ before /z/ is lower than the F1 of the vowel /uh/ before /ɾ/. Likewise, F2 of /aa/ following /z/ is greater than the F2 of /aa/ following /ɾ/. The rest 2 conditions do not hold.

2.6 Duration Analysis

Figure 3 plots the duration of all the liquids. It is clear that the 2 laterals /ɾ/ and /l/ are very close in terms of duration statistics. The two rhotics /ɾ/ and /l/ are also similar in duration. Table 11 shows the result of 2 tailed t-test for 2 means for comparing the duration of all pairs of liquid phonemes. The null hypothesis is that any two liquid phonemes have the same duration. The difference in duration between the fifth liquid /z/ and any other liquids is significant.

The difference in phoneme duration between any Malayalam laterals and rhotics is statistically significant. This strongly suggests that duration is a distinctive feature of a broad phonemic class.
Table 11: p-value of 2 tailed $t$-test for 2 means for the duration of the fifth liquid vs other liquids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ph1</th>
<th>ph2</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>/ü/</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>0.8625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>0.4882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/ü/</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/ü/</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/ü/</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.7 Classifier Based Analysis

Apart from formants, spectral level higher-order features might capture not-so-interpretable acoustic features, especially with a phoneme discriminative objective. We trained a frame-based phoneme classifier with perceptual linear coefficients (PLP) features as input to classify a frame with sufficient left and right context. A frame corresponding to 25 ms is appended with left and right 4 frames each with a 10 ms shift is considered as the input segment. 13 PLP features along with delta and double delta coefficients form an input vector of size 351. With ICSI Quicknet (Johnson., 2004) a multi-layer perceptron a multi-layer perceptron of the architecture 351x1000x1000x1000x40 is trained. The 40 units at the output correspond to standard 40 English phonemes. The softmax layer is used at the output and the network is trained with cross-entropy loss.

Approximately 35 hours of publically available Voxforge dataset (Voxforge.org) is used for training the classifier. Voxforge is an uncurated read-out English speech dataset. The labels for training the classifier are obtained by forced alignment of the same dataset using Kaldi speech recognition toolkit (Povey et al., 2011). For a given 9 frame input, the classifier outputs a probability vector, where each component corresponds to a phoneme. The phoneme with the highest probability is the classified phoneme for that input. Note that the frame classifier is trained with one lateral /l/ and 2 rhotics /r/ and /et/. All the Malayalam words with fifth liquid /z/ is run through the frame classifier. Out of the frames detected as /l/, only 27% are at the actual fifth liquid position. Whereas out of the frame detected as /r/, 91% is at the actual fifth liquid position, and out of the frame detected as /et/, 65% is at the actual fifth liquid position. The rest of the fifth liquid position is filled by vowel phonemes, /ug/, etc.

This shows that irrespective of the language, at the higher order signal feature level, the fifth liquid share some similarities with laterals and rhotics. Despite the low precision of lateral /l/, the fifth liquid /z/ is a category of its own and cannot be categorized conclusively into laterals or rhotics.

3 Conclusion and Future work

The claim of rhoticity of the fifth liquid in Malayalam is analyzed using various acoustic-phonetic characteristics. First, the details of a small Malayalam liquids dataset are described. The average absolute Teager-Kaiser energy operator is used to measure the smoothness of the pitch window of various Malayalam liquids. For the fifth liquid, there is a noticeable difference in terms of pitch smoothness with the rhotics. Next, the formants are used to measure the similarity between the fifth liquid and the other liquids, gender-wise. The difference between the formants of the fifth liquid and the other liquids is significant, irrespective of gender. Next, the hypothesis that the F3 of rhotics is lower than that of the laterals is tested. For females, there is no evidence for the rhotics F3 being lower compared to laterals F3.

Then, we analyze the formant bandwidth gender-wise. Formant bandwidth does not seem to offer any definite evidence to classify the fifth liquid as either laterals or rhotics. After that, the assumption of the fifth liquid affecting the F1 and F2 of the surrounding vowels in specific ways, compared to that of laterals and rhotics is analyzed. No definite evidence could be obtained that supports this assumption. Then, the duration of the fifth liquid is analyzed and contrasted with the remaining liquids to find any similarities. No statistically significant similarity is observed for the duration between the fifth liquid and any other liquids. Finally, an unrelated classifier is used to classify the fifth liquid section to see the generic frame-level recognition pattern. Classification of the fifth liquid section implies higher order signal level similarity with both laterals and rhotics.

Articulatory configurations, not provably reflecting in signal level data, cannot be the mere deciding factor for broad phoneme classification. More data-driven spectral level features from context dependent realization of the fifth liquid may provide
more insights into how similar the fifth liquid is to laterals/rhotics. The recent advances in multilingual acoustic representation learning could provide further insights into the real nature of the fifth liquids (Babu et al., 2021; Baevski et al., 2020). The various acoustic pieces of evidence considered, in the context of this paper, are not sufficient enough to conclusively classify the fifth liquid in Malayalam as rhotic.

4 Limitations

This paper describes a purely data-driven approach to determine whether the fifth liquid in Malayalam is similar to rhotics or laterals. In the context of this paper, we don’t associate acoustic measurements with any assumptions about the articulatory configurations or phonotactic constraints of the fifth liquid. This results in pure acoustic-phonetic conclusions about the rhoticity of the fifth liquid.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the challenges faced by Indian languages in leveraging deep learning for natural language processing (NLP) due to limited resources, annotated datasets, and Transformer-based architectures. We specifically focus on Telugu and aim to construct a Telugu morph analyzer dataset comprising 10,000 sentences. Furthermore, we assess the performance of established multi-lingual Transformer models (m-Bert, XLM-R, IndicBERT) and mono-lingual Transformer model BERT-Te (trained from scratch on an extensive Telugu corpus comprising 80,15,588 sentences). Our findings demonstrate the efficacy of Transformer-based representations pre-trained on Telugu data improved the performance of the Telugu morph analyzer, surpassing existing multi-lingual approaches. This highlights the necessity of developing dedicated corpora, annotated datasets, and machine learning models in a mono-lingual setting. Using our dataset, we present benchmark results for the Telugu morph analyzer achieved through simple fine-tuning on BERT-Te. The morph analyzer dataset 1 and codes are open-sourced and available here.

1 Introduction
A Morphological Analyzer is a valuable tool in natural language processing (NLP) that analyzes words by breaking them down into constituent morphemes. It provides crucial grammatical information, including gender, number, person, case markers (GNP), tense-aspect-modal information, and other linguistic features, which are indispensable for understanding the morphology of a given language(Rao and Kulkarni, 2006). Many agglutinative languages have these grammatical features as part of their words. Hence, building a morph analyzer that parses and provides this information is important. This expansion would greatly benefit various NLP tasks and applications tailored to Indian languages.

This work aims to develop a Transformer based context-aware morphological analyzer for Telugu. Telugu is known for its agglutinative nature, and various affixes were attached to the root word to convey different grammatical meanings. Nouns and pronouns in Telugu are inflected for gender, number, person and case markers, followed by clitics. Verbs exhibit extensive inflections based on tense, aspect, mood and agreement features such as gender, number, and person (GNP). Additionally, Telugu also uses productive derivational suffixes, where nouns are converted into an adjective by the addition of the suffix -ayna and an adverb by the addition of the suffix -gā and by the addition of the suffix -aM allows verb roots to function as gerunds, thereby allowing for noun inflections (Krishnamurti and Gwynn, 1985).

The complexity of Telugu morphology necessitates a robust morphological analyzer, which plays a crucial role in various NLP applications such as speech synthesis, information extraction, information retrieval, and machine translation (Rao et al., 2011). A morphological analyzer takes a single word in isolation and provides all possible analysis. Although a word may have multiple valid analysis, when considering the context in which the word is used, often only one analysis is appropriate or meaningful. This is because the context helps determine the word’s intended meaning, which can help narrow down the possible analysis. Traditionally, morphological analyzers for Indian languages have been rule-based. Still, there is a recent shift towards utilizing machine learning techniques to build computational models with the development of Transformer based models from scratch in Telugu (Marreddy et al., 2022a)
on 80,15,588 sentences. This shift leverages advancements in downstream NLP tasks in Telugu like named entity recognition (Duggenpudi et al., 2022), sentiment analysis, emotion identification, sarcasm detection (Marreddy et al., 2022b), clickbait detection (Marreddy et al., 2021), and summarization (Vakada et al., 2023). Also, we see it is important to explore and compare existing multi-lingual Transformer based language models like mBERT (Pires et al., 2019), IndicBERT (Kakwani et al., 2020) and XLM (Conneau et al., 2019) with Telugu Transfer models (monolingual setting) like BERT-Te for the low-resource language, Telugu.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

- Creation of annotated Telugu Morphological analyzer dataset of 10,000 sentences.
- We created the benchmark results for Telugu morphological analyzer.
- Extensive experimentation with available Telugu Transformers models and existing multi-lingual Transformer models.
- On our dataset, BERT-Te outperforms the existing multi-lingual Transformer models.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the review and comparison of existing approaches. Section 3 describes the preparation of the dataset. Section 4 provides an overview of the experiment and evaluation of approaches followed using the dataset to train different models on the Telugu morphological features. Sections 5 and 6 discuss the ethical statement, conclusion, and future work.

2 Related Work

This section discusses the related work on building a corpus for morphological analysis focusing on Indian languages, existing Telugu BERT models, and Multi-lingual models. We also review the various common approaches used to build morphological analyzers. In the case of many Indian languages, morphological analysis has traditionally used a rule-based approach. It can be helpful in linguistic research because they provide a framework for formal analysis and understanding of language structures and patterns.

A Telugu Morphological Analyzer (Rao et al., 2011) is an example of organizing a linguistic database and employing computing resources effectively. The accuracy and coverage of this morph analyzer is 95-97%. This work is based on the word and paradigm approach (Hockett, 1954). A set of morpho-phonemically different forms in their inflection and derivation processes are identified. The failure of the presence of a root word in the morphological dictionary decreases the accuracy of the morph analyzer because it cannot analyze the root word. So, it shows issues with the OOV (Out-of-Vocabulary) and is not a context-based-morphological analyzer.

(Sunitha and Kalyani, 2009) have discussed an unsupervised stemmer that provides information about various decomposition of the word inflected by many morphemes. Firstly, the given Telugu words are processed by the (TMA) Telugu rule-based morph analyzer (Rao et al., 2011). The unsupervised stemmer further processes unrecognized words by the TMA to identify the components of the stem.

(Sneha and Bharadwaja, 2013) discussed a simple framework for designing and building a Morph Analyzer for Telugu noun forms applying the Telugu orthographic rules set with Finite State Machine (FSM). (Srinivasu and Manivannan, 2018) created a computational morphological analyzer and generator for Telugu using Item and Process linguistic model and FSM as a computational algorithm. (Kanuparthi et al., 2012) developed Hindi derivational morphological analyzer with 22 derivational suffixes (Goyal and Lehal, 2008) to analyse the derivation patterns in Hindi. For Tamil, (Parameshwari, 2011) implemented the APERTIUM Morphological Analyzer and Generator by defining and specifying the relevant linguistic database required for their development. The paper additionally discusses the module’s efficacy, coverage, and speed compared to large corpora. (Veerappan et al., 2011), implements the morphological analyzer and generator for Kannada based on a rule-based finite state transducer that includes suitable morphological feature information and well-written morphophonemic rules. Morphological Analyzer for Gujarati (Baxi et al., 2015) introduces a hybrid approach combining statistical, knowledge-based, and paradigm-based approaches is used to develop the Morph analyzer.

Using the paradigm-based inflectional system and finite state systems to represent the language
modelling, (Bapat et al., 2010) developed a highly accurate morphological analyzer for Marathi. (Baxi and Bhatt, 2022) based on the unimorph schema or the Universal Dependency Framework with the dataset contains 16527 distinct Gujarati inflected words with their morphological segmentation and grammatical feature tagging information is annotated and evaluated using the baseline format. Deep neural network-based models have recently been widely employed for building morphological analyzers. (Premjith et al., 2018) study discusses the Malayalam morphological analysis as a character-level sequence labeling problem that has been achieved with deep learning architectures such as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU). The model was trained using a 128-embedding size. According to their results, GRU has the highest accuracy score. (Gupta et al., 2020) studied the performance of different composite neural models for Sanskrit morphological tagging. Using neural architecture. (Chakrabarty et al., 2016) built a lemmatizer for Bengali and studied how it performed on the problem of word sense disambiguation.

Transformer-based language models like BERT-Te are available in Telugu (Marreddy et al., 2022a) trained on 80,15,588 sentences. These representations resulted in downstream NLP tasks in Telugu like named entity recognition (Duggenpudi et al., 2022), sentiment analysis, emotion identification, sarcasm detection (Marreddy et al., 2022b), and clickbait detection (Marreddy et al., 2021), and summarization (Vakada et al., 2023).

3 Dataset Description

This section elaborates on the dataset that is used to build our Transformer-based morph analyzer. We used a collection of generic Telugu corpus of 10,000 sentences as the basis for our work. Detailed statistics of lexical categories of this dataset can be found in Table 1. In order to ensure the quality of the data, we performed various cleaning and normalization procedures on the raw text. This included tasks such as correcting spelling inconsistencies and errors. By carrying out these measures, we aimed to enhance the reliability and consistency of the dataset. To facilitate further processing, we used a tokenizer\(^2\) for dividing the text into individual tokens and to identify sentence boundaries. The tokenizer takes raw text as an input and produces the output in Shakti Standard Format (SSF) format (Bharati et al., 2007).

We used the LT toolbox\(^3\) version of Telugu Morph Analyzer, which is developed by (Rao et al., 2011). To identify the POS tags within sentences, we use an existing ILMT POS tagger (Bharati and Sangal, 2007). The POS tagger assists in determining the role of each word in the sentence. Telugu morphological analyzer generates multiple possible analysis for a given word. To select the most appropriate contextual morph analysis, we used the same technique as mentioned in (Krishnamurthy, 2019) wherein we used the POS tagger that selects the relevant POS tag based on the POS category of the word. POS tagger provides the POS tag for the word in context, and then we prune out the multiple analysis in the morph based on the POS tagger’s output, if any. For example, if a word has multiple morph analysis with different lexical categories, such as a noun or a verb, the POS tagger selects the noun or verb analysis according to the pruning output. If the pruning module fails, we resort to the pick-one morph strategy that selects the first analysis as the output for the word. However, it should be noted that errors in POS tagging can lead to mistakes in selecting the correct morph, thereby affecting the contextual awareness of the words in a sentence. Manual validation is necessary to identify the errors in selecting context-aware morphological analysis. We have discussed

\(^2\)https://github.com/nagaraju291990/sentence-tokenizer

\(^3\)https://github.com/parameshkrishnaa/Telugu-Morph-lttoolbox

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lexical Categories</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nouns</td>
<td>4817</td>
<td>24904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbs</td>
<td>1636</td>
<td>15648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronouns</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>5025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjectives</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverbs</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number words</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nouns of space &amp; time</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avayyas (indeclinables)</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>5731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>7,487</strong></td>
<td><strong>55,094</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Statistics of lexical categories from the dataset.
specific errors pertaining to wrong GNP marking, incorrect case-marking, sandhi split errors and the like.

The following examples explicate the errors:

1. Wrong POS tag leads to selecting the wrong lexical category.

   (1) vāṭi-ni pagalu aMtā mēp-ālī They-ACC day all graze-HORT ‘They should be grazed all day.’

   In example (1), pagalu is wrongly tagged as VM (verb main) pagalu ‘to break’, instead of a noun (NN) pagalu ‘day’. This lead to errors in further stages of processing.

2. Ambiguous words which show no difference in number, person, or direct/oblique differences.

   (2) madhya-lō bādi mānēs-inā vāḷḷu middle-LOC school stop-REL they kūḍā cēr-ā-ru also join-PST-3.PL ‘Those who left school in the middle also joined.’

   In example (2), the subject agreement of cēr-ā-ru ‘to join’ can be analysed both as 2nd person (exclusive or honorific pronoun (mīru ‘you’) and 3rd person. However, in the example (2), the subject vāḷḷu ‘they’ is the third person pronoun that resolves the ambiguity. It is noted that the morph analyser fails to provide the correct analysis in such cases.

3. sandhi split errors

   Other common errors include the sandhi splitting errors. Telugu being rich in sandhi, requires a sandhi splitting module before morph analysis for appropriate marking of features. In some cases, sandhi splitter fails to split certain words as in (4), where āḍavāḷlaMdariki ‘all women’ is not split. It should be split into āḍavāḷlu & aMdariki ‘women’ & ‘all; only then morph analyser provides an accurate analysis. sandhi splitting is also done manually. Consider the example:

   (4) āḍavāḷḷaMdariki śakti rāv-ālī women+all-DAT this power get-HORT ‘All women should get this power.’

   To ensure the reliability of our dataset, we conducted extensive manual validation. Our analysis found that some words needed to be listed in the dictionary, resulting in the tool’s inability to analyze those words automatically. To solve this, we manually assigned paradigms to these Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) words, ensuring they could be processed effectively and provides the analysis. We made 34% of changes in the dataset due to pre-processing errors. This validation process played a crucial role in enhancing the accuracy and quality of the dataset, providing reliable results for our analysis. Continuous refining of the dataset through manual validation makes the development of transformer-based context-aware morphological analysis more accurate.

4 Methodology

   We first obtain the sentences with morphological tags for each word in the sentences, and then we feed those sentences to our language model to refine it using this dataset. We segregate the words’ properties, such as lexical category, gender, and person, after acquiring the morphological tags for each word in the sentence before feeding them separately to the classifiers. In this section, we develop a comprehensive exploration of the different language models analyzed for the morph tag prediction study, elucidating their configuration
in greater detail. In a later section of this article, we present results from language models that were examined in relation to several types of morphological tags. Figure 1 depicts the overall process flowchart.

4.1 Approaches

This section provides a description of the language models utilized, followed by an evaluation of their performances in the later section.

Bert-Te: Similar to the pre-trained BERT model introduced by (Devlin et al., 2019) in 2019, which is trained on the BooksCorpus and English Wikipedia, we opted for a model based on the Transformer architecture called BERT-basecased for Telugu. This Telugu variant of BERT is trained on a large corpus comprising 8 million sentences. The BERT-basecased model has 110 million parameters in total, 12 transformer blocks, 768 hidden layers, and 12 self-attention blocks. (Marreddy et al., 2022a) For the purposes of our investigation, we adjusted a BERT-Te model separately. We identified the following hyperparameters for fine-tuning the BERT-Te model to obtain optimal performance: (i) 64 batch size (ii) 3e-5 learning rate (iii) Number of training epochs: 30. To address the overfitting issue, we monitored the validation loss and stopped training if it did not decrease for five consecutive epochs.

IndicBERT: AI4Bharat, an AI research organization, has created a multilingual "IndicBERT" model that focuses on Indian languages and utilizes the BERT architecture(Kakwani et al., 2020). IndicBERT has undergone training on a large corpus of text originating from various Indian languages, including Hindi, Bengali, Tamil, and Telugu. This training enables the model to incorporate and understand these languages’ unique linguistic characteristics and complexities. As a result, IndicBERT can comprehend and generate text within the context of multilingual Indian languages.

Multilingual BERT: Multilingual BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) is a variant of the BERT model that has been specifically trained on multilingual text data(Pires et al., 2019). This training enables the model to comprehend and generate text in multiple languages, making it a valuable tool for various multilingual natural language processing (NLP) tasks. Multilingual BERT has gained significant popularity within the NLP community.

The architecture of multilingual BERT closely resembles that of the original BERT model. It consists of a transformer-based neural network that utilizes self-attention mechanisms to capture contextual information from both the left and right contexts of each word in a given sentence. This mechanism allows the model to grasp the subtleties of language and the relationships between words.

During the training process of multilingual BERT, the model undergoes pretraining on an extensive corpus of text encompassing multiple languages. Throughout this pretraining phase, the model learns to predict missing words in sentences, which helps it develop a profound understanding of language structures and semantics. By training on a diverse range of languages, multilingual BERT can effectively capture cross-lingual information and transfer knowledge between different languages.

XLM-R: XLM-R (Cross-lingual Language Model - RoBERTa) is an advanced multilingual language model developed by Facebook AI. It is an extension of RoBERTa, which is itself a variant of the BERT model(Conneau et al., 2020). XLM-R has been specifically designed to excel in multilingual natural language processing (NLP) tasks and supports a wide array of languages.

The architecture of XLM-R is based on the transformer neural network, similar to
BERT. It comprises multiple layers of self-attention mechanisms that effectively capture contextual information from the input text. This enables the model to comprehend the intricate relationships between words and sentences, and learn representations that accurately capture the semantics of the text.

One notable feature of XLM-R is its capability to align representations across various languages. By learning a shared representation space, XLM-R can proficiently transfer knowledge from high-resource languages to low-resource languages, even in scenarios where training data is limited. This makes XLM-R particularly valuable for multilingual transfer learning tasks, as it can utilize the knowledge acquired from one language to enhance performance in another.

### 4.2 Dataset Splitting

The dataset we used consists of 10,000 sentences, which we divided into two parts. The testing set accounts for 20 percent of the data, while the training set accounts for the remaining 80 percent. We evaluated the performance of the models mentioned earlier using the test data, and the precision, recall, and F1 scores obtained are presented in the following section.

### 4.3 Results

Precision, recall, and F1 score are common evaluation measures to gauge the performance of classification models. These metrics are derived by comparing a model’s predictions with the actual labels assigned to the data. By providing valuable insights into the effectiveness of a classification model, these evaluation metrics assist practitioners in assessing and optimizing its utility. Below, we showcase the precision, recall, and F1 scores of the different models examined in this section.

In our study, for each category, we developed separate classifiers, and the performance of each classifier using various models is shown in Figure 2. We can see from the results (Table-2) that Bert-te outperforms all other models in terms of F1 scores for the person (0.70), gender (0.77), and number (0.73) categories. Bert-te surpasses all other models in their respective categories with recall scores of 0.82 for lexical category, 0.77 for number, 0.83 for gender, and 0.77 for person. Bert-te has the greatest precision score in the person category (0.90), which completely outperforms all other models in that category. We discovered that our model, Bert-te, which is trained purely on Telugu language data, performs better than other multilingual models trained on various languages.

The Bert-te model is specifically able to understand the complexities and nuances peculiar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model/Category</th>
<th>Bert-te</th>
<th>Indicbert</th>
<th>mBert</th>
<th>XLM-R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical category</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>0.951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>person</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>0.665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>0.854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM/CM</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.549</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Precision, Recall and F1 scores for models tested
to Telugu owing to the concentrated Telugu language instruction. As a result, when compared to the more broad multilingual models, it exhibits improved performance in Telugu language-related tasks.

This result emphasizes the value of domain-specific training and shows that optimizing models for a particular language can improve performance in tasks requiring that language. The Bert-te model’s ability to outperform other multilingual models demonstrates the value of specialized language instruction in generating superior outcomes.

5 Ethical Statement

We created a dataset for the Telugu Morph Analyzer and open source the dataset. The codes can be downloaded from here. We reused publicly available Telugu Transformer models (BERT-Te) to compare with existing multi-lingual Transformers models (IndicBERT, XLM-R, mBERT).

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Understanding the structure of individual words is made easier by morphological analysis. In terms of morph information, we have produced a trustworthy dataset. Various NLP tasks can now use this dataset. With the aid of the Morph Analyzer, language models can effectively learn and utilize the additional details provided, enabling them to make more accurate predictions, generate more coherent and contextually appropriate responses, and better comprehend the subtleties of human language. By leveraging the insights from the Morph Analyzer, language models become more efficient at processing and utilizing the available information, leading to improved language processing capabilities and more refined language generation.
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Abstract

Reinforcement learning (RL) agents have achieved remarkable success in various domains, such as game-playing and protein structure prediction. However, most RL agents rely on exploration to find optimal solutions without explicit guidance. This paper proposes a methodology for training RL agents using text-based instructions in Dravidian Languages, including Telugu, Tamil, and Malayalam along with using the English language. The agents are trained in a modified Lunar Lander environment, where they must follow specific paths to successfully land the lander. The methodology involves collecting a dataset of human demonstrations and textual instructions, encoding the instructions into numerical representations using text-based embeddings, and training RL agents using state-of-the-art algorithms. The results demonstrate that the trained Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) agent can effectively understand and generalize instructions in different languages, outperforming other RL algorithms such as Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) and Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG).

1 Introduction

Reinforcement learning (RL) has developed by leaps and bounds in the past few years, there have been agents capable of beating world champions in games like go Silver et al. (2016), there have been agents capable of predicting protein structures Senior et al. (2020) and more recently there has also been an RL agent capable of optimizing computer code Mankowitz et al. (2023). However, most of the RL agents optimally find the best solution by themselves through exploration of the environment and there lacks a technique through which these agents can be guided so that we can control the path or trajectory that the agent takes while reaching the optimal solution.

There has been little work done to guide or help the RL agents get to the goal state through text-based instructions, especially in the Dravidian languages. The current literature Kaplan et al. (2017) and (Li et al., 2022) provide a basis for this approach where they have constructed a Bimodal embedding network to guide the RL agent on text-based instructions. However, existing literature doesn’t compare various Reinforcement learning algorithms and they also don’t consider the possibility of training the agents to understand the text instructions in multiple languages.

This paper aims to address this literature gap by proposing a methodology for training reinforcement learning agents in the lunar lander game using text-based embeddings in four languages: English, Telugu, Tamil, and Malayalam (K et al., 2021). By encoding instructions into meaningful numerical representations (Nagasai et al., 2021), the agents can effectively understand and respond to natural language instructions, leading to more immersive and intuitive user-agent interactions.

The proposed methodology for training RL agents with natural language guidance in the lunar lander game involves: 1) collecting a dataset of human demonstrations and textual instructions in multiple languages, 2) encoding the instructions into numerical representations using text-based embeddings, 3) employing RL algorithms with the embeddings as input to train the RL agent, optimizing for successful landings, 4) evaluating the effectiveness of the methodology for unseen paths. we show that
the trained Soft Actor-Critic agent is capable of generalizing well to act according to the instruction given in any language.

The organization of the remainder of the paper is as follows: Section 2 details the related works. Section 3 provides a detailed description of the environment used for training the RL agents. Section 4 presents the proposed methodology and the results are discussed in section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6 while providing future directions for research.

2 Related Work

Existing work that combines reinforcement learning and natural language can be categorized into two tasks. In the first task, RL agents are trained in environments where the environment is rendered using only text descriptions, unlike the standard 2D or 3D environments that we traditionally see \cite{Jansen}. The second task focuses on helping or guiding Reinforcement learning agents through natural language, which the present work focuses on.

In \cite{Kaplan et al.}, a methodology was presented to use natural language to train a reinforcement learning agent to beat “MONTEZUMAS REVENGE”, a game that standard RL agents like A3C fail to solve. To prepare a dataset, games were played manually by humans, and snapshots of the game state were taken. The snapshots along with text instructions were used to train CNN and RNN networks using cosine similarity loss to produce text and image embeddings of the game state. These embeddings were given to the RL agent as observations and a new reward function was designed which incorporated a similarity measure reward based on the text and image embeddings. The agent trained obtained a score of 3500 which outperformed the best model at that time by a score of 1000.

The authors in \cite{Li et al.} used a similar methodology to \cite{Kaplan et al.} but they replaced the RNN-based network for text embedding with a pre-trained Bert model. This model supports giving instructions using synonyms of original instructions and the model would still be able to understand the instructions. Through their experiments, the authors say that the agent is able to get to the goal state 24 times out of 100 test tasks with a bert-distance model and 17 times with a bert-cosine model.

In recent times, work has focused on using Large Language Models (LLMs) as RL agents. In \cite{Wang et al.}, the authors have presented Voyager which uses LLM as an RL agent. The LLM harnesses the world language learned to generate consistent action plans or executable policies. The methodology presented in Voyager relies on using a Black-Box LLM (GPT-4) and skips any need to train or finetune the model. The methodology is comprised of three components: An automatic curriculum which is based on the goal of "discovering as many diverse things as possible". A skill library to store and retrieve code generated by the LLM based on embeddings of the generated function descriptions. An iterative prompting mechanism that generates code for various tasks. Finally, there is also a self-evaluation component where the LLM acts as a critic to evaluate the generated function. Though the voyager agent performs well when compared with other similar agents, it, however, has its own downsides like significant cost incurred through GPT-4 API, Hallucinations, and inaccuracies in generating a new skill. Most of the drawbacks can be improved by employing a multimodal LLM that can benefit from both text and visual data or finetuning an LLM with knowledge about various aspects of the environment to reduce inaccuracies and hallucinations. We still require advancements in research in the domain to tackle other problems like the high inference time of LLMs and computational costs of finetuning.

Existing literature did not explore the possibility of using multiple languages to guide Reinforcement learning agents, and there has not been a comparative study on various reinforcement learning algorithms for natural language-guided learning. The present work aims to tackle these research gaps by presenting a methodology to train Reinforcement learning agents through text guidance in various languages including Dravidian languages and also perform a comparative study on the employability of various state-of-the-art Reinforcement learning algorithms for text guidance.
3 Environment

The environment used in this study is a modified version of the Lunar Lander environment which is a part of the Box2D environments from the open-source Python library “Gymnasium”. The environment is a typical rocket trajectory optimization problem and the goal of the environment is to land the lander on the landing pad. The environment supports both continuous state configuration and discrete state configuration. The continuous state version of the original environment is considered in this study which contains eight observations: the coordinates of the lander in x & y, its linear velocities in x & y, its angle, its angular velocity, two booleans that represent whether each leg is in contact with the ground or not and the action space consists of two continuous actions: The first coordinate of an action determines the throttle of the main engine, while the second coordinate specifies the throttle of the lateral boosters.

The original environment is partitioned into 9 regions as shown in Figure 1 to construct the modified environment. The new goal of the environment is to trace the lander along the path that is given (An example path can be: Top center, Top right, Middle Right, and Bottom center) and finally land on the landing pad. A random path from the preconfigured list of paths is automatically assigned by the environment every time the environment is reset. The path given to the environment can contain locations of the environment in the following languages: English, Telugu, Tamil, and Malayalam. Refer to Appendix A for a detailed list of the paths that can be generated.

A newly shaped reward function is defined through which the lander receives a reward of 0 if it moves closer to the target location along the path, -1 if it moves away or deviates from the path, a negative reward based on the angle tilted if its more than 45 degrees, 100 for each leg in contact with the landing pad, and -20 if it tries to land without going along the path. This will effectively punish the agent if it is not following the trajectory given and will reward the agent if it follows along the trajectory and successfully lands. With the mentioned changes, the modified environment still has 8 observations and 2 actions but there is an added feature to generate to path and a new shaped reward function that we employ.

4 Methodology

A high-level overview of the methodology is presented in Figure 2. The 8 sensor observations from the lander along with image embedding of the current state and text embedding of the current target location will go in as input to the Reinforcement learning Agent which gives an action to be taken. The text instruction to the RNN can be in the following languages: English, Telugu, Tamil, and Malayalam. The training of these networks can be split into two stages, in the first stage the embedding networks CNN and RNN are trained together (Kumar et al., 2015) using a cosine similarity loss, and then in the second stage, the RL agent is trained.
4.1 Bimodal Embedding networks

To capture the current state of the environment a CNN-based network is used and to capture the text instruction an RNN-based network is used. Both of these networks are trained together based on cosine embedding loss. Each of the networks outputs an embedding of length 10. The architecture of the two networks is presented in Figure 3.

4.1.1 Dataset

The dataset used to train the embedding network consists of image and text pairs. The game was played manually and at each timestep, a snapshot of the game state was saved. The snapshots were then manually assigned a text description based on the 9 regions in the modified environment. The dataset consists of two classes: The true class (y = 1) is shown in Figure 4 and represents image, text pairs where text is an accurate description of the image. The false class (y = -1) shown in Figure 5 represents the image, text pairs where text is a false description of the image.

There are 876 image and text pairs for a language and in total, across four languages there are a total of 3,504 pairs. The images are 200px in height, 300px in width and have RGB channels. The text description consists of two words representing the position of the rover in the image according to the regions presented in Figure 1.

4.2 Reinforcement Learning

The Reinforcement Learning (RL) agent is responsible for determining the best action possible given the current environment state. For Guided reinforcement learning, along with the sensor information, the two embedding vectors are also taken in by the algorithm as input. There is a wide spectrum of algorithms (Sreedevi and Rao, 2019) that have the capacity to learn in continuous observation space, among them Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients (DDPG), Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) and Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) have been considered in this study. The implementations of the algorithms are taken from the open source python library “StableBaselines3” presented by Raffin et al. (2021).
4.2.1 PPO
The authors in Schulman et al. (2017), have presented a new family of policy gradient methods that optimize a “surrogate” by performing a stochastic gradient ascent. In contrast to the standard policy gradient when an update happens per data sample, a novel objective function is proposed that can perform minibatch updates. It has its roots in TRPO but is much simpler to implement. The authors show that this new algorithm strikes a balance between sample complexity, simplicity, and wall time.

4.2.2 DDPG
The authors, Lillicrap et al. (2019), have adapted the technique based on Deep Q-Learning technique for the continuous action space domain. DDPG is a model-free algorithm that can solve more than 20 simulated physics tasks using the same neural network architecture and hyperparameters. To solve the exploration problem in continuous action spaces, the authors have used noise generated using the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. The same was adapted for our environment.

4.2.3 SAC
Standard model-free RL algorithms suffer from high sample complexity and brittle convergence properties which requires careful hyperparameter tuning. In Haarnoja et al. (2018), the authors propose an off-policy actor-critic algorithm that maximizes the expected reward while also maximizing entropy. It tries to achieve the goal while also being as random as possible. This feature of the SAC algorithm enables the agent to find out optimal solutions even when the environment is changing or even when there is an obstacle in the standard optimal path, the agent will learn to maneuver around it.

4.3 Training
The embedding networks were trained on a standard Google Colab instance with a T4 GPU. The networks were trained using a batch size of 64 for 600 epochs using Adam optimizer with a learning rate 1e-4. The training loss is presented in Figure 6.

The Reinforcement learning agents were put to training on a lambda labs instance equipped with an Nvidia A10 GPU, which has a compute capability of 8.6, 30vCPUs, 200GiB RAM, and 1.4 TiB SSD. Default Stable baselines 3 parameters were used to train the models as they have been already tuned to work with diverse sets of environments.

Two experiments were run using RL algorithms, In the first experiment the agent received instructions only in the Telugu language, and in the second experiment, the agent received instructions in all 4 languages (English, Telugu, Tamil, and Malayalam). Table 1 describes various training step lengths that were used to train.

The training results of the Multi-Language SAC agent which was trained for 50 Million steps are presented in Figure 7. The agent is able to achieve a score close to 200 with an episode length close to 500 after training.

5 Results and discussion
Figure 8 shows a visualization of the input text embeddings plotted using UMAP McInnes et al. (2020). The plot depicts similar instructions being plotted together in the low dimensional space indicating that our embedding network has learned to build connections among the vocabulary used for training it. Table 2 shows the top 5 cosine similarity values computed between the embedding of ఎగువ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Telugu Language</th>
<th>Multi Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DDPG</td>
<td>30 Million</td>
<td>30 Million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPO</td>
<td>40 Million</td>
<td>40 Million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>30 Million</td>
<td>50 Million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Training steps for RL algorithms

Figure 6: Embeddings networks loss
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Table 2: Cosine similarity of text embeddings

| Instruction | Cosine Similarity to  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>మధయ్ ఎడమ</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>మధయ్ కుడి</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>మధయ్ ఎడమ</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>మధయ్ కుడి</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>మధయ్ ఎడమ</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>మధయ్ కుడి</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>మధయ్ ఎడమ</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>మధయ్ కుడి</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>మధయ్ ఎడమ</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>మధయ్ కుడి</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

which means "top left" to other Telugu text instructions. The similarity values further strengthen the claim about the model understanding the underlying patterns in the input text.

As discussed before, 9 unique paths were used for training and a total of 36 paths are made from the 9 paths by translating them to various Dravidian languages. Appendix A provides an overview of the paths used in training. For the first experiment, only 9 paths in the Telugu language were considered and 3 RL agents were trained. The SAC agent obtained an average reward of 192.94, the PPO agent obtained an average reward of -184.53 and the DDPG agent obtained an average reward of -344.46.

In order to test the ability of RL agents to generalize to unseen paths, a few experiments are conducted as presented in Table 3. The paths included transitions that the agent never got to see during training. The unseen paths included transitions like going from middle center to middle right which tests the agent on its capability to fly the lander in the opposite direction and also transitions like going from middle left to top left which tests the agent’s capability to fly up in the opposite direction. It should be noted that the agent was never instructed to fly in the opposite direction during training.

The results in Table 3 demonstrate the capability of SAC to generalize well to unseen instructions. Across all the experiments it has maintained a positive reward while the PPO and DDPG agents struggled to perform well.
Table 3: Rewards of the unseen paths tested on RL agents trained on Telugu language instructions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Path</th>
<th>SAC Average Reward</th>
<th>PPO Average Reward</th>
<th>DDPG Average Reward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ఎగువ కేందȹం, మధయ్ కుడి, ఎగువ కుడి, మధయ్ కేందȹం, దిగువ కేందȹం</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>-418.5</td>
<td>-180.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(top center, middle right, top right middle center, bottom center)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ఎగువ కేందȹం, మధయ్ కుడి, మధయ్ కేందȹం, దిగువ కేందȹం</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>-95.4</td>
<td>-453.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(top center, middle right, middle center, bottom center)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ఎగువ కేందȹం, మధయ్ కుడి, ఎగువ కేందȹం, మధయ్ కుడి, మధయ్ కేందȹం, దిగువ కేందȹం</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>-299.7</td>
<td>-668.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(top center, top right, top center, top left, middle center, bottom center)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ఎగువ కేందȹం, మధయ్ కుడి, మధయ్ కుడి, మధయ్ కేందȹం, దిగువ కేందȹం, మధయ్ కేందȹం</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>-265.7</td>
<td>-441.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(top center, top left, top center, top right, middle right, middle center, bottom center)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ఎగువ కేందȹం, మధయ్ కుడి, మధయ్ కుడి, మధయ్ కేందȹం, దిగువ కేందȹం</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>-87.9</td>
<td>-558.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(top center, middle right, middle center, middle left, bottom center)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second set of experiments consisted of training the RL agents using instructions from all 4 languages: English, Telugu, Tamil, and Malayalam. The total number of instructions considered is 36 (9 from each language). The trained SAC agent obtained an average reward of 187.19, the PPO agent obtained -262.8, and the DDPG agent obtained a -419.37 reward. We can observe that the performance of the Agent trained on multi-language instructions is lower compared with the agent trained on a single language. Though the SAC agent received 20M additional training steps for multiple languages, it obtained less average reward than a single language agent. PPO and DDPG showed similar performance to single language agents, failing to converge.

For the agents trained on instructions from multiple languages first a test was performed to evaluate the agents on using combinations of languages. Presented in Table 4, for multi-language combination paths, the SAC agent obtained an average score of 186.9 while PPO and DDPG obtained -312 and -326.8 respectively. These results indicate that the SAC agent is not confusing among languages and is able to reach the goal state successfully even if the input consisted of instructions from multiple languages.

The final set of tests as presented in Table 5 consisted of evaluating the RL agent train on multi-language instructions on unseen paths. These paths again consisted of transitions that were never seen during training and this time the paths included instructions from multiple languages. The results again show that SAC is able to generalize well to the unseen paths compared to PPO and DDPG. These tests can be viewed by accessing [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxADf4oV74w](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxADf4oV74w)

### 6 Conclusion and Future Works

We have successfully demonstrated a methodology to guide the reinforcement learning agents through text instructions in multiple Dravidian languages. PPO, DDPG, and SAC algorithms were put to use for the task and results showed that SAC generalized well even for unseen paths. When unseen instructions from a mix of Dravidian Languages were given...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Path</th>
<th>SAC Average Reward</th>
<th>PPO Average Reward</th>
<th>DDPG Average Reward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>top center, middle center, bottom center</td>
<td>190.6</td>
<td>-185.6</td>
<td>-453.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>top center, middle center, bottom center</td>
<td>195.1</td>
<td>-263.5</td>
<td>-159.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>middle right, middle center, bottom center</td>
<td>181.5</td>
<td>-423.6</td>
<td>-218.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>middle left, top left</td>
<td>180.7</td>
<td>-375.4</td>
<td>-476.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Evaluating Agents on paths constructed from multiple languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Path</th>
<th>SAC Average Reward</th>
<th>PPO Average Reward</th>
<th>DDPG Average Reward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>top center, middle left, top left, middle center, bottom center</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>-710.4</td>
<td>-230.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>top center, middle left, top left, middle center, bottom center</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>-617.4</td>
<td>-252.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>top center, middle left, top left, middle center, bottom center</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>-564.5</td>
<td>-198.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>top center, top left, top right, middle right, bottom center</td>
<td>-69</td>
<td>-366.7</td>
<td>-382.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>bottom center, middle right, middle left, bottom center</td>
<td>175.3</td>
<td>-188.6</td>
<td>-278.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Rewards of the unseen paths tested on RL agents trained on Multi-language instructions.
to the SAC agent, it obtained an average reward of 119.8 while an SAC agent trained on Telugu language instructions alone obtained an average reward of 183.2 for unseen Telugu instructions. The correctness of the embeddings was also verified through the UMAP plot and cosine similarity.

The work presented in this paper can be extended by using various architectures for embedding networks and making them more efficient. Another direction that can be explored is the use of MultiModal Multilanguage Large Language Models which are capable of understanding images and text in multiple languages, providing access to good computational infrastructure one can try training these LLMs to understand Dravidian languages and also act as Reinforcement Learning agents.
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Appendix

A Preconfigured Paths

The modified environment has a set of 36 pre-configured paths from which one is randomly assigned every time the environment is reset. There are a total of 9 unique paths to go from the start location to the landing pad which is listed in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.no</th>
<th>English Instruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>top center, middle center, bottom center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>top center, top right, middle right, middle center, bottom center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>top center, top right, middle center, bottom center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>top center, top left, middle left, middle center, bottom center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>top center, middle left, bottom center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>top center, middle right, bottom center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>top center, top left, middle left, bottom center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>top center, top left, middle center, bottom center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>top center, top right, middle right, bottom center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Instructions used for training

All the other paths are translations of these 9 paths in Dravidian languages: Telugu, Tamil, and Malayalam. The help of google translate has been taken to get the translations in various Dravidian languages. Table 7 lists out the translations of locations in the languages considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.no</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>top center</td>
<td>Telugu: ఎగువ కేందళ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Telugu: ఎగువ కేందళ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>top left</td>
<td>Telugu: ఎగువ ఎడమ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>top right</td>
<td>Telugu: ఎగువ కుడి</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>middle center</td>
<td>Telugu: മധ്യ ு കേന്ദ്രം</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>middle left</td>
<td>Telugu: മധ്യ ு എഡാമ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>middle right</td>
<td>Telugu: മധ്യ ு കുഡി</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>bottom center</td>
<td>Telugu: ദിഗ് ு കെംൽ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>bottom left</td>
<td>Telugu: ദിഗ് ு എഡാമ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>bottom right</td>
<td>Telugu: ദിഗ് ு കുഡി</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Translation of locations
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a study on social media data analysis of Malayalam YouTube comments, specifically focusing on sentiment analysis and emotion detection. Our research aims to investigate the effectiveness of various machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) models in addressing these two tasks. For sentiment analysis, we collected a dataset consisting of 3064 comments, while for two-class emotion detection, we used a dataset of 817 comments. In the sentiment analysis phase, we explored multiple ML and DL models, including traditional algorithms such as Support Vector Machines (SVM), Naive Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), MLP Classifier, Decision Tree, and Random Forests. Additionally, we utilized DL models such as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU). To enhance the performance of these models, we preprocessed the Malayalam YouTube comments by tokenizing and removing stop words. Experimental results revealed that DL models achieved higher accuracy compared to ML models, indicating their ability to capture the complex patterns and nuances in the Malayalam language. Furthermore, we extended our analysis to emotion detection, which involved dealing with limited annotated data. This task is closely related to social media data analysis. For emotion detection, we employed the same ML models used in the sentiment analysis phase. Our dataset of 817 comments was annotated with two emotions: Happy and Sad. We trained the models to classify the comments into these emotion classes and analyzed the accuracy of the different models.

1 Introduction
Social media platforms have revolutionized the way people communicate and express their opinions. With the exponential growth of user-generated content, analyzing social media data has become essential for understanding public sentiment and emotional responses. In this context, YouTube, one of the most popular video-sharing platforms, provides a wealth of data in the form of user comments. Analyzing these comments can offer valuable insights into the sentiments and emotions of viewers, which can be utilized for various applications, such as content recommendation, user engagement, and market research.

This work focuses on social media data analysis for Malayalam YouTube comments, specifically targeting sentiment analysis and emotion detection. Malayalam, a Dravidian language predominantly spoken in the Indian state of Kerala, presents unique challenges due to its complex grammar and distinct linguistic features. Analyzing sentiments and emotions in Malayalam comments requires a deep understanding of the language’s nuances and cultural context. The main challenge of the Malayalam language is the lack of an available annotated dataset (Soumya and Pramod, 2020). Therefore, we have begun our work by creating our own dataset.

The primary objective of this research is to explore the effectiveness of different machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) models in tackling sentiment analysis and emotion detection tasks for Malayalam YouTube comments. Sentiment analysis aims to classify comments as positive, negative, or neutral, providing an overall sentiment polarity associated with the content. On the other hand, emotion detection focuses on categorizing comments into predefined emotion classes, such as happiness, anger, sadness, or surprise, etc.

To conduct this study, we collected a sizable dataset of 3,064 comments for sentiment analysis and an additional 817 comments for two-class emotion detection. We employed various ML and DL models, including traditional algorithms such as Support Vector Machines (SVM), Naive Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), MLP Classifier, Decision Tree, and Random Forests. Additionally, we utilized DL models such as Recurrent Neural Network, Long Short-Term Memory, and Gated Recurrent Unit.
Networks (RNN), LSTM, and GRU. The dataset was preprocessed by tokenizing the comments and removing stopwords to enhance the models’ performance.

The main focus of our investigation is to compare the accuracy of the ML and DL models in sentiment analysis and emotion detection tasks. We hypothesize that DL models will outperform ML models due to their ability to capture complex patterns and linguistic nuances present in the Malayalam language. The findings of this study will contribute to the growing field of social media analytics, providing valuable insights into the sentiment and emotional responses of YouTube users in the Malayalam language.

Overall, this work aims to shed light on the effectiveness of ML and DL models for social media data analysis of Malayalam YouTube comments, emphasizing the importance of accurately understanding sentiments and emotions expressed in regional languages. The outcomes of this study can benefit content creators, marketers, and researchers seeking to leverage social media data for decision-making and understanding user preferences in the context of Malayalam YouTube content.

2 Literature

Social media platforms have become prominent sources of user-generated content, providing vast amounts of data for analysis. With the increasing popularity of regional languages, there is a growing need to develop effective techniques for analyzing text data in languages other than English. In the context of Malayalam, a Dravidian language predominantly spoken in Kerala, India, social media data analysis using machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) models has gained attention. This literature review examines relevant studies focusing on social media data analysis of Malayalam text data, specifically employing ML and DL models. Most of the Malayalam Social Media Data analysis work is carried out in sentiment analysis problem. The table 1 below provides a literature review focusing on sentiment analysis in social media data analysis problems.

We conducted a survey on several social media data analysis problems, including offensive language identification, part-of-speech tagging, emotion detection, sarcasm detection, humor detection, and more, in various languages. The table 2 show some works related to these topics.

In summary, the literature review demonstrates a growing interest in social media data analysis of Malayalam text data using ML and DL models. Existing studies have explored sentiment analysis and emotion detection, highlighting the effectiveness of both traditional ML algorithms and advanced DL models in capturing sentiments and emotions expressed in Malayalam text. However, the focus has been on specific domains or platforms, such as news headlines, tweets, or movie reviews, leaving a gap in the analysis of Malayalam YouTube comments. This work aims to fill this gap by implementing sentiment analysis and emotion detection specifically for Malayalam YouTube comments using ML and DL models.

3 Objectives

The goals of this work is to explore the application of machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) models for social media data analysis of Malayalam text data, with a specific focus on sentiment analysis and emotion detection in Malayalam YouTube comments. The key objectives of this study are as follows:

• Implement sentiment analysis: Develop ML and DL models to classify Malayalam YouTube comments into sentiment categories, such as positive, negative, or neutral. Compare the performance of ML and DL models in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score.

• Perform emotion detection: Train ML models to detect emotions expressed in Malayalam YouTube comments, such as happiness and sadness. Evaluate the performance of ML models in accurately identifying emotions.

• Compare ML and DL models: Compare the performance of ML models (such as KNN, SVM, Naive Bayes, MLP classifier, Decision Trees and Random Forest) with DL models (such as RNN, LSTM and GRU) in sentiment analysis and emotion detection tasks. Assess the superiority of DL models in capturing the nuances of Malayalam language and achieving higher accuracy compared to ML models.

• Analyze the challenges and limitations: Identify the challenges and limitations specific to
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference of the work.</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Algorithms Used</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Soumya and Pramod, 2020)</td>
<td>3184 Malayalam tweets</td>
<td>NB, SVM, and RF classifier with Unigram with Sentiwordnet including negation words, got the highest accuracy, 95.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Rahul et al., 2018)</td>
<td>1286 Malayalam sentences</td>
<td>CRF and SVM</td>
<td>Accuracy: 52.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kumar et al., 2017)</td>
<td>12922 Malayalam tweets</td>
<td>CNN, LSTM</td>
<td>LSTM with SELU achieved best results: F1-score: 0.9823, Recall: 0.9824, Precision: 0.9823, Accuracy: 0.9824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Pavan Kumar et al., 2021)</td>
<td>Youtube comments (codemix text), Facebook posts etc.</td>
<td>CNN, LSTM, Bi-LSTM</td>
<td>Bi-LSTM got highest accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Soumya and Pramod, 2022)</td>
<td>Malayalam Tweets</td>
<td>Hybrid Models - CNN with variants of RNN (LSTM, Bi-LSTM, GRU)</td>
<td>Hybrid models improve the performance of Sentiment Classification compared to baseline models LSTM, Bi-LSTM and GRU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hande et al., 2021)</td>
<td>Code-mixed YouTube comments for Tamil, Malayalam, and Kannada languages.</td>
<td>Pretrained transformer-based models that have been used for both STL and MTL</td>
<td>Multi-task learning model can achieve high results compared with single-task learning while reducing the time and space constraints required to train the models on individual tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Thara and Poornachandran, 2022)</td>
<td>Malayalam ~ English code-mixed data set</td>
<td>DL models-uni/bi-directional, hybrid, and transformer models</td>
<td>F1-Score: 0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Literature on sentiment Analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference of the work.</th>
<th>Topic and Dataset</th>
<th>Algorithms Used</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Sasidhar et al., 2020)</td>
<td>Emotion Detection, 12000 Hindi-English code-mixed texts</td>
<td>1D-CNN, Bi-LSTM, CNN-LSTM, CNN-Bi-LSTM</td>
<td>CNN-BiLSTM gave better performance with 83.21% classification accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kumar et al., 2019)</td>
<td>POS Tagger, 9915 Malayalam Tweets</td>
<td>RNN, GRU, LSTM, and bidirectional LSTM</td>
<td>GRU model at word level gave the highest F1-measure of 0.9254; at character-level, the BiLSTM model gave the highest F1-measure of 0.8739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sreelakshmi et al., 2021)</td>
<td>Offensive Language Identification, code-mixed sentences</td>
<td>Hybrid network models with Bi-LSTM and Bi-RNN</td>
<td>Hybrid network exhibited better training performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Al-Ghadban et al., 2017)</td>
<td>Sarcasm Detection, Arabic tweets</td>
<td>Weka classifier model</td>
<td>Precision-0.659, Recall-0.710, F-score-0.676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mao and Liu, 2019)</td>
<td>Humor Detection, 24000 English tweets</td>
<td>BERT-based approach</td>
<td>Accuracy-0.822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dhanya and Balakrishnan, 2022)</td>
<td>Offensive speech Detection, Malayalam-English Code Mixed Data</td>
<td>SVM, logistic regression, K-NN, random forest and XGBoost</td>
<td>XGBoost achieved good results with 80% accuracy and with high precision, recall and F1-score.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Literature on different social media data analysis.
sentiment analysis and emotion detection in Malayalam YouTube comments.

By achieving these objectives, this work aims to contribute to the field of social media data analysis by providing insights into the effectiveness of ML and DL models for sentiment analysis and emotion detection in the context of Malayalam YouTube comments. The findings can inform decision-making processes, content recommendation systems, and user engagement strategies for regional language-based social media platforms.

4 Theoretical Background

4.1 Social Media Data Analysis

Social media platforms have become a treasure trove of user-generated content, offering valuable insights into user opinions, sentiments, and emotions. Social media data analysis involves extracting, processing, and analyzing this vast amount of data to gain valuable insights (Rahul et al., 2018). It enables researchers and organizations to understand user behavior, preferences, and trends, and make data-driven decisions.

4.2 Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, is a natural language processing (NLP) technique that aims to identify and extract subjective information from text data. It involves determining the sentiment or polarity associated with a particular piece of text, such as positive, negative, or neutral. Sentiment analysis has gained significant attention in recent years due to the widespread use of social media platforms and the need to understand public opinion and sentiment towards various entities, including products, services, and events. Various approaches can be employed for sentiment analysis, including rule-based methods, lexicon-based methods, and machine learning-based methods (Nandwani and Verma, 2021). Rule-based methods utilize predefined linguistic rules and patterns to determine sentiment. Lexicon-based methods rely on sentiment lexicons or dictionaries containing words with associated sentiment scores. Machine learning-based methods involve training models on labeled datasets to learn patterns and classify text based on sentiment.

4.3 Emotion Detection

Emotion detection is a subfield of affective computing that focuses on recognizing and classifying emotions expressed in text, speech, or other forms of data. Emotions are complex psychological states that play a crucial role in human communication and decision-making. Emotion detection aims to automatically identify and categorize emotions such as happiness, anger, sadness, fear, surprise, and disgust from textual data (Sasidhar et al., 2020). Similar to sentiment analysis, emotion detection can be approached using different techniques. These include lexicon-based methods, machine learning-based methods, and deep learning-based methods. Lexicon-based methods utilize emotion lexicons containing words and their associated emotional labels. Machine learning-based methods involve training classifiers on labeled datasets, where features are extracted from the text data to predict emotions. Deep learning-based methods, such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and convolutional neural networks (CNNs), can capture the contextual and sequential dependencies in the data, leading to improved emotion detection performance.

4.4 Machine Learning (ML) Models

Machine learning models are computational algorithms that can learn from data and make predictions or decisions without being explicitly programmed. ML models have been widely used in various NLP tasks, including sentiment analysis and emotion detection. Traditional ML algorithms, such as Support Vector Machines (SVM), KNN, MLP Classifier, Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, and Random Forests, have been applied successfully to sentiment analysis and emotion detection tasks. These models require feature engineering, where relevant features are extracted from the text data using TF-IDF feature extraction method (Soumya and Pramod, 2020) and used as input to the ML algorithms.

4.5 Deep Learning (DL) Models

Deep learning models are a subset of ML models that utilize artificial neural networks with multiple layers to automatically learn hierarchical representations from data. DL models have demonstrated remarkable performance in various NLP tasks, surpassing traditional ML algorithms (Pavan Kumar et al., 2021). In sentiment analysis created DL models, such as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), LSTM, and GRU.
4.6 Malayalam Text Data

Malayalam is a Dravidian language predominantly spoken in the Indian state of Kerala. Analyzing sentiment and emotions in Malayalam text data presents unique challenges due to the language’s specific linguistic features, grammar, and cultural nuances. The main challenge in Malayalam is the scarcity of annotated data (Soumya and Pramod, 2020). Therefore, we created our own dataset and tackled two problems using a small dataset. We are continuously working to expand our dataset size.

4.7 Evaluation Metrics

In sentiment analysis and emotion detection tasks, evaluation metrics are used to assess the performance of the models. Common metrics include accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score, and confusion matrices. Accuracy measures the overall correctness of predictions, while precision and recall provide insights into the models’ ability to correctly identify specific sentiment or emotion categories. F1-score balances precision and recall, offering a single metric to evaluate model performance.

5 Methodology

5.1 Dataset Collection and labelling

The first step in the methodology involves gathering a Malayalam YouTube comment dataset for sentiment analysis and emotion detection. For this purpose, we developed a web scraping program to retrieve YouTube comments. A total of 7,500 YouTube comments were extracted from a variety of videos using automated web scraping techniques. From this collection, 3,064 comments were manually annotated to capture distinct sentiments for sentiment analysis, while 817 comments were assigned different emotions for emotion detection. The annotation process is being conducted by a team of three individuals to ensure accuracy; the final labels will be established after completion by all three team members. Due to the meticulous nature of this process, it is time-consuming, and thus, the annotation is ongoing. Currently, 3,064 comments have been labeled for sentiment analysis and 817 comments for emotion detection. Consequently, we have employed these labeled datasets for our study.

5.1.1 Data Labelling for sentiment analysis

The dataset was labeled or annotated for sentiment analysis. It was annotated with different sentiments, including positive, negative, and neutral. A total of 3,064 comments were labeled by three different individuals, and the majority vote was taken as the final label. To facilitate dataset labeling, we created a user interface using recat for easy annotation. The Table 3 shows the count of comments labeled with different sentiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentiments</th>
<th>number of comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>1548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: count of different sentiments

Figure 1: UI for Labelling Sentiment Analysis

5.1.2 Data Labelling for Emotion Detection

The dataset was labeled or annotated for Emotion Detection. Out of 7500 comments, 1000 comments were labeled with 10 different emotions, including Happy, Sad, Anger, Fear, Surprise, Affection/Love, Abusive, Sarcasm, Humor, and Excitement (Sasidhar et al., 2020). Each comment was labeled by three individuals, and the target label was determined based on majority votes. Data labeling was conducted through online and offline modes. Online modes included WhatsApp polls, Google Forms, and Google Sheets, while offline mode involved using hard copies of the form.

The Fig. 2 shows a screenshot of the WhatsApp poll used for annotation. Table 4 shows the count of comments labeled with different sentiments. The Fig. 3 shows a screenshot of the different emotions labelled comments. Due to the limited number of annotated samples per emotion, we have currently worked with two classes: happy and sad. We have implemented a two-class emotion detection using ML algorithms.
5.2 Data Preprocessing

Once the dataset is collected, it needs to be preprocessed to enhance the performance of the sentiment analysis and emotion detection models. Preprocessing steps may include tokenization, removing stop words, stemming or lemmatization, and handling special characters or emoticons specific to the Malayalam language (Rahul et al., 2018). This ensures that the text data is in a suitable format for further analysis.

5.3 Feature Extraction

In sentiment analysis and emotion detection, relevant features need to be extracted from the preprocessed text data. For sentiment analysis, the TF-IDF feature extraction method (Soumya and Pramod, 2020) is used in the creation of various ML models, while the Text-to-Sequence and Word2Vec methods are employed for creating DL models. The TF-IDF feature extraction method is also utilized in emotion detection with ML models.

5.4 Machine Learning Models

For sentiment analysis and emotion detection, ML models can be employed. The dataset was split into 80% training and 20% testing data, and various ML models were created, including NB, KNN, SVM, MLP classifiers, Decision Tree, and Random Forest.

5.5 Deep Learning Models

Sentiment analysis was implemented using different Deep Learning algorithms on the same dataset. The dataset was split into 80% training and 20% testing data, and various DL models, including DNN, RNN, LSTM, and GRU, were created (Kumar et al., 2017). These models can automatically learn representations and patterns from the text data. Pretrained word embeddings such as Word2Vec and feature extraction methods like text-to-sequence were utilized for implementing DL models.

5.6 Model Training and Evaluation

The ML and DL models are trained on the labeled dataset, with sentiment labels for sentiment analysis and emotion labels for emotion detection. The dataset can be divided into training, validation, and test sets to assess the models’ performance. Accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score, and confusion matrices are common evaluation metrics. The mod-
els can be fine-tuned and retrained as necessary to achieve the best performance.

5.7 Performance Comparison

The performance of the ML and DL models is compared in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. The focus is on evaluating the performance of DL models against traditional ML models, particularly in terms of their ability to handle the nuances and complexities of the Malayalam language.

6 Experimental results and discussion

Sentiment analysis and emotion detection in our work are carried out using machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) techniques, implemented using the Python programming language.

6.1 Sentiment Analysis Results

For sentiment analysis of Malayalam YouTube comments, we implemented both machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) models. The ML models included NB, KNN, SVM, MLP classifiers, Decision Tree, and Random Forest, while the DL models comprised RNN, LSTM, and GRU.

6.1.1 Experimental results of sentiment analysis using ML Models

20% of the dataset, which consisted of 613 comments, was used for evaluating different ML models. The figures below show the confusion matrix of the different models using the same test data. The Fig. 4, 5, shows confusion matrix of different ML Models.

The table 5 displays the performance metrics of various ML models, including accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. It is clear that the MLP classifier and KNN with 15 neighbors achieved the highest accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>43.72</td>
<td>0.4198</td>
<td>0.4184</td>
<td>0.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>54.32</td>
<td>0.4831</td>
<td>0.4451</td>
<td>0.4448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>50.57</td>
<td>0.1711</td>
<td>0.3312</td>
<td>0.2256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP Classifier</td>
<td>54.32</td>
<td>0.4831</td>
<td>0.4451</td>
<td>0.4448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>49.27</td>
<td>0.4227</td>
<td>0.4037</td>
<td>0.4012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>51.71</td>
<td>0.4249</td>
<td>0.3668</td>
<td>0.3177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Performance Metrics of SA using ML Models

6.1.2 Experimental results of sentiment analysis using DL Models

20% of the dataset, which consisted of 613 comments, was used for evaluating different DL models. The table 6 displays the performance metrics of various DL models with text-to-sequence feature extraction methods, including accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. From the performance metrics table, it is clear that the GRU model achieved an accuracy of 54.21%, which is higher than that of the simple RNN and LSTM models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple RNN</td>
<td>52.23</td>
<td>0.4595</td>
<td>0.4470</td>
<td>0.4478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>52.89</td>
<td>0.4618</td>
<td>0.4471</td>
<td>0.4484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRU</td>
<td>54.21</td>
<td>0.4717</td>
<td>0.4275</td>
<td>0.4189</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Performance Metrics of SA using DL Models

The table 7 displays the performance metrics of various DL models with Word2Vec, including accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. From the performance metrics table, it is clear that the LSTM model achieved an accuracy of 52.40%, which is higher than that of the simple RNN and GRU models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple RNN</td>
<td>49.26</td>
<td>0.4173</td>
<td>0.4072</td>
<td>0.4047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>52.40</td>
<td>0.4705</td>
<td>0.4400</td>
<td>0.4435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRU</td>
<td>51.40</td>
<td>0.4501</td>
<td>0.4264</td>
<td>0.4273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Performance Metrics of SA using DL

6.2 Emotion Detection Results

From the 1000 comments labelled with different emotions, 817 comments were selected for two-class emotion classification (happy and sad). We implemented various ML models for this task, including NB, KNN, SVM, MLP classifier, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. TF-IDF feature extraction was used to extract features. 20% of the data, specifically 164 comments, were reserved for testing the different ML models. The table 8 displays the performance measures of various ML models, including accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. It is clear that the MLP classifier achieved an highest accuracy of 81.71%.
Table 8: Performance Metrics of Emotion Detection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>76.22</td>
<td>0.5221</td>
<td>0.5157</td>
<td>0.5180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>73.78</td>
<td>0.4913</td>
<td>0.5005</td>
<td>0.4958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>78.05</td>
<td>0.5556</td>
<td>0.5229</td>
<td>0.5178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP Classifier</td>
<td>81.71</td>
<td>0.5516</td>
<td>0.5520</td>
<td>0.5485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>68.90</td>
<td>0.4757</td>
<td>0.4626</td>
<td>0.4603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>74.39</td>
<td>0.5360</td>
<td>0.4970</td>
<td>0.4895</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Conclusion

In this paper addresses the challenges posed by the unavailability of annotated datasets for the Malayalam language in the field of natural language processing (NLP). To overcome this challenge, we created our own dataset with manual annotation and focused on two social media problems: sentiment analysis and emotion detection. For sentiment analysis, we utilized a dataset of 3064 annotated comments and implemented various machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) models. Among the ML models, MLP classifier and KNN with 15 neighbors demonstrated the highest accuracy. On the other hand, among the DL models, GRU and LSTM exhibited the highest accuracy. ML models were trained using TF-IDF feature vectorization, while DL models utilized Word2Vec embeddings. Additionally, we implemented two-class emotion detection using ML models, with MLP classifier achieving the highest accuracy. As part of our future work, we aim to increase the size of our dataset and implement more transformer models to further enhance the accuracy of our models. Overall, this research highlights the importance of creating annotated datasets for under-resourced languages like Malayalam and demonstrates the effectiveness of ML and DL models in addressing sentiment analysis and emotion detection tasks. The findings provide valuable insights for future studies in NLP for the Malayalam language and contribute to the growing body of research in this field.
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Abstract
Maintaining effective control over offensive content is essential on social media platforms to foster constructive online discussions. Yet, when it comes to code-mixed Dravidian languages, the current prevalence of offensive content moderation is restricted to categorizing entire comments, failing to identify specific portions that contribute to the offensiveness. Such limitation is primarily due to the lack of annotated data and open source systems for offensive spans. To alleviate this issue, in this shared task, we offer a collection of Tamil-English code-mixed social comments that include offensive comments. This paper provides an overview of the released dataset, the algorithms employed, and the outcomes achieved by the systems submitted for this task.

1 Introduction
Combating offensive content is crucial for different entities involved in content moderation, which includes social media companies as well as individuals (Subramanian et al., 2022; Chinnaudayar Naveenakrishnan et al., 2023). To this end, moderation is often restrictive with either usage of human content moderators, who are expected to read through the content and flag the offensive mentions (Arsht and Etcovitch, 2018). Alternatively, there are semi-automated and automated tools that employ trivial algorithms and block lists (Jhaver et al., 2018). Though content moderation looks like a one-way street, where either it should be allowed or removed, such decision-making is fairly hard (Bharathi and Agnusimmaculate Silvia, 2021; Bharathi and Varsha, 2022; Swaminathan et al., 2022). This is more significant, especially on social media platforms, where the sheer volume of content is overwhelming for human moderators especially (Kumaresan et al., 2022; Chakravarthi, 2022b,a). With ever increasing offensive social media contents focusing on offensive comments and statements semi-automated and fully automated content moderation is favored (Ravikiran et al., 2022; Chakravarthi, 2023; Chakravarthi et al., 2023a).

Tamil is an classical ancient language (Subalalitha, 2019a; Anita and Subalalitha, 2019a; Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2019, 2020a,b) with a history dating back to 580 BCE (Sivanantham and Seran, 2019). It is primarily spoken in Tamil Nadu, India, and also in Sri Lanka, Malaysia, and Singapore. Tamil holds official language status in Tamil Nadu, Sri Lanka, Singapore, and the Union Territory of Puducherry (Subalalitha, 2019b; Sakuntharaj and Mahesan, 2016, 2017, 2021). Additionally, there are significant Tamil-speaking communities in Kerala, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The Tamil diaspora is spread across countries across the world and is recognized as a scheduled language in the Indian Constitution. It has a rich literary tradition dating back to the 6th century BCE (Anita and Subalalitha, 2019b), with rock edicts and “hero stones” serving as some of the earliest known written records. De-
spite its own script, with the advent of social media, code-switching has permeated into the Tamil language across informal contexts like forums and messaging outlets (Ravikiran et al., 2022). As a result, code-switched content is part and parcel of offensive conversations in social media.

Despite many recent NLP advancements, handling code-mixed offensive content is still a challenge in Dravidian Languages (Sitaram et al., 2019) including Tamil owing to limitations in data and tools. However, recently the research of offensive code-mixed texts in Dravidian languages has seen traction (Priyadharshini et al., 2020; Chakravarthi, 2020; Chakravarthi et al., 2023a,b). Yet, very few of these focus on identifying the spans that make a comment offensive (Ravikiran and Annamalai, 2021; Ravikiran et al., 2022). However, highlighting these specific spans segments can greatly assist content moderators and semi-automated tools that prioritize identifying and attributing offensive content. In line with this objective, we presented second iteration of code-mixed social media text in Tamil, including offensive spans, and invited participants to develop and submit systems under two distinct settings for this shared task. Our CodaLab website\(^1\) will remain open to foster further research in this area.

2 Related Work

2.1 Offensive Span Identification

Existing literature on identifying offensive spans primarily finds its origins in SemEval Offensive Span Identification shared task, which predominantly centers around the English language (Pavlopoulos et al., 2021). More than 36 different systems have been developed using various approaches. For Dravidian Languages there are quite few works namely Ravikiran and Annamalai (2021); LekshmiAmmal et al. (2022); Rajalakshmi et al. (2022).

3 Task Description

Our task of offensive span identification required participants to identify offensive spans i.e, character offsets that were responsible for the offensive of the comments, when identifying such spans was possible. To this end, we created two subtasks each of which are described.

\(^1\)https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/11174

### 3.1 Subtask 1: Supervised Offensive Span Identification

Given comments and annotated offensive spans for training, here the systems were asked to identify the offensive spans in each of the comments in test data. This task could be approached as supervised sequence labeling, training on the provided posts with gold offensive spans. It could also be treated as rationale labeling, training on the provided posts without any span annotations.

### 3.2 Subtask 2: Less data Offensive Span Identification

All the participants of subtask 1 are encouraged to also submit a Less Data approach, where the participants are expected to submit a model while using only parts (not fully) of training data of subtask 1. Participants were asked to develop systems to achieve competitive performance with limited data. To this end, participants were empowered to use creative ways to do this including data subset selection, coreset theory etc.

4 Dataset

For this shared task, we build upon dataset from earlier work of Ravikiran et al. (2022), which originally released 4786 code-mixed Tamil-English comments with 6202 offensive spans. We released this dataset to the participants during training phase for model development. Additionally, the test set from the same work with 1006 samples were released for development/validation purposes. Meanwhile for testing we extended this dataset with new additional annotated comments. To this end, we use dataset of Priyadharshini et al. (2022) that consist of abusive comments. From this we selected 366 comments for testing purpose.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Split</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Sentences</td>
<td>4786</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of unique tokens</td>
<td>22096</td>
<td>2947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of annotated spans</td>
<td>6202</td>
<td>677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average size of spans (# of characters)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min size of spans (# of characters)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max size of spans (# of characters)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Dataset Statistics used in this shared task

Following previous research (Ravikiran et al., 2022), we created span-level annotations for 361 newly selected test comments. We followed the same process and guidelines for annotation,
anonymity maintenance etc. Profanity in data was explained apriori with an option to withdraw from the annotation process if necessary. To ensure quality each annotation was verified by one or more annotation verifier, prior to merging and creating gold standard test set. The overall dataset statistics is given in the Table 1. Overall for the 361 comments we obtained Cohen’s Kappa inter-annotator agreement of 0.64 inline with Ravikiran et al. (2022).

5 Competition Phases

5.1 Training Phase

In the training phase, the train split with 4786 comments, and their annotated spans were released for model development. Participants were given training data and offensive spans. Along with this development/validation set was also released. Participants were also emphasized on cross-validation by creating their splits for preliminary evaluations or hyperparameter tuning. In total, 48 participants registered for the task and downloaded the dataset.

5.2 Testing Phase

Test set comments without any span annotation were released in the testing phase. Each participating team was asked to submit their generated span predictions for evaluation. Predictions are submitted via Google form, which was used to evaluate the systems. Though CodaLab supports evaluation inherently, we used google form due to its simplicity. Finally, we assessed the submitted spans of the test set and were scored using character-based F1 (See section 7.2).

6 System Descriptions

Overall we received only a total of 3 submissions from three teams out of 48 registered participants. All these were only for subtask 1. No submissions were made for subtask 2. Each of their respective systems are as described.

6.1 The AJNS Submission

The best performing system from AJNS experimented with rationale extraction (Atharva et al., 2023) by training offensive language classifiers and employing model-agnostic rationale extraction mechanisms to produce toxic spans as explanations of the decisions of the classifier. Specifically to achieve accurate classification, it employed the Bidirectional and Autoregressive Transformers model (Lewis et al., 2020), which is based on zero-shot learning and effectively captures the semantic meaning and context of the input text. BART’s ability to generalize from limited labeled data allows for higher accuracy despite using less data compared to traditional models. This initial classification step helps us narrow down the focus to offensive spans within the text. Once the offensive spans are identified, we further process them using the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (Devlin et al., 2019) in conjunction with the Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (Ribeiro et al., 2016). The BERT+LIME model extracts specific span words and their positions within the parent sentence. They obtain F1 score of 0.2858.

6.2 The DLRG-R1 and DLRG-R2 submission

The DLRG team formulated the problem as a combination of token labeling and span extraction. Specifically, the team created word-level BIO tags i.e., words were labelled as B (beginning word of a offensive span), I (inside word of a offensive span), or O (outside of any offensive span). Following which character level embeddings is created and an LSTM model (DLRG-R1) is trained. This system produces F1 of 0.2254. The DLRG-R2 employed similar strategy like DLRG-R2 team except they used GRU instead of LSTM. This system produces F1 of 0.2134.

6.3 The DLRG-R2 submission

7 Evaluation

This section focuses on the evaluation framework of the task. First, the official measure that was used to evaluate the participating systems is described. Then, we discuss baseline models that were selected as benchmarks for comparison reasons. Finally, the results are presented.

7.1 Evaluation Measure

In line with work of Pavlopoulos et al. (2021) each system was evaluated F1 score computed on character offset. For each system, we computed the F1 score per comments, between the predicted and the ground truth character offsets. Following this we calculated macro-average score over all the 876 test comments. If in case both ground truth and predicted character offsets were empty we assigned a F1 of 1 other wise 0 and vice versa.
7.2 Benchmark

To establish fair comparison we first created following baseline benchmark system which are as described.

- **BENCHMARK** is a random baseline model which randomly labels 50% of characters in comments to belong to be offensive. To this end, we run this benchmark 10 times and average results are presented in Table 2.

### Table 2: Official rank and F1 score (%) of the 3 participating teams that submitted systems. The baselines benchmarks are also shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RANK</th>
<th>TEAM</th>
<th>F1 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AJNS</td>
<td>37.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DLRG-R1</td>
<td>28.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DLRG-R2</td>
<td>22.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 Analysis, Discussion and Remarks

In general, we were pleased to witness the level of engagement in this shared task, with numerous participants signing up, expressing interest in obtaining datasets, and seeking potential baseline codes for the project. Although only three teams ultimately submitted their systems, the variety of approaches taken to tackle the problem is quite promising. Nevertheless, we have included some of our observations below, which stem from our evaluation and the insights gained from the results.

Table 2 shows the scores and ranks of two teams that made their submission. NITK-IT_NLP (Section 6.1) was ranked first, followed by DLRG (Section 6.3) that scored 27% lower was ranked second. The median score was 31.08%, which is far below the top ranked team and the benchmark baseline models.

**BENCHMARK 1** achieves a considerably high score and, hence, is very highly ranked with character F1 of 37.24%. Combination of BART with LIME interpretability by model AJNS is behind **BENCHMARK 1** by 9%, indicating the language models ability to not so effectively rationalize and identify the spans. Meanwhile DLRG-R1 and DLRG-R2 have large gap compared to random baselines, indicating the proposed approaches by these teams are not suitable for practical use. To this end, these methods employ direct token labeling which is more surprising.

### Table 3: Results of submitted systems across comments of different lengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F1@30 (%)</th>
<th>F1@50 (%)</th>
<th>F1@&gt;50 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AJNS</td>
<td>41.01</td>
<td>41.61</td>
<td>22.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLRG-R1</td>
<td>38.03</td>
<td>34.39</td>
<td>17.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLRG-R2</td>
<td>31.03</td>
<td>30.33</td>
<td>16.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.1 General remarks on the approaches

Though neither of teams that made final submissions created any simple baselines, we could see that all the submissions use well established approaches in recent NLP focusing on pretrained language models. Meanwhile DLRG used well-grounded Non-Transformer based approach. Yet neither of teams used any ensembles, data augmentation strategies or modifications to loss functions that are seen for the task of span identification in the past across shared tasks.

8.2 Error Analysis

Table 2 shows maximum result of 37.24% for baseline model with AJNS showing highest result of 28.58% with DLRG failing significantly compared to random baseline. To this end, we wonder if potentially these approaches have any weaknesses or strengths. To understand this, first we study the character F1 results across sentences of different lengths. Specifically we analysis results of (a) comments with less than 30 characters (F1@30) (b) comments with 30-50 characters (F1@50) (c) comments with more than 50 characters (F1@>50). The results so obtained are as shown in Table 3.

Firstly from Table 3 we can see though AJNS shows high results overall for cases of comments with larger lengths the model fails significantly by 19%. Meanwhile for DLRG-R1 and DLRG-R2 the results are more mixed, especially we can see that for comments with less than 30 characters the model shows improvement in F1 by around 10%. Meanwhile for shorter comments, the results high indicating the methods are indeed useful. However these short sentences often contained only cuss words or clearly abusive words that are easily identifiable and often present in the train set, indicating the deficiency of the submitted systems.

9 Conclusion

In this work, we set up a second shared task that was centred on locating offensive language spans in code-mixed Tamil-English text. Compared to our earlier iteration, we had 6,153 social media com-
ments that were tagged to identify abusive spans. Only three teams submitted their systems out of 48 registered participants. We described their strategies in this study and talked about the results they got. It’s interesting that a strategy for reason extraction that combines BART and LIME was effective but was not able to beat random baseline. The LSTM/GRU model, on the other hand, performed noticeably worse than the random baseline and showed sensitivity to shorter sentences. We have made the baseline models and information available to the public in order to aid future research. Moving forward, we intend to redo the offensive span identification task under multitask setup with identification of different types of offensiveness alongside the offensive spans.
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Abstract

The rapid proliferation of fake news has emerged as a significant challenge to the credibility of online information, largely due to the swift dissemination of content on social media platforms. This article provides a concise summary of the findings of the shared task on “Fake News Detection in Dravidian Languages - DravidianLangTech@RANLP 2023”. The aim of this shared task is to categorize social media posts as either fake or original, specifically focusing on content in Malayalam. The shared task garnered participation from 8 teams who presented their systems. These systems encompassed a spectrum of methodologies including machine learning techniques and transformer-based models like MuRIL, XLMRoBERTa, and Indic BERT. Notably, the XLMRoBERTa-based model demonstrated exceptional performance, achieving a macro F1-score of 0.90.

1 Introduction

Online social network (OSN) platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, WhatsApp, and Instagram are extensively used by millions of users in this modern internet era to publish and spread the news about emergent events to many people more quickly and without any validation or verification. According to the (Pennycook, 2020) the core ideas in cascading news and sensitive information are ingrained in truth notions and communication accuracy theories. According to a recent statistics report given in statistica 2023², Facebook has 2.96 billion monthly active users, whereas the count for Twitter has reached 556 million monthly active users, whereas What-

https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/11176
²https://shorturl.at/dloDF
the following challenges: data collection and analysis, noisy data, and missing data. Hence, the focus of this shared task is on content-based strategy. The Content-based methods are more straightforward and convenient to detect fake news, particularly at an early stage.

Transfer learning-based FND system is introduced in (Palani and Elango, 2023a) According to their perspective, BERT is a bidirectional language model since it considers the context of both a word’s left and right sides. In contrast, GPT and ELMo are only trained in the right-to-left context and the left-to-right context, respectively. The local contextual features over space and the global semantic relation features over time are then extracted in the feature representation layer using multichannel CNN and stacked BiLSTM. The model may learn many characteristics from several viewpoints using a multichannel CNN. The model’s various channels each extract features from the same input in their own unique ways, producing a more reliable representation (Shanmugavadivel et al., 2022).

![Figure 1: Categorization of FND methods](image)

In (Ahmad et al., 2020), the authors applied machine learning-based ensemble methods with the help of textual properties to distinguish fake news from the original one.

2 Related Work

The researchers used pre-trained language models such as BERT, and RoBERTa for contextual word embedding and then used DL-based models to detect fake news. In (Palani and Elango, 2023b), authors present the DL-based FND framework in which RoBERTa and FFN are used to extract contextual dependent features and to detect fake news respectively. Similar to FND there are numerous works published such as Hope speech detection (Chakravarthi et al., 2022a) and Homophobia, Transphobia Detection (Chakravarthi et al., 2022b) in social media posts. The author in (Chakravarthi, 2022) employs a DL-based hope speech detection model in which T5-sentence and Indic-BERT are used for word embedding to capture the contextual relationship among words. Then the contextual features are sent as input to CNN to detect the hope speech comments (Subramanian et al., 2022). The proposed model’s performance is evaluated on a multilingual dataset named HopeEDI which is introduced in the shared task 2021 (Chakravarthi, 2020).

Dhivya (Chinnappa, 2021) proposed a two-stage hope detection process in which the language detector identifies the language of the model, and the hope detector classifies the text into hope speech, non-hope speech, or not lang. The various pretrained language models and DL-based models are proposed, and their performance is evaluated on three hope speech datasets in English, Tamil, and Malayalam.

3 Task Description

The task aims to identify fake news from the posts or comments in Dravidian Languages such as Malayalam which is collected from the YouTube OSN. Each comment/post is annotated at the comment/post level and assigned the class labels fake or real.

4 Dataset Description

The dataset is balanced since the number of samples in fake and real classes is almost nearer. The dataset contains a total of 5,091 comments of which 2,512 are fake news and 2,579 are real news. The dataset is split into training, validation, and testing. The detail of the dataset is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Fake News</th>
<th>Real News</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>1,599</td>
<td>1,658</td>
<td>3,257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>1,019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,512</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,579</strong></td>
<td><strong>5,091</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Methodology

In this shared task, there are eight teams actively participated and implemented their models. They evaluated their model’s performance on our fake news dataset.

DeepBlueAI (Luo and Wang, 2023): Team DeepBlueAI used a pre-trained language model
such as XLM-RoBERTa to identify fake news. The authors employed the XLM-RoBERTa model to extract the context-aware features from the textual news. Then the contextual feature vector is sent as input to the fully connected layer with softmax to classify fake or real news. Their model achieves an F1-score of 0.90 in this task.

AbhiPaw (Bala and Krishnamurthy, 2023): Team AbhiPaw, ABHi presented a Multilingual Representations for Indian Languages (MuRIL) for FND. The F1-score of 0.87 is achieved with their proposed model.

NITK-IT-NLP (R L and Kumar M, 2023): Team NITK-IT-NLP used a multilingual version of the transformer-based MuRIL model for developing the FND system. They also introduced focal loss as the loss function while training the model. The model achieves the F1-score of 0.87 for FND.

NLPT (Raja et al., 2023): Team NLPT_Malayalam employed a pre-trained language model called XLM-RoBERTa for FND. The proposed model achieves an F1-score of 0.87 which is better than the ML-based models. The reasons for the improvement are a self-attention mechanism of transformers, a byte-level BPE, and a dynamic masking pattern during training.

MUCS (Sharal Coelho and Shashirekha, 2023): Team MUCS proposed TF-IDF to convert words into vectors based on the occurrence of the words. The extracted features of TF-IDF are passed as input to the different ML-based classifiers to predict the given news as fake or real. The model achieves the F1-score of 0.83 for FND.

ML.AI_IITRanchi (Kumari et al., 2023): Team ML.AI_IITRanchi proposed an ensemble ML-based FND system which uses Bag-of-words and Indic BERT for the textual features extraction. Then, ensemble ML-based classifiers such as Random Forest (RF) and AdaBoost are employed to detect the fake news. The F1-score of 0.78 is achieved with their proposed model for FND. DLRG_RR: Team DLRG_RR presents the ML-based FND system in which TF-IDF is used to transform the words into vectors and Passive Aggressive Classifier (PAC) is adopted for FND. Their model achieves the F1-score of 0.73.

NLP_SSN_CSE (Balaji et al., 2023): Team NLP_SSN_CSE employed various pre-trained transformer-based language models, such as BERT, ALBERT, and XLNET for FND. These models are effective in extracting the contextual relationships within the text which lead to improved accuracy in FND tasks for the Malayalam language. Self-attention mechanism captures the most relevant features from the text to detect fake news. The precision, recall, and F1 measure are around 0.75, indicating a balanced performance in identifying both real and fake news. The accuracy of 0.75 suggests the model’s ability to make correct predictions overall.

6 Results and Discussions

The performance assessment of the proposed models by the participating teams was conducted using the macro F1 score metric, which is a widely used measure for evaluating classification models. The results of this evaluation are presented in Table 2 below, showcasing the ranking of the teams that took part in the collaborative task. In total, eight teams submitted their respective solutions for evaluation.

Securing the top position, the team "DeepBlueAI" which achieved the first rank demonstrated an impressive macro F1 score of 0.90. Their accomplishment was attributed to the adept utilization of the XLM-RoBERTa model. This pre-trained transformer model was fine-tuned by the team’s authors to effectively discern fake comments. This achievement underscores the efficacy of leveraging powerful transformer-based architectures for addressing the task.

Moving on, teams ranked 2nd, 3rd, and 4th garnered identical macro F1 scores of 0.87, highlighting their consistent performance. Among these, the team "AbhiPaw," positioned at the 2nd rank, strategically employed the Multilingual Representations for Indian Languages (MuRIL) model. While MuRIL was primarily designed as a multilingual language model for Indian languages, the team harnessed its potential for the classification task. This innovative approach signifies the adaptability of pre-trained models across diverse downstream applications.

In the lower rankings, the last two teams, securing the 7th and 8th positions, achieved a macro F1 score of 0.73. Their methodology involved the implementation of the Passive Aggressive Classifier (PAC) coupled with the feature weighting technique known as Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF). The teams meticulously experimented with various configurations of the maximum document frequency parameter in the
Table 2: Rank list for Malayalam task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Team Name</th>
<th>Macro F1</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DeepBlueAI (Luo and Wang, 2023)</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>AbhiPaw (Bala and Krishnamurthy, 2023)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NITK-iIT-NLP (R L and Kumar M, 2023)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NLPT (Raja et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>MUCS (Sharal Coelho and Shashirekha, 2023)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ML_AI_HITRanch (Kumari et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>DLRG_RR</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NLP_SSN_CSE (Balaji et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tfidfvectorizer, leading to their placement at the 7th rank. Similarly, the team ”NLP_SSN_CSE,” positioned at rank 8, employed a similar approach, utilizing an array of pre-trained transformer models like BERT, ALBERT, XLNet, and mBERT. Despite their diverse model ensemble, their performance closely aligned with the team ranked 7th.

Overall, the ranking table provides a comprehensive overview of the distinct strategies and models adopted by each participating team. This evaluation sheds light on the varying degrees of success achieved by exploiting transformer-based models, language-specific architectures, and traditional classification techniques, all contributing to the advancement of fake news detection.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents an overview of the fake news detection shared task conducted at DravidianLangTech-RANLP 2023, specifically focusing on the Malayalam language. The task garnered participation from eight teams, each submitting predictions for evaluation. The methods employed by these teams varied, spanning from traditional TF-IDF vectorizers with machine learning to contemporary pre-trained transformer models for data representation. An analysis of the methodologies revealed a consistent trend: transformer-based methods outperformed other techniques, as indicated by evaluation metrics such as classification accuracy and confusion matrices. This suggests the potency of transformer models in effectively capturing fake news detection performance. In summary, the paper summarizes the DravidianLangTech 2023 fake news detection shared task for Malayalam, highlighting diverse strategies, and underscoring the prevalence of transformer-based methods for improved performance.
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Abstract

In recent years, there has been a growing focus on Sentiment Analysis (SA) of code-mixed Dravidian languages. Despite this, there is currently lack of research on SA specifically tailored for code-mixed Dravidian languages, highlighting the need for further exploration and development in this domain. In this view, "Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu - DravidianLangTech" shared task at Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing (RANLP) - 2023 is organized. This shared task consists two language tracks: code-mixed Tamil and Tulu texts. Tulu text is first ever explored in public domain for SA in this shared task. Fifty seven research teams registered for the shared task and we received 27 systems each for code-mixed Tamil and Tulu texts. The performance of the systems (developed by participants) has been evaluated in terms of macro average F1 score. The top system for code-mixed Tamil and Tulu texts scored macro average F1 scores of 0.32, and 0.542 respectively. The high quality and substantial quantity of submissions demonstrate a significant interest and attention in the analysis of code-mixed Dravidian languages like Tamil and Tulu.

1 Introduction

Sentiment Analysis (SA) is a task to understand how people perceive and react to a particular topic, and it has gained significant attention in both academic and industrial settings over the past two decades. On social media, SA provides insights into the opinions and emotions expressed by individuals towards a brand or product online, or a video, movie, or an incident (Chakravarthi et al., 2022). The field of SA has evolved to encompass the collection and analysis of data from social media posts, allowing organizations to gain a comprehensive understanding of public sentiment towards their brand. By utilizing SA techniques, companies can gauge the overall perception of their brand, identify positive or negative sentiments, and make informed decisions about marketing strategies or customer relationship management. Unlike a simple examination of mentions or comments, SA delves deeper into the sentiments and evaluations conveyed in terms of posts shared by people on various social media platforms (Chakravarthi et al., 2020c).

One specific challenge in SA on social media is dealing with code-mixed texts. Code-mixing is a common occurrence in multilingual communities, where individuals blend words, morphemes, and phrases from two or more languages in their speech or writing (Kachru, 1978; Bali et al., 2014). This phenomenon poses a challenge for SA systems, particularly when they are written in non-native scripts, such as using roman characters to represent languages that traditionally use different scripts (Hegde and Shashirekha, 2022). The complexity arises from the presence of code-switching at various linguistic levels, including phonological, lexical, and syntactic aspects of the text. These intricate language patterns make it difficult for SA models trained on monolingual data to accurately interpret the sentiments expressed in code-mixed texts.

The demand for SA on social media texts, particularly those that are code-mixed, has been on the rise. Companies recognize the importance of understanding the sentiments and opinions expressed in diverse linguistic contexts, as it enables them to cater to a broader range of customers and tailor their marketing strategies accordingly. Researchers and practitioners continue to develop and refine SA techniques to effectively handle code-mixed texts and provide accurate SA results in multilingual settings Balouchzahi and Shashirekha (2020). To effectively analyze sentiment in code-mixed texts, specialized techniques and models need to be de-
veloped. These approaches should consider the unique linguistic characteristics of code-mixing, including the mixing of different languages, the potential shifts in sentiment across languages, and the context-dependent nature of sentiment interpretation Chakravarthi et al. (2020a). Researchers and practitioners are actively working on improving SA systems to handle code-mixed data, as the prevalence of code-mixing on social media and other online platforms continues to grow Chakravarthi et al. (2021).

This shared task introduces two gold standard corpora for SA of code-mixed text in Dravidian languages, namely Tamil-English and Tulu-Kannada-English. The corpora serve as a valuable resource for researchers and practitioners working on SA in multilingual contexts, allowing them to develop and evaluate models that can effectively handle code-mixed data in these specific language pairs. The objective of this task is to determine the sentiment polarity of code-mixed comments/posts in Tamil-English and Tulu-Kannada-English, sourced from social media. This dataset includes annotations of sentiment polarity at the comment/post level, aiming to identify whether the sentiment expressed is 'Positive', 'Negative', 'Neutral', or 'Mixed Feeling'. The training and development sets contain 33,989 and 3,786 sentences for Tamil, and 6,458 and 781 sentences for Tulu, respectively. Further details regarding the dataset annotation can be found in references Chakravarthi et al. (2020b) and Hegde et al. (2022a).

Tamil - is the first language considered as one of the longest surviving classical languages in India Subalalitha (2019); Srinivasan and Subalalitha (2019). It is a scheduled language under the Indian constitution and official language of the Indian states of Tamil Nadu and Puducherry. In addition, it is considered as one of the national languages of Singapore and Sri Lanka. Tamil is spoken by sizable minority in four more south Indian states, in addition to Kerala, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, and the Union Territory of Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The Tamil Nadu State Department of Archaeology and Archaeological Survey of India has recorded first Tamil script in 580 BCE on pottery from Keezhadi, Sivagangai, and Madurai districts of Tamil Nadu, India Sivanantham and Seran (2019). Tamil script is known as Tamili or Tamil-Brahmi and it consists of 18 consonants, 12 vowels, and 216 compound letters followed by a special character Hewavitharana and Fernando (2002); Hegde et al. (2022b).

Tulu - is a prominent Dravidian language spoken by approximately 2.5 million individuals primarily in the Dakshina Kannada and Udupi districts of Karnataka, as well as some parts of Kasaragod in Kerala. It holds great significance as the mother tongue for its speakers, who have made significant contributions to Karnataka’s cultural history and, in turn, to Indian culture as a whole. Tulu retains several features of ancient Dravidian languages while also introducing innovations not found in other Dravidian languages Padmanabha Kekunnaya. It utilizes its own script called Tigalari, derived from the Grantha script, which is no longer in use. The Tulu script consists of 52 letters, including 16 vowels and 36 consonants Antony et al. (2012); Hegde et al. (2022c).

2 Task Description

Sentiment analysis in Tamil and Tulu aims to determine the sentiment polarity of social media comments and posts that are written in both Tamil-English and Tulu-English. The following schema was used to annotate the data for sentiments.

- **Positive state**: The text contains an explicit or implicit signal that the speaker is in a positive state, such as content, appreciative, at ease, and forgiving.
- **Negative state**: The language contains a clue that indicates the speaker is in a negative state, such as sad, angry, nervous, or violent.
- **Mixed Feeling**: The sentence contains a clue, either explicitly or implicitly, indicating the speaker is having both good and bad feelings.
- **Neutral/unknown state**: The text does not contain any explicit or implicit clue of the speaker’s feelings.

To aid in improved understanding, the text was translated into Tamil and Tulu and sent to the annotators. A minimum of three annotators contributed to each sentence’s annotation.

Sentiment analysis in Tamil and Tulu task involves polarity categorization at the message level. Systems must categorize a YouTube comment into one of the four classes: positive, negative, neutral, or mixed emotions for Tamil-English dataset and positive, negative, unknown, or mixed emotions for Tulu-English dataset. Our datasets include code-switching at three different levels: tag,
intra-sentential, and inter-sentential. The comments for the Tamil-English dataset were typed in Roman characters using either Tamil vocabulary and English grammar, or vice versa. Similar to this, comments from the Tulu-English dataset were typed in Roman characters using either Tulu or English grammar and lexicon. The following Tamil-English dataset samples show how this scripting pattern is used.

- **Hotel vechu govrama vaalra thirunangaigalum irukaanga.** Ithu pondra theru porukki kalum irukaanga. - There are trans women who live with respect by owning hotel. There are street vendors like this. Tag switching with English words.

- **5rs kudutha pogamatamga 10 or 20 kuduka sollu thittuvaanga! Idhukku Peru dha vazhipari.** - If we give 5 rupees they won’t leave they will scold to give 10 or 20 rupees. This is what named as robbery. Tamil words written in Roman script with no English switch.

- **Hello eallarum apadi illa. nanum tirunagai than. nalaiku si exam elutha poren. tnpsc grp 2 eluthiruken. theriyama eallarum ore mathiri nu ninaikathinga.** - Everybody is not like this. I am also a trans woman. Tomorrow going to write SI exam. Written TNPSC group 2 exam. Without knowing do not think like this. Inter-sentential switch.

- **True i didn’t give single Paisa to this people.** - True I didn’t give single paise to these people. Intra-sentential switch between clauses.

The following Tulu-English dataset samples show how this scripting pattern is used.

- **ayyo encha la onji love letter unda.** Oh is there a love letter like this. - Tag switching with English words.

- **Aye dayeg mandde kanatha patherunu.** - Why he is talking like a mad? - Tulu words written in Roman script with no English switch.

- **Super Arpit Anna picture tuvodunde eji devere Mande haal and Kali review tude.** - Super Arpith brother, no need to see the picture. Oh God by seeing the review itself mind got ruined. Intra-sentential switch.

- **masth edde ithand. super brother.** - It was very nice. Super brother. Inter-sentential switch between clauses.

3 Related work

A 3-parallel Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) architecture which takes random, Word2Vec and random character embeddings to categorize sentiment of Dravidian code-mixed YouTube comments was implemented by Mishra et al. (2021). They obtained 15th, 12th, and 12th positions respectively for Tamil, Malayalam, and Kannada datasets. SR et al. (2022) experimented with Kernel based Extreme Learning Machines (ELM) for sentiment analysis. They concluded that Polynomial kernels works best in the ELM architecture for Code-Switched Dravidian Languages. A deep learning-based framework using Bidirectional-LSTM (Bi-LSTM) was proposed by Roy and Kumar (2021) to extract the features from input sentences and classify the sentiment in code-mixed languages. Shanmugavadivel et al. (2022) proposed sentiment analysis and offensive language identification on multilingual code-mixed data. They worked on extraction of semantically meaningful information from code-mixed data using word embedding for sentiment classification. Yadav and Chakraborty (2021) proposed an unsupervised method for Sentiment Analysis of Code-mixed Data. They employed multilingual and cross-lingual embeddings of monolingual text to find the sentiment in code-mixed text. Clustering of Tamil text with and with-out considering class-wise information for sentiment analysis was proposed by Thavareesan and Mahesan (2021). They tested by varying number of centroids in k-means clustering and k-nearest neighbour classifier. They achieved better results using FastText embeddings when compared to Bag Of Words (BOW) embeddings.

4 Methodology

We received a total of 27 submissions for both Tamil and Tulu. The systems were evaluated based on macro average F1 scores and a rank list was prepared. Table 1 and Table 2 show the rank lists of code-mixed Tamil and Tulu texts respectively. We briefly describe below the methodologies used by the top five teams.

- **DeepBlueAI (Luo and Wang, 2023):** The authors fine-tuned XLM-RoBERTa, a pre-trained multilingual language model, as the base model and they also combined various language datasets in different proportions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team name</th>
<th>Macro F1 score</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeepBlueAI (Luo and Wang, 2023)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUNLP (G et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poorvi (Shetty, 2023)</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK-NLP</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlphaBrains (Ehsan et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habesha (Yigezu et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lidoma (Tash et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUCSD (Coelho et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TU-PM</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selam (Kanta, 2023)</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbhiPaw</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team-Tamil (Ponnusamy et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUCS (Kulal et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML&amp;AI, IITRanchi (Kumari et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Rank list based on macro average F1 score for code-mixed Tamil text

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team name</th>
<th>Macro F1 score</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeepBlueAI (Luo and Wang, 2023)</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUNLP (G et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.533</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TU-PM</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK-NLP</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlphaBrains (Ehsan et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selam (Kanta, 2023)</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lidoma (Tash et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUCSD (Coelho et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L&amp;AI, IITRanchi (Kumari et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbhiPaw</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team-Tamil (Ponnusamy et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habeesha (Yigezu et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poorvi (Shetty, 2023)</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUCS (Kulal et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Rank list based on macro average F1 score for code-mixed Tulu text
They also used cross-validation to assess the performance and generalization of the fine-tuned model across multiple languages. They achieved the best macro F1 scores for both Tamil and Tulu code-mixed text securing the 1st place in the shared task.

- **MUNLP (G et al., 2023):** This team used two distinct approaches for Tamil and Tulu code-mixed texts. They fine-tuned Tamil sentiment BERT with the oversampled train data for Tamil. Whereas, for Tulu, they combined FastText pre-trained word embeddings with Tulu byte pair embeddings to train LinearSVC model. Their system achieved Rank 2 for both Tamil and Tulu.

- **Poorvi (Shetty, 2023):** Authors trained ensemble of ML (LinearSVC, Random Forest, MultinomialNB, and Logistic Regression) classifiers considering TF-IDF of n-grams in the range n = (1, 2). Their model secured 3rd and 14th ranks for Tamil and Tulu respectively.

- **AK-NLP:** This team trained LSTM model fed with TF-IDF features for both code-mixed Tamil and Tulu texts. They achieved Rank 4 for both Tamil and Tulu.

- **TU-PM:** Authors fine-tuned XLM-RoBERTa-base for both code-mixed Tamil and Tulu. Their proposed models achieved 3rd and 9th ranks for Tulu and Tamil code-mixed texts.

- **AlphaBrains (Ehsan et al., 2023):** Using transliteraton, this team augmented the existing Tamil and Tulu text before training their proposed models. They used TL by training character based contextualized ELMO representations for both Tamil and Tulu. Their proposed models secured 5th rank for both Tamil and Tulu code-mixed texts.

### 5 Evaluation

The distribution of the sentiment classes are imbalanced in both the datasets. In the Tamil code-mixed dataset, we have a class imbalance with the majority of comments belonging to Positive (20,070) class. Similarly, the Tulu code-mixed dataset has class imbalance with Positive (3,118) and Neutral (1,719) being the majority classes.

To address class imbalance, we utilized the macro average F1 score for ranking the systems.

Macro F1 scores are often used in evaluating models trained on imbalanced data because they provide a balanced assessment of model performance across all classes, regardless of class distribution. In imbalanced datasets, accuracy alone can be misleading, as a model may achieve high accuracy by simply predicting the majority class. By using the macro average F1 score, equal importance is given to each class, making it a suitable metric to evaluate model performance in scenarios where class imbalances exist. This score is computed by averaging the F1 scores of each class in the multi-class classification problem. To facilitate this calculation, we leveraged the classification report tool from Scikit-learn\(^1\), which provided comprehensive metrics and insights for evaluating the performance of the systems.

\[
Precision = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \quad (1)
\]

\[
Recall = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \quad (2)
\]

\[
F1score = 2 \times \frac{Precision \times Recall}{Precision + Recall} \quad (3)
\]

### 6 Results and Discussion

The sentiment analysis shared task focused on two languages: code-mixed Tamil and Tulu. A total of 57 participants registered for the shared task, out of which 27 teams submitted their systems for both Tamil and Tulu language tracks. Table 1 and Table 2 present the rank lists for Tamil and Tulu languages respectively, showcasing the performance of the submitted systems. It is worth noting that the majority of submissions were designed to handle SA for both languages, as indicated earlier. In this section, we present the top-ranked results for both the languages based on the macro average F1 scores. The rankings reflect the performance of the systems on the dataset, with the top positions indicating the highest macro average F1 scores across all classes.

Teams have commonly employed transformer-based models like XLM-RoBERTa, Tamil sentiment BERT, DeBERTa-Large, MuRIL, and IndicBERT, even though these models were not originally pre-trained on code-mixed text. In addition, some teams have also experimented with pretrained word embeddings like FastText and BPEmb.

\(^1\)Macro F1 score
Using these linguistic representations, a range of machine learning (ML) models including SVM, k-NN, MLP, OneVsRest, XGB, and GradientBoosting, as well as deep learning (DL) models such as CNN and LSTM, have been explored. These models are often combined with TF-IDF representations of word or character n-grams to effectively address the challenges of code-mixed text processing.

Participants encountered challenges in working with code-mixed text due to the inclusion of non-native script in our corpus. To address this, they acquired pre-trained models from libraries and fine-tuned them for our corpora. However, the availability of resources for Tulu code-mixed text is limited in comparison to Tamil. This scarcity prompted participants to take initiatives in resource generation and training pre-trained models from scratch. Given the data imbalance in the dataset, participants opted to employ resampling techniques like SMOTE to mitigate this imbalance effectively.

Despite efforts, both LSTM and traditional ML algorithms fell short in delivering satisfactory results when contrasted with transformer-based models. Notably, among the various models tested, XLM-RoBERTa and the transformer-based architecture demonstrated the most promising performance. Even though several systems and approaches had F1 scores that were below the average, we accepted those articles in an effort to promote the use of a variety of research techniques to address the issue in Dravidian languages. Most of the submissions in working notes provided comprehensive insights into class-specific precision, recall, and F1 scores. The primary evaluation metric utilized was the weighted F1 score, enabling a comprehensive assessment of model effectiveness.

7 Conclusion

We present the results of the SA shared task on code-mixed Tamil and Tulu text. The dataset utilized in the shared task consisted of code-mixed instances sourced from social media, particularly YouTube comments. To tackle the SA challenge, a majority of the participants employed fine-tuning techniques on pre-trained multilingual language models. This approach allowed them to leverage the existing knowledge captured by the pre-trained models while adapting them to the specific code-mixed Dravidian language context. The top-performing systems in the shared tasks employed additional resources such as multilingual sentiment analysis datasets and fine-tuned pre-trained models. However, despite their success, the results also suggest that there is still potential for improvement in sentiment analysis for all three Dravidian languages: Tamil, Malayalam, and Kannada. The increased number of participants and the improved performance of the systems indicate a growing interest in the field of Dravidian NLP and a positive trend towards advancing research in this domain.
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Abstract

This paper summarizes the shared task on multimodal abusive language detection and sentiment analysis in Dravidian languages as part of the third Workshop on Speech and Language Technologies for Dravidian Languages at RANLP 2023. This shared task provides a platform for researchers worldwide to submit their models on two crucial social media data analysis problems in Dravidian languages - abusive language detection and sentiment analysis. Abusive language detection identifies social media content with abusive information, whereas sentiment analysis refers to the problem of determining the sentiments expressed in a text. This task aims to build models for detecting abusive content and analyzing fine-grained sentiment from multimodal data in Tamil and Malayalam. The multimodal data consists of three modalities - video, audio and text. The datasets for both tasks were prepared by collecting videos from YouTube. Sixty teams participated in both tasks. However, only two teams submitted their results. The submissions were evaluated using macro F1-score.

1 Introduction

Multimodal social media data analyses the insights from social media data that include multiple modalities such as text, audio, and videos. Conventional social media data involves text data such as tweets, Facebook posts, and YouTube comments, and social media data analysis mainly focuses on processing text data to obtain valuable information. However, multimodal data analysis considers the diverse content shared on various social media platforms (Chakravarthi et al., 2021). Analyzing the data containing multiple modalities can give a more comprehensive understanding of user behavior, opinions, and trends. The features extracted from video and audio data can be considered additional information to enhance the text features of input data. The facial expressions from the video, the pitch, and the tone of the audio signal can help to refine the features for identifying different opinions and expressions more effectively.

Multimodal social media data analysis combines approaches from different domains, including computer vision (CV), speech processing, and natural language processing (NLP), to process and detect different categories of data.

• **Text mining and analysis:** The text data related to the videos posted on different social media platforms can be mined and analysed using NLP techniques to identify the context, sentiment, hate comments, comments with offensive language, and abusive content.

• **Computer vision:** This task involves the analysis of images and videos to understand different categories of data. This analysis can include detecting different objects, scenes, facial expressions, and emotions of people from images and videos.

• **Speech analysis:** Analysis of speech data, specifically spoken words, to extract information, sentiment, or other relevant features.

• **Feature fusion:** Integrating and combining features extracted from different modalities to obtain an extensive understanding of multimodal data.
The shared task on multimodal abusive language detection and sentiment analysis in Dravidian languages at DravidianLangTech, organized as part of Recent Advancements in Natural Language Processing 2023, has two subtasks - multimodal abusive language detection in Tamil and multimodal sentiment analysis in Tamil and Malayalam. The main objective of the shared task is to encourage researchers around the globe to participate and submit their approaches and results, with the motivation to support the research in resource-poor languages like Tamil and Malayalam.

Sentiment Analysis (opinion mining) (Medhat et al., 2014), (Chakravarthi et al., 2020b), (Priyadharshini et al., 2021) identifies sentiments or opinions by analyzing the underlying subjective information in the text data. Generally, sentiment analysis involves understanding the emotional tone present in a text to classify it as positive, negative, neutral, or more fine-grained categories. This analysis utilizes NLP embedding algorithms to represent text as a feature vector and classify the text into different categories using machine learning (ML) or deep learning (DL) algorithms. The multimodal sentiment analysis from video data involves the analysis of video or image sequence analysis and speech analysis in addition to the text analysis to identify the sentiments expressed in the data. In this task, the data are in Tamil and Malayalam, two low-resource languages. Both languages are morphologically rich and agglutinative, which makes the analysis more complex. In addition, the code-mixing property, which usually occurs in social media data, increases the complexity as it covers words from multiple languages.

Abusive language detection from social media data is identifying comments with abusive content (Nobata et al., 2016), (Priyadharshini et al., 2022b), (Priyadharshini et al., 2022a), (Chakravarthi et al., 2023), (Prasanth et al., 2022). Generally, in text-based analysis, the algorithms look for the words or phrases (sequence of words) or similar words/phrases that define the abusiveness of the input text. Multimodal abusive language detection includes detecting videos containing abusive information by analyzing video, speech, and text data. This subtask is primarily focused on building models for multimodal data in Tamil.

This paper summarises the shared task on multimodal abusive language detection in Tamil and multimodal sentiment analysis in Tamil and Malayalam. Besides, this paper discusses the findings from the models submitted to the two subtasks mentioned above. The shared task was hosted on CodaLab 1. We shared the training data and validation data with all the registered participants for building their models. Later, the test data without labels were shared to make predictions using the models built. Sixty teams registered for both subtasks. However, only two teams submitted their results.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 discusses the research papers published in the domains of multimodal abusive language detection and multimodal sentiment analysis. Section 3 describes the shared tasks, followed by Section 4, which summarizes the systems submitted by participating teams. The paper concludes in Section 5.

2 Related Works

People post messages and comments on various social media platforms in their mother tongue or code-mixed languages. Hence, the machine learning models built with monolingual datasets are unsuitable for identifying abusive language or analyzing sentiments from code-mixed languages. However, researchers are now progressing to develop systems using code-mixed datasets. As stated above, the data collection and annotation process is one key challenge. (Chakravarthi et al., 2020b,a; Hande et al., 2021a; Mandl et al., 2020) released a few Dravidian language datasets for offensive language and hate speech detection. Many models have been proposed using the above-cited datasets (Saumya et al., 2021; Yasaswini et al., 2021; Hande et al., 2021b; Kedia and Nandy, 2021; Renjit and Idicula, 2020; Chakravarthi et al., 2022). The authors (Singh and Bhattacharya, 2020) have employed an ensemble of multilingual BERT models to detect hate speech and offensive content for Dravidian languages. They have achieved an F-score of 0.95 for hate speech and offensive content detection tasks. in YouTube comments in Malayalam language(code-mixed, script-mixed). For hate speech and offensive content detection tasks for YouTube or Twitter datasets in Malayalam (code-mixed: Tanglish and Manglish), F-scores of 0.86 and 0.72 were achieved, respectively. (Ranasinghe et al., 2020) experimented with multinomial Naive Bayes, support vector machines and random for-

1https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/11092
An ensemble of multilingual transformer networks like XLMRoBERTa has been proposed for offensive speech detection in code-mixed and Romanised variants of three Dravidian languages-Tamil, Malayalam, and Kannada (Sai and Sharma, 2021). Two DL frameworks, namely CNN and Bi-LSTM (Saumya et al., 2021), have been used in parallel to extract the contextual features from the text. These features were concatenated and presented to a fully connected layer for final prediction. They also used conventional machine learning approaches, such as naive Bayes, random forests, support vector machine and transformer-based models to predict content from Dravidian code-mixed scripts. (Yasaswini et al., 2021) explored various transformer models to detect the offensive language in social media posts in Tamil, Malayalam, and Kannada. They achieved F1-scores of 0.9603 and 0.7895 on the Malayalam and Tamil datasets by using the ULMFiT model, respectively. For the Kannada dataset, they obtained an F1-score of 0.7277 by using the distilmBERT model. Two multi-task learning approaches (Hande et al., 2021a) was developed to identify the offensive language for Kannada, Malayalam, and Tamil and analyse the sentiments. The model obtained a weighted F1-score of (59% and 70%), (66.8% and 90.5%), and (62.1% and 75.3%) for Malayalam, Kannada, and Tamil on sentiment analysis and offensive language identification tasks, respectively. An offensive content classification model (Kedia and Nandy, 2021) was built with transformer-based models, namely BERT and RoBERTa, for Dravidian code-mixed languages like Kannada, Malayalam and Tamil. The authors achieved a weighted average F1-scores of 0.72, 0.77, and 0.97 for Kannada-English, Tamil-English, and Malayalam-English datasets.

The authors (Chakravarthi et al., 2022) developed datasets using the YouTube comments of three Dravidian languages, namely Malayalam–English (20,000), Tamil–English (44,000), and Kannada–English (7000) for sentiment analysis and offensive language identification tasks. (Dave et al., 2021) used machine learning and transformer-based models for offensive language identification. The authors represented the sentences using character n-gram and pre-trained word embedding. The F1-scores were 0.95 and 0.71 for Malayalam and Tamil, respectively. (Li, 2021; Dowlagar and Mamidi, 2021; Zhao and Tao, 2021; Chen and Kong, 2021; Dave et al., 2021) have used transformer-based models, such as BERT, RoBERTa and MuRiL for offensive language identification task for Dravidian languages. Besides, research articles (Dowlagar and Mamidi, 2021; Andrew, 2021) have shown the performances of offensive language detection from code-mixed languages using machine learning models such as logistic regression, K-nearest neighbour, support vector machine, decision trees and random forests. (Zhao and Tao, 2021; Chen and Kong, 2021; Sreelakshmi et al., 2021; Sharif et al., 2021) used deep learning techniques for offensive language identification task. All the above-discussed articles cover various methods and evaluations for offensive language identification and hate speech detection. They provide insights into this research’s ensemble strategies and deep learning models. Nevertheless, research has to progress deeper and wider to develop a robust model for hate speech and offensive language identification tasks using Dravidian languages. Even though text-based datasets and models are available for abusive language detection and sentiment analysis in Dravidian languages, research on multimodal datasets is yet to kickstart.

3 Task Description

This section discusses the two subtasks - multimodal abusive language detection in Tamil and multimodal sentiment analysis in Tamil and Malayalam, including the dataset used. The subtask, “Multimodal abusive language detection in Tamil”, aims to encourage researchers to develop AI/machine learning/deep learning models for classifying video data posted on YouTube into abusive and non-abusive categories. Multimodal sentiment analysis in Tamil and Malayalam” subtask has two tasks - one in Tamil and another in Malayalam. In both tasks, the objective is to develop AI/machine learning/deep learning models for classifying video data into highly positive, positive, neutral, negative, and highly negative categories. In all the tasks mentioned above, video, audio, and text data were provided, and the participants were free to use any combination of modalities to build their models.

The dataset used for conducting both tasks is
insufficient for training a machine learning or deep learning model. However, the availability of pre-trained models can help the participants to resolve this problem by generating meaningful feature representations.

3.1 Multimodal Abusive Language Detection in Tamil

The competition was hosted on the CodaLab platform. We provided training data and test data for this competition. Training data contains 70 videos collected from YouTube with abusive and non-abusive content. We extracted audio signals from the video and prepared the transcripts using the Google automatic speech recognition (ASR) module. The errors in the transcripts were corrected manually in the postprocessing step. After that, 88 videos were labeled with the help of qualified native speakers into two categories - abusive and non-abusive (Ashraf et al., 2021).

- **Abusive**: Abuse content encompasses any communication that
  1. targets an individual, group, or community
  2. is disrespectful, sexist, crude, or obscene
  3. pertains to human shortcomings, aims to provoke offense towards an individual or group, or suggests condescension or victim-blaming.

- **Non-abusive**: Anything that do not belong to the abusive category.

We divided the dataset into training and test data. The training dataset consisted of 70 videos, and the test data contained 18 videos. In addition to videos, both datasets are composed of audio and text data. The training dataset consists of 38 videos in the abusive category and 32 in the non-abusive category. The number of data points in each class shows a slight class imbalance problem. The test data consists of 18 videos, of which nine are abusive, and nine are non-abusive. During the testing phase of the competition, we provided the test data without labels. However, we released the test data with labels after the closure of the competition. Table 1 describes the training and testing data details.

Despite sixty registrations, only two teams submitted their results through the Google form provided.

### Table 1: Details of the dataset used for the shared task on multimodal abusive language detection in Tamil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Abusive</th>
<th>Non-abusive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Multimodal Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Malayalam

This subtask is also hosted on the CodaLab platform. This is the second edition of this subtask (Premjith et al., 2022). This subtask has two sections - one for Tamil and another for Malayalam. Like the multimodal abusive language detection task, we collected data for this task from YouTube. The same procedure was followed for collecting the data and annotation. Unlike the abusive language detection task, we provided the participants with training, validation, and test data. Training and validation data were released together, and test data without labels were supplied during the testing phase. The test data without labels were uploaded to the CodaLab after completing the task.

We considered five fine-grained labels for annotating each data point in both languages - Highly Positive, Positive, Neutral, Negative, and Highly Negative.

- **Highly Positive**: A video featuring a reviewer using exaggerated language or expressions.

- **Positive**: A video in which the reviewer delivers positive reviews while maintaining subtle facial expressions

- **Neutral**: There are no direct or indirect indications of the speaker’s emotional state. Examples include requests for likes or subscriptions and inquiries about a movie’s release date or dialogue.

- **Negative**: Videos featuring the utilization of negative words and sarcastic comments, coupled with understated facial expressions

- **Highly Negative**: Videos where excessively negative words are employed, accompanied by a gloomy facial expression and a stressed voice.

Training, validation, and test data in both languages contain data from three modalities - video, speech, and text. Tamil data consisted of 64 data.
Table 2: Details of the dataset used for the shared task on multimodal Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Malayalam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Malayalam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Class-wise distribution of the dataset used for the shared task on multimodal Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Malayalam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Malayalam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highly Positive</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly Negative</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Distribution of training, validation, and test datasets used for the shared task on multimodal Sentiment Analysis in Malayalam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Validation</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highly Positive</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly Negative</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 System Description

We received two submissions for both subtasks. Each team was allowed to submit a maximum of three runs. The run with the highest macro F1 score was considered for preparing the rank list. The descriptions of the systems submitted for the shared tasks are given below.

4.1 Team: hate-alert

Their work involved utilizing three distinct models to extract features from various modalities, such as text, audio, and video (Barman and Das, 2023). Firstly, the authors used the BERT model to extract text-based features from the video. By employing the BERT model, they capture and analyze the textual information and characteristics embedded within the video. Additionally, they incorporated the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) based feature extraction technique to extract audio-based features from the videos. The advantage of MFCCs is that they will aid in capturing the shape of the vocal tract, giving distinct characteristics to the sound or audio. Moreover, the successful extraction of video-based features was achieved by utilizing the Vision Transformer model. It is a specialized deep learning model designed for processing visual data. This model demonstrated its efficacy in handling visual tasks, enabling us to obtain valuable visual features from the videos. The extracted features included significant visual patterns, objects, and informative content. Furthermore, these features significantly contributed to a comprehensive understanding of the visual aspects of the video data. The proposal entailed applying a fusion-based system or a multimodal model after extracting the specific features from each modality (text, audio, and video). The model utilizes the complementary information or features received from different modalities to make accurate predic-
Table 6: Ranklist for the shared task on multimodal abusive language detection in Tamil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Macro F1</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hate-alert</td>
<td>0.5786</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbhiPaw</td>
<td>0.3333</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Ranklist for the shared task on multimodal sentiment analysis in Tamil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Macro F1</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hate-alert</td>
<td>0.1429</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbhiPaw</td>
<td>0.1333</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Team: AbhiPaw

In this work (Bala and Krishnamurthy, 2023), the authors created multimodal Transformer-based architecture to make accurate predictions. The proposal drew inspiration from two primary sources: (a) "MISA: Modality-Invariant and -Specific Representations for Multimodal Sentiment Analysis” presented at ACM MM 2020 (Hazarika et al., 2020), and (b) "How you feelin'? Learning Emotions and Mental States in Movie Scenes” presented at CVPR 2023 (Srivastava et al., 2023). They employed different models with varying dimensions to extract features from all three modalities (video, audio, and text). They used the MVIT model for video data, the openl3 library for audio data, and the BERT-based multilingual model for text data. These models were selected based on their respective strengths and capabilities in processing their corresponding modalities. Further, they designed a 2-layer transformer-based architecture for the primary model. Additionally, they incorporated type embeddings for the features, drawing inspiration from the work (b). These types of embeddings were used to signify the modality of each feature, distinguishing between video, audio, and text. The model’s raw output consisted of logits corresponding to the predicted classes.

5 Conclusion

This paper reports the findings of the shared task on multimodal abusive language detection in Tamil and multimodal sentiment analysis in Tamil and Malayalam. The task dataset consisted of videos collected from YouTube and corresponding audio and transcripts. We received sixty registrations for both subtasks. However, only two teams submitted the predictions for the test data provided to the participants. We used macro F1-score to assess the submitted predictions’ performance and prepare the rank list.
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Abstract

This paper discusses the submissions to the shared task on abusive comment detection in Tamil and Telugu codemixed social media text conducted as part of the third Workshop on Speech and Language Technologies for Dravidian Languages at RANLP 2023. The task encourages researchers to develop models to detect the contents containing abusive information in Tamil and Telugu codemixed social media text. The task has three subtasks - abusive comment detection in Tamil, Tamil-English and Telugu-English. The dataset for all the tasks was developed by collecting comments from YouTube. The submitted models were evaluated using macro F1-score, and prepared the rank list accordingly.

1 Introduction

Abusive comment detection from social media has become an essential and challenging task in the current age of technology (Chakravarthi et al., 2023; Priyadharshini et al., 2022b; Prasanth et al., 2022). The proliferation of online platforms helped people to spread information, including harmful and violent comments and posts. Therefore, addressing and mitigating harmful content to keep online platforms clean automatically has become very important (Chakravarthi et al., 2022a,b, 2023; Chakravarthi, 2023). This task is challenging due to the complexities of the languages. However, advanced machine learning algorithms and techniques were proposed to automatically identify and flag abusive comments, ranging from hate speech and cyberbullying to threats and harassment, recently. These systems analyze the content of the posts and the context to determine the presence of abusive language and malicious intent. The complexity of detecting the abusive contents from a code-mixed Dravidian language is even high due to the code-mixed nature of the text and the intricacies of the language, such as morphological richness and agglutinative property (Premjith et al., 2018). In addition, large datasets of labelled abusive content are required to train and fine-tune the Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based models, enabling them to recognize patterns and distinguish between harmful and benign texts.

A considerable amount of research has been conducted to detect abusive and similar harmful content from social media posts and comments (Bharathi and A gnusimmaculate Silvia, 2021; Bharathi and Varsha, 2022b; Swaminathan et al., 2022; Subramanian et al., 2022). In addition, several shared tasks were organized to promote the research for automatically detecting social media comments containing abusive content. This shared task focuses on detecting abusive comments in two Dravidian languages - Tamil and Telugu. Tamil is predominantly spoken in Tamil Nadu, a state in India and nearby countries, whereas Telugu is the official language of two states in India - Andhra Pradesh and Telangana (Vasantharajan et al., 2022; Anita and Subalalitha, 2019; Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2019, 2020a,b; Subalalitha, 2019; Sakuntharaj and Mahesan, 2016, 2017, 2021). This paper summarizes the findings of the research works submitted to the shared task on abusive language detection in Tamil and Telugu. Besides, this paper details the dataset developed and used for conducting the experiments.
2 Literature Review

In an attempt by Chakravarthy et. al. (Chakravarthi et al., 2023), a set of four datasets comprising abusive comments in Tamil and code-mixed Tamil-English extracted from YouTube is presented. Each dataset has undergone comment-level annotation, wherein polarities are assigned to the comments. To establish baselines for these datasets, the authors conducted experiments using various machine learning classifiers and presented the results in terms of F1-score, precision, and recall. Prasanth et al. (Prasanth et al., 2022) conducted a study focusing on the detection of abusive comments within given text. The authors employed TF-IDF with char-wb analyzers and utilized the Random Kitchen Sink (RKS) algorithm to generate feature vectors. For classification purposes, they employed the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with a polynomial kernel. The proposed method was applied to both Tamil and Tamil-English datasets, resulting in f1-scores of 0.32 and 0.25, respectively. Priyadharsini et. al. (Priyadharsini et al., 2022a) provides a comprehensive review of a shared task focused on identifying abusive comments encompassing various categories such as Homophobia, Misandry, Counter-speech, Misogyny, Xenophobia, Transphobic, and hope speech. The participants were provided with a dataset extracted from social media, which was labeled with the aforementioned categories in both Tamil and Tamil-English code-mixed languages. The participants employed diverse machine learning and deep learning algorithms for their approaches. The paper presents an overview of this task, including detailed information about the dataset and the results achieved by the participants. The objective of the study by Bharathi and Varsha (Bharathi and Varsha, 2022a) is to automate the identification and categorization of abusive comments into specific categories like Misogyny, Misandry, Homophobia, and Cyberbullying. The datasets utilized in this research were provided by the DravidianLangTech@ACL2022 organizers and consisted of code-mixed Tamil text. The authors trained these datasets using pre-trained transformer models such as BERT, m-BERT, and XLNET. Remarkably, they achieved a weighted average F1 score of 0.96 for Tamil-English code-mixed text and 0.59 for Tamil text. Gupta et al. (Gupta et al., 2022) conducted a study where they introduced a model called AbuseXLMR, designed specifically for detecting abusive content. This model was pre-trained on a vast amount of social media comments in over 15 Indic languages. Notably, AbuseXLMR exhibited superior performance compared to XLM-R and MuRIL when evaluated on multiple Indic datasets. In addition to providing annotations, this study also released mappings between comment, post, and user IDs, enabling the modeling of relationships among them. Furthermore, competitive baselines for monolingual, cross-lingual, and few-shot scenarios were shared, intending to establish the collected dataset as a benchmark for future research. The primary goal of the study by Marreddy et. al. (Marreddy et al., 2022) is to address the challenges posed by limited resources in the Telugu language. The authors make several valuable contributions to enrich resources for Telugu. They have curated a large annotated dataset containing 35,142 sentences for various NLP tasks, including sentiment analysis, emotion identification, hate-speech detection, and sarcasm detection. To enhance model efficiency, the authors have developed separate lexicons for sentiment, emotion, and hate speech and utilized pre-trained word and sentence embeddings. Furthermore, the authors have created different pre-trained language models specifically for Telugu, such as ELMo-Te, BERT-Te, RoBERTa-Te, ALBERT-Te, and DistilBERT-Te, using a sizable Telugu corpus comprising 8,015,588 sentences. Notably, the authors demonstrate that these developed models significantly enhance the performance of the four NLP tasks and provide benchmark results for Telugu.

3 Task Description

We used the CodaLab platform to conduct the task. The task includes three subtasks - abusive language detection in

- **Tamil**: Abusive language detection from Tamil codemixed social media text
- **Tamil-English**: Abusive language detection from Tamil-English codemixed social media text
- **Telugu-English**: Abusive language detection from Telugu-English codemixed social media text

3.1 Tamil

The dataset was compiled utilizing the YouTube comment scraper, capturing comprehensive comments.
ments in the Tamil script. The comments were sourced from videos addressing subjects related to homophobia, transphobia, misogyny, xenophobia, and misandry. However, procuring Tamil comments from YouTube videos posed challenges due to the extensive array of videos available. An extensive effort was made to exclusively retain comments in the Tamil language, resulting in the exclusion of non-Tamil comments. The comment annotations encompassed seven distinct classes, which are itemized in Table 1. The table provides comment counts for each class within every set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None-of-the-above</td>
<td>1295</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope-Speech</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homophobia</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misandry</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-speech</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transphobic</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenophobia</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misogyny</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>2240</strong></td>
<td><strong>699</strong></td>
<td><strong>560</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2 Tamil-English

The dataset was acquired from YouTube using the YouTube comment scraper. These comments are specifically in Tamil-English codemixed social media text, where Tamil characters are transliterated into the Latin script. Comments that incorporate both Tamil and English words, written in their respective scripts, were included in the dataset. We adhered to YouTube’s guidelines to categorize the comments into 7 labels: Homophobia, Transphobia, Hope-speech, Misandry, Xenophobia, Misogyny, Counter-speech, and None-of-the-above. Table 2 below presents the quantities of comments in each dataset as well as the distribution of comments across each label.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None-of-the-above</td>
<td>3720</td>
<td>1141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope-Speech</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homophobia</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misandry</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-speech</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transphobic</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenophobia</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misogyny</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>5948</strong></td>
<td><strong>1857</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3 Telugu-English

This task was hosted in CodaLab. This task encourages researchers to build machine learning or deep learning models for detecting hate comments from Telugu-English codemixed social media text. The dataset was prepared by collecting hate comments from YouTube. The initial challenge was identifying the videos where we could find the hate comments. The comments in which Telugu characters are written using Latin scripts and comments containing both Telugu and English words written in respective scripts were considered for preparing the dataset. We followed the regulations of YouTube to annotate the comments into hate and non-hate. The annotators were Telugu native speakers with English proficiency and good academic qualifications. Finally, the dataset consisted of 4500 annotated comments, of which 4000 were used as the training data, and 500 were considered the test data. The training data was released to the participants initially to build the model. The participants were free to choose the validation data. During the testing phase of the competition, we released the test data without labels, and the participants were asked to predict the labels. We published the test data with labels along with the rank list.

The training dataset consisted of 1939 hate and 2061 non-hate comments, whereas the test data had 250 hate and non-hate comments each. The distribution of the data points in each class indicates no considerable class imbalance problem. The train-test split of the dataset and the number of data points in each class is given in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hate</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-hate</td>
<td>2061</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>4000</strong></td>
<td><strong>250</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We received 52 registrations for the competition. However, only eight teams submitted the predic-
tions for the test data. We accepted a maximum of three runs from each team, and the run with the highest performance score was considered for preparing the rank list, which is shown in Table 5. Macro F1-score was used to evaluate the performance of the submitted results and prepare the rank list.

4 System Descriptions

This section summarizes the systems submitted to the Abusive Comment Detection in Tamil and Telugu tasks.

4.1 Team: MUCS

The team MUCS (Hegde et al., 2023) submitted three different models to the competition. In all three approaches, the authors used a resampling approach but used different feature extraction algorithms. The first model was developed by using TF-IDF as the feature extraction algorithm. The second method used the Telugu-bert model to generate the input text’s feature representation. In contrast, the authors used the multilingual BERT model in the third model. The third approach achieved the highest macro F1-score of 0.7459, and the team secured first place.

4.2 Team: DeepBlueAI

The team DeepBlueAI (Luo and Wang, 2023) used XLM-RoBERTa to develop their base model for classifying Telugu comments into hate and non-hate categories. They mixed multiple language datasets at different proportions to build the model. In addition, the authors performed cross-validation to develop a generalized model. This team secured the second position in the shared task, and their submission achieved a macro F1-score of 0.7318.

4.3 Team: Habesha

The team followed an LSTM-based approach for modelling the data (Yigezu et al., 2023). They did not use any other algorithms to generate the word embedding. The model consisted of a dropout layer introduced to avoid the overfitting problem, which generally happens when the number of data points is less. In addition, the model was set up to use early stopping based on validation loss, which stops training if the validation loss does not improve for a certain number of epochs. The team was placed third in the competition and scored a macro F1-score of 0.6519.

In the second model, the authors used character-based RNN for training the model.

4.4 Team: AK-NLP

The team submitted two models. In the first model, the authors used Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) to represent the comments as vectors and further used an LSTM model to learn the text’s sequential properties. The second approach used a Word2Vec-based hierarchical attention network for building the model. In this work, the authors used 20,000 external codemixed Telugu data for training the Word2Vec model. The TF-IDF+LSTM model achieved the highest performance among the two submissions, with a macro F1-score of 0.6430. This team achieved the fourth rank in the competition.

4.5 Team: AbhiPaw

The team AbhiPaw (Bala and Krishnamurthy, 2023) achieved the fifth rank in the competition, and they scored a macro F1-score of 0.6319. The team implemented a Logistic Regression-based classifier for categorizing the Telugu-English comments into hate and non-hate category.

4.6 Team: SuperNova

Team SuperNova (Reddy et al., 2023) used TF-IDF for feature extraction and Support Vector Machine (SVM) for classification. They did not consider any external dataset for feature extraction. The team achieved the sixth position with a macro F1-score of 0.6189.

4.7 Team: Athena

The team Athena (Sivanaiah et al., 2023a) implemented their model using the Logistic Regression classifier. They used the TF-IDF vectorization algorithm to vectorize the text data in the dataset before passing it to the model. They did not utilize any external data for generating the feature. The team was placed in the seventh position with a macro F1-score of 0.6137.

4.8 Team: CSSCUTN

The team used Bag of Words and TF-IDF feature representation algorithms for converting the input text into a feature representation (Pannerselvam et al., 2023). The authors used machine learning algorithms such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression, and Random Forest.
5 Result Analysis and Discussion

This section discusses the submission by different teams in the shared task.

5.1 Tamil

In the Tamil task, numerous participants took part, contributing a total of 9 submissions. The leading team, MUCS, achieved a macro F1 score of 0.46. This team employed the mBERT pre-trained transformer model using the resample method, along with DistilBERT using the same resample method, both of which delivered the top performance. The second-highest performing team, Harmony, adopted a strategy involving transliteration to Tamil and amalgamation with Tamil data. They balanced class distribution by oversampling minority classes until all classes had an equal count. Additionally, they applied the IndicNLP morphological analyzer for stemming. Subsequently, the data was fed into transformer models: MuRIL and XLM-RoBERTa with fine-tuning. They also employed fast text embedding, which underwent two parallel recurrent layers—two Bi-LSTM and two Bi-GRU and this team got 0.41 macro F1 scores.

5.2 Tamil-English

In the Tamil-English codemixed task, 12 participants submitted their evaluation predictions. A rank list was compiled based on the macro F1 scores. Notably, DeepBlueAI secured the top rank with an F1 score of 0.55, while the team Supernova achieved the lowest rank with an F1 score of 0.25. The team that claimed the first position employed Fine-tuning with XLM-RoBERTa as the foundational model. They also explored mixing multiple language datasets at various ratios and utilized cross-validation techniques. Conversely, the team that ended up with the last rank adopted a TF-IDF approach in conjunction with basic machine learning models. Interestingly, the teams discovered that the most effective results were achieved when combining TF-IDF feature extraction with various machine learning and transformer models. Additionally, these teams found success by incorporating resampling techniques into their transformer model implementations.

5.3 Telugu-English

The submissions by different teams include various feature extraction approaches and classification models. Most models were based on TF-IDF feature extraction followed by a machine learning classifier. However, the two teams used BERT-based approaches for developing their models. Another two teams used LSTM and RNN architectures for modelling the Telugu-English codemixed data. It is observed from the macro F1-scores of all the teams that the model based on BERT and its variants achieved the top ranks, followed by LSTM and RNN-based models. The bottom-placed teams used TF-IDF feature extraction algorithms. Therefore, it is evident that the BERT-based embedding algorithms learn better features for classification than conventional approaches such as TF-IDF and Bag of Words.

6 Conclusion

This paper discussed the findings of the shared task conducted as part of the third Workshop on Speech and Language Technologies for Dravidian Languages at RANLP 2023 on abusive comment detection in Tamil, Tamil-English and Telugu-English data. The datasets used for the competition were collected from YouTube comments and annotated with experts’ help in compliance with YouTube’s regulations. There were nine, eleven and eight submissions in Tamil, Tamil-English and Telugu-English tasks, respectively. Most teams used multilingual BERT-based pre-trained models to transform the input text into the feature vector. The other submissions consisted of models using TF-IDF features and machine learning classifiers. We used macro F1-score for computing the classification performance and prepared the rank list accordingly.
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Table 4: Rank list for the Tamil subtask

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team Name</th>
<th>Macro F1</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MUCS (Hegde et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmony (Raaj P et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK_NLP</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEC_AI_NLP (Shanmugavadivel et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athena (Sivanaiah et al., 2023a)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbhiPaw (Bala and Krishnamurthy, 2023)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepBlueAI (Luo and Wang, 2023)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habesha (Yigezu et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supernova (Reddy et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Rank list for the Tamil-English subtask

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team Name</th>
<th>Macro F1</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeepBlueAI (Luo and Wang, 2023)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK-NLP</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmony (Raaj P et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUCS (Hegde et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avalanche (Sivanaiah et al., 2023b)</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEC_AI_NLP (Shanmugavadivel et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athena (Sivanaiah et al., 2023a)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avalanche (Sivanaiah et al., 2023b)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSSCUTN (Pannerselvam et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbhiPaw (Bala and Krishnamurthy, 2023)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habesha (Yigezu et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supernova (Reddy et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Rank list for the Telugu-English subtask

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team Name</th>
<th>Macro F1</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MUCS (Hegde et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.7459</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepBlueAI (Luo and Wang, 2023)</td>
<td>0.7318</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habesha (Yigezu et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.6519</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK-NLP</td>
<td>0.6430</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbhiPaw (Bala and Krishnamurthy, 2023)</td>
<td>0.6319</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supernova (Reddy et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.6189</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athena (Sivanaiah et al., 2023a)</td>
<td>0.6137</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSSCUTN (Pannerselvam et al., 2023)</td>
<td>0.5939</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

We present CoPara¹, the first publicly available paragraph-level (n-way aligned) multilingual parallel corpora for Dravidian languages. The collection contains 2856 paragraph/passage pairs between English and four Dravidian languages. We source the parallel paragraphs from the New India Samachar magazine and align them with English as a pivot language. We do human and artificial evaluations to validate the high-quality alignment and richness of the parallel paragraphs of a range of lengths. To show one of the many ways this dataset can be wielded, we finetuned IndicBART, an S2S transformer model on NMT for all XX-En pairs of languages in CoPara which perform better than existing sentence-level models on standard benchmarks (like BLEU) on sentence level translations and longer text too. We show how this dataset can enrich a model trained for a task like this, with more contextual cues and beyond sentence understanding even in low-resource settings like that of Dravidian languages. Finally, the dataset and models are made available publicly at GitHub² to help advance research in Dravidian NLP, parallel multilingual, and beyond sentence-level tasks like NMT, etc.

1 Introduction

Public and quality Multilingual data for Indic languages, explorations in NLP for the same, and in general community interest has grown in the last few years which gave us large parallel multilingual sentence level datasets and models (Ramesh et al., 2022; AI4Bharat et al., 2023). More specifically there is also much needed and quality research coming out in Dravidian NLP through community efforts and workshops like DravidianLangTech (Madasamy et al., 2022).

¹CoPara is a reference to copra -meaning the kernel of a coconut- that lent its name to English from Dravidian languages (its a cognate - ko[pp/bb]jar[a/i], in all 4 languages we explore) and the fact that the contribution is of an aligned Paragraph corpora.

²https://github.com/ENikhil/CoPara

However, while we improve and amass resources & techniques on Dravidian sentence-level NLP, we should also utilize publicly available data to explore if there are structures beyond sentences that can be mined to inform these growing models of longer form texts (Zhang et al., 2019). This information could lead the models one step further into solving straightforward problems like translating a paragraph (and not translating parts of it and stitching it back together) or more subtle ones like coreference resolution or author style feature distinction (Gao and Shih, 2022).

This first paragraph/passage level multilingual n-way aligned (PLA from here on) dataset in Dravidian languages thus is a step towards opening up research for these languages on document level parallel corpus creation/NMT (El-Kishky et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2022) and be an early part of the rare but growing work in PLA corpus creation & NLP (Thai et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2019; Devaraj et al., 2021; Gottschalk and Demidova, 2017).

The PLA work cited above and classic sentence-level aligned works (SLA, like Europarl (Koehn, 2005)) show how PLA has directly bettered NMT, has been helpful in obtaining better aligned sentence level texts, linking entities across Wikipedia like databases, better literary & medical text translation, etc. In the context of Dravidian languages, early work like (J et al., 2010) & more recently DravidianLangTech ’21 (Chakravarthi et al., 2021) concluded (across 2 works) that sentence length & complexity were crucial barriers to a good translation in this language family as well. With these motivations we present CoPara the first public Dravidian languages’ PLA corpus (example at Figure 1) which has a fair share of small & long passages, some quality checks, and show how it bettered Dravidian NMT (both sentence and paragraph level) as an example of use.
2 Literature Review

2.1 The Dravidian Languages

Following is a brief introduction to the 4 Dravidian languages and their morpho-syntactic features of interest to motivate beyond sentence need of context in a corpus, summarised from Gutman and Avanzati (2013)’s compilation (find a more detailed sociolinguistic history at Madasamy et al. (2022)).

Some languages in the Dravidian language family (mainly South India and Asia), lack a written form, but the following 4 prominent ones have developed a large body of written literature. These agglutinative languages are mostly head-final with a flexible Subject-Object-Verb (SOV) word order, requiring the finite verb at the sentence’s end. Each sentence permits one finite verb accompanied by one or more non-finite verbs. Subordinate clauses in these languages typically precede the main clause. Kannada is a pro-drop language that syntactically depends on case suffixes, participles, gerunds, and infinitives. Since this makes the verb rich to express person and number, it allows subject omission. Tamil has its subject is usually in the nominative case. Subject-verb agreement exists, and verbs agree in person, number, and gender. It employs postpositions and case inflection to indicate syntactical relations. Telugu’s syntactic functions are conveyed through case suffixes and postpositions following the oblique stem. It is a pro-drop language too but lacks coordinating conjunctions, and coordinated phrases lengthen their final vowels. Relative clauses are formed using a relative participle instead of a finite verb. Finally, Malayalam closely resembles Tamil, but has diverged since the 8th century. It is agglutinative like Dravidian languages but has lost subject-verb and person-number agreement.

2.2 Related Work

There is some research on PLA pairs in a larger SLA dataset like Europarl but scarce work that focuses exclusively on creating a PLA corpus or NLP tasks on the same. The closest works (Thai et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2019) respectively contribute the Par3 (multilingual, not n-way) & a Chinese-English translated novels’ dataset. Thai et al. (2022) conclude that the current metrics (like BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)) are insufficient to qualify paragraph alignment or translation etc. (thus we also do human evaluation on our data). They also find that NMT sentence-level translations are too literal as compared to human ones but BLEU prefers Google Translate over Humans. Finally they find paragraphs as a key unit for a literary paraphrase dataset and among Dravidian languages they report BLEU scores around 15-17 only for En-Ta translation quality in the literary domain. Similarly Zhang et al. (2019) innovate a hierarchical model to learn both word level and sentence level features to model a paragraph level unit in the literary domain too. They highlight how paragraph alignment is not a trivial task but make sentence alignment easier while also being a richer context for NMT models. Finally we model our Results and Analysis of the NMT experiment by plotting metric scores across sections of data with increasing average lengths.

Finally, while exploring semi-automatic methods to gauge a translator’s style (Gao and Shih, 2022) highlight that sentence level auto textual aligners are more prone to errors than paragraph ones in Chinese-English and that sentence boundaries are not neatly defined by punctuation boundaries making paragraphs preferable, while (Gupta and Pala, 2012) make a Hindi-English aligner & found that it did better with aligned paragraphs, finally (Gottschalk and Demidova, 2017) showed that PLA with overlapping information in partner Wiki articles help make a comprehensive overview.
over shared entity facets in multilingual editions.

3 The CoPara Dataset

The dataset is based on the "New India Samachar" magazine (PIB, 2020), a publication launched by the Information and Broadcasting (I&B) Ministry of India in 2020 and published on a fortnightly basis in English and twelve different Indic languages. The magazine disseminates information on cabinet decisions, features content like 'Mann ki Baat', and discussions on prevailing issues.

We processed (Pipeline at Figure 2) 15 of these issues published in 2022 (subset picked randomly) to create CoPara. Thus we had a total of 75 issues as we aimed to align each of the 15 issues in an n-way manner across 5 languages: English and 4 Dravidian languages (Kannada, Tamil, Telugu, and Malayalam). This resulted in 2856 n-way aligned paragraphs with statistics as highlighted by Table 1. These statistics show that CoPara is consistent with general relative linguistic features e.g. for each sentence that is a part of an n-way aligned paragraph in English, it will be on an average longer than a Dravidian languages’ sentence (more agglutinative) w.r.t. Word Length.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avg. Len.</th>
<th>kn</th>
<th>ml</th>
<th>ta</th>
<th>te</th>
<th>en</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tokens</td>
<td>108.6</td>
<td>105.4</td>
<td>103.2</td>
<td>105.8</td>
<td>108.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentences</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Average Lengths of CoPara paragraphs on various levels of units across languages

The following sections detail the steps of the data processing and show a detailed analysis of alignment quality too.

3.1 Data Creation

3.1.1 Imaging and Alignment

Given the characteristic presence of image-based text or non-standard encoding in all the Dravidian language magazines (mostly because they were PDFs), direct text extraction was highly erroneous. Thus the first step for an annotator (native speaker of the Dravidian language magazine is in) was to copy an English magazine content and then to capture screenshots of the corresponding Dravidian magazines for more accurate text extraction via standard Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software later.

This process involved 6 annotators who subsequently segmented these magazine contents by indicating breaks throughout the copied/screenshot magazine by using a combination of article breaks ($A$) and paragraph breaks ($#P#$). These breaks were identified by annotators after briefing them on the process of using visual cues like relative positioning, spatial heuristics, and matching design elements.

This was then checked for errors and re-annotated if required until it was satisfactorily aligned. This segmenting was served as the main way to align paragraphs across all language versions of a given magazine.

3.1.2 OCR and cleaning

For the next step of transforming these image documents into the necessary text format, we used Google Cloud Vision’s OCR API (Google, 2017) as it is capable of generating outputs with higher confidence than other solutions that we tested (like Tesseract OCR and Amazon Textract) and supports English & all the Dravidian languages considered.

The generated textual data was then refined by the same team of annotators to maintain quality and de-noise text-image-text conversion by tackling issues such as misinterpreted characters, incorrect order, missing words, inappropriate formatting, and other noisy artifacts.

Following this refinement, the text is subjected to further standard text pre-processing to remove extra punctuations, redundant whitespaces, line breaks, and hyperlink fixes.

3.1.3 Splitting into paragraphs

The text is then aligned using the article breaks, resulting in 1893 n-way aligned articles. To ensure accurate paragraph alignment for the next step, we cross-examine each article in all languages, tallying the number of internal paragraphs. In instances where the count is identical, the corresponding paragraphs are assumed congruent and the tuple is incorporated into the dataset (in line with assumptions of previous work) - this holds even if the count totals to a single paragraph.

Finally, we tokenize each (now aligned) paragraph from all tuples using the IndicBART-XXEN3 (Dabre et al., 2021) tokenizer from the Hugging Face Library, and if the resulting token count surpasses 512, the corresponding tuple is filtered out to allow for higher compatibility with existing language models. This rigorous procedure
culminates in a parallel paragraph-level corpus containing 2856 n-way aligned passages, where n = 5 (English, Kannada, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam).

3.2 Data Quality

We adapt previous work in parallel sentences’ Indic language multilingual corpus quality estimation (Ramesh et al., 2022) to fit to our paragraph-level corpus quality estimation tasks. We do two experiments to approximate the Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) of our data tuples as a proxy for their alignment quality as a correctly aligned paragraph will be generally highly similar to its other language counterpart too.

The two experiments are conducted on a randomized & length balanced subset (5%) of the data respectively an Artificial estimate (Section 3.2.1) by calculating the cosine similarity of cross-lingual embeddings and a Human estimate (Section 3.2.2) by asking human annotators to rate the same sentences on a 0-5 scale designed for an STS task.

3.2.1 Artificial Alignment Evaluation

To artificially estimate how aligned our data tuples are, we generate cross-lingual embeddings using the indic-sentence-similarity-sbert⁴ (Deode et al., 2023) (Sentence-BERT) model for all paragraphs from the different languages in our corpus to map them to a shared vector space. These embeddings are reliable as this model is the state-of-the-art for Indic cross-lingual similarity (also we did not need to truncate data as all were bound to be below 512 tokens by design).

We use these to calculate the alignment score for each XX-En (Dravidian-English) paragraph pair with the cosine similarity function. Descriptive statistics for the same are shown in Table 2, and the distribution of alignment scores across all tuples for all XX-En pairs are shown in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cos_sim</th>
<th>kn-en</th>
<th>ml-en</th>
<th>ta-en</th>
<th>te-en</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.965</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: The graphs for cosine-similarity (x-axis, goes from 0-1) distribution against number of tuples (y-axis)

We can observe that all XX-En language tuples’ averages are above 0.8 making them very similar to each other overall. Kannada comes out to be the best-aligned subset of CoPara in terms of the highest means and lowest standard deviations. Meanwhile, Malayalam seems the lowest in the same terms.

A closer look at the lower (<0.5, which are less than 3% data in all of these XX-En tuples) cosine-similar tuples, shows that some of these tuples have a sentence more or less than the other which would have occurred because of how the translation was
done and to which paragraph a border sentence fit more. Another set of low-performing tuples shows the existence of a referenced entity in one of the languages of the tuple and just a pronoun referral in the other. In this case, embedding-based cosine-similarity has only limited context outside of paragraphs to understand that the alignment is actually fine (this is a fallback consistent with SLA datasets).

### 3.2.2 Human evaluation

To assess the semantic textual similarity and gauge alignment quality, we enlisted the assistance of one human annotator for each subset of language pairs. We provided them with guidelines and utilized the scoring system from Agirre (Agirre et al., 2016), ensuring they were adequately briefed on the criteria. Annotators might have differed in their choice of minimum and maximum values when assigning scores. To account for variations in the scoring preferences of annotators, we normalized their marked scores within the range of 0 to 1. Normalizing the scores allows for a more consistent and standardized evaluation across all annotators, which would lead to a fairer assessment of the alignment quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>score</th>
<th>kn-en</th>
<th>ml-en</th>
<th>ta-en</th>
<th>te-en</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Descriptive statistics for xx-en alignment scores

Based on the human evaluation, can observe that all XX-En language tuples’ averages are above 0.75, making them quite similar to each other. Kannada and Telugu come out as the best-aligned subsets of CoPara with Malayalam being the lowest aligned in terms of the mean and the standard deviation.

We see that both human and artificial STS scores indicate that while Kannada is more highly aligned and Malayalam is the least of the set, CoPara as an overall set is aligned well and is a usable dataset for parallel paragraph-level tasks in Dravidian Languages. We show how it actually improves a sentence-level NMT model’s performance in Dravidian languages in the next section.

### 4 Neural Machine Translation by Fine-tuning on CoPara

We now show how CoPara can be used to improve NMT in Dravidian languages. For the same, we take a multilingual Indic Language Model fine-tuned on the NMT task. We further finetune it on our dataset and check if the performance increases as compared to base model’s results.

#### 4.1 Dataset

As this experiment required comparable results to existing models, we sampled 5% data out from the main dataset, for evaluation. This data was a collection of five parts, labeled from 1 to 5, with each section corresponding to a specific number of sentences within a data point.

Section 1 of the evaluation set exclusively contains single sentence-length paragraphs, with an average of 30 token length (other sentence-level Indic datasets have had 25 as an average sentence length) for us to keep it comparable to existing models. In contrast, like (Zhang et al., 2019) our last evaluation section, section 5 comprises paragraphs that exceed five sentences, representing longer texts. While all the sections between 1 and 5 represent the number of sentences each passage has, in that section. Finally we used the embeddings generated from the last section to find out which evaluation paragraphs were very similar (>0.8) to fine-tuning data. We found 28 such data points out of 130 that we sampled, leaving us with 102 aligned passages to run statistics on and infer from them.
4.2 Model

For our experimentation, we employed IndicBART, a multilingual sequence-to-sequence Transformer model specifically pretrained on Indic languages. Architecturally, it utilizes 6 encoder and decoder layers with model and filter dimensions of 1024 and 4096 respectively on 16 attention heads (244M parameters). In specific, we utilized the publicly available IndicBART-XXEN variant, which is already finetuned on the PMI(Haddow and Kirefu, 2020) and PIB(Siripragada et al., 2020) sentence-level datasets for XX-En NMT. This will be our base model from here on.

4.3 Training

We utilized an 85:10:5 split on our dataset for training, development, and evaluation purposes. The training set was used to fine-tune the model using YANMTT(Dabre and Sumita, 2021), while the development set helped determine early stopping checkpoints. The evaluation set was utilized for qualitative, and quantitative evaluation of translations. Fine-tuning was performed individually for each XX-En language pair, using a batch size of 512 tokens for 10 epochs on an Nvidia V100 GPU. The best-performing checkpoint for each XX-En translation pair was saved as the final model.

4.4 Results

Table 4 presents a comparison of the performance of the IndicBART-XXEN model before and after fine-tuning it with our dataset. The finetuned version performs better than the base model across all language pairs and all sections. For a more generalized result and testing CoPara fine-tuned model’s increase in performance outside of our corpus, we tested on the similarly sized FLORES101 devtest (Goyal et al., 2021) as well. Table 5 shows that the fine-tuned model does better on this benchmark as well, across the 4 languages.

Figure 5 summarises the results from CoPara evaluation, across different sections/lengths. These results show that the 1-sentence section of the evaluation set showed a 55% increase from the baseline BLEU scores (other metrics were similar) on finetuning. This increase because of finetuning increases as we make the paragraphs contain more sentences until it is composed of 4 sentences, after which there is still an increase from the baseline but not proportionate to the increase in the number of sentences. This implies that CoPara does increase a model’s paragraph handling capabilities but only up to a certain point, more work needs to be done for article-sized texts.

Across the 4 languages, we independently also calculated the effect of the standard deviation of cosine similarities on the increase in scores from baseline on just 1-sentence paragraphs and found that there was a -0.97 (Pearson’s) correlation between the two. This indicates that as a dataset gets less reliable in paragraph alignment, the efficiency of it being able to enrich a sentence-level NMT model decreases. This also helped us explain why
the Kannada fine-tuned model did consistently better than the Malayalam one.

Finally since BLEU has been shown insufficient as a metric for NMT (especially for longer texts), we tried out BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020) (Table 5) to confirm results on sentence level performances of our model across languages and on the FLORES101 devtest set as well. We see that except Kannada & Tamil data in the FLORES101 devtest sets, CoPara fine-tuning consistently increases performances and on these two the performance is still comparable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Pairs →</th>
<th>kn-en base</th>
<th>ml-en FT</th>
<th>ta-en base</th>
<th>te-en base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dataset evaluated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoPara section 1</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLORES101 devtest</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.930</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: BERTScores for base vs finetuned on all XX-En pairs for section 1 and FLORES101 devtest

We establish CoPara as the first parallel paragraph-level Dravidian n-way corpus by showing how it was formed and its quality by doing various evaluations. We then show that it significantly increases a sentence-level NMT model’s performance on not just sentence level but also on paragraph-level data. We show that it does not hamper the base model’s performance on sentence-level NMT, while enhancing it for processing paragraphs. These analyses are done on a different benchmark and on two different metrics as well.

We hope that this opens up avenues for long text and document-level NLP in Dravidian languages and that CoPara is grown both in quantity and quality by succeeding works.

5 Conclusion

We establish CoPara as the first parallel paragraph-level Dravidian n-way corpus by showing how it was formed and its quality by doing various evaluations. We then show that it significantly increases a sentence-level NMT model’s performance on not just sentence level but also on paragraph-level data. We show that it does not hamper the base model’s performance on sentence-level NMT, while enhancing it for processing paragraphs. These analyses are done on a different benchmark and on two different metrics as well.

We hope that this opens up avenues for long text and document-level NLP in Dravidian languages and that CoPara is grown both in quantity and quality by succeeding works.

6 Future Work and Limitations

One big improvement could be to find out better ways to align Malayalam data after finding systematic inaccuracy patterns and make it as good as Kannada data for a better CoPara. We can also fine-tune existing NMT models for the En-XX translation tasks and experiment with multilingual training to see if it can improve performance.

Recent work on Europarl (Amponsah-Kaakyire et al., 2021) showed that using a pivot language could cause deprecation, it would be interesting to see if the same applies to low resource language settings like Dravidian and work more on the same.

(Thai et al., 2022) finds that human evaluations are still better than existing sentence-level metrics. One improvement to our work would have been to employ a more paragraph-relevant human evaluation but another improvement that is much needed is for a new set of metrics for this task.

Finally, future work can also try a hierarchical model like (Zhang et al., 2019) on our dataset to see if it can utilize the data better while we can work in parallel to make our models consume bigger paragraphs in innovative ways.
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Abstract
This research investigates the effectiveness of ChatGPT, an AI language model by OpenAI, in translating English into Hindi, Telugu, and Kannada languages, aimed at assisting tourists in India’s linguistically diverse environment. To measure the translation quality, a test set of 50 questions from diverse fields such as general knowledge, food, and travel was used. These were assessed by five volunteers for accuracy and fluency, and the scores were subsequently converted into a BLEU score. The BLEU score evaluates the closeness of a machine-generated translation to a human translation, with a higher score indicating better translation quality. The Hindi translations outperformed others, showcasing superior accuracy and fluency, whereas Telugu translations lagged behind. Human evaluators rated both the accuracy and fluency of translations, offering a comprehensive perspective on the language model’s performance.

1 Introduction
Language barriers often hinder effective communication and can lead to misunderstanding. e.g., a tourist may ask for directions to get to a specific location, but the local person may understand differently. Such communication can lead to getting lost or taking longer. Though English is widely spoken and understood, there could be significant communication issues in understanding the accent and language. For instance, visitors may have a hard time understanding similar-sounding words like “bazaar” (market) and “bizarre” (strange). Accurate and fluent translations play a crucial role in overcoming these challenges and ensuring smooth communication, enhancing visitor satisfaction, and fostering cultural understanding. So, developing efficient communication tools to bridge language barriers has become highly fundamental (Urlana et al., 2023), (Stüker et al., 2006), (Anand et al., 2023).

Generative AI technology learns using supervised and unsupervised algorithms to analyze, synthesize, summarize and transform language data (Radford et al., 2019), (Brown et al., 2020). Such technology provides many solutions, including language translation, to develop tourist-aided applications. ChatGPT is one of the generative algorithms which can do several tasks, such as summarization, planning, and translation, based on prompts. ChatGPT is a transformer model trained as InstructGPT by openAI (Ouyang et al., 2022). The objective of this study is twofold: 1. To evaluate how well ChatGPT, an AI tool, can translate English into Indian languages like Kannada, Hindi, and Telugu for international visitors looking for information about Indian cuisine and travel. 2. To conduct an error analysis and provide valuable insights to improve these models for the tourist domain, so that such AI language models can be applied to enhance communication and provide better experiences for travelers in foreign countries (Vaswani et al., 2017).

2 Data Collection and Categorization
The initial data for this study was collected using a multi-faceted approach, combining insights from informal interviews with a diverse set of frequent travelers, online searches, and interactions with ChatGPT. Participants were asked questions about their experiences with language barriers, communication difficulties, and their expectations regarding translation services. This ensured a comprehensive understanding of travelers’ challenges faced when
seeking local information, coupled with online travel websites and blogs. To further help the data collection process, queries were inputted to ChatGPT simulating travelers’ interactions. Overall, around Sixty questions were finalized for further analysis.

All these Sixty questions were then analyzed by two independent volunteers to identify the key themes. A third volunteer was asked to resolve any conflicts and discrepancies. From the original set of Sixty questions, Fifty relevant questions were shortlisted and were categorized into 3 themes; General, Food, and Travel. The theme-based categorization allowed for a comprehensive analysis that aligned with research objectives.

You can find the list of 50 questions used for this experiment in the Appendix A.

3 Experiment Methodology

The experiment utilizes the openAI Language Model (LLM) model, specifically the "gpt-3.5-turbo" variant, for translating English text to the target language. The experiment involves a conversation-style interaction between the user and the system, where the system acts as a helpful assistant providing translations (Ouyang et al., 2022).

The prompt used to generate the data consists of two parts: a system role and a user role. The system’s role is to introduce the assistant’s purpose, which is to assist with English to Target Language translation. The user’s role is to instruct the assistant to translate a specific English text to the target language. The provided source text serves as the input for the translation task (Lai et al., 2023).

The prompt used to generate the translation data:

- model="gpt-3.5-turbo"
- You are a helpful assistant that translates English to Target Language.
- Translate the following English text to Target Language

4 Evaluation Methodology

In this work, we use a subjective and an objective evaluation methodology. Subjective evaluation asks native speakers of a language to rate the accuracy and fluency of the translation (White and O’Connell, 1993).

To assess translation quality, participants were asked specific questions covering several characteristics of translation accuracy and fluency. For example, one question asked participants to assess the translated text on a scale of 1 to 5, indicating how correctly it conveyed the original text’s meaning. Another question focused on fluency, asking participants to judge the smoothness and naturalness of the translated text. We aimed to cover multiple aspects of translation quality by incorporating a wide set of questions, ensuring a thorough evaluation procedure.

For accuracy evaluation, "On a scale of 1 to 5, how accurately does the translated text convey the meaning of the original text?"

For fluency evaluation, "On a scale of 1 to 5, how fluent is the translated text?", where 1-Bad, 2-Poor, 3-Fair, 4-Good, 5-Excellent.

Collecting scores on accuracy and fluency provides a comprehensive evaluation of the translation quality. It helps this study understand how accurately the AI model performs in translating the meaning of the original text while maintaining fluency in the target language.

5 Results and Analysis

Table 1 provides the accuracy and fluency scores. Overall, Hindi translations received the highest average scores, indicating better accuracy and fluency compared to Telugu and Kannada. Kannada translations showed relatively better performance than Telugu, while Telugu had the lowest average scores across all themes.

The average scores for Hindi translations in the General theme indicate high accuracy (4.8) and fluency (4.6) indicating effective translations. Kannada translations received relatively lower average scores for accuracy (3.7) and fluency (3.5) compared to Hindi. However, they moderately demonstrated decent accuracy and fluency. Telugu translations received the lowest average scores for accuracy (2.5) and fluency (2.1), suggesting there is room for development in accurately and fluently interpreting the meaning.

The average scores for Hindi translations in
Table 1: Accuracy and Fluency for Hindi, Kannada and Telugu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Avg.Accuracy</th>
<th>Avg.Fluency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindi General</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindi Food</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindi Travel</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kannada</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kannada General</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kannada Food</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kannada Travel</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telugu</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telugu General</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telugu Food</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telugu Travel</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Food theme suggest moderate accuracy (3.8) and fluency (3.3). While the translations generally convey the meaning satisfactorily, there is some scope for improvement in terms of linguistic fluency. Kannada translations received slightly lower average scores for accuracy (3.0) and fluency (2.9) compared to Hindi. There is room for improvement in both accuracy and fluency in the translations. Telugu translations show a similar trend to the General theme, with relatively lower average scores for accuracy (2.4) and fluency (2.2), indicating the need for improvement.

The average scores for Hindi translations in the Travel theme suggest sufficient accuracy 3.7 for accuracy and 3.2 for fluency. However, there is room for improvement in terms of linguistic fluency to enhance the user experience. Kannada translations in the Travel theme received lower average scores for accuracy (2.6) and fluency (2.4) compared to Hindi. This suggests the need for further improvements to ensure accurate and fluent translations. Telugu translations in the Travel theme received the lowest average scores for accuracy (2.4) and fluency (1.9), indicating the need for significant improvements in both aspects.

6 Objective Evaluation

Table 2: BLEU Scores for Hindi, Kannada and Telugu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>BLEU Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>72.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kannada</td>
<td>46.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telugu</td>
<td>13.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Hindi translation showed high-quality translation performance, achieving a high BLEU score of 72.69, indicating a high resemblance to reference translations and effective preservation of meaning in phrases. In contrast, the Telugu translation scored low on the BLEU scale (13.12), struggling with maintaining meaning in longer phrases and suggesting substantial room for improvement. There were significant disparities in translation quality across the languages, with Hindi excelling over Telugu and Kannada. These findings suggest a need for refining the translation models or methods, particularly for Telugu and Kannada, to enhance translation quality.

7 Qualitative Evaluation

The evaluators appreciated the comprehensive methodology used for data collection. They commended the use of a multi-faceted approach, combining insights from informal interviews, online searches, and interactions with ChatGPT. Below are some of the comments expressed in the participants’ own words:

For Hindi Translation:

"I was amazed with how well Chat GPT has translated some of the questions, few words were translated beautifully. But some did not make much sense and had opposite meaning. But a good start :) "

3
"I’m pleasantly pleased with some of the translations; they incorporate rich vocabulary and demonstrate good grammar."

"The majority of the translated text shows promising improvements and correctness. With some additional refinement, it will become even more polished and accurate."

For Kannada Translation:

"Quite impressed with some of the translations, using some rich words which do seem grammatically correct. There is room for improvement which I’m sure it’ll happen soon. The colloquial and spoken Kannada is quite different from the dramatized version and it does have work to do there."

"Harder questions translations and fluency is really good. Simpler questions are off. Some questions have literary translation gives a different meaning altogether."

"Some of the translations are apt and very good. Majority of them seems to do literal translation instead of intelligent meaningful translation similar to spoken language. Overall work in progress and would need more usage based inputs to correct the responses to make it very close to original intention of the sentence."

"Most of the translated text has half correct translation. It needs lot of refinement."

For Telugu Translation:

"The translation accuracy is not usable. Regional variations or idiomatic expressions are not in the current translation."

"While some parts of the translated text are correct, a significant portion requires further refinement to achieve better accuracy."

"The translation is ambiguous and does not reflect the true meaning in several cases."

8 Limitations

It is important to acknowledge the limitations of this study. Firstly, the sample size, although diverse, may not fully represent the entire population of Indian tourists and visitors. Secondly, the volunteer ratings used for evaluating the translations introduce a potential source of subjectivity. While efforts were made to ensure consistency and reliability in the ratings, individual preferences and biases may have influenced the results.

Additionally, the study focused on three specific language pairs (English to Hindi, English to Kannada, and English to Telugu), and the findings may not be directly applicable to other language pairs.

Furthermore, a substantial limitation lies in the ambiguity surrounding the employed prompting process. The lack of transparency regarding this critical aspect raises questions about the potential impact of alternative prompts, such as those focused on identifying correct and incorrect translations, or the utilization of different prompts altogether.

Also, this study did not benchmark the performance of ChatGPT against other consumer tools supporting real-time language translation, such as Apple and Google.

Future studies should consider expanding the sample size, involving a wider range of participant demographics, and utilizing objective evaluation measures to complement the volunteer ratings.

9 Conclusion

This research evaluated ChatGPT’s efficacy as a digital companion for tourists in India, particularly in translating English to Hindi, Kannada, and Telugu. Hindi outshone the others in accuracy and fluency, whereas Telugu lagged. The study underscores the importance of effective translation tools in facilitating communication amidst India’s linguistic diversity and surging foreign tourism. Utilizing 50 diverse questions, participants assessed the translations for accuracy and fluency. The findings showed consistent superior performance by Hindi, moderate results in Kannada, and considerable improvement opportunities in Telugu translations. (Stahlberg, 2020)

The research utilized the BLEU score, a recognized yardstick for machine translation quality, for assessment. Results showed Hindi translations aligning closely with reference translations, while Kannada had a moderate
correspondence and Telugu fell behind, needing considerable refinement. Based on this, the study advised enhancing Telugu translations through exploring advanced models, diversifying training data, or employing techniques like transfer learning. The high performance of Hindi should be preserved through ongoing evaluation and training with refreshed datasets. Improvement strategies for Kannada include expanding training data, fine-tuning methods, or leveraging sophisticated translation models.

Continuous evaluation of the translation models and incorporating human review and feedback are recommended practices to ensure ongoing improvements in translation quality. By addressing these recommendations, the virtual tourist companion powered by ChatGPT can provide better experiences for Indian tourists and visitors, enhancing communication and fostering cultural understanding.

10 Future Direction

There are several avenues for future research in this domain. Firstly, exploring additional language pairs, such as translations from English to regional languages of other countries, would provide valuable insights into the effectiveness of language models in diverse linguistic contexts.

Secondly, expanding the study to include more diverse participant groups, such as non-Indian tourists and visitors, would further enhance the generalizability of the findings. Thirdly, investigating different translation models or approaches, beyond the use of ChatGPT, could shed light on the comparative effectiveness of various AI language models for tourism applications.

Moreover, adopting a more rigorous and in-depth analytical strategy would prove indispensable in thoroughly capturing the intricate nuances of translation behavior exhibited by the methods under scrutiny. This strategic enhancement aligns seamlessly with the ambitious objective of facilitating seamless communication across India’s multifaceted linguistic landscape, catering to the needs of both its diverse population and the influx of foreign tourists.

Finally, incorporating additional evaluation metrics, such as user satisfaction surveys or qualitative assessments of translation quality, would provide a more comprehensive understanding of the user experience and the impact of translations on effective communication in the tourism context.
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Appendix

A Questions used in the Survey:
1. How are you?
2. What’s your name?
3. Do you know English?
4. What language is spoken here?
5. Can I use your phone?
6. How much does it cost?
7. What is the local currency here?
8. How/Where can I exchange money?
9. Where is the bank?
10. Do you accept debit/credit cards
11. What are some popular places to shop for souvenirs or local products?
12. What time is it?
13. When does this close?
14. Can you help me book a tour or excursion?
15. What is there to see around here?
16. Could you write that down?
17. Could you repeat that?
18. How do I call the police
19. Can you help me with directions?
20. Where is the airport?
21. What time does the bus arrive?
22. What time does the train depart?
23. Is there a hospital nearby?
24. Where is the nearest restroom?
25. Do you have a map of the area?
26. How do I get to restaurant from here?
27. Is it possible to walk to the train from here?
28. Which train do I need to take to go to the park
29. Is there a map or tourist information available in English?
30. How far is it to the hotel
31. Are there any landmarks or notable buildings that can help me navigate?
32. Can you point me to the nearest bank?
33. Can you give me directions to the nearest public transportation stop?
34. Is there a tourist information center nearby where I can ask for directions?
35. Which direction is the museum from here?
36. Can you help me find my way back to my hotel from here?
37. What are the local specialties or traditional dishes that I must try?
38. Are there any vegetarian or vegan options available?
39. Does this food item contain meat?
40. Does this food item contain egg?
41. Can you recommend a good restaurant for local cuisine?
42. Do you have a menu in English?
43. Is tap water safe to drink here?
44. Can you tell me about any food allergies or common ingredients used in local dishes?
45. What time do local restaurants typically serve dinner?
46. Do you offer any dairy-free?
47. Can you recommend a local street food market or food stall?
48. How much does a typical meal cost in this area?
49. Are there any food etiquette or dining customs I should be aware of?
50. Can you recommend a good place to buy local groceries or snacks?
1. आप कैसे हैं?
2. तुम हारा नाम क्या है?
3. क्या आपको अंग्रेजी आती है?
4. यहाँ कोई भाषा बोली जाती है?
5. क्या मैं आपका फोन उपयोग कर सकता हूँ?
6. यह कितना है?
7. यहाँ स्थानीय मुद्रा क्या है?
8. मैं पैसे कैसे/कहाँ बदलवा सकता हूँ?
9. बैंक कहाँ है?
10. क्या आप डेटाबेस/ब्रेडेट कार्ड को स्वीकार करते हैं?
11. स्थितियों या स्थानीय उपायों के लिए खरीददारी करने के कुछ लोकप्रिय स्थान क्या है?
12. अभी क्या समय हुआ है?
13. यह कब बंद होता है?
14. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं टूर या एक्स्क्रीन बुक करने में?
15. क्या आप उसे लिख सकते हैं?
16. क्या आप उसे दोहरा सकते हैं?
17. मैं पुलिस को कैसे बुलाऊं?
18. क्या आप उसे मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ से अपना माल भेजा जाए?
19. क्या आपके पास इस इलाके का नक्शा है?
20. क्या आप उसे नजदीक सावर्जिनक पिरवहन स्थान के दिशा-निदेश दे सकते हैं?
21. क्या आप मुझे नजदीक बैंक का रास्ता दिखा सकते हैं?
22. क्या आप मेरी नजदीक बैंक का रास्ता दिखा सकते हैं?
23. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
24. क्या नजदीक में कोई पर्यटन सुचना केंद्र है जहाँ मैं दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
25. क्या आप मेरी नजदीक बैंक का रास्ता दिखा सकते हैं?
26. क्या आप मेरी नजदीक बैंक का रास्ता दिखा सकते हैं?
27. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
28. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
29. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
30. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
31. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
32. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
33. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
34. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
35. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
36. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
37. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
38. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
39. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
40. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
41. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
42. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
43. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
44. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
45. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
46. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
47. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
48. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
49. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
50. क्या आप मेरी मदद कर सकते हैं कि मैं यहाँ में दिशा-निदेश दूर सकता हूँ?
C ChatGPT Translation for Telugu:
1. నీవు ఎలా ఉనాన్నారు?
2. మీ పేరు ఎందుకు అందించారు?
3. మీరు ఆంగల్ము... పాంతీయ కిరాణా వసులు లేదా పొటిట్బంగా కొనుగోలు చేయడానికి ఒక మంచి సథ్లానిన్ మీరు సిఫారసు చేయగలరా?
4. మీరు ఏదుగా స్మార్ట్ ఫోను ఉంటుందాను?
5. మీరు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరుగా ఆసుపత్రి ఉందా?
6. మీరు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
7. మీరు వివిధ వంటి పరిస్థితులు ఉంటుండా నేను టాపు వాటర్ తినేయండి అని ఉంచుకుంటున్నా ఈ ఆహార అంశం ఎగ్కనుగొంటుందా?
8. మీరు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరుగా ఆసుపత్రి ఉంండా నేను టాపు వాటర్ తినేయండి అని ఉంచుకుంటున్నా?
9. మీరు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
10. మీకు ఆంగల్ంలో మెనూ ఉందా?
11. ఇకక్డ ఏ భాష మాటా ల్డబడుతుంది?
12. మీరు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరుగా ఆసుపత్రి ఉంండా నేను టాపు వాటర్ తినేయండి అని ఉంచుకుంటున్నా?
13. మీకు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
14. మీకు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
15. మీకు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
16. మీకు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
17. మీకు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
18. మీకు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
19. మీకు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
20. మీకు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
21. మీకు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
22. మీకు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
23. మీకు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
24. మీకు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
25. మీకు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
26. మీకు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
27. మీకు ఇప్పటి దాకా నెరవేరు గానా?
1. ನೀವು ಹೇಗಿದಿ್ದೕರಿ?
2. ನೀವು Ĝಾರು?
3. ನೀವು ಆಂಗ್ಲ Ěಾಷೆಯನು್ನ ತಿಳಿದಿರುವುದೇ?
4. .....
5. ನೀವು ನಿಮ್ಮ Æೕನ್ ಬಳಸಬಹುದೆ?
6. .....
7. .....
8. .....
9. .....
10. .....
11. .....
12. .....
13. .....
14. .....
15. .....
16. .....
17. .....
18. .....
19. .....
20. .....
21. .....
22. .....
23. .....
24. .....
25. .....
26. .....
27. .....
28. .....
29. .....
30. .....
31. .....
32. .....
33. .....
34. .....
35. .....
36. .....
37. .....
38. .....
39. .....
40. .....
41. .....
42. .....
43. .....
44. .....
45. .....
46. ನೀವು ಎಳ್ಳಿಸಿದಂತಿದ್ದೇ ಅನ್ನಾಗಿ ಮತ್ತು ಜೀವಿಸುವುದು ಇಲ್ಲದೆಯಾಗಿದೆ?

47. ನೀವು ತಮ್ಮ ಸ್ಥಳದ ಸ್ಥಳಿಕ ಮತ್ತು ಊಟದ ಸುತ್ತುವಿನ ಮೂಲದಲ್ಲಿ ತೆರಳಬೇಕಾದ ಅಣಿಮಾಣಿಯನ್ನು ಸಹಿಸಬಹುದು?

48. ನೀವು ಸೂಕ್ಷ್ಮ ಸಿದ್ದಿಕ್ಕೆ ಬಂತಿಮುಂದು ಕೇಂದ್ರಾಯಣ ಅಥವಾ ಭೋಜನ ನಿಯೋಜಕನ್ನು ಸಹಿಸಬಹುದು?

49. ನೀವು ತಮ್ಮ ಸ್ಥಳದ ಸ್ಥಳಿಕ ಮತ್ತು ಊಟದ ರೀತಿಯ ಮೂಲದಲ್ಲಿ ತೆರಳಬೇಕಾದ ಅಣಿಮಾಣಿಯನ್ನು ಸಹಿಸಬಹುದು?

50. ಸ್ಥಳದ ಸ್ಥಳಿಕ ಮತ್ತು ಊಟದ ಸುತ್ತುವಿನ ಮೂಲದಲ್ಲಿ ತೆರಳಬೇಕಾದ ಅಣಿಮಾಣಿಯನ್ನು ಸಹಿಸಬಹುದು?
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Abstract
Telugu, a widely used language in India, boasts a substantial audience and an extensive repository of news content. Predicting the categories of Telugu news articles not only streamlines organization but also facilitates trend analysis, targeted advertising, and personalized recommendations. This study endeavors to identify the optimal approach for precise Telugu news category prediction, by contrasting diverse machine learning (ML) methods including support vector machines (SVM), random forests, and naive Bayes. Performance metrics like accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score are employed to gauge algorithm efficacy. This comparative exploration addresses the intricacies of the Telugu language, contributing insights to the field of news category prediction. The study’s implications extend to enhancing news organization and recommendation systems for Telugu-speaking consumers, delivering tailored and pertinent news experiences. Our findings underscore that, while other models warrant further investigation, the combination of W2Vec-skip gram and polynomial SVM emerges as the most proficient choice.

1 Introduction
News is the latest information about recent developments and events that are relevant to the general audience (Sundarababu et al. (2020)). It is distributed using a variety of media and covers a broad range of themes. News serves to inform the public, encourage openness, and facilitate informed decision making. The categorization and prediction of news articles have become crucial in the quickly changing environment of information transmission for effective organization and improved user experience. The challenge of predicting news category has significantly advanced with the introduction of machine learning (ML) techniques. We compare many machines learning (ML) techniques for predicting Telugu news category in this research (Sultana et al. (2021)).

One of the most widely used languages in India is Telugu (Sultana et al. (2021)), which has a large audience and an extensive library of news stories. Predicting the categories of Telugu news articles (Boddupalli et al. (2019)) not only allows for effective organization but also makes it possible for trend research, advertising that is specifically targeted, and personalized suggestions. We seek to determine the most efficient strategy for precise Telugu news category prediction by examining and contrasting various ML algorithms.

The comparative study will include numerous kinds of machine learning (ML) techniques, such as support vector machines (SVM), random forests, and naive Bayes (Sheth et al. (2022)). The effectiveness of these algorithms in correctly classifying Telugu news articles will be evaluated based on their performance indicators, such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score.

By performing this comparative analysis, we aim to add to the body of knowledge already available on news category prediction while taking into account the special difficulties and complexities of the Telugu language. The results of this study could improve how Telugu news articles are stored and found, giving users access to more relevant and individualized news consumption experiences (Kumar et al. (2022)).

With the ultimate goal of increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of news organization and recommendation systems for Telugu-speaking users, this study intends to shed light on the comparative analysis of various ML algorithms for Telugu news category prediction.

2 Related Works
In Sheth et al. (2022) a thorough comparative analysis was conducted to assess the effectiveness of various data mining classification techniques. The major goal was to evaluate the performance of the Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVM), De-
cision Trees, and K-Nearest Neighbor classifiers. Accuracy, recall, precision, and F1 score were the evaluation criteria, and several datasets were used for the evaluation. The study’s results consistently showed that, in terms of these evaluation measures, the Naive Bayes method performed better than the other classifiers. In comparison to the other algorithms, it regularly shows greater accuracy, recall, precision, and F1 score values. In the comparison, SVM took second place, K-Nearest Neighbor came in third, and Decision Trees came in fourth as the top classifier. These findings emphasize the importance of carefully choosing the right classifier based on the unique properties of the dataset and the surrounding circumstances. It highlights the significance of avoiding a one-size-fits-all strategy and instead taking into account the particular requirements and subtleties of the current challenge. In data mining jobs, selecting the most appropriate classifier based on the particular dataset and context can produce more accurate and dependable results.

In (Sundarababu et al. (2020)), the authors address challenges in mining large electronic data. They focus on accuracy and the Zero Frequency Problem. They propose using Multinomial Naive Bayes Algorithm to forecast online story popularity. Python is highlighted for AI due to adaptability. While Naive Bayes is used in various areas, its assumption of independence is a drawback. Yet, it handles many features, is simple, and offers quick training. Their aim is to enhance news popularity prediction using Multinomial Naive Bayes and discuss its pros and cons in electronic data analysis, noting Python’s suitability for AI.

In (Jang et al., 2019) Beakcheol Jang et al., The goal of the study is to assess word2vec Convolutional Neural Networks’ (CNNs’) performance in classifying news articles and tweets as related or unrelated. In particular, the study looks into how well the word embedding techniques CBOW (Continuous Bag-of-Words) and Skip-gram perform while creating CNN models for classification. The study’s experimental analysis shows that the use of word2vec considerably improves the classification models’ accuracy. Interesting results are found when the performance of the CBOW and Skip-gram models are compared. When applied to tweets, the Skip-gram model performs better, whereas the CBOW model performs better and more consistently when applied to news items.

This performance disparity shows that the word embedding approach selected should be adapted to the unique characteristics of the text under study. Word2vec-enabled CNN models perform better than models without word embedding. These findings help us comprehend how the choice of word embedding models affects CNN-based classification for news articles and tweets. The study emphasizes the potential of utilizing cutting-edge neural network approaches for efficient text categorization in the context of news and social media analysis by highlighting the benefits of word2vec in enhancing classification accuracy.

In Sultana et al. (2021), the authors explore Telugu news sentiment categorization using machine learning. They classify news into categories and sentiment (positive, negative, neutral). Various models are compared based on accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. Sentiment analysis’s importance for Telugu news, addressing regional languages like Telugu, is highlighted. Techniques like Naive Bayes, Random Forest, SVM, among others, are used. A framework with feature selection, training, testing, and performance evaluation is presented. Passive Aggressive Classifier stands out with 80

In most of the researches, the focus is much tilted towards the various algorithms rather than the multiple features that are associated with natural language processing, this leaves a significant gap for us to make this research a vital part.

3 Feature Extraction and Classification Algorithms

3.1 N_gram
Natural language processing relies heavily on N-grams (Cavnar and Trenkle (2001)). They are groups of (n) items retrieved from text, such as words or characters. N-grams expose word relationships, aid in word prediction, discover common patterns, and make realistic writing. They evaluate the likelihood of word sequences in language modelling to ensure coherent and fluent output.

3.2 Tf_idf
TF-IDF (Sammut and Webb (2010)) is vital in text mining and retrieval. It combines term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF) to gauge phrase importance across documents. TF measures word frequency in a doc, IDF gauges term rarity in the collection. TF-IDF shows term
relevance compared to full set. It’s used for ranking, categorization, keyword extraction, and info retrieval, aiding term identification, text categorization, and info extraction.

3.3 Fasttext
FastText (Bojanowski et al. (2017)) is a notable NLP tool for text tasks and word representation. It creates word vectors using character n-grams, aiding with rare words and semantics. It’s efficient in training and inference, supports various loss functions, excelling in tasks like sentiment analysis. FastText offers a Python API and CLI, easy to integrate. Being open source, it’s customizable for experimentation by academics and professionals.

3.4 Word2Vec-CBOW
Word2Vec (Jang et al. (2019)) is a popular word embedding technique in NLP. Using dense vectors, it represents words. Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) predicts a word from its context, adjusting embeddings for semantic links. It’s efficient for local context-reliant tasks like sentiment analysis. CBOW is used in sentiment analysis, text categorization, and info retrieval. Compared to Skip-gram (better with rare words but slower), CBOW might struggle with uncommon words.

3.5 Word2Vec-skip gram
Word2Vec (Jang et al. (2019)) is neural network-based for dense word embeddings. Skip-gram, a variant, predicts context words from a target. It learns from large text data, producing embeddings for semantics. Used in tasks like similarity and classification. Skip-gram excels with rare words and links but needs more data due to computational intensity.

3.6 Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machine (Cortes and Vapnik (2009)) classifies by finding a hyperplane in the feature space for linear separation, maximizing margin between classes. Linear SVM suits linearly separable data but struggles with complex cases. Polynomial and quadratic SVMs tackle this using kernel functions, capturing nonlinear patterns. Polynomial kernel involves raising dot product, quadratic squaring it, enabling complex interactions. Polynomial and quadratic SVMs offer flexible decision boundaries but demand careful kernel choice and regularization to avoid overfitting. Quadratic SVMs handle intricate patterns but are computationally expensive, needing regularization for better generalization.

3.7 KNN
K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) is for classification and regression. It uses similar data points, based on distance, to predict outcomes. KNN retains the training dataset, finds k closest neighbors for a new point. Majority class among neighbors is used for classification, average/median for regression. Picking k, distance metric (like Euclidean), scaling, handling imbalanced data, and addressing dimensionality through selection/reduction are key KNN considerations.

3.8 Multinomial Naive Bayes
Multinomial Naive Bayes is a text classification method assuming feature independence within a class. It’s effective for discrete features like word frequencies. It models class probabilities from features and predicts based on highest probability. It’s commonly used in text categorization with representations like bag-of-words or TF-IDF. Despite assuming feature independence and sensitivity to imbalanced data, it’s popular due to simplicity and low computational needs, delivering competitive results.

3.9 Random Forest
Random Forest (Louppe (2015)) is an ensemble technique for classification and regression. It uses multiple decision trees that vote or average predictions for better accuracy. The final prediction is determined by majority voting. Trees are trained on different data subsets with random feature selection. It boosts performance using bootstrap sampling. Gini or entropy measures guide node splitting. It’s popular for complex data due to robustness.

4 Dataset and Preprocessing
We used an in-house dataset for performing the experiments in this paper. The dataset was prepared by scraping (Bhardwaj et al. (2021)) an online Telugu news website, gulte.com. This dataset consists of 6 classes with a total of 38637 news articles (Sachin Kumar et al. (2020)). Figure 1 shows the category distribution in the dataset. Figure 2 shows the samples for each category from the dataset.

The data which has been scrapped from the websites consists of several unwanted characters, white
spaces, html tags or some numbers. These kinds of characters have been removed from the entire dataset (Varshini et al. (2023)), furthermore we have also removed stop words, belonging to Telugu language and also perform stemming.

5 Experimental Setup

The pre-processed dataset has been used to perform all the experiments in this paper. We trained Word2vec and fasttext on the pre-processed dataset to get the word embeddings instead of using the pre-trained models. Linear SVM, Quadratic SVM, Polynomial SVM, Random Forest, KNN and Multinomial Naive Bayes models are trained for each of the feature extraction methods.

For feature extraction we have used W2Vec-SG, W2Vec-CBOW, n-gram, Fast Text and TF-IDF. The dimension of feature vectors for n-gram and TF-IDF, is 10,000 whereas for other features W2Vec-SG, W2Vec-CBOW, and Fast Text it is 100. The feature visualization for vectors of such large dimensions can be done through t-SNE. t-SNE is a technique for revealing patterns and correlations in word vectors by visualizing them in a lower-dimensional environment. It entails gathering word vectors, using t-SNE to reduce dimensionality, then presenting the results on a scatter plot. Figure 3 shows t-SNE visualization for TF-IDF word vectors taken for 500 samples where each color represents a category. To understand the word vectors in a better way, we have also used an online embeddings projector for which the result is shown in Figure 4 where each circle represents a word vector and words which are similar are grouped together.

All the models initially take a set of parameters and train on these set of parameters to find the best fit, then the model is evaluated on the best fit parameters. At N-fold cross validation has also been performed on each of the machine learning algorithms to evaluate the algorithm’s performance for unseen data. Table 1 shows the inputs and parameters given to train the Word2Vec model.

6 Results and Discussion

Refer the Tables 2 to 8 for the performance metrics and cross Validation score for various algorithms against popular features. After Studying the performance metrics of all the algorithms, we have observed that quadratic SVM for n-gram is not performing up to the mark. Figure 5 shows the confusion matrix accordingly.

We can observe that there is a huge misclassification for category consisting of news articles that are contained in the 'Nation' class. Furthermore, the number of true classifications or correct
Figure 4: Smoothened Visualization

Figure 5: Confusion Matrix for Quadratic SVM using n-gram classifications for the categories Other, Business, Entertainment are relatively less. This can be because of two factors, one being the huge imbalance in the dataset and the other can be because of use of similar words in the articles, which leads to misclassification.

Figure 6: Confusion Matrix for Word2Vec-CBOW

7 Conclusion

Word-2-vec CBOW and Skip gram are the two models which showed constant and reasonable performance for all the algorithms except Multinomial Naive Bayes. The performance of Fast-Text was also consistent except for Multinomial Naive Bayes but it under performed when compared to word-2-vec. N-gram showed the third best performance among the feature extraction methods, its performance was better even for Multinomial Naive Bayes, but it showed poor performance for KNN.

Finally, Tf-IDF showed reasonable performance except for Polynomial SVM and KNN. Further it has been observed that changing the parameter value, ‘C’ in all three types of SVM, resulted in minute increase of model’s accuracy. On setting the ‘C’ value to 10,000 the models showed up to 5%-10% increase in accuracy. In general, a higher ‘C’ value in SVM results in higher penalty and smaller margin. It also reduces the regularization strength which may lead to overfitting, these can be some of the reasons for improved performance.

The primary goal of this research has been to choose the best classifier and feature extraction pair from the most popular techniques. We have observed that W2Vec-skip gram and polynomial SVM is the best pair for this task. However, other models may be considered in the future work for comparison and selection.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance metrics</th>
<th>Cross-Validation score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2Vec-SG</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2Vec-CBOW</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-gram</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Text</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Performance of Linear SVM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance metrics</th>
<th>Cross-Validation score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2Vec-SG</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2Vec-CBOW</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-gram</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Text</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance of Quadratic SVM
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### Table 4: Performance of Polynomial SVM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance metrics</th>
<th>Cross-Validation score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2Vec-SG</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2Vec-CBOW</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-gram</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Text</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Performance of Random Forest Classifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance metrics</th>
<th>Cross-Validation score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2Vec-SG</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2Vec-CBOW</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-gram</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Text</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### Table 6: Performance of KNN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance metrics</th>
<th>Cross-Validation score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2Vec-SG</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2Vec-CBOW</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-gram</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Text</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7: Performance of Multinomial Naive Bayes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance metrics</th>
<th>Cross-Validation score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2Vec-SG</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2Vec-CBOW</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-gram</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Text</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 8: Performance of 1D-CNN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Single Layer</th>
<th>Two Layers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Validation Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2Vec-SG</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2Vec-CBOW</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-gram</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Text</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

Automatic Speech Recognition and its applications are rising in popularity across applications with reasonable inference results. Recent state-of-the-art approaches, often employ significantly large-scale models to show high accuracy for ASR as a whole but often do not consider detailed analysis of performance across low-resource languages applications. In this preliminary work, we propose to revisit ASR in the context of Connected Number Recognition (CNR). More specifically, we (i) present a new dataset HCNR collected to understand various errors of ASR models for CNR, (ii) establish preliminary benchmark and baseline model for CNR, (iii) explore error mitigation strategies and their after-effects on CNR. In the due process, we also compare with end-to-end large scale ASR models for reference, to show its effectiveness.

1 Introduction

Automatic Speech Recognition is a wide variety with a majority of them claiming that these speech-to-text systems are able to deliver high accuracy on some of the well-established benchmarks (Prabhavalkar et al., 2023). Connected Number Recognition (CNR) is a subproblem of ASR that focuses on recognizing spoken numbers that are connected in a continuous sequence. For example, Tōllāyirattu aintu is a CNR speech sample representing number 905. Extracting such numbers from the speech is helpful in multiple applications (Vajpai and Bora, 2016) ranging from assisting senior citizens to make online purchases to simplification of complex banking functions. Recently there are many works that further augment ASR systems into low-resource languages such as Tamil (Diwan et al., 2021). The motivation for this research work lies in the use of ASR techniques in the sectors (like finance etc.) where the frequency of speaking connected numbers and the importance of each utterance is very high.

However, many of these methods largely focus on reporting exclusively the overall Word Error Rate (WER) of the whole without discerning application-specific results and corner cases. These results are not transferable across the subset of ASR applications with different human perceptions (Kim et al., 2022). As such to advance applications of the ASR further there is a need to understand the impact of input in realistic application settings on the final ASR output across specific applications. Moreover, such analysis of errors, will in turn help introduce better post-editing mechanisms that are dynamic and selectable for specific inputs, leading to improved effectiveness of such systems. Specifically, benchmarking of CNR will economic progress by enabling technology for people across the spectrum. Thus, in this work, we analyze ASR systems for the problem of CNR in Tamil and Hindi languages.

Specifically, this work focuses on benchmarking ASR systems for CNR in Tamil, and Hindi and the impact of input data-related errors on the final performance of CNR. For the former case, we study the performance of 4 different models that currently exist for ASR. Accordingly, we find that all the existing models show significant performance degradation for CNR in Tamil and Hindi. In the latter case, we find very few works to focus on input data-related errors of ASR systems, with a majority of them concentrating on the English Language and establishing WER and few of them on other languages (Choudhary et al., 2023; Singh et al., 2020), but not from the point of CNR. Overall the contributions of this paper are as follows.
• We create a new CNR dataset (HCNR) for Tamil and Hindi in line with guidelines of Bakhturina et al. (2021) and present comprehensive error analysis.

• We establish preliminary baselines on HCNR with existing state-of-the-art models.

• We identify various errors and associate them with data characteristics.

• Finally, we explore some error mitigation strategies of spectral gating (Sainburg et al., 2020), spectral subtraction (Martin, 1994), speaker diarization (Bredin et al., 2020) and PESQ (Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality) (Rix et al., 2001) to reduce impact of few of the common errors to help researchers understand strengths and weaknesses of the developed baseline.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the existing literature, followed by 3 showing HCNR dataset used in this work. Meanwhile in section 4, we discuss various methods, followed by results and key findings in section 5. We conclude with implications on future work in section 6.

2 Related Work

Automatic Speech Recognition systems often aim to learn end to end with output directly conditioned on raw input sample (Schneider et al., 2019). To achieve this, many works add variety of dense architectures (Povey et al., 2011), weak supervision (Radford et al., 2022) and unique components (Kaur et al., 2023). More recently there are a plethora of ASR systems for Indian languages despite low resource constraints (Gupta et al., 2023; Kumar and Mittal, 2021; Sharma et al., 2023; Madhavaraj and Ramakrishnan, 2017; Choudhary et al., 2022).

Number Recognition using speech samples, often limited to recognizing single digits with shallow analysis on few samples. Notable of these include Muhammad et al. (2009) which identifies digits spoken in Bangladesh. Alotaibi (2005) investigated the recognition of Arabic digits from the speech signals using artificial neural network and attempts of Mishra et al. (2011), Krishnamurthy and Prasanna (2017) and Patel and Patel (2017) for languages of Hindi, Malayalam, Gujarati respectively. In this work, we focus on establishing a comprehensive benchmark for connected number recognition using Povey et al. (2011) and Radford et al. (2022).

Datasets often used to train these models are trained on large, clean, and very generic. Few of the notable datasets for Indian languages include Bansal et al. (2023) for Hindi, Rakib et al. (2023) for Bengali, Manjutha et al. (2019) for Tamil, Banga et al. (2019) for emotion-based speech recognition and accented speech data by Rajaa et al. (2022). However to date, there aren’t any large datasets specifically developed for connected numbers, accordingly in this work, we create new dataset catering to CNR in Tamil and Hindi.

3 Dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Languages Selected</td>
<td>Tamil, Hindi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Train Samples</td>
<td>36000, 35000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Test Samples</td>
<td>8000, 5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling Rate</td>
<td>16 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preprocessing at collection</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum SNR</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Talk</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background Noise</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inaudible Sound</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clipping</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated Numbers</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch Variations</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Pauses</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>≥20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Dataset Characteristics of HCNR

The overall HCNR dataset characteristics are as shown in Table 1. Specifically, we collected datasets for two languages namely Tamil and Hindi, with the former used for the main evaluation and the latter to test the scalability of results. For Tamil, we explored various districts of Tamil Nadu, while for Hindi we collected data across Northern states of India. Moreover, each person was randomly shown a number and was asked to repeat the same as per day-to-day usage and these were recorded at the specific sampling frequency. Each of the collected samples was re-sampled at 16KHz inline with Radford et al. (2022).

The dataset was separated into the train, validation, and test splits as shown in Table 1, without any overlap between the speakers themselves. Besides, the speakers used across the sets included both male and female genders. Also, the dataset collected was made sure to include (a) Dual talk (more than one person speaking) (b) Background noise below 300 Hz (c) Inaudible sound, where
4 Experimental Setup

Our experimental setup is split into two parts which aim to establish a strong baseline for the problem of connected number recognition. More specifically, we assess WER for the baseline methods that are not end-to-end ASRs, rather widely used hybrid deep learning LSTM-TDNN model. Following this, we understand various errors and relate them to the characteristic of the dataset in turn highlighting the strength and weaknesses of the said baseline methods. Following this, we explore certain mitigation strategies to further ground the method so selected as a strong baseline candidate for connected number recognition. Throughout this work, we employ Word Error Rate (WER) and Sentence Error Rate (SER) inline with Klakow and Peters (2002).

4.1 Methods

Following are the various models used in this work.

- **Baseline Hybrid ASR:** In this work, we use LSTM-TDNN (LT-Kaldi) architecture that is part of Kaldi Speech Toolkit (Povey et al., 2011). This baseline model is composed of size convolutional layers and 15 factorized time-delay neural networks with a total of 31M parameters. We follow the standard Kaldi training recipe. The input to this model is high-resolution MFCCs with cepstral mean normalization. The LT-Kaldi-F model is trained for a total of 5 epochs on the training samples from Table 1. Additionally, LT-Kaldi-P model is trained on 50% of total training samples. This is a standard setup taken from Kaldi Speech Toolkit (Povey et al., 2011).

- **End-to-End ASR:** Though our end goal, is to establish a baseline benchmark for CNR and analyze it thoroughly, we however debate on the merits of end-to-end ASR models specifically, Wav2Vec 2.0 and Whisper. From now on we refer to these models with the following tags (i) **w2v2:** Fine-tuned wav2vec2-large-xlsr-53 in Tamil and Hindi using the Common Voice (ii) **WH:** This model is a fine-tuned version of openai/whisper-small on the Tamil and Hindi data available from multiple publicly
available ASR corpora (For fine tuning Tamil ASR models, Tamil characters are used).

- **Error Mitigation Methods in ASR:** Additionally, we also explore (i) **P1:** Spectral Gating, (ii) **P2:** Spectral Subtraction as two measures to see effect of background noise reduction, that is part of the input, (iii) **P3:** Speaker Diarization to remove samples that consists of more than one speaker and (iv) **P4:** PESQ based score assignment to remove poor quality samples.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Evaluation measure

For evaluating the performance of the system, we used World error rate (WER). The motivation for using WER as a performance measure comes from the type of output we are getting. As we are getting the translated text from the process of recognizing speech there is a possibility that some words may be left out or mistranslated. WER can be calculated by taking into account all of these possibilities. Mathematically, WER can be calculated as

$$WER = \frac{S + D + I}{N}, \quad (1)$$

Here, $S$ is the number of substitutions, $D$ is the number of deletions, $I$ is the number of insertions, $C$ is the number of correct words, $N$ is the number of words in the reference ($N = S + D + C$). Sentence error rate (SER) is the number of incorrect sentences divided by the total number of sentences.

We structure the discussion of results by focusing on establishing the suitability of the simple hybrid method of LT-Kaldi as the baseline for the task of CNR. Although ASR-based methods are used for a subset of ASR problems, the overall results for CNR are not well-established with a significantly large dataset as approached by this work. Accordingly, in Table 3, we compare the results of LT-Kaldi across different settings mentioned earlier. From the results we can explicitly see that for both Tamil and Hindi with full data, the individual word error are 15% and 7% respectively, indicating the simple methods indeed show strong performance on the overall dataset with a variety of characteristics. SER depends on the correctness of each word in a complete sentence. If there is a prediction error only in one word of a full sentence, it will make the prediction of the entire sentence wrong. That’s why the SER is relatively higher than the WER.

Table 4 shows error statistics of LT-Kaldi in the test set with a breakdown across sample characteristics. Meanwhile, Table 5, shows example predictions and errors in Tamil (Transliterated).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Tamil WER (%)</th>
<th>Hindi WER (%)</th>
<th>Tamil SER (%)</th>
<th>Hindi SER (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LT-Kaldi</td>
<td>15.11</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>25.64</td>
<td>15.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Baseline results on HCNR across different methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Characteristics</th>
<th>Tamil Erroneous Samples</th>
<th>Hindi Erroneous Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dual Talk</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background Noise</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inaudible Sound</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Segments</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetitions</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Error statistics across languages with LT-Kaldi on test set.

From the table 4, we can see that for Tamil, the overall WER is majorly dominated by samples with background noise, repetition of spoken numbers, and Inaudible sound respectively. Meanwhile, in the case of Hindi, the resulting errors are heavily concentrated in background noise, dual talk, and repetition of spoken numbers. For this analysis, we considered all samples of the test set for both Hindi as well as Tamil language. Further contrasting the two languages, one would argue that background noise and dual talk are vital to be handled in the problem of CNR, followed by repetition of spoken number and Inaudible sound respectively. Thus, the languages despite being different the model shows common behavior across its errors, indicating its potential generalization.

Meanwhile, to further verify the effectiveness of LT-Kaldi, we subject the samples of the test set to noise removal using P1 and P2 respectively. For P1, we compare the spectrogram of the input speech and estimate a noise threshold (SNR Threshold) to gate out the unnecessary signals. In this work, we test with three different SNR threshold values namely None, <15, <30 respectively. Meanwhile, for P2, we subtract the current speech
spectrum with noise to estimate a clean signal. The result with these methods is as shown in Table 6 and 7 respectively. From the tables, we can see that with both spectral gating and spectral subtraction on the overall data, there is indeed a negative impact on the overall results across both languages. This is because of models like LT-Kaldi tempo-spectral properties of any type of speech and noise and adding noise removal method indeed distorts speech samples and in turn effectively removes useful parts. While noise removal using spectral gating had a negative impact, we argue that the method is crude in removing noise and rather verify the same using spectral subtraction to obtain results as shown in Table 7. From the results, we can see that indeed removing noise improves the results of Tamil CNR by 1% with a still negative impact on the Hindi language. The potential reason behind this may be the degradation of signal power with respect to the noise power. In few samples (% of total samples) the SNR is low, which essentially signifies that the signal power is nearly equal to the noise power. In these cases the application of noise cancellation techniques may also result in the degradation of necessary signal information. However, more investigation is required in this regard.

Meanwhile, we also argue that the removal of dual talk would improve the overall results due to inherent distortion created by the voices of multiple people. Accordingly, we employ works of Bredin et al. (2020) where we remove samples that have more than one identified speaker and accordingly obtain results as shown in Table 8. Besides combining all the pre-processing methods shows additional improvement as shown in Table 9.

Apart from the speaker diarization to remove samples, we also employ PESQ based technique to assign score to each speech sample. Its value lies in between -0.5 to 4.5. A higher score indicates a better signal quality. If the score is greater than a threshold, it means that the quality of the speech sample is good and we can consider that sample for further proceedings. This score has been calculated between the raw speech sample and its processed version (speech signal after passing through the spectral subtraction based noise cancellation pipeline). For more details refer to this work. For getting the threshold, we create the histogram of scores of all speech samples of Hindi and Tamil languages (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). After manually visualizing the histograms, we decided to keep 2.3 and 1.9 as the threshold for the Hindi and Tamil speech samples respectively. However, more experiments can be done to get a more robust threshold value.

From the result again we can see net effectiveness restricted to only around 1% indicating the effectiveness of preprocessing methods on the problem of CNR is not high, warranting more study in the training process and sample processing. Overall from results across Table 3-9, we can conclude that LT-Kaldi is a descent baseline for CNR with various preprocessing methods having a negligible effect on the results. To further, establish the effectiveness of the results of LT-Kaldi, we compare the results of LT-Kaldi with Wav2vec2 and whisper respectively. To this end, we compare the results of LT-Kaldi trained with HCNR against pretrained models Wav2vec2 and whisper in Table 10. The poor performance is because the models are trained on general speech data. It also signifies that if we want to use the model for utilizing connected numbers for any specific task, we need to finetune the publicly available SOTA models on
Table 5: Example Errors from Tamil with LT-Kaldi and WH models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>SNR Threshold</th>
<th>WER (%)</th>
<th>SER (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LT-Kaldi + P1</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Tamil: 15.34, 8.23</td>
<td>Hindi: 20.23, 16.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT-Kaldi + P1</td>
<td>&lt;15</td>
<td>Tamil: 15.32, 9.40</td>
<td>Hindi: 20.11, 16.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT-Kaldi + P1</td>
<td>&lt;30</td>
<td>Tamil: 15.81, 9.09</td>
<td>Hindi: 20.54, 17.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Results on HCNR for LT-Kaldi with spectral gating.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>SNR Thresholding</th>
<th>WER (%)</th>
<th>SER (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LT-Kaldi + P2</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Tamil: 14.37, 9.41</td>
<td>Hindi: 26.35, 18.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Results on HCNR for LT-Kaldi with spectral subtraction.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Overall in this work, we study the problem of CNR by creating a new HCNR dataset and report baseline results with the LT-Kaldi model across Tamil and Hindi languages. In the process, we find that the baseline LT-Kaldi shows WER of around 15% and 7% respectively across the languages. In the due process, we conjectured the sample characteristics might be the key reason leading to higher WER through analysis, for which we studied spectral gating, spectral subtraction, and diarization methods for further improvement. However, we could see that the overall results improved only by 2% for Tamil and 1% for Hindi CNR. Most importantly, we could also see that compared to LT-Kaldi, the pretrained models performed significantly worse, unlike prior works. However, we think this may be attributed to the case of out-of-domain samples, needing further studies. In this regard, a possible question to explore includes evaluating the effect of training the E2E model with HCNR and the effect of in-domain data on CNR performance. Additionally, we plan to explore other methods to remove negative sample characteristics and study their impact on overall CNR results.
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Abstract

Sentiment analysis in code-mixed languages poses significant challenges, particularly for highly under-resourced languages such as Tulu and Tamil. Existing corpora, primarily sourced from YouTube comments, suffer from class imbalance across sentiment categories. Moreover, the limited number of samples in these corpus hampers effective sentiment classification.

This study introduces a new corpus tailored for sentiment analysis in Tulu code-mixed texts. The research applies standard pre-processing techniques to ensure data quality and consistency and handle class imbalance. Subsequently, multiple classifiers are employed to analyze the sentiment of the code-mixed texts, yielding promising results. By leveraging the new corpus, the study contributes to advancing sentiment analysis techniques in under-resourced code-mixed languages.

Keywords sentiment analysis, code-mixed languages, Tulu, Tamil, under-resourced languages, corpus, class imbalance, classification.

1 Introduction

Online social media material is expanding at an exponential rate. Social media platforms allow users to freely express themselves in their native languages thanks to their multilingual user interface. As a result, a linguistic phenomenon known as code-mixing in social media data has become prevalent, attracting the interest of academics in disciplines like sociolinguistics and Natural Language Processing (NLP). The informality of code-mixed text, however, presents a number of difficulties, including those with data extraction and summarization. Sentiment analysis has been a significant research field in the field of code-mixed data analysis in recent years (Ahmad and Singla, 2021) (Patra et al., 2018) (Gambäck and Dus, 2014) (Tarihoran and Sumirat, 2022).

India has the greatest population of speakers of English as a Second Language thanks to its rich linguistic past and close relationship with English. Native Indian language speakers don’t use Unicode while exchanging information on social media platforms. They employ code-mixing to combine Latin script with English words or phrases in their original language to communicate themselves (Thara and Poornachandran, 2018). Additionally, there has been work done on sentiment analysis on YouTube comments (Alhujaili and Yafouz, 2021).

It is difficult to process these natural languages for diverse language-processing tasks (Srivastava and Singh, 2021). Compared to other languages, the regional languages of India are thought to have few resources (Harish and Rangan, 2020).

This paper introduces a novel methodology for sentiment analysis on code-mixed Tulu and Tamil corpora, considering the challenges associated with class imbalance. An additional corpus is curated by scraping YouTube comments on Tulu videos, enriching the code-mixed Tulu corpus and providing more comprehensive resources for analysis. This paper proposes a new stopwords list, tailored for both English and Tulu languages, and utilizes a synonyms list to address inconsistent spelling variations in the corpus. These contributions advance the field of sentiment analysis on code-mixed languages, offering insights and guidance for effective analysis and improving the overall performance of sentiment classification models.

2 Related Work

There is a lot of research being done right now on code mixing in natural language processing (NLP)
jobs. In their thorough investigation of the difficulties code-mixed NLP faces in a multilingual society, Srivastava et al. (Srivastava and Singh, 2021) shed light on the current state of this field’s NLP research.

The unique unified approach put out by Choudhary et al. (Choudhary et al., 2018) aims to overcome the drawbacks associated with using code-mixed text in NLP. Their method includes a pre-processing step that groups distinct word variations based on an empirical similarity measure, making analysis and processing more efficient.

Using datasets created expressly to show code-mixing between Bengali, English, and Hindi, Barman et al. (Barman et al., 2014) report an ongoing research project on automatic language recognition on social media platforms. According to their first results, a dictionary-based strategy outperforms supervised classification and sequence labelling techniques in solving this issue.

By creating a new code-switched dataset for Hindi-English language pairings and carrying out a comparative evaluation of conventional machine learning models for word-level language recognition, Mave et al. (Mave et al., 2018) make a contribution to the area. Their research offers insightful information about the performance of these models in contexts with code-mixed linguistics.

The following five language pairs underwent neural machine translation by Vyawahere et al. (Vyawahare et al., 2022): Kannada to Tamil, Kannada to Telugu, Kannada to Malayalam, Kannada to Sanskrit, and Kannada to Tulu. The datasets for each of the five language pairings were used to train a variety of translation models, including Seq2Seq models like LSTM, bidirectional LSTM, Conv2Seq, and state-of-the-art transformers from scratch.

Although much research has been done on SA in the English language, data on the web also offers information in various other languages that should be examined. The goal of Shah et al. (Shah and Kaushik, 2019) is to analyse, assess, and debate the methodologies, algorithms, and difficulties encountered by the researchers when conducting the SA on Indigenous languages.

In today’s age, Twitter contains a vast array of emotions and viewpoints. It offers a significant volume of sentiment-related information, but extracting data from Twitter necessitates appropriate techniques. The study conducted by Rakshitha et al. (Rakshitha et al., 2021) focuses on analyzing the sentiments expressed in regional languages on Twitter.

## 3 Corpus Details

In the case of the code-mixed Tulu corpus, a combination of the existing corpus (Hegde et al., 2022) and the newly created dataset proposed in this paper was utilized. For the code-mixed Tamil corpus, the data was obtained from the established dataset (Chakravarthi et al., 2020).

### 3.1 Existing Corpus

The code-mixed Tulu corpus used in this study was obtained from YouTube comments posted on videos in the Tulu language. These comments exhibited a mixture of languages including English, Kannada, Tulu, and combinations thereof, with varying scripts including Latin and Kannada. The comments in the corpus were manually labelled with sentiment categories, including positive, negative, neutral, and mixed feelings.

The code-mixed Tamil corpus utilized in this research was gathered from YouTube comments posted on videos in the Tamil language. The corpus predominantly consisted of "Tanglish" sentences, which are a combination of Tamil and English. It is noteworthy that the comments did not exclusively comprise fully Tamil or English sentences. To facilitate sentiment analysis, each comment in the corpus was annotated with sentiment labels, including positive, negative, unknown, and mixed feelings.
3.2 Creation of Additional Resources

3.2.1 New Corpus Creation for Tulu

To overcome the limited availability of samples in the original corpus, a supplementary dataset was curated by extracting comments from Tulu-language videos on YouTube. The YouTube Comment Scraper yielded a total of 3459 samples in this supplementary corpus. These comments were written using a combination of English, Kannada, and Tulu languages.

Notably, Tulu content is commonly articulated in either the Latin or Kannada scripts. I identified any comments not in the Tulu language and labelled them within the dataset manually.

Annotation Process: To ensure consistency, manual annotation was carried out on this new dataset, aligning with the sentiment categories in the corpus mentioned in the previous subsection. The sentiment classifications encompass Positive, Negative, Mixed Feelings, and Neutral tones.

Each sample is presented in a two-column format: ‘Text,’ which contains the full YouTube comment, and ‘Annotations,’ denoting the assigned sentiment category for the respective comment.

The annotation process engaged three native Tulu speakers, all proficient in English and Kannada also. The annotation guidelines closely followed the approach outlined by Hegde et al. After a preliminary demonstration featuring two comments from each sentiment class, the annotators independently assigned labels to all comments on their copy of the comment sheet.

For each individual sample, if the majority of annotators provided a consistent label, that label was selected. In instances of discordant labelling, the annotators collaborated in a discussion to reach a consensus.

This supplementary corpus plays a pivotal role in enhancing sentiment analysis tasks for the Tulu language. By augmenting the available dataset, it broadens the potential for more accurate sentiment classification. This corpus will be made available online.

3.2.2 Stopwords List Creation for Code-Mixed Tulu

To optimize the sentiment analysis process, a comprehensive list of English and Tulu stop words was meticulously compiled. The stop words in Tulu are presented in the Latin script to align with the character set commonly used in the comments. The inclusion of stop words removal as a preprocessing step has demonstrated its efficacy in enhancing the performance of classification models in sentiment analysis tasks. (Sarica and Luo, 2021)

By eliminating commonly occurring and less informative words, the focus is shifted towards more meaningful and sentiment-rich terms. To address the potential variations in spelling, special attention was given to accommodate different possible spellings of the same word. This consideration ensures a more robust and inclusive stop words list. The compiled list comprises a total of 320 words, encompassing both English and Tulu stop words. This resource facilitates the elimination of irrelevant and redundant terms.

3.2.3 'Synonyms' List Creation for Code-Mixed Tulu

Due to the absence of consistent spelling rules for Tulu in the Latin script, a challenge arises in dealing with the multiple spellings of the same word within the corpus. In response to this concern, with the aim of ensuring consistency in word usage, a meticulously crafted compendium of synonymous terms was developed for the textual corpus. This compilation was particularly attuned to words that have the highest frequencies in this corpus.

Each entry within the synonym list encompassed...
terms sharing akin meanings, yet exhibiting variations in their orthographic representation. This compilation was methodically curated, and tailored exclusively to this specific dataset. It is not exhaustive and sought to collate words that convey identical meanings but had different spellings. Moreover, this compilation aimed to cluster words that share semantic equivalence, yet diverge in their linguistic structure and levels of respect. As an illustrative instance, the juxtaposition of "panper" and "panda" is encompassed within this list.

By incorporating these synonymous terms, the aim was to establish a standardised representation of commonly occurring words and minimize the impact of spelling inconsistencies on model performance.

The utilization of the synonym dictionary played a crucial role in enhancing the overall consistency of word spellings within the corpus. This, in turn, contributed to improved model performance in sentiment analysis tasks. By promoting uniformity in word representations, the dictionary of synonyms mitigated the challenges posed by varied spellings and facilitated more accurate sentiment classification.

4 Data Pre-Processing

The corpus underwent a series of pre-processing steps prior to the application of models. Initially, emojis were replaced with their corresponding names. Following this, a sequence of transformations was performed, which involved the removal of HTML tags, URLs, punctuation marks, special characters, numbers, and excessive whitespace. Additionally, the text was converted to lowercase to ensure uniformity.

Stop words, however, were not removed from the corpus, as their exclusion resulted in a decrease in performance.

To establish consistent spelling, a predefined list of synonyms that I created was utilized to replace words with their appropriate alternatives. Moreover, a label encoder was applied to the annotation labels, facilitating ease of use for the models during training (Shah et al., 2022). The TF-IDF Vectorizer was employed with specific parameters, including a maximum of 5000 features and an n-gram range of (1, 2) (Das and Chakraborty, 2018). In this context, the use of inverse document frequency (IDF) was disabled to optimize vectorisation.

To expand the corpus, the TextAttack Easy-DataAugmenter technique was utilized, resulting in a quadrupling of the corpus size. This augmentation process helped to introduce additional variations in the data, thereby enhancing the overall model performance (Morris et al., 2020).

Considering the imbalanced distribution of positive comments within the corpus, the SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique) algorithm was employed. This technique ensured an equal representation of samples from each class, ultimately improving the performance of the models.

Class imbalance is a common challenge in many machine learning applications, particularly in sentiment analysis tasks. One effective approach to address this issue is Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE). SMOTE is a data augmentation technique specifically designed to tackle class imbalance by generating synthetic samples for the minority class (Bowyer et al., 2011). The method works by identifying minority class instances and creating synthetic examples along the line segments connecting them. This process increases the diversity of the minority class and helps to balance the class distribution in the corpus. By introducing synthetic samples, SMOTE not only mitigates the impact of class imbalance but also improves the overall performance of classification models. It allows the classifier to learn from a more balanced representation of the data, leading to enhanced predictive capabilities. Moreover, SMOTE is widely applicable across various machine learning algorithms and has proven to be particularly effective in sentiment analysis tasks, where imbalanced sentiment classes are often encountered.

These pre-processing and data augmentation techniques collectively contributed to the refine-
ment and enrichment of the corpus, thereby facilitating more accurate sentiment analysis results.

5 Classification Models

5.1 Multinomial Naive Bayes
The Multinomial Naive Bayes classifier is a probabilistic model based on Bayes’ theorem. It is specifically designed for classification tasks with discrete features, such as text classification. The alpha parameter, set to 0.1, represents the smoothing parameter that helps handle zero probabilities for unseen features.

5.2 Random Forest Classifier
Random Forest is an ensemble learning method that constructs multiple decision trees and combines their predictions to make final decisions. The criterion is set to ‘entropy’ to measure the quality of a split based on information gain. With a maximum depth of 8, the trees are limited in their growth to prevent overfitting. The max features parameter is set to ‘log2’ to control the number of features considered at each split. The n estimators parameter is set to 500, indicating the number of trees in the forest. The min samples split parameter is set to 7, determining the minimum number of samples required to split an internal node.

5.3 Logistic Regression
Logistic Regression is a linear classification model that estimates the probabilities of different classes. The C parameter is set to 10.0, controlling the inverse of the regularization strength. A higher C value indicates less regularization and a stronger emphasis on correctly classifying the training data. The max iter is set to 10000, defining the maximum number of iterations for the solver to converge. The penalty is set to ‘l1’, indicating L1 regularization that encourages sparse feature selection. The solver is set to ‘liblinear’, which handles L1 penalty efficiently.

5.4 Linear Support Vector Classifier (LinearSVC)
LinearSVC is a linear model for classification tasks based on Support Vector Machines (SVM). The max iter is set to 5000, defining the maximum number of iterations for convergence. The C parameter is set to 0.1, controlling the trade-off between margin maximization and misclassification. The penalty is set to ‘l2’, indicating L2 regularization that encourages small weights.

5.5 Decision Tree Classifier
The Decision Tree Classifier builds a tree model by recursively partitioning the data based on feature
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Mixed Feelings</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Macro Avg</th>
<th>Weighted Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mutinomial NB</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OneVsRest</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGBoost</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GradientBoost</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacking</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagging</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td><strong>0.36</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: F-Score for Tulu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Mixed Feelings</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Macro Avg</th>
<th>Weighted Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mutinomial NB</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OneVsRest</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGBoost</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GradientBoost</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacking</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagging</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td><strong>0.336</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: F-Score for Tulu without 'Synonyms' List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Mixed Feelings</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
<th>Macro Avg</th>
<th>Weighted Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mutinomial NB</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td><strong>0.24</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.37</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OneVsRest</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGBoost</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GradientBoost</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacking</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagging</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: F-Score for Tamil
values. The ccp alpha is set to 0.0001, representing the complexity parameter used for pruning the tree. The criterion is set to ‘gini’, which measures the impurity of a split. The max depth is set to 100, limiting the depth of the tree to avoid overfitting. The min samples split is set to 10, specifying the minimum number of samples required to split an internal node.

5.6 K-Nearest Neighbours Classifier (KNN)

K-Nearest Neighbors Classifier is a non-parametric algorithm that classifies samples based on their similarity to the k nearest neighbours. The n neighbours parameter is set to 1, indicating the closest neighbor is used for classification.

5.7 AdaBoost Classifier

AdaBoost is an ensemble method that combines weak classifiers into a strong classifier. The learning rate is set to 0.5, controlling the contribution of each weak classifier. The n estimators is set to 300, indicating the maximum number of estimators at which boosting is terminated.

5.8 One-vs-Rest Logistic Regression Classifier

The One-vs-Rest (OvR) strategy extends binary classifiers to multi-class classification. The logistic regression classifier (with C=10.0 and solver='liblinear’) is used as the base classifier, and the OvR classifier combines multiple binary classifiers to handle each class.

5.9 Gradient Boosting Classifier

Gradient Boosting is an ensemble method that combines weak learners in a stage-wise manner, where each model tries to correct the errors made by the previous models. The n estimators is set to 50, indicating the number of boosting stages. The learning rate is set to 0.5, controlling the contribution of each weak learner. The max depth is set to 10, limiting the depth of each weak learner.

5.10 Voting Classifier

The Voting Classifier combines the predictions of multiple individual classifiers by a majority vote (hard voting). It includes three estimators: logistic regression, random forest, and linear support vector machine. The ensemble of these classifiers enables them to make joint decisions (Leon et al., 2017).

5.11 Stacking Classifier

The Stacking Classifier combines multiple classification models (k-nearest neighbours, random forest, and Multinomial Naive Bayes) by training a meta-classifier (Logistic Regression) on their predictions. This allows the meta-classifier to learn patterns from the outputs of the base classifiers and make the final prediction (Alexandropoulos et al., 2019).

5.12 Bagging Classifier

The Bagging Classifier applies the Bagging ensemble method to a base classifier (Multinomial Naive Bayes). It generates multiple subsets of the training data by bootstrapping and trains each subset on the base classifier. The final prediction is obtained through a majority vote of the base classifiers (Kotsiantis et al., 2005). These models and their respective parameters are applied to the corpus to explore their effectiveness in sentiment analysis tasks.

6 Experiments and Results

A series of experiments were conducted to identify the optimal configuration for sentiment analysis on the code-mixed corpus. The evaluation of the classification system’s performance was based on the weighted averaged F-Score, which provides a comprehensive measure across all classes. To ensure reliable results, 5-fold cross-validation was employed to determine the best parameters for the models.

The corpus used for analysis exhibited an imbalance among the classes, necessitating the implementation of the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE). This technique effectively addressed the class imbalance issue and led to significant improvements in the performance of most models.

Moreover, data augmentation techniques were employed using the TextAttack library. This approach further enhanced the corpus by generating additional samples, contributing to the overall performance improvement of the models.

After thorough experimentation and analysis, the stacking classifier, specifically the combination K-nearest neighbours, Random Forest, and Multinomial Naive Bayes with Logistic Regression as the meta-classifier, emerged as the best model for sentiment analysis on the code-mixed Tulu language. In contrast, logistic regression alone demonstrated
superior performance for sentiment analysis on the code-mixed Tamil language.

These findings highlight the effectiveness of the proposed models and the significance of addressing class imbalance and utilizing data augmentation techniques in code-mixed sentiment analysis tasks.

7 Conclusion

In conclusion, this paper presents a methodology for sentiment analysis on a code-mixed corpus consisting of Tulu and Tamil languages extracted from YouTube comments. The unique characteristics of code-mixed data, such as inconsistent spelling and the absence of stemming and lemmatisation libraries, pose challenges for traditional classifiers. This study looks at various classifiers and their performance of the code-mixed corpora. However, despite achieving notable performance, there remains ample room for further improvement in prediction accuracy. This study highlights the potential for future research endeavours to enhance sentiment analysis techniques specifically tailored for code-mixed languages.
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Abstract

The objective of the task is to correctly detect and counteract misleading information using machine learning classification algorithms in order to solve the pervasive problem of fake news, eventually protecting the integrity of information distribution and fostering informed decision-making. Detection of fake news is essential in the modern society. Complex models are used in the analysis of data by ML classification algorithms, which accurately detect incorrect information. This safeguards integrity and gives people the confidence to rely on reliable sources. Fake news threatens democracy, diminishes public trust, and intensifies polarisation. Transformer models like M-BERT, ALBERT, BERT, and XLNET were used in this task, and notably, M-BERT surpassed the competition with a strong F1 score of 0.74, while XLNET and ALBERT only managed 0.71 and 0.66 accuracy respectively. Effectively addressing fake news and its negative repercussions requires ML classification, in particular M-BERT.

1 Introduction

Social media has completely changed the way we receive and share information in the digital age. It has become a necessary component of our everyday life (Schmidt and Wiegand, 2017). Instant communication and worldwide connectivity have many advantages, but there is also a negative aspect to this phenomenon: the mass circulation of false information. In order to manipulate public opinion, spark controversy, or forward particular objectives, fake news is defined as information that has been purposefully created to be false or misleading and presented as true news. (Bharathi) The spread of fake news on social media platforms has had a huge impact on society and poses serious problems for the truth, democracy, and social cohesion.

It is impossible to understatede the effects of fake news on society. False narratives can easily gain traction and spread to millions of people in a matter of minutes because of the speedy dissemination of information through social media channels. Social media’s widespread use increases the power of fake news, blurring the distinction between fact and fiction and serving as a haven for misinformation. This has wide-ranging effects on different facets of society.

The loss of trust in institutions and the media is one of the main issues. Public trust in established news sources declines when fake news stories spread and acquire credence. The underpinnings of democracy are being weakened by this deterioration of confidence, which also threatens the authority of honest media. A healthy democracy depends on knowledgeable citizens, and when incorrect information spreads widely, it limits people’s capacity to make informed judgments and actively engage in public dialogue.

Furthermore, fake news has the power to affect political outcomes and change public opinion. Social media platforms can be used by manipulative individuals to spread false information that advances their goals, whether those goals are to alter public opinion, discredit rivals, or even meddle in elections. Fake news can be customized to certain audiences by utilizing social media’s extensive reach and targeting algorithms, escalating polarisation and widening socioeconomic gaps.

Fake news has become increasingly prevalent on social media platforms, which has had a significant effect on society. It has eroded confidence, warped public perception, and exacerbated societal polarization. Because of the seriousness of this problem, academics have resorted to ML classification techniques to create tools that can successfully identify and counter bogus news. We can work towards a more informed society where the dissemination of
false information is reduced, public trust is restored, and the pillars of democracy are strengthened by utilizing the potential of AI.

The organisation of the paper is as follows: Section 1 describes the task’s goals, with a focus on identifying fake news. The associated work analyses of the existing research on this subject are explained in Section 2. The approach details the models employed, such as M-BERT, ALBERT, and BERT, as well as data gathering and preparation are elaborated in Section 3. Section 4, deals with the observations and outcomes that demonstrate how well the classification systems identify bogus news. Section 5 concludes the results and makes recommendations for additional research.

2 Related work

Recent years have seen the development of a number of methods for addressing the issue of spotting fake news. They are largely divided into the following categories: linguistic approaches, topic-agnostic methods, knowledge-based methods, machine learning methods, and hybrid methods. The authors divided the methods into two categories: social context-based learning and news content-based learning(2). While the latter is based on latent knowledge that a user learns from a news piece, the former is dependent on the news’s publishing practices. Social media users take an active role in identifying fake news. For instance, Facebook prioritizes comments on a post based on how many people have responded to or interacted with it.

(Sharma et al., 2019) in "Combating Fake News: A Data Mining Perspective" The goal of this study is to identify fake news on social media. The researchers employ ML algorithms to extract features from user profiles, network structure, and textual data. They create a classifier that successfully distinguishes between news stories that are real and those that are not. The method achieves excellent accuracy in spotting fake news, which adds to our understanding of the mechanics of fake news propagation on social media.

(Shu et al., 2017), "Fake News Detection on Social Media: A Data Mining Perspective" The goal of this study is to identify fake news on social media. The researchers employ ML algorithms to extract features from user profiles, network structure, and textual data. They create a classifier that successfully distinguishes between news stories that are real and those that are not. The method achieves excellent accuracy in spotting fake news, which adds to our understanding of the mechanics of fake news propagation on social media.

(Granskogen, 2018), "Detection of Fake News in Social Media Networks" The authors of this article suggest a framework for identifying bogus news in social media networks. To analyze sentiment, linguistic patterns, and user engagement indicators, they use ML algorithms and NLP approaches. The study offers information on the automatic detection of false information on social media platforms and demonstrates the efficacy of ML-based techniques in precisely recognizing fake news.

(Goldani et al., 2021) "Fake News Detection with Deep Learning Models" (2020): This paper explores the application of deep learning models for fake news detection, including convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural networks. The authors test out various architectures and assess their effectiveness using benchmark datasets. The study emphasizes deep learning’s potential for accurately identifying bogus news.

(Ahmad et al., 2020) "Fake News Detection Using Machine Learning Ensemble Methods" examines the use of ensemble approaches in identifying false news. The research focuses on methods that integrate many classifiers to increase prediction accuracy and reliability, including bagging, boosting, and stacking. Ensemble approaches provide strong and reliable solutions for spotting disinformation by utilizing the various viewpoints and advantages of individual classifiers. The paper examines how well ensemble approaches perform in distinguishing between authentic and false news pieces, emphasizing their potential to improve the precision and overall effectiveness of machine learning-based fake news detection systems.

Our proposed methodology included a number of crucial phases for the false news identification task utilizing machine learning. To ensure data quality, the collection of false news stories was first gathered and preprocessed. Next, the preprocessed data was fine-tuned using the contextual language comprehension skills of the transformer models such as BERT, XLNET, ALBERT, and M-BERT. These models were then used to extract significant elements that captured the subtleties of fake news. The retrieved features were then used to train a classification system to discover the patterns and traits of fake news. Finally, the accuracy and efficiency of our approach in identifying bogus news
were assessed using the proper criteria of which M-BERT generated the maximum accuracy.

3 Methodology and Data

The fundamental goal of fake news detection using machine learning (ML) classification is to create reliable and accurate models that can distinguish between false news and accurate information with accuracy. In order to make educated assumptions regarding the accuracy of the information presented, ML classification approaches try to analyze numerous textual, visual, and contextual aspects of news articles and social media content.

The main objective is to use labeled datasets with examples of both false and real news articles to train machine learning models. The models can derive patterns, connections, and indications that distinguish between trustworthy and false information by learning from these samples. The goal is to develop algorithms that can reliably and generally categorize as either false or real new occurrences of news articles.

ML classification algorithms seek to lessen the negative effects of disinformation on society by identifying bogus news. Maintaining the credibility of public discourse, fostering media literacy, and reducing the spread of false narratives that might sway public opinion, polarise communities, and threaten democratic processes are some of the things that fall under this category.

The dataset was obtained from the Codalab site. The dataset contains various comments from YouTube in the Malayalam language. The dataset consists of 2 attributes namely the comment itself along with the truthness label. The truth label indicates real or fake news which helps to find whether the data is real or fake. By using these labels classification will be done.

3.1 Data analysis and Preprocessing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Malayalam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train data</td>
<td>3258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development data</td>
<td>816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test data</td>
<td>1020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Dataset Description

Machine learning (ML) classification algorithms for detecting fake news rely heavily on data preprocessing (Sivanaiah et al., 2023). To convert unprocessed data into a format appropriate for training machine learning models, a number of procedures must be taken. Data cleaning is done initially to get rid of extraneous information such as punctuation, special characters, and HTML elements. The dataset’s integrity is ensured through the proper handling of missing data. The text is then tokenized, which separates it into distinct words or n-grams to produce a structured representation. The NLTK toolkit was deployed in the preprocessing step.

Stop words are removed in order to get rid of often-appearing words that don’t add anything to the meaning. Then, to promote consistency, words are shortened to their base form using stemming and lemmatization processes. Textual data is vectorized using methods like Bag-of-Words or TF-IDF so that ML algorithms may process the resulting numerical representations. To extract additional data, such as sentiment analysis scores or source credibility indicators, feature engineering might be used.

Finally, balancing the dataset reduces the effects of class imbalance by ensuring equal representation of fake and real news samples. ML classification algorithms are better able to learn and recognize
patterns that discriminate between authentic and fraudulent news articles thanks to careful data pre-treatment, enabling more precise and reliable detection of disinformation.

3.2 Model description

We classified the news dataset with the help of the below transformer models.

3.2.1 BERT Model

A cutting-edge pre-trained model in the area of natural language processing (NLP) is called BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers). By proposing a cutting-edge method for pre-training language representations, transformed the way researchers approach diverse NLP challenges. Since BERT is built on the transformer architecture, it can recognize contextual dependencies and relationships inside a text.

The fact that BERT is bidirectional is one of its fundamental characteristics. During training, BERT takes into account both left-to-right and right-to-left text processing orientations, in contrast to conventional models (Kaliyar et al., 2021). This enables it to comprehend a word’s context and meaning better by taking into account both its left and right surrounding terms.

Massive volumes of unannotated text from books and the internet have been used to pre-train BERT. BERT can learn universal language representations and identify intricate semantic and syntactic links because of this unsupervised training. The two main tasks in the pre-training phase are next-sentence prediction (NSP) and masked language modeling (MLM). While NSP trains BERT to assess whether two phrases in the original text are consecutive, MLM trains BERT to predict words that are randomly masked in the input.

BERT can be fine-tuned for particular downstream tasks such as text classification, named entity identification, and question-answering after pre-training. BERT is trained on task-specific labeled datasets during fine-tuning in order to modify its learned representations to the unique specifications of the target task. With just a small amount of task-specific training data, BERT can nevertheless perform remarkably well by fine-tuning and using its previously learned information.

BERT has excelled in a variety of NLP benchmarks and contests, with impressive results. It is a widely prominent model in the NLP world due to its capacity to capture in-depth contextual understanding and its wide range of applicability. To expand the capabilities of NLP tasks and applications, researchers and practitioners are continuing to investigate and build upon the breakthroughs made by BERT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg F1-score</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg Recall</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg Precision</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Avg F1-score</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Avg Recall</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Avg Precision</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Performance of the proposed system using BERT

3.2.2 ALBERT Model

The BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) model has some drawbacks due to its size and computing demands. ALBERT (A Lite BERT) overcomes these drawbacks. While preserving the performance of BERT, ALBERT introduces model parameter reduction strategies, making it a more scalable and effective choice for diverse natural language processing (NLP) workloads.

Sharing parameters among the layers of the transformer architecture is the central concept of ALBERT. ALBERT uses a ”cross-layer parameter sharing” strategy in contrast to BERT, where each layer has its own set of parameters. By drastically reducing the amount of model parameters, this method improves ALBERT’s memory efficiency and speeds up its training and inference processes.

ALBERT uses a two-phase training strategy to increase its effectiveness even further. The model is initially pre-trained using a modified version of the BERT pre-training objectives, such as masked language modelling and next-sentence prediction, on a huge corpus of unlabeled text. (Gundapu and Mamidi, 2021) ALBERT fine-tunes on task-specific labelled data in the second phase to update its representations for subsequent challenges.

Despite its parameter reduction strategies, ALBERT performs admirably. On some NLP benchmarks, it shows comparable or even better performance than BERT while using less computational power. Because of this, ALBERT is especially
useful in settings with limited resources or when working with huge datasets.

Additionally, ALBERT’s lower parameter count permits training with larger batch sizes, which has the effect of hastening convergence and enhancing training effectiveness. Because of this, scaling ALBERT to handle more datasets and speed up the training process is made simpler.

Due to its capacity to balance model performance and efficiency, ALBERT has grown to be a well-known model in the NLP field. To improve its capabilities and use it for a variety of NLP applications, including as text categorization, named entity recognition, and natural language understanding, researchers and practitioners are still researching ALBERT and its variants. Results obtained through ALBERT model are given in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg F1-score</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg Recall</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg Precision</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Avg F1-score</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Avg Recall</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Avg Precision</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance of the proposed system using ALBERT

### 3.2.3 XLNET Model

A strong and cutting-edge pre-trained language representation model, XLNet combines the advantages of autoregressive and autoencoding methods. By adding the permutation-based training objective, which enables it to represent dependencies across all points in a sequence, Google AI’s XLNet solves the drawbacks of earlier models like BERT.

In contrast to conventional models, which produce text from left to right or right to left, XLNet makes use of the Transformer-XL architecture to simulate the likelihood of a sequence by taking into account all possible input permutations. (Gautam et al., 2021) This makes it possible for XLNet to successfully capture bidirectional dependencies, leading to more accurate and thorough representations of the text.

Pre-training is difficult since XLNet’s permutation-based training objective necessitates taking into account every conceivable permutation. In order to solve this problem, XLNet uses a method known as "two-stream self-attention" that factorises the attention function and makes it possible to compute all permutations quickly while training. Because of this, XLNet can recognise word dependencies regardless of where they appear in the input sequence.

The permutation-based objective is used to pre-train the XLNet model using a sizable corpus of unlabeled text. It gains the capacity to forecast a word’s likelihood given its context while taking into account all conceivable permutations. With the help of this pre-training, XLNet may learn complex verbal concepts and contextual comprehension.

XLNet can be fine-tuned on particular downstream activities after pre-training. With the use of task-specific labelled data, the model is fine-tuned so that it may adjust its pre-trained representations for jobs like text categorization, named entity identification, or machine translation. Through its competitive performance on benchmark datasets, XLNet has proven its adaptability and efficacy in many NLP tasks. Results obtained through XLNET model is given in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg F1-score</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg Recall</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg Precision</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Avg F1-score</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Avg Recall</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Avg Precision</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Performance of the proposed system using XLNET

### 3.2.4 M-BERT

A version of the BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) model called M-BERT (Multilingual BERT) was created specifically to handle multilingual text. It increases BERT’s capacity to comprehend and represent languages from various linguistic origins.

M-BERT is trained on a combination of monolingual and multilingual data but shares the same architecture and pre-training technique as BERT. M-BERT gains the ability to produce language representations during pre-training that capture the subtleties and parallels between various languages. As a result, the model can handle cross-lingual,
transfer learning, and code-switching tasks with ease.

The ability of M-BERT to handle several languages without the need for distinct models for each language is one of its key advantages. (Nagoudi et al., 2020) M-BERT can process text in many languages by using a common lexicon and encoder, making it extremely effective and versatile for multilingual applications.

Training the model on task-specific labelled data in a target language or across many languages is a necessary step in fine-tuning M-BERT. This makes it possible for M-BERT to easily and agnostically adjust its pre-trained representations to certain downstream tasks like sentiment analysis, named entity recognition, or machine translation.

M-BERT has excelled in a number of multilingual NLP tasks and benchmarks. Its adaptability and capacity for managing several languages make it a crucial tool for creating multilingual applications, particularly in environments where the availability of resources and labelled data for specific languages is constrained. It makes it easier to create and use multilingual NLP systems, facilitating cross-lingual comprehension and transfer learning.

By extending its pre-training and fine-tuning methodologies to handle the particular difficulties presented by multilingual text, researchers and practitioners continue to investigate and improve the capabilities of M-BERT. A powerful tool for a variety of multilingual applications and research, M-BERT represents a significant development in the field of multilingual NLP.

4 Result

In terms of accuracy, F1 score, precision, and recall, the M-BERT model surpasses the XLNet, BERT, and ALBERT models in the fake news detection test. When employed to tackle fake news detection tasks, the M-BERT model consistently achieves the highest accuracy, F1 score, precision, and recall when compared to these models. Its proficiency in multiple languages adds versatility to its performance, allowing it to excel across linguistic diversity. While recognizing that each model boasts distinct strengths, the M-BERT model consistently outperforms the XLNet, BERT, and ALBERT models in terms of accuracy and other vital evaluation criteria.

The multilingual capabilities of the M-BERT model are a standout feature. Unlike the other models, it adeptly addresses multiple languages without necessitating separate models. Its reliability and robust performance across all assessment metrics position the M-BERT model as the optimal choice for identifying false news. This capacity instills confidence among academics and professionals, as it serves as a dependable tool for detecting and countering the spread of fake news, thereby upholding information integrity in society. Detailed performance metrics are presented in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg F1-score</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg Recall</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg Precision</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Avg F1-score</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Avg Recall</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Avg Precision</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Performance of the proposed system using M-BERT

5 Error Analysis

Following the implementation of machine learning classification techniques for false news detection, an extensive performance evaluation of the system was conducted. This evaluation aimed to uncover the types and sources of errors made by the system during data classification. By examining instances of misclassification, the objective was to identify patterns, trends, and limitations of the system. This analysis explored common characteristics of misclassified news stories, scrutinized cases of false positives and false negatives, and assessed how various factors affected classification accuracy.

The findings of this comprehensive error analysis provide valuable insights to enhance the system’s overall functionality and improve its ability to accurately discern fake news from authentic information.

6 Conclusions

In conclusion, the M-BERT model appears as the most successful method for false news detection using ML classification, in combination with data preparation using the NLTK toolbox. In terms of accuracy, F1 score, precision, and recall, M-BERT clearly outperforms models like XLNet, BERT, and ALBERT. Given the global nature of the spread of
fake news, its multilingual capabilities allow it to handle a variety of languages, an essential feature. Additionally, improving the quality of the input data during data preparation with the NLTK toolbox ensures improved performance during model training and evaluation.

Utilising the extensive language representations acquired through pretraining, M-BERT captures the nuanced semantic nuances and complex contextual linkages required for precisely identifying fake news. To further refine the data supplied into the model, the NLTK toolbox assists in preprocessing tasks including tokenization, stemming, and deleting stop words.

In addition to offering effective fake news identification, the M-BERT and NLTK toolkit combination helps to lessen the negative effects of disinformation on society. The promotion of information integrity and assistance in making educated judgements are two benefits of accurate false news identification. This strategy can be used by academics and professionals to stop the spread of false information and maintain the reliability of online information sources.

The M-BERT model combined with NLTK preprocessing is a powerful solution for fake news identification, delivering a useful tool in the battle against misinformation in the current digital era as the fields of ML classification and NLP continue to develop.
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1 Introduction

Abusive content, including hate speech, offensive language, and personal attacks, has become prevalent on social media platforms, posing significant challenges to maintaining a safe and inclusive online environment. Detecting and mitigating such abusive language has become an urgent need for social media platforms, content moderators, and society at large. While the detection of abusive language in textual form has received considerable attention, the analysis of multimodal content, specifically videos, incorporating visual, auditory, and textual information, remains a challenging and under explored task (Chakravarthi et al., 2021), (Premjith et al., 2022).

The task of multimodal abusive language detection in videos holds great significance due to several reasons. First, the exponential growth of user-generated video content on social media platforms like YouTube demands efficient mechanisms for content moderation and protection against abuse. As videos can convey rich contextual cues through spoken words, facial expressions, and visual content, analyzing multiple modalities becomes crucial to comprehensively understand the abusive intent and impact within such content. By extending abusive language detection to multimodal videos, we can identify and address abusive behaviors more effectively, ensuring a safer and more inclusive digital space.

Second, focusing on videos expands the scope of abusive language detection beyond textual content alone. Abusive language can be embedded in the audio, visual, and textual components of videos, making it essential to develop models that can holistically analyze and interpret these modalities. By leveraging the combined power of visual information, audio cues, and textual context, we can capture nuanced abusive expressions that might be missed by considering only one modality. This multimodal approach enables us to uncover the full spectrum of abusive content, thereby enhancing our ability to combat online abuse.

In this paper, we address the challenge of mul-
timodal abusive language detection and sentiment analysis in videos, specifically focusing on Tamil (one of the major Dravidian languages spoken in South India and Sri Lanka) and Malayalam (spoken in the Indian state of Kerala and the union territories of Lakshadweep and Puducherry). We propose a novel approach that integrates video, audio, and textual features using state-of-the-art models, including Multiscale Vision Transformers (MViT) for video analysis, OpenL3 for audio analysis, and the bert-base-multilingual-cased model for textual analysis. Through our approach, we aim to advance the field of abusive language detection and/or sentiment classification in videos and contribute to the development of robust models capable of understanding and mitigating online abuse in Dravidian Languages and classify sentiments.

2 Related Work

Multimodal analysis, encompassing tasks such as sentiment analysis, hate speech detection, and humor recognition, has garnered significant attention in recent years. Researchers have explored various fusion methods to effectively combine information from different modalities, leading to improved performance in multimodal analysis tasks. In this section, we review relevant studies and highlight their contributions to the field.

(Zadeh et al., 2017) introduced Tensor Fusion Network to pose the problem of multimodal sentiment analysis as intra-modality and inter-modality dynamics. (Zadeh et al., 2018) introduced a novel interpretable fusion mechanism called Dynamic Fusion Graph (DFG). (Poria et al., 2016b) described a novel temporal deep convolutional neural network for visual and textual feature extraction and used multiple kernel learning to fuse heterogeneous features extracted from different modalities.

(Majumder et al., 2018) introduced an innovative hierarchical feature fusion strategy that sequentially combines modalities in pairs before fusing all three modalities together. (Poria et al., 2016a) employed a combination of feature-level and decision-level fusion techniques to integrate affective information derived from multiple modalities. (Hazarika et al., 2018) introduced a multimodal emotion detection framework that extracts multimodal features from conversational videos and hierarchically models the self- and inter-speaker emotional influences into global memories. (Liu et al., 2023) propose a cascaded multichannel hierarchical fusion method for multimodal emotion recognition.

(Poria et al., 2017) propose a recurrent model that is able to capture contextual information among utterances. They also introduce attention based networks for improving both context learning and dynamic feature fusion. (Chauhan et al., 2019) introduce a recurrent neural network based approach for the multi-modal sentiment and emotion analysis. The proposed model learns the inter-modal interaction among the participating modalities through an auto-encoder mechanism. They employ a context-aware attention module to exploit the correspondence among the neighboring utterances. (Ghosal et al., 2018) also proposed a recurrent neural network based multi-modal attention framework that leverages the contextual information for utterance-level sentiment prediction. (Chen and Li, 2020) first applies the cross-modal co-attention mechanism to learn the long range of context information and then use a sentiment words classification auxiliary task to guide and learn the sentimental words aware final multimodal fusion representation.

(Han et al., 2021b) propose a framework named MultiModal InfoMax (MMIM), which hierarchically maximizes the Mutual Information (MI) in unimodal input pairs (inter-modality) and between multimodal fusion result and unimodal input in order to maintain task related information through multimodal fusion. (Han et al., 2021a) propose the Bi-Bimodal Fusion Network (BBFN), a end-to-end network that performs fusion (relevance increment) and separation (difference increment) on pairwise modality representations.

(Zadeh et al., 2018) introduce CMU Multimodal Opinion Sentiment and Emotion Intensity (CMU-MOSEI), then largest dataset of sentiment analysis and emotion recognition. EmotionLines (Hsu et al., 2018) was introduced as the first dataset with emotions labeling on all utterances in each dialogue only based on their textual content. (Poria et al., 2019) was created by enhancing and extending the EmotionLines Dataset.

A comprehensive understanding of the field can be gained through an examination of the historical context and the establishment of baseline methodologies. Notable works such as (Poria et al., 2018), (Cambria et al., 2017), and (Gandhi et al., 2022) provide valuable insights into the broader perspective of the subject.
3 Method

In this section, we present the methodology employed for the multimodal abusive language detection and sentiment analysis tasks. We first provide an overview of the problem statement and task formulation. Then, we discuss the feature extraction process for video, audio, and text modalities. Next, we describe our approach in detail, including the model architecture and the steps involved. Finally, we outline the training and inference procedures.

3.1 Problem Statement

The aim of this study is to determine whether a particular set of video, audio, and text is abusive or non-abusive. Additionally, we seek to predict the sentiment expressed in the given video clip with audio and text information as a separate problem. Let (V, A, T) denote the input tuple, respectively for video, audio and text.

3.2 Feature Extraction

For the feature extraction process, we utilize specific techniques for each modality:

**Video Features** To extract video features, we employ Facebook Research’s Multiscale Vision Transformers (MViT). MViT connects the concept of multiscale feature hierarchies with transformer models. The architecture consists of multiple stages that hierarchically expand the channel capacity while reducing the spatial resolution. This creates a multiscale pyramid of features, enabling the modeling of both simple low-level visual information and complex, high-dimensional features. MViT has been shown to outperform other vision transformers in terms of computation and parameter efficiency across various video recognition tasks.

\[ F_v = \text{MViT}(V) \quad (1.a. \) \]

**Audio Features** OpenL3 is specifically designed for audio feature extraction using deep learning models. It provides pre-trained models that can generate high-dimensional embeddings for audio signals. OpenL3 supports different audio feature representations, such as raw embeddings and intermediate representations like log-mel spectrograms. It is particularly useful when you want to leverage the power of deep learning for audio analysis tasks.

\[ F_a = \text{OpenL3}(A) \quad (1.b.) \]

**Text Features** To extract text features, we employ the bert-base-multilingual-cased model. This model is pre-trained on a large corpus of text data and is capable of capturing contextual information across multiple languages, including Tamil and Malayalam.

\[ F_t = \text{BERT}(T) \quad (1.c.) \]

3.3 Our Approach

In our approach, which we refer to as AbhiPaw, we leverage the given data comprising three modalities, each ranging from 40 to 80 seconds in length. The AbhiPaw model is built upon a transformer-based architecture, enabling the detection of abusive language content in Tamil videos and separate training for multiclass sentiment analysis on video modalities (Tamil and Malayalam videos).

**Modality Separation:** The input modalities are separately processed, as discussed in Section 3.2.

**Neural Layer Fusion:** The separated modalities are then passed through a single neural layer to output features with consistent dimensions. This is akin to normalisation. This step is important for fair fusion since different modalities might have different ranges of values.

\[ F'_v = \text{Linear}(F_v) \]
\[ F'_a = \text{Linear}(F_a) \]
\[ F'_t = \text{Linear}(F_t) \quad (2) \]

**Positional Encoding:** We incorporate positional encoding to capture the spatial information of the modalities. This allows the model to understand the relative positions of elements within each modality.

\[ F''_v, F''_a, F''_t = \text{PositionalEncoding}(F'_v, F'_a, F'_t) \quad (3) \]

**Modality Type Embeddings:** Type embeddings corresponding to the three modalities are added. These embeddings do not encode any specific meaning or imposed order but serve to distinguish one modality from another.

\[ F'''_v, F'''_a, F'''_t = \text{TypeEmbedding}(F''_v, F''_a, F''_t) \quad (4) \]

**Classifier Tokens:** Similar to the classic CLS tokens in Transformer models, we employ learnable classifier tokens to detect abuse in videos. A single token is used to generate the output.
Figure 2: Overview of our work, which is inspired by (Srivastava et al., 2023) and (Hazarika et al., 2020). We utilize separate frozen backbones to get features out of different modalities. We also use linear layers to project them to same dimensionality. To capture positional information between the token we use positional embeddings. For our downstream task of detection, we also add the CLS embeddings before passing to transformer layer followed by linear layer for classification.

**Masking:** Appropriate masking is applied to prevent self-attention on padded tokens, ensuring accurate attention across the modalities.

**Transformer Encoder:** The processed features are then passed through a Transformer encoder. Importantly, self-attention across modalities is not applied. For abuse detection, only the outputs corresponding to the classification tokens are considered.

\[
 z_k = \text{TransformerEncoder} \left( \frac{\text{CLS} + F_v + F_a + F_t}{3} \right) \tag{5}
 \]

**Linear Classification:** The feature representation from the Transformer encoder is fed into a linear layer for classification. The output logits are compared with the ground truth labels.

### 3.4 Training and Inference

**Training** Our model is trained end-to-end with Cross Entropy Loss and Adam optimizer.

**Inference** We take in un-seen test data and pass to the model to get output.

### 4 Experiments

#### 4.1 Evaluation Metrics

The evaluation of the model was done based on their F1 score, which is a common metric used in NLP to measure the performance of classification models.

#### 4.2 Datasets

Two different datasets were provided for the shared task at Multimodal Abusive Language Detection and Sentiment Analysis : Dravidian-LangTech@RANLP 2023.

- **Task 1:** Multimodal detection of abusive content in Tamil: This sub-task involves developing models that can analyze textual, speech and visual components of videos from social media platforms, such as YouTube, and predict whether they are abusive or non-abusive.

- **Task 2:** Multimodal sentiment analysis in Dravidian languages: This sub-task involves developing models that can analyze textual, speech and visual components of videos in Tamil and Malayalam.
from social media platforms, such as YouTube, and identify the sentiments expressed in them. The videos are labelled into five categories: highly positive, positive, neutral, negative and highly negative. There are two subtasks corresponding to Tamil and Malayalam languages.

4.2.1 Dataset Analysis

Distribution across categories

Figure 3: Pie chart showing the number of instances belonging to each category in abusive comment detection task

Figure 4: Pie chart showing the number of instances belonging to each category in sentiment analysis task - Tamil

Class Imbalance The training dataset used in our study presents a notable class imbalance issue, with a substantial data points being referred to Positive, Figure 4 and 5.

Low sample size The available training data was insufficient in terms of quantity and diversity to fully capture the complexity and variability of the problem domain. We had 70 samples for training for first task, and for second task we had 44 and 50 instances for Tamil and Malayalam sub-tasks respectively.

4.3 Implementation Details

Our model is trained on a single NVIDIA T4 GPU. We trained our PyTorch model using specific hyperparameters to ensure optimal performance and effective training. The maximum number of epochs was set to 150, allowing the model to undergo multiple iterations through the training dataset. To efficiently process the data, we employed a batch size of 4, which divided the dataset into smaller subsets for parallel computation. Adam optimizer was utilized to optimize the model’s weights. Additionally, we set the initial learning rate to $10^{-3}$, which determined the step size for adjusting the model’s parameters during training. These carefully chosen hyperparameters played a crucial role in achieving the desired results and advancing the effectiveness of our model.

5 Results

We obtain an F1 score of 0.3333 in Abusive Language Detection - Tamil, Table 1. For multi-modal sentiment analysis we got an F1 score of 0.1333 for Tamil, Table 2 and a score of 0.0923 for Malayalam Table 3.

Table 1: Abusive Language Detection - Tamil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>F1-score (macro)</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hate-alert</td>
<td>0.5786</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbhiPaw</td>
<td>0.3333</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Sentiment Analysis - Tamil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>F1-score (macro)</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hate-alert</td>
<td>0.1429</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbhiPaw</td>
<td>0.1333</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Sentiment Analysis - Malayalam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>F1-score (macro)</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hate-alert</td>
<td>0.1889</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbhiPaw</td>
<td>0.0923</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Conclusion

We present a novel approach for detecting abusive language in low-resource language videos by integrating visual, auditory, and textual features. Our framework demonstrates promising results in accurately identifying abusive content and predicting sentiment categories.

To advance the field, future work should focus on expanding the dataset to address resource scarcity, exploring advanced fusion techniques for multimodal integration, incorporating contextual information and temporal dependencies, and tackling class imbalance challenges. By refining these techniques and considering the linguistic and cultural nuances of Dravidian Languages, we can make significant strides towards ensuring a safer and more inclusive online environment.
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Abstract

The amount of digital material that is disseminated through various social media platforms has significantly increased in recent years. Online networks have gained popularity in recent years and have established themselves as go-to resources for news, information, and entertainment. Nevertheless, despite the many advantages of using online networks, mounting evidence indicates that an increasing number of malicious actors are taking advantage of these networks to spread poison and hurt other people. This work aims to detect abusive content in YouTube comments written in the languages like Tamil, Tamil-English (code-mixed), Telugu-English (code-mixed). This work was undertaken as part of the "DravidianLangTech@RANLP 2023" shared task. The Macro F1 values for the Tamil, Tamil-English, and Telugu-English datasets were 0.28, 0.37, and 0.6137 and secured 5th, 7th, 8th rank respectively.

1 Introduction

The detection of abusive language has become a major area for research and development in computer linguistics and natural language processing (NLP). The requirement to recognise and filter out harmful or abusive content has multiplied enormously with the rise of Internet platforms and online social media. Detection of abusive or offensive content in English language has been done by many researchers in a wide manner [13, 14, 15]. Recent days, the interest goes on the low resource languages and native languages. In multilingual societies like India, where Tamil and Telugu are widely spoken, this is especially crucial.

Due to the complexity of their linguistic structures and the lack of sufficient labelled data for the training of strong models, the identification of abusive language presents particular difficulties in Tamil and Telugu. A wide range of harmful information is included in abusive language, such as hate speech, cyberbullying, vulgarity, and disparaging remarks. For the sake of upholding a secure and civilised online community, it is essential to accurately identify such offensive language in Tamil and Telugu.

The identification of abusive language in English has advanced significantly in recent years, according to academics. However, adapting these methods to Tamil and Telugu necessitates taking into account these languages’ unique traits, cultural quirks, and lack of labelled data. Furthermore, due to variances in syntax, morphology, and the existence of dialectical changes, existing models might not generalise effectively to Tamil and Telugu especially the deep learning techniques as most of them are built for English language.

This work aims to contribute to the development of efficient abusive language detection systems for Tamil and Telugu by tackling the difficulties unique to these languages, promoting a safer and more welcoming online environment for users who communicate in Tamil and Telugu.

In this study, multiple machine learning models were tested in an effort to create an effective system for identifying hate speech and abusive language in Tamil and Telugu comments on YouTube. The paper is organised as follows: Earlier studies on the identification of abusive language in Dravidian languages like Tamil and Telugu are discussed in Section 2. The proposed system along with the architecture diagram and the system modules are explained in Section 3. The datasets and methodologies used in the suggested system are presented in Section 4. The results are discussed in Section 5. The conclusion and future work are presented in Section 6.
2 Related Work

F. Balouchzahi et al. [3] centred on the detection of objectionable remarks in texts written in both the native script and Tamil written in code-mixed script. Two models were used to tackle this problem: n-gram-Multilayer Perceptron which makes use of an MLP classifier supplied with character-n-gram features, as well as the (1D ConvLSTM) model, were submitted. The n-gram MLP model performed better than the other two model, corresponding to weighted F1-scores of 0.430 for texts written in the native Tamil script and 0.560 for texts written in code-mixed Tamil, respectively.

Charangan Vasantharajan and Uthayasanker Thayasivam [2] offered a novel and flexible way of selective translation and transliteration operations to improve the results of adjusting and assembling BERT, DistilBERT, and XLM-RoBERTa. The experiment’s findings proved that ULMFiT is the best model for the task. ULMFiT and mBERTBiLSTM beat other well-known transfer learning models like DistilBERT and XLM-RoBERTa as well as hybrid deep learning models for this Tamil code-mix dataset.

In the work done by Shantanu Patankar et al. [9] recurrent neural networks, ensemble models, and transformers were used to optimise the results. For the Tamil data, MuRIL and XLM-RoBERTa were utilised. The macro-averaged F1 score generated by the models was 0.43. With a macro-averaged f1 score of 0.45, the top models MuRIL and M-BERT both generated excellent results for the code-mixed data.

Malliga Subramanian et al. [5] worked to identify the offensive utterances, models based on traditional machine learning techniques—such as Bernoulli Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine, Logistic Regression, and kNearest Neighbor—were constructed. The multilingual transformer-based pre-trained models of natural language processing mBERT, MuRIL (Base and Large), and XLM-RoBERTa (Base and Large) were also used in the experiments.

Pradeep Kumar Roy et al. [6] investigated the use of different machine learning and deep learning approaches. Combining the output of transformer and deep learning-based models, an ensemble model was proposed to detect hate speech and objectionable language on social networking sites. The experimental findings of the suggested weighted ensemble framework outperformed state-of-the-art models for the Malayalam and Tamil code-mixed datasets, achieving weighted F1-scores of 0.802 and 0.933, respectively.

3 Abusive Content Detection System

We have used the deep learning transformer model (BERT), machine learning models (Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machines, Decision Trees, Naive Bayes) and Ensemble model (Random Forest) for abusive content classification. The training dataset is used to build the model by learning the data, development dataset is used to evaluate and fine tune the trained model and test dataset is used for final prediction. The features are extracted from the input text and its matching label are used for learning and training. The texts in the dataset are vectorized using the Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) vectorization technique for feature extraction. The model that produces the greatest macro F1-Score is selected as the final model to be used for detection after various machine learning models are tested. The model is trained using the training dataset. The performance of the trained model is assessed using the development dataset. By tweaking the parameters, the model is re-trained based on the performance. Finally, predictions are made using the test data and the model. Figure 1 displays the architecture of the system.

4 Implementation Modules

This section elaborates on the datasets and the methodologies used.

4.1 Datasets Used

The abusive comment detection task consists of 3 datasets: Tamil, Tamil-English and Telugu-English [7, 8].

The Tamil dataset consisted of a total of 2240 sentences with their corresponding labels. It was a
multi-class classification task which included the following labels: Misandry (446), Counter-speech (149), Misogyny (125), Xenophobia (95), Hope-Speech (86), Homophobia (35), Transphobic (6), Not-Tamil (2), None-of-the-above (1296).

The Tamil-English dataset consisted of a total of 5948 sentences with their corresponding labels. The labels present were Misandry (830), Counter-speech (348), Xenophobia (297), Hope-Speech (213), Misogyny (211), Homophobia (172), Transphobic (157), None-of-the-above (3720).

The Telugu-English dataset consisted of 4000 sentences along with their labels. This task was a binary classification task and included the labels: non-hate (2061) and hate (1939).

4.2 Methodology

Data Pre-processing: The text presented in the data cannot be passed to the model directly. Hence it is converted into numerical vectors by applying the TF-IDF vectorization on the text data present. After the vectorization the text data in the form of a dense matrix is passed to the model.

Training machine learning models: Logistic Regression (LR), Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Random Forest (RF), Decision Tree (DT) and BERT techniques are the machine learning models employed. The training dataset is used to train each model.

Evaluating machine learning models: The trained models are evaluated using the development dataset. The parameters of the model are fine-tuned based on the performance. The model that gives the maximum macro F1-Score is chosen as the final detection model.

Running model on test data: Results are obtained once the detection model receives the test data.

5 Results

Several machine learning models are experimented using the given datasets. Evaluation metrics like accuracy (Acc), precision (Prec), Recall and F1-score are used to evaluate the performance of the models. The model that gives the best accuracy and F1-score is chosen to run finally on the test data.

Table 1 displays the models’ results on the Tamil training dataset. It is evident that SVM provided the highest level of accuracy and F1-score. Table 3 displays the models’ results on the Telugu-English dataset. It is evident that Logistic Regression provides the highest level of accuracy and F1-score.

The task on the Tamil and the Tamil-English dataset are multi-classification tasks. SVM has proved to work best on them due to the factors like effective separation of classes and resistance to overfitting.

The task on the Telugu-English dataset is a binary-classification problem. LR has performed best on this dataset due to its simplicity, interpretability, efficiency with small dataset and robustness to outliers.
6 Performance Analysis

During testing, it was found that simpler machine learning models like SVM and LR performed better than more complex Transformer models like BERT and mBERT. This can be due to the dataset’s quantity and quality. Traditional ML models generally require less data than more complex models to perform successfully. ML models might do better than BERT if the dataset isn’t too big. BERT excels at a number of NLP tasks; however, improved training and classification require a large dataset with a wide variety of texts. The performance of the BERT may suffer if the data are unstable or skewed.

It has been identified that even though the accuracy for all the three datasets (multi class and binary classification) are more or less same, the F1-score of multi-class classification models are very less when compared to the binary classification models. This is due to the imbalance in Tamil and Tamil-English dataset. We believe that this can be rectified using data augmentation in future.

We have also noticed that deep learning transformer model has not performed well as it could not learn the features effectively from the small dataset of low resource language. In order to improve the performance of the deep learning model we have planned to augment the dataset as a future work, so that it can solve the data imbalance as well as increase the number of samples in the dataset.

For the test dataset of Tamil, Tamil-English, Telugu-English languages we have achieved the F1-score of 0.28, 0.37, and 0.61 respectively.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This task was taken as a part of “Abusive Comment Detection in Tamil and Telugu at DravidianLangTech@RANLP 2023” shared task. For the Tamil and Tamil-English datasets (multi class classification) Support Vector Machine showed the maximum performance and hence was used to run on the test data and the results were submitted. For the Telugu-English dataset (binary classification) Logistic Regression showed the best performance hence that was used to run on the test data. Our team “Athena” was ranked 5th, 7th, 8th for the Tamil, Tamil-English and Telugu-English datasets respectively.

In the future we would like to improve the results by using larger and more balanced datasets. We would also like to experiment on vectorization feature extraction techniques more suitable for code-mixed and non-English languages.
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Abstract

Sentiment analysis in natural language processing (NLP), endeavors to computationally identify and extract subjective information from textual data. For low-resourced languages such as Tamil and Tulu, predicting sentiment becomes a challenging task due to the presence of text comprising various scripts and languages. In this research, we present the sentiment analysis of code-mixed Tamil and Tulu YouTube comments. We have developed Bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory (BiLSTM) networks based models for both languages by deploying contextualized word embeddings at input layers of the models. For that purpose, ELMo embeddings have been trained on larger unannotated code-mixed text like corpora. Our models performed with macro average $F_1$-scores of 0.2877 and 0.5133 on Tamil and Tulu code-mixed datasets respectively.

1 Introduction

Sentiment analysis, a subfield of Natural Language Processing (NLP), pursues to computationally identify and extract subjective data, such as opinions, emotions, and attitudes from textual data. It plays a crucial role in understanding human’s evaluations expressed in numerous forms of communication, including social media, customer reviews, and online forums (Thavareesan and Maheesan, 2020). The proliferation of social media platforms allows individuals to proportion their perspective public opinions in written form on the internet (Patra et al., 2018). The users having knowledge of multiple languages, often post their thoughts and reaction in multilingualism. It happens due to no restrictions or limitations on the usage of diverse languages or their syntactic rules (Suryawanshi et al., 2020).

The practice of blending multiple languages at various levels, including sentences, words, or sub-words within the same text, is known as code-mixing. There are several reasons for code-mixing such as bilingualism, social community, vocabulary, the speaker and their conversation partner, the context or situation, and social prestige (Bal-ahur and Turchi, 2014). These are considered the primary factors influencing code-mixing on social media networks. Code-mixing often occurs due to the unavailability of a particular word or phrase in a particular language, compelling individuals to incorporate words or phrases from their native language in order to enhance comprehension for the receiver (Ahmad et al., 2022).

Although sentiment analysis has gained significant attention in recent years, most of the research has primarily focused on monolingual text, predominantly in English. However, the emergence of code-mixed text brings forth distinctive challenges and opportunities for researchers. The developing presence of code-mixed text presents unique demanding situations and possibilities for sentiment analysis. There is a limited amount of research on sentiment analysis in low-resourced languages particularly for Tamil and Tulu. The datasets for this research, contains various types of languages including Tamil, Tulu, English, Romanized Tamil, and Tulu, as well as mixed text and emoticons. The diverse range of languages in the text presents significant difficulties in achieving higher accuracy of sentiment prediction models.

In this paper, we present the sentiment analysis of code-mixed Tamil and Tulu YouTube comments as a shared task¹. We propose Bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory (BiLSTM) networks based models for both languages; Tamil and Tulu which further use contextualized word embeddings at input layers of the models. For that purpose, Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo) em-

¹https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/11095
ELMo Embeddings have been trained on larger unannotated code-mixed like corpora. For both languages, the transfer learning by using trained ELMo models was quite helpful to achieve the improved sentiment prediction results. Our models performed with the macro average F1-scores of 0.2877 and 0.5133 on Tamil and Tulu code-mixed datasets respectively. ELMo Embeddings have shown state of the art performances for low-resourced NLP tasks such as part of speech tagging (Tehseen et al., 2022), phrase chunking (Ehsan et al., 2022), constituency (Ehsan and Hussain, 2020, 2022) and dependency parsing (Ehsan and Butt, 2020). The next sections of the paper present literature review, corpora details, model architecture and results.

2 Literature review

Tamil, being one of the ancient languages with a vibrant literary heritage, is predominantly spoken in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu and certain regions of Sri Lanka (Chakravarthi et al., 2018). There has been a surge in interest regarding sentiment analysis in Tamil, given its extensive usage in diverse domains such as social media, news, and product reviews. Numerous research studies have concentrated on constructing sentiment analysis models specifically for Tamil, employing a range of methodologies, including rule-based techniques, machine learning algorithms, and deep learning architectures.

For code-mixed Tamil-English text’s sentiment analysis, Chakravarthi et al. (2020a) developed a corpus, TamilMixSentiment 2, which is a corpus comprising Tanglish (a mix of Tamil and English) comments from YouTube videos. The development of TamilMixSentiment followed guidelines based on the work from Mohammad (2016) and without annotating language tags at the word-level. The inter-annotator agreement was found to be 0.6, indicating a moderate level of agreement among the annotators. They annotated 15,744 comments, making it the largest sentiment corpus for the under-resourced language featuring code-mixing phenomena. They detailed the procedure of developing a code-mixed corpus and attributing polarities. Further, they presented the outcomes of sentiment analysis trained on the corpus, serving as a benchmark.

Chakravarthi et al. (2020b) employed BiLSTM and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) with sub-word representation to categorize text based on its polarity. Additionally, for code-mixed Tamil-English corpus, Chakravarthi et al. (2022) introduced three sentiment assessment frameworks: BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) and logistic regression classifier, DistilBERT, and rapid Text-mod.

For Tamil code-mixed sentiment analysis, Shanmugavadivel et al. (2022) analyzed machine learning frameworks. The research objective was to develop hybrid deep learning models that combine Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with LSTM and CNN+BiLSTM. Hybrid models performance was compared with state-of-the-art methods, including traditional machine learning techniques. Among all their developed models, the proposed CNN+BiLSTM framework outperformed with an accuracy of 66%.

Tulu is an Indian language belonging to the Dravidian language family, spoken mainly in the region. It is gaining attention in sentiment analysis research. However, compared to other languages, Tulu has not been extensively studied in this area. The limited focus on sentiment analysis in Tulu can be attributed to the lack of annotated datasets and linguistic resources available for the language.

For sentiment analysis of Tulu-English code-mixed text, Kannadaguli (2021) developed a corpus comprising 5,536 YouTube comments. The dataset construction focused on extracting comments written in the Latin script of Tulu and Tulu-English code-mixed. The annotated Tulu-English dataset was then utilized to implement various machine learning (ML) and deep learning models, and a transformer-based classifier using BERT framework. Keras embeddings and Term-Frequency-Inverse Document-Frequencies (TF-IDF) were used as attributes for deep learning and machine learning models respectively. The BiLSTM framework demonstrated the best performance with notable $F_1$-scores across all the classes.

Hegde et al. (2022a) worked on corpus creation for code-mixed Tulu Text for sentiment analysis. They scraped 7,171 YouTube comments and subsequently annotated them to predict emotions within the code-mixed Tulu data, establishing a foundational benchmark. They utilized traditional ML algorithms employing TF-IDF features derived from word bigrams and trigrams. In all sentiment classes, the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers performed comparably better and reported an $F_1$-score of 0.60.
3 Code-Mixed Corpora

In this section, we present details of corpora and datasets which have been used to train the sentiment analysis and transfer learning. The train, development and test sets were released by the organizers of the shared task. Moreover, we used additional corpora to train ELMo embeddings to perform transfer learning for both Tamil and Tulu code-mixed text.

3.1 Tamil

Details of the Tamil code-mixed text for training and evaluation sets are given in the Table 1. The number of sentences in the Tamil dataset is greater than that in the Tulu dataset. Tamil train set contains 320,746 tokens in total with 9.4 tokens per sentence on average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th># Sentences</th>
<th># Tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training set</td>
<td>33,989</td>
<td>320,764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development set</td>
<td>3,786</td>
<td>35,424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test set</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>8,019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Details of Tamil code-mixed train, development and test sets.

The sentences which are actually YouTube comments, also have emoticons of different types. As the text contains sentences from different scripts and hence has large vocabulary. The Romanized text usually lacks the standard spellings which makes it challenging to train and achieve better predictions. The dataset contains sentences in Tamil script, Romanized Tamil, English, Tamil and Romanized and Tamil with English phrase. Each sentence has been categorized in any of the four sentiment classes; Positive, Negative, Mixed Feelings and Unknown State.

The transfer learning is a suitable method for small to medium sized annotated datasets. We have trained contextualized ELMo embeddings to achieve context-sensitive word vectors and to cater Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) words. The ELMo embeddings produce character-based word vectors which are helpful to learn morphology as well as semantics of a language. To perform the transfer learning for code-mixed Tamil, we have used corpora from multiple sources containing text in various scripts. The Table 3 shows statistics of corpora from different sources. The Tamil text corpus has been collected from Kaggle3, the repository of Tamil - Language Corpus for NLP. We have used a sub-directory containing 357 files of Tamil text with 1,444,046 sentences and 50,743,745 tokens. The Romanized Tamil corpus has been collected from CC100 corpora4 (Conneau et al., 2019). The corpus contains 6,243,679 sentences and 36,893,050 tokens. The English language text has been collected from Kaggle under the repository IMDB 320.000 Movie Reviews5. The repository contains reviews from IMDB6. The IMDB dataset contains 320,748 comments and 83,249,225 tokens. As the training dataset has been collected from YouTube comments, therefore, the movie reviews corpus will be useful to perform transfer learning. An additional News and Blogs7 corpus has been collected from Kaggle to increase the size of the English corpus. The News and Blogs dataset contains 160,036 sentences and 82,627,416 tokens. Overall, the corpus contains 8,168,509 sentences and 253,513,436 tokens from the four sources.

3.2 Tulu

Details of the Tulu code-mixed text provided for training and evaluations are given in the Table 2. Tulu is a low-resourced language with a scarce online corpora. In the shared task, Tulu language has only 6,457 sentences and 36,628 tokens. Similarly, the development and test sets contain 4,729 and 4,077 tokens respectively. The dataset contains sentences in Tulu script, Romanized Tulu, Tulu with Romanized and English text. There are four sentiment classes, which are; Positive, Negative, Neutral and Mixed Feelings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th># Sentences</th>
<th># Tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training set</td>
<td>6,457</td>
<td>36,628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development set</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>4,729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test set</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>4,077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Details of Tulu code-mixed train, development and test sets.

To overcome the data scarcity of Tulu text resources, we have performed the transfer learning by using Kannada language corpus. As Tulu is closely related to Kannada with respect to vocabulary and linguistic features (Hegde et al., 2022b; Vyawahare

---

3https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/praveengovi/tamil-
5https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/nikosfragkis/imdb-320000-movie-reviews-sentiment-analysis
7https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/patjob/articlescrape

et al., 2022). We further transliterated the Kannada text to Romanized Kannada by using a transliterator called om-transliterator\(^9\). The transliterator is an open source python library which is freely available to use. Table 4 shows statistics of corpora which have been used to train ELMo embeddings. The Kannada corpus has been collected from CC100 corpora\(^10\) (Conneau et al., 2019). We have used two million sentences from this corpus which were further transliterated to the Roman script. Additionally, the IMDB 320.000 Movie Reviews dataset has been included to the code-mixed large corpus for transfer learning.

### 3.3 Corpus Preparation

A few pre-processing operations have been performed on the labeled datasets as well as unlabeled corpora. In both Tamil and Tulu datasets, Romanized and English text has been converted to lower case. Tokenization is a basic task to perform any NLP task. Initially, the tokenization has been performed on the basis of the space character but there are many non-word tokens like punctuation and symbols which were combined with words. We have separated these types of symbols from words and used them as separate tokens. Both Tamil and Tulu datasets contain emoticons in them which are quite important to represent the sentiments and feelings. In many sentences, there are repeating emoticons without space in them. We have converted all emoticons to the English text in both datasets. For that purpose, we have used a python package emoji\(^{11}\) which has a function to demojize the text. This function takes a sentence as input and returns the same sentence by replacing emoticons with equivalent text. The demojization was quite helpful to learning contextual word vectors to learn the sentiment labels.

### 4 Model

We developed the sentiment analysis model by using Bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory (BiLSTM) networks. BiLSTM based neural models are quite capable to learn sequence labels which can also be used to predict sentence level tasks like sentiment analysis. The model has two LSTM layers, first layer scans the word sequences in the forward direction while the other layer scans the word sequences in opposite i.e. backward direction. The LSTM based models learn next and previous words to attain the contextual information within sentences. The input sequence of \(N\) words \(x_1, x_2, ..., x_n\) is given as input. The BiLSTM\((x_{1:n}, i)\) function has been shown in the Equation 1 which demonstrates the concatenation of forward and backward layers. LSTM\(_f\) represents the forward layer whereas LSTM\(_r\) shows the backward layer. The function denotes to a vector \(i\) by conditioning the past antiquity \(x_{1:i}\) and the forthcoming sequence \(x_{i:n}\) as well.

\[
\text{BiLSTM}(x_{1:n}, i) = \text{LSTM}_f(x_{1:i}).\text{LSTM}_r(x_{n:i}) \quad (1)
\]

\(^9\)https://pypi.org/project/om-transliterator

\(^10\)https://metatext.io/datasets/cc100-kannada

\(^11\)https://pypi.org/project/emoji
The softmax non-linearity function is employed at the output layer which performs the multi-class classification returning sentiment label classes $l_i$ for each input sequence of $N$ words $x_1,x_2,...,x_n$ as shown in Equation 2.

$$o_i = \text{Softmax}(Xh_i + b)$$  

(2)

The Figure 1 shows our BiLSTM based neural model architecture which has been trained for sentiment analysis for the Tamil and Tulu code-mixed datasets. The dataset contains sentences followed by sentiment labels. The training sentences have been transformed to vectors to use them in the neural model at input layer. The word vectors have been concatenated with the contextualized vectors achieved from the ELMo embeddings. The concatenated vectors are further fed to hidden LSTM layers. We experimented with two hidden LSTM layers. The Dropout layers have been added between LSTM layers and before the output layer. The LSTM layers are followed by a Flatten layer to perform sentiment labeling. The Softmax non-linearity has been used at dense output layer to perform multi-class classification. Finally, the sentiment classes are predicted on the basis of maximum likelihood. The predicted labels have been evaluated against gold labels for development and test sets.

The sentiment analysis model has been developed by using keras library with the Tensorflow back-end in Python-3. The bidirectional LSTM layers had 200 hidden units. The value for Dropout layers was set to 0.2 (20%). Root Mean Squared Propagation (RMSprop(0.001)) optimization function has been used in the model. The categorical cross-entropy loss function was used in all experiments. The word vectors have been trained to have 128 dimensions, however, ELMo embeddings have been trained with 256 projection dimensions. The LSTM sentence length was set to the longest sentence with padding sequences in the datasets for both Tamil and Tulu. Transfer leaning by training ELMo embeddings were quite useful to achieve better results. The following section describes the details of ELMo embeddings and its parameters.

4.1 Transfer Learning

Deep learning based models are data hungry models as they require a lot of annotated samples to produce the state-of-the-art results. However, the annotation of such huge datasets is quite costly in terms of human resource, expertise and time. Transfer learning is a suitable technique by training word representations on large unannotated corpora. This method helps in the training by learning context and OOV tokens. We have trained ELMo embeddings on code-mixed text for Tamil and Tulu languages.

Context-free word embeddings produce unique vectors for each token in the corpus which represent a single meaning. The well-known context-free word embeddings are GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017). However, contextualized word representations are able to learn meanings with respect to the contexts of the words because a single word may have multiple meanings in a language. ELMo embeddings (Peters et al., 2018) produce contextualized vectors to learn the meanings with respect to the context. The code-mixed datasets contain Romanized text for both Tamil and Tulu. People usually use the Roman spellings according to their personal practices which results in a lot of variations in the text producing larger
vocabulary. ELMo embeddings are trained on the basis of character sequences creating an ability to learn spelling variations as well as morphology of the languages.

The Figure 2 shows the ELMo architecture which contains three neural network layers. First layer is a convolutional layer which operates on character sequences. The second and third layers are bidirectional layers where each layer contains two concatenated LSTMs. The output of the third layer produces the contextualized word embeddings for the given text. The details of corpora which have been used to train ELMo embeddings for both Tamil and Tulu code-mixed datasets are given in the Table 3 and the Table 4 respectively. The vocabulary for both languages has been used with minimum frequency of 20. The ELMo projection dimension size was set to 256 and the ELMo model was run for five epochs for each language.

5 Results

The macro average metric has been used to evaluate the prediction of the shared task. The findings of the shared task are presented by Hegde et al. (2023). In our submissions, we achieved the macro average $F_1$-scores of 0.2150 and 0.5220 for Tamil and Tulu code-mixed datasets respectively. However, our initial models lacked English data, proper tokenization and demojization. We retrained the models and the updated results for development and test sets which are shown in the Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Pre.</th>
<th>Rec.</th>
<th>$F_1$-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>0.7669</td>
<td>0.7944</td>
<td>0.7804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>0.3545</td>
<td>0.6521</td>
<td>0.4593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed feelings</td>
<td>0.3699</td>
<td>0.1461</td>
<td>0.2095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown state</td>
<td>0.5128</td>
<td>0.3290</td>
<td>0.4008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>micro avg</td>
<td>0.6263</td>
<td>0.6263</td>
<td>0.6263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>macro avg</td>
<td><strong>0.5010</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.4804</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.4625</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weighted avg</td>
<td>0.6277</td>
<td>0.6263</td>
<td>0.6124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Sentiment analysis results for Tamil code-mixed development set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Pre.</th>
<th>Rec.</th>
<th>$F_1$-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>0.1235</td>
<td>0.4247</td>
<td>0.1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>0.6340</td>
<td>0.3639</td>
<td>0.4624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed feelings</td>
<td>0.2404</td>
<td>0.2475</td>
<td>0.2439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown state</td>
<td>0.3000</td>
<td>0.2190</td>
<td>0.2532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>micro avg</td>
<td>0.3220</td>
<td>0.3220</td>
<td>0.3220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>macro avg</td>
<td><strong>0.3245</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.3138</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.2877</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weighted avg</td>
<td>0.4448</td>
<td>0.3220</td>
<td>0.3537</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Sentiment analysis results for Tamil code-mixed test set.

The results for Tamil code-mixed sentiment analysis have been improved by enhancing the size and the quality of the datasets for transfer learning. The macro average $F_1$-score has been improved with a gain of 0.0727 points. The model performed better on development set with a macro average $F_1$-score
of 0.4625 as compared to the test set. The reason behind the significant difference is the size of evaluation sets for Tamil. The development set contains 3,786 sentence whereas the test set contains only 649 sentences.

On the other hand, the Tulu evaluation sets have almost same number of samples. The Tulu model performed with the macro average $F_1$-scores of 0.5386 and 0.5133 on development and test set respectively. The Tulu dataset has less variations as compared to Tamil data as it mostly contains Romanized Tulu comments which resulted higher results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Pre.</th>
<th>Rec.</th>
<th>$F_1$-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>0.8506</td>
<td>0.7561</td>
<td>0.8006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>0.5435</td>
<td>0.2778</td>
<td>0.3676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0.5096</td>
<td>0.7921</td>
<td>0.6202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed feelings</td>
<td>0.4194</td>
<td>0.3250</td>
<td>0.3662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>micro avg</td>
<td>0.6440</td>
<td>0.6440</td>
<td>0.6440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>macro avg</td>
<td>0.5807</td>
<td>0.5377</td>
<td>0.5386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weighted avg</td>
<td>0.6607</td>
<td>0.6440</td>
<td>0.6373</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Sentiment analysis results for Tulu code-mixed development set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Pre.</th>
<th>Rec.</th>
<th>$F_1$-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>0.8615</td>
<td>0.7413</td>
<td>0.7969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>0.5588</td>
<td>0.3167</td>
<td>0.4043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0.5034</td>
<td>0.7614</td>
<td>0.6061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed feelings</td>
<td>0.2875</td>
<td>0.2150</td>
<td>0.2460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>micro avg</td>
<td>0.6314</td>
<td>0.6314</td>
<td>0.6314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>macro avg</td>
<td>0.5528</td>
<td>0.5086</td>
<td>0.5133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weighted avg</td>
<td>0.6494</td>
<td>0.6314</td>
<td>0.6273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Sentiment analysis results for Tulu code-mixed test set.

From the results, it is quite evident that transfer learning has the ability to produce competitive results for code-mixed corpora. However, the data preparation is an important task before the training process. There should also be a balance in the corpus having representation of various types of comments. In this way, the sentiment analysis models could perform better. The sentiment analysis of code-mixed text is important research topic which requires more research to analyze online text.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents the sentiment analysis of code-mixed Tamil and Tulu YouTube comments. The code-mixed text contains text from different scripts, such as, Tamil, Tulu, English, Romanized Tamil and Tulu, mixed text and emoticons. The variety of languages makes it quite challenging to predict sentiments with higher accuracy. We proposed a Bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory networks based model for both languages which further uses contextualized word embeddings at the input layers of the model. For that purpose, ELMo embeddings have been trained on larger unannotated code-mixed text corpora. The transfer learning by using trained ELMo models for both language was quite helpful to achieve improved sentiment analysis results. Our models performed with the macro average $F_1$-scores of 0.2877 and 0.5133 on Tamil and Tulu code-mixed datasets respectively.
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Abstract

Millions of posts and comments are created every minute as a result of the widespread use of social media and easy access to the internet. It is essential to create an inclusive environment and forbid the use of abusive language against any individual or group of individuals. This paper describes the approach of team HARMONY for the "Abusive Comment Detection" shared task at the Third Workshop on Speech and Language Technologies for Dravidian Languages. A Transformer-based ensemble learning approach is proposed for detecting abusive comments in code-mixed (Tamil-English) language and Tamil language. The proposed architecture achieved rank 2 in Tamil text classification sub task and rank 3 in code mixed text classification sub task with macro-F1 score of 0.41 for Tamil and 0.50 for code-mixed data.

1 Introduction

Online Social Networks (OSNs) have become increasingly significant in recent years and are now considered to be go-to resource for news, knowledge, and entertainment (Halevy et al., 2022; Priyadharshini et al., 2021; Kumaresan et al., 2021). However, despite the numerous benefits of using OSNs, mounting evidence suggests that an increasing number of illicit actors are taking advantage of these platforms to spread toxicity and harm other people. Numerous risks are brought on by these illicit people, including online abuse, vulgarity, harassment and bullying.

Abusive comments are those that mock or disparage a person or a group based on traits like colour, ethnicity, sexual orientation, nationality, race, or religion (Saumya et al., 2021). Social media abuse can have a negative impact on users’ lives in a number of ways. This will have a terrible impact on that person’s mental health, leading to depression and insomnia (Chakravarthi et al., 2021; Sean, 2022; Chakravarthi et al., 2022). Some of these remarks have the potential to stir up controversy on social media about a particular person or group of people. This demonstrates the need to prohibit the posting of these kinds of offensive comments on social media. Both the union territory of Puducherry (Pondicherry) and the Indian state of Tamil Nadu speak Tamil as their official language. In addition, it is spoken widely in Malaysia, Mauritius, Fiji, and South Africa. It is also the official language of Singapore and Sri Lanka (Krishnamurti, 2022).

In the past, text classification was carried out on the text’s sentence embedding using linear classifiers. This was followed by Recurrent Neural Networks. Transformers became prominent in the field of natural language processing following the publication (Vaswani et al., 2017). They have an attention layer mechanism that provides context to words in the text. The development of the transformer architecture has resulted in the development of numerous other transformer variations, such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), XLMRoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2019), MuRIL (Khanuja et al., 2021), etc.

In this paper, Transformer-based models and Recurrent Neural Network models are used for abusive comment detection in Tamil and code-mixed data (Tamil-English). The results from the performance of individual models and their ensemble are obtained to determine the best-performing model for this task.

2 Related works

Numerous published works have addressed the problem of identifying offensive content in high-resource languages. Umer et al. (2023) analysed the impact of FastText word embedding on text classification. Compared to contextual word embeddings, FastText has limited ability to capture complex se-
mantic relationships. Fazil et al. (2023) demonstrated an attentional multi-channel convolutional-BiLSTM network for the classification of hateful content. GloVe embedding used in this paper may struggle with Out-Of-Vocabulary words. The pre-trained BERT model ensembled with Deep Learning (DL) models are the foundation of Mazari et al. (2023) proposed multi-aspect hate speech detection approach. This approach will have difficulty in handling multi-lingual or non-english data. Başarslan and Kayaalp (2023) proposed a deep learning model with multiple Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Units and Convolution layers for social media sentiment analysis.

Compared to English and other high-resource languages, low-resource languages have significantly fewer published studies on the detection of abusive comments. Datasets have been created by Chakravarthi et al. (2020) to promote research in Tamil, one of the Indian Dravidian languages. Rajalakshmi et al. (2023) proposed a method to detect hate speech or offensive content in Tamil. A detailed analysis was made to study the performance of stemming and pre-trained transformer models for word embedding. For the detection of offensive language in Tamil YouTube comments, Subramanian et al. (2022) proposed adapter-based transformer models. It was done using mBERT, MuRIL (Base and Large), and XLM-RoBERTa (Base and Large). Chakravarthi et al. (2023) proposed a novel approach of fusing MPNet with a deep neural network for detecting offensive language content in low-resource Dravidian languages.

3 Dataset

The objective of this shared-task (Priyadharshini et al., 2023) is to determine whether a given comment contains abusive language. The annotations in the corpus are done at the comment or post level. Tamil and Tamil-English comments were gathered from the YouTube comment section for the Abusive Comment Detection Dataset (Priyadharshini et al., 2022). The dataset consists of a comment and its corresponding label from one of the nine labels in the dataset: Misandry, Counter-speech, Misogyny, Xenophobia, Hope-Speech, Homophobia, Transphobic, Not-Tamil, and None-of-the-above. Only eight classes are classified because the 'Not-Tamil' class has no test or development data instances. A few weeks before the deadline for run submission, the testing dataset, which lacked labels, was made available. The labelled test dataset was made available by the organisers for verification purposes after the results were declared. The number of samples in the training, validation, and testing datasets for each class are listed in Tables 1 and 2.

4 Methodology

The overall architecture for Abusive Comment Detection in Tamil and Tamil-English is given in Figure 1.

4.1 Pre-processing

For Tamil sub-task, Pre-processing is done to remove the noisy elements from the text. Usernames, URLs, Extra spaces and Emojis are removed. Transliteration is the process of changing a word’s script while maintaining the sentence’s semantic meaning and strictly adhering to the target language’s syntactical structure. (Hande et al., 2021). The Tamil-English code-mixed dataset is transliterated to Tamil and combined with the existing Tamil dataset. Table 1 makes clear that there is severe class
imbalance in the dataset. An issue with class imbalance is when a dataset favours one class over another. By oversampling the minority classes, representation in the dataset is artificially increased, ensuring that the model receives sufficient exposure to learn patterns and make accurate predictions for those classes. Despite the potential benefits, stemming in Tamil NLP tasks is quite rare and hardly used. Tamil has a rich morphology, so the data was stemmed using a stemming algorithm created using the IndicNLP library’s morphological analyzer (Kunchukuttan, 2022).

For Tamil-English sub-task, the dataset is pre-processed to remove noisy elements from the text. Usernames, URLs, Extra spaces and Emojis are removed. The pre-processed text is passed into the classification models.

4.2 Classification model

MuRIL (Khanuja et al., 2021) is a transformer based model built explicitly for Indian languages and trained on large amounts of Indic text corpora. XLM-RoBERTa is a multilingual variation of RoBERTa, which in and of itself outperformed BERT in a number of cutting-edge NLP tasks. 100 languages from 2.5 TB of filtered CommonCrawl data served as the basis for XLM-RoBERTa’s pre-training (Conneau et al., 2019). DeBERTa improves RoBERTa and outperforms it in most NLP tasks by utilising enhanced mask decoding and disentangled attention (He et al., 2020).

MuRIL and XLM-RoBERTa pre-trained transformers are fine-tuned for Tamil dataset. For Tamil-English code-mixed dataset, DeBERTa and XLM-RoBERTa transformers are fine-tuned respectively. The fastText model is trained for a specified number of epochs(100) using the Skip-gram algorithm separately on Tamil and Tamil-English datasets. The word vectors generated after training are used for creating the embedding layer of the RNN model. The encoded sentences are then fed into two parallel, stacked recurrent layers, consisting of Bi-GRU and Bi-LSTM layers with the same number of units. The hidden states computed over all time steps from these recurrent layers are concatenated. The concatenated hidden states are then passed through global average pooling and global max pooling layers. The outputs of both pooling layers are concatenated again and served as the input for a dense classification layer. ‘Adam’s optimizer is used with a loss function of sparse_categorical_crossentropy. Table 3 represents the parameters used to finetune the MuRIL, XLM-RoBERTa, DeBERTa base models and the Bi-LSTM-Bi-GRU model.

The output class probabilities obtained from the transformer-based models and the stacked BiLSTM-BiGRU model are ensembled using weighted average method. MuRIL, XLM-RoBERTa and RNN model are ensembled for Tamil text. DeBERTa, XLM-RoBERTa and RNN model are ensembled for Tamil-English text. In the weighted averaging, Each model composing the ensemble model is assigned a weight depending on its individual performance. The values of individual weights range from zero to one , and the total sum of the weights given to the individual models is one. Equation 1 gives the formula for weighted average prediction.

\[ \hat{y} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i \cdot y_i \] (1)

Figure 1: Abusive Comment Detection Architecture
Table 3: Hyper-parameters used for fine-tuning the models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyper-parameter</th>
<th>Tamil sub-task</th>
<th>Tamil-English sub-task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MuRIL</td>
<td>XLM-RoBERTa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Rate</td>
<td>2e-5</td>
<td>2e-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch Size</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Epochs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Results for Abusive Comment Detection in Tamil Language (Validation dataset)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MuRIL</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-LSTM-Bi-GRU</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLM-RoBERTa</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Results for Abusive Comment Detection in Code-Mixed Language (Validation dataset)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeBERTa</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-LSTM-Bi-GRU</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLM-RoBERTa</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Results for Abusive Comment Detection (Test datasets)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil-English</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Results and Analysis

The training set was used to train all the models, and the development set was used to validate them. The organisers indicated macro F1-score as their primary evaluation metric. Apart from this, a few more performance metrics like accuracy and the macro averages of precision and recall are also used to assess the classification models. In order to determine the classification performance more accurately, all four evaluation metrics are calculated. The performance of the models on the Tamil and Tamil-English validation datasets is shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. On analysing the performance of all the models on validation datasets, it is clearly seen that the ensemble model performs better than the individual models. The weighted average ensemble model works better because it combines diverse representations, corrects errors, reduces bias, improves robustness to variability, and leverages the strengths of each model. By integrating multiple perspectives and leveraging their complementary abilities, the ensemble captures a broader range of patterns and linguistic nuances, leading to an improved performance. Due to higher macro-F1 score, the ensemble model is used in both cases for the test dataset. Table 6 contains the result obtained for Tamil and Tamil-English test datasets using ensemble model. The macro-F1 scores obtained using the ensemble model secured rank 2 for Tamil and rank 3 for Tamil-English in the shared task.

According to a comparison between predictions from the ensemble model for Tamil dataset and the original class labels of Tamil test data, the None-of-the-above class has the highest individual F1-score of 0.81 and Transphobic class has the lowest individual F1-score of 0 since it only has two data points in the test data. The None-of-the-above class in the Tamil-English dataset has the highest individual F1-score of 0.85, while the Misogyny class has the lowest individual F1-score of 0.27. Table 7 contains the class-wise F1-score for both the datasets.
Table 7: Classwise F1-Score obtained using Ensemble Model on Test datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Name</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Tamil-English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Misogyny</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misandry</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homophobia</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transphobic</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenophobia</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope-Speech</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-speech</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None-of-the-above</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, a new approach has been proposed for abusive comment detection based on ensemble learning. The proposed model combined the pre-trained transformer models (MuRIL, XLM-RoBERTa, DeBERTa) with a deep-learning model built by stacking Bi-LSTMs and Bi-GRUs on FastText embeddings. This ensemble learning has actually reduced the number of misclassified instances and thus improved the precision of the abusive comment detection model. For Tamil dataset, an ensemble of MuRIL, Bi-LSTM-Bi-GRU and XLM-RoBERTa provided the best results with a macro-averaged F1 score of 0.41. For Tamil-English dataset, an ensemble of DeBERTa, Bi-LSTM-Bi-GRU and XLM-RoBERTa provided the best results with a macro-averaged F1 score of 0.50.

Further this work can be extended by exploring the performance of adapter-based transformer models. Ensembling of other transformer models with RNNs can also be explored in future.
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Abstract
In recent years, the growth of online platforms and social media has given rise to a concerning increase in the presence of abusive content. This poses significant challenges for maintaining a safe and inclusive digital environment. In order to resolve this issue, this paper experiments an approach for detecting abusive comments. We are using a combination of pipelining and vectorization techniques, along with algorithms such as the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) classifier and support vector machine (SVM) classifier. We conducted experiments on an Tamil-English code mixed dataset to evaluate the performance of this approach. Using the stochastic gradient descent classifier algorithm, we achieved a weighted F1 score of 0.76 and a macro score of 0.45 for development dataset. Furthermore, by using the support vector machine classifier algorithm, we obtained a weighted F1 score of 0.78 and a macro score of 0.42 for development dataset. With the test dataset, SGD approach secured 5th rank with 0.44 macro F1 score, while SVM scored 8th rank with 0.35 macro F1 score in the shared task and to improve the macro F1 score, we used SVC and got a macro F1 score as 0.39.

1 Introduction

In recent times, social media has emerged as a prominent platform for discussions due to its wide reach and accessibility. It has granted individuals the power to express themselves, but unfortunately, it has also become a breeding ground for attacks based on characteristics such as race, gender, sexual orientation, or even threats of violence towards others.

According to the recent survey conducted by Economic Times, India in 2023 1, 8 out of 10 urban women are using the Internet for various purposes. Nearly 83% of the people surveyed said that the safety measures for the usage of Internet need be enhanced. It states that, “Key concerns of urban Indian women when using the Internet include online sexual harassment, trolling, abuse, extortion and fraud”. Hence it is a pressing need to identify the abusive content in Internet and take necessary actions for that.

To address the issue of data imbalance, sampling techniques are employed, and feature extraction is performed using count vectorizer and TF-IDF. Various machine learning classifiers are applied in the process of classifying the text as abusive or not and find the category.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the relevant research conducted in the field. Section 3 examines the provided dataset, and Section 4 outlines the methodology employed for the task. The results obtained are presented in Section 5, and the paper concludes with a summary in the final section.

2 Related work

Nobata et al., published in 2016 [1] specifically addressing the detection of abusive comments. This seminal work introduced a methodology for identifying abusive language in various online platforms and utilized machine learning techniques for classification. It is widely recognized as one of the pioneering contributions in the field of abusive comment detection.

Waseem and Hovy, published in 2016 [7] focused on identifying predictive features for detecting hate speech on the Twitter platform. The objective was to understand the characteristics of hate speech and develop effective detection models.

Davidson et al. (2017) [13] addressed the challenge of automated hate speech detection and offensive language. Their work involved constructing a dataset of Twitter posts annotated for hate speech.
and employing machine learning algorithms to classify offensive content. The research aimed to develop robust models capable of identifying hate speech in social media.

In 2018, Founta et al [11] conducted large-scale crowdsourcing to characterize abusive behavior on Twitter. By collecting and analyzing a substantial amount of data, they sought to understand the prevalence and nature of abusive content. This study significantly contributed to the understanding of abusive behavior patterns and provided valuable insights for the development of detection systems.

Badjatiya et al. (2020) [5] explored the application of deep learning techniques for hate speech detection in tweets. Their research employed deep neural network architectures, including convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and long short-term memory (LSTM) networks, to classify tweets into different categories of hate speech. The study aimed to harness the power of deep learning for accurate hate speech detection.

Earlier we have worked on offensive language and misogyny detection for English language. Offensive content is recognized in English tweets using deep learning techniques and machine learning techniques in [15]. Misogyny detection from the multimodal data with English language is done in [16]. Now we are experimenting our work on the low resource languages and code mixed data.

Anusha Gowda [17] Spreading positive vibes or hope content on social media may help many people to get motivated in their life. To address Hope Speech detection in YouTube comments, this paper presents the description of the models submitted by our team-MUCIC, to the Hope Speech Detection for Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion (HopeEDI) shared task at Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL) 2022. This shared task consists of texts in five languages,namely: English, Spanish (in Latin scripts), and Tamil, Malayalam, and Kannada.

3 Dataset analysis and preprocessing

The provided dataset consists of comments extracted from social media platforms, primarily YouTube, and the train data-set contains dimensions of 5948 rows and 2 columns and test data-set contains dimensions of 1856 rows and 1 column, and is available in both Tamil and English languages [16]. These comments are categorized into different classes, namely Misogyny, Misandry, Xenophobia, Transphobia, Homophobia, Counter-speech, and not abusive. Initially, the data-set contains unwanted special characters and emojis. Most of the comments in the dataset are short, typically consisting of a single sentence, with an average sentence count close to 1. For reference, the number of classes in training and development dataset with their count have been listed in Table 1.

It is important to note that the dataset exhibits a significant class imbalance, with some categories being more dominant than others. This class imbalance can potentially lead to biased predictions favoring the majority class during model training.

To address the above mentioned issues, it is necessary to preprocess the raw dataset. The preprocessing step involves cleaning the data by removing special characters, punctuation, and irrelevant words that do not contribute significantly to the overall category or meaning of each comment.

4 Methodology

The methodology involves the steps of data preprocessing, class balancing, encoding, feature extracting, model building, evaluating and fine tuning the model. After extracting the necessary features from the cleaned dataset, we used classifier algorithms namely Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) to train the model and to predict the results i.e type of comment from the comments given in the dataset.

4.1 Encoding

Label Encoding is utilized in this task to handle the categorical features in machine learning. It transforms the categorical data into numerical labels, enabling effective processing by algorithms. In this task, we experimented with the use of label encoder.

4.2 Resampling

Resampling techniques help to balance the class distribution in the dataset which can improve the performance of machine learning models. It involves creating a new dataset by either undersampling or oversampling. Here, for this model, we used undersampling, since the label none of the above is significantly over represented compared to other labels.

Undersampling is done to reduce the size of the datasamples of a particular class to match the num-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.no</th>
<th>Labels</th>
<th>Train dataset</th>
<th>Dev Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>None-of-the-above</td>
<td>3720</td>
<td>918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Misandry</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Counter-speech</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Xenophobia</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Hope-Speech</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Misogyny</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Homophobia</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Transphobic</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Counter-speech</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Class label distribution of the dataset

ber of samples in other classes. When we are trying to over sample the number of samples of imbalance classes in the range of 1 - 830 to 3720, we are losing the importance features of those particular classes. But when we are under sampling the 3720 samples of non-abusive class to 500, then we are not losing much information. Hence it is planned to use under sampling techniques for balancing the data.

4.3 Feature extraction

Feature extraction involves quantifying or measuring unique properties of a text, reducing the complexity of the dataset used for model training. As part of this process, the text is numerically encoded.

4.3.1 Feature Extraction using Count Vectorizer

Count Vectorizer is employed to tokenize a set of texts by converting them into a vector representation based on token counts. This approach encompasses tokenization, counting, and normalization, collectively known as the n-gram representation.

4.3.2 Feature Extraction using TF-IDF

TF-IDF (Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency) is a method for quantifying a sentence based on the words it contains. Each row is vectorized using a scoring technique that evaluates the importance of each word in the text. The scores for commonly used words are decreased, while the scores for rare words are increased.

4.4 Model Building

The machine learning models used for experimenting this task, includes Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers with Pipelining. These experiments are conducted on Tamil-English code-mixed data. The models are built using the training dataset and evaluated and fine tuned using the development dataset. We selected the best-performing models to generate performance scores for the test dataset.

5 Observation Results

For reference, the models under consideration for the Tamil-English dataset have been listed in Table 3 with the evaluation metrics like precision, recall, F1-score and accuracy.

In the study conducted on the Tamil-English dataset, we employed two different classifiers, namely Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) along with a simple transformer that involved pipelining. To convert categorical data into numerical labels, label encoding was applied. Count vectorizer and TF-IDF vectorizer are used for extracting features from text data. We evaluated the performance of various models and selected the best ones to generate performance scores for the test dataset.

Using the SGD classifier with both count vectorizer and TF-IDF features, our model achieved a F1 score of 0.45 and an accuracy of 0.73 for the development dataset. In the case of the SVM classifier with TF-IDF vectorizer, the model attained a F1 score of 0.42 and an accuracy of 0.72 for the development dataset. For the test dataset SGD classifier achieved 0.44 F1 score and SVM achieved 0.35 F1 score. Our submission achieved the 5th rank in the test evaluation for SGD and 8th rank for SVM.

6 Inferences

Based on the observation, it can be noted that the datasets used in the study are relatively small, resulting in a limited number of training samples. Since the dataset is small, we identified that deep learning methods are not giving good results when
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.no</th>
<th>Feature extraction</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Count vectorizer</td>
<td>SGD</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TF-IDF vectorizer</td>
<td>SGD</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TF-IDF vectorizer</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TF-IDF vectorizer</td>
<td>SVC</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Performance of the selected classifier models on Tamil-English using development data (With Re-sampling)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.no</th>
<th>Feature extraction</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Count vectorizer</td>
<td>SGD</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TF-IDF vectorizer</td>
<td>SGD</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TF-IDF vectorizer</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TF-IDF vectorizer</td>
<td>SVC</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance of the selected classifier models on Tamil-English using development data (Without Re-sampling)

compared to ML models. Furthermore, it is evident that both the Count and TF-IDF vectorizers exhibit a comparable accuracy rate. In summary, when comparing the SGD classifier and the SVM classifier, it is observed that the SGD classifier consistently achieves higher scores. Consequently, the SGD classifier can be considered as yielding the best results.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, we have performed a comprehensive analysis of different models for the Dravidian-LangTech@RANLP 2023 shared task focused on detecting abusive comments. We investigated the effectiveness of multiple classifiers on the preprocessed data by extracting relevant features. Our findings indicated that the SGD classifier produced comparable results using both vectorizers. Furthermore, we observed that the SVM classifier achieved a similar level of accuracy as the SGD classifier. In future, we have planned to increase the accuracy and F1-score by involving other feature extraction techniques and augmentation techniques. The potential challenges for further research in this field includes Multilingual and Multimodal Settings, Adversarial Attacks and Domain and Cultural Variations. The directions for further research includes User-Adaptive Models, Continuous Learning, Explainable AI and Real-Time Detection.
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Abstract

This paper presents a study on the language understanding of the Dravidian languages. Three specific tasks related to text classification are focused on in this study, including abusive comment detection, sentiment analysis and fake news detection. The paper provides a detailed description of the tasks, including dataset information and task definitions, as well as the model architectures and training details used to tackle them. Finally, the competition results are presented, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed approach for handling these challenging NLP tasks in the context of the Dravidian languages.

1 Introduction

The field of natural language processing (NLP) has made significant progress in recent years, with the development of increasingly powerful models and techniques for understanding and analyzing human language. However, one major challenge that remains is the development of NLP systems that can effectively handle regional and under-resourced languages (Chakravarthi and Raja, 2020), which often lack the resources and support needed for effective NLP research. The Dravidian languages (Kolipakam et al., 2018) are one such family of languages that have received relatively little attention in the NLP community, despite their significant cultural and linguistic importance.

To address this gap, this paper focuses on the language understanding of the Dravidian languages, with a particular emphasis on five specific tasks related to text classification. These tasks include abusive comment detection, sentiment analysis and fake news detection.

As the Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) gained popularity, various pretrained models have been proposed, including BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), and the cross-lingual pretrained model XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020), etc. Meanwhile, finetuning of pretrained language models has gradually become the standard approach of various natural language understanding tasks, including text classification, as demonstrated in this paper.

In this paper, we provide a detailed description of these tasks, including the dataset information and task definitions, as well as the model architectures and training details used to tackle them. We also present our competition results, demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach for handling these challenging NLP tasks in the context of the Dravidian languages.

2 Task Description

In this section, we describe the task definition and dataset of the 3 tasks we participated in.

2.1 Abusive Comment Detection in Tamil and Telugu

This task requires to indentify whether the given text is an abusive comment. Table 1 describes the dataset (Priyadharshini et al., 2022) information. The dataset contains 7429 samples in total, each sample contains a comment and a label that represents whether it is an abusive comment. The dataset includes 8 label types in total, including misandry, counter-speech, misogyny, xenophobia, hope-speech, homophobia, transphobic, and none-of-the-above.

2.2 Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu

Given a Youtube comment, this task requires to classify the comment’s emotions. Table 2 & 3 describe the provided datasets (Chakravarthi and Raja, 2020) (Hegde et al., 2022) of Tamil and Tulu languages respectively. Both datasets contain Dravidian texts mixed with English collected from social media. The two datasets contains 37775 and
Table 1: data distribution of Abusive Comment Detection task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None-of-the-above</td>
<td>4632</td>
<td>62.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misandry</td>
<td>1048</td>
<td>14.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-speech</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>5.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenophobia</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>4.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope-Speech</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misogyny</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homophobia</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transphobic</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7238 samples respectively and each contains 4 sentiment labels, including positive, neutral, negative and mixed feelings.

Table 2: data distribution of Sentiment Analysis task of Tamil language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>positive</td>
<td>22327</td>
<td>59.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unknown state</td>
<td>6239</td>
<td>16.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>4751</td>
<td>12.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mixed feelings</td>
<td>4458</td>
<td>11.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: data distribution of Sentiment Analysis task of tulu language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>positive</td>
<td>3487</td>
<td>48.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td>26.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>10.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mixed feeling</td>
<td>1094</td>
<td>15.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Fake News Detection in Dravidian Languages

Given a comment from Youtube, this task requires to indentify whether it comes from original or fake news. Table 4 describes the dataset information. The dataset contains 4072 samples in total, each sample has an input comment, and a corresponding label. Label 0 means it comes from fake news, and label 1 means original news.

Table 4: data distribution of Fake News Detection task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>label</th>
<th>count</th>
<th>percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>original</td>
<td>2067</td>
<td>50.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fake</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>49.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

same model architecture for all five tasks. Specifically, we employed the XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020) as the pretrained language model, which has been shown to achieve state-of-the-art performance on a range of natural language understanding tasks.

For each task, we extracted the representation of the [CLS] token, which is a special token added to the input sequence by the BERT family of models, and passed it through an additional linear layer. This final layer was used to generate the task-specific predictions, which were then compared to the ground truth labels using the softmax cross entropy loss function.

Adopting a consistent model architecture across all tasks allowed us to focus on the differences in the data and task-specific nuances, rather than spending time optimizing different model architectures for each task. It also enables us to easily analyze the generalizability of our approach.

3.2 Adversarial Training

Adversarial training (Miyato et al., 2015; Goodfellow et al., 2014; Miyato et al., 2016) is a technique used in machine learning to improve the robustness of models against adversarial attacks. Adversarial attacks are inputs that are specifically crafted to deceive the model and cause it to misclassify or produce incorrect outputs. Adversarial training involves training the model on both normal and adversarial examples, with the goal of making the model more resistant to adversarial attacks.

Word embeddings are an important component of Transformer models, but they can be vulnerable to overfitting and instability. To address these issues, Miyato et al. (2016) have proposed adding perturbations to the embedding layer during training. This technique, known as Fast Gradient Method (FGM), has been shown to improve the stability and generalization of word representations, leading to better performance on unseen data. By introducing small random perturbations to the embeddings, the model learns to be more robust to variations in the input data and can better capture the underlying semantic and syntactic relationships...
3.3 Ensembling

Ensembling is a widely-used technique in machine learning competitions, and k-fold cross-validation is a common approach used during training to evaluate and improve model performance.

In k-fold cross-validation, the dataset is randomly split into k parts, with one part used as the validation set and the remaining parts used for training. This process is repeated k times, with each part used once for validation. During testing, the model predictions for the test set are obtained from all k models trained in the cross-validation process, and the predicted label for each sample is determined by selecting the most common label among the k predictions. This ensemble approach has been shown to improve model accuracy and generalization, and is widely used in various deep learning applications.

4 Experiments

This section provides a detailed account of the training settings used in our experiments.

4.1 Abusive Comment Detection in Tamil and Telugu

The task is composed of three subtasks, each with its own unique challenges. To effectively address these challenges, we employed a variety of strategies and techniques throughout our work.

For the Tamil and Tamil-English subtasks, we combined the training data and trained our models based on the F1 score on the validation set. By using this approach, we were able to develop models that performed well on both tasks and effectively leverage the available data. For the Telugu subtask, we solely used the training data provided for the task, as the availability of data for this subtask was more limited.

In addition to our approach to training data, we employed a number of techniques to improve the robustness and generalizability of our models. Specifically, we utilized 10-fold cross-validation for all subtasks, ensuring that our models were validated on unseen data and able to generalize well to new data. Additionally, we employed ensembling techniques to combine the strengths of multiple models and achieve superior performance. These techniques helped to mitigate overfitting and ensure that our models were robust and accurate.

4.2 Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu

For the sentiment analysis task in Tamil and Tulu, we investigated different training approaches. Initially, we attempted to train 10 models using 10-fold cross validation by merging the two datasets together, resulting in an F1 score of 51.4. Subsequently, we treated the Tamil and Tulu datasets as two separate tasks, each consisting of training 10 models using 10-fold cross-validation. This approach yielded a slightly higher F1 score of 51.7 and allowed us to better tailor our models to the specific characteristics and nuances of each language. To further improve the performance and robustness of our models, we also utilized ensembling techniques.

4.3 Fake News Detection in Dravidian Languages

Since the dataset for this task only consisted of Malayalam language, we faced the challenge of limited data availability. To address this challenge, we adopted a strategy of training multiple models using 10-fold cross-validation. This approach allowed us to effectively leverage the available data and improve the robustness and generalizability of our models.

Specifically, we divided the dataset into 10 subsets and trained 10 models, each using a different subset for validation, while the remaining subsets were used for training. By doing this, we were able to train our models on the entire dataset while also ensuring that our models were validated on unseen data. This approach helped us to overcome the challenge of limited data availability and ensured that our models were able to generalize well to new data.

Overall, our strategy of training multiple models using 10-fold cross-validation proved to be effective in leveraging the limited data available for this task and improving the generalizability and robustness of our models.

5 Competition Results

Our team participated in this competition and achieved promising results, earning 4 first place rankings as well as 1 second place, as shown in Table 5, 6, 7. These outstanding results demonstrate the effectiveness of our innovative methods. We attribute our success to the utilization of various cutting-edge techniques, such as adversarial training, 10-fold cross-validation, and ensembling. Our
use of adversarial training enabled our model to better handle noisy and adversarial inputs, while 10-fold cross-validation helped us to improve the generalizability of our model. Additionally, ensembling multiple models allowed us to combine the strengths of different models and achieve superior performance. These techniques allowed us to develop a robust and accurate model that performed exceptionally well on the competition tasks.

Table 5: F1 Scores and Rankings for Abusive Comment Detection in Tamil and Telugu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>F1-score (macro)</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil-English</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telugu-English</td>
<td>0.7318</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: F1 Scores and Rankings for Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>F1-score (macro)</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulu</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: F1 Scores and Rankings for Fake News Detection in Dravidian Languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>F1-score (macro)</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malayalam</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Conclusion

To summarize, this paper focused on five specific text classification tasks related to the Dravidian languages, including abusive comment detection, sentiment analysis and fake news detection.

With the increasing popularity of Transformer-based models such as BERT, RoBERTa, and XLM-RoBERTa, fine-tuning of pre-trained language models has become a standard approach to various natural language understanding tasks.

The paper provided detailed descriptions of the tasks, dataset information and definitions, as well as the model architectures and training details. Our team achieved impressive results in the competition. Our innovative approaches, such as adversarial training, 10-fold cross-validation, and ensembling, played a significant role in our success.

Overall, our findings demonstrate the potential of natural language processing in addressing challenging tasks in the context of the Dravidian languages.
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Abstract
Sentiment analysis in code-mixed text written in Dravidian languages. Specifically, Tamil-English and Tulu-English. This paper describes the system paper of the RANLP-2023 shared task. The goal of this shared task is to develop systems that accurately classify the sentiment polarity of code-mixed comments and posts. We provided development, training, and test data sets containing code-mixed text in Tamil-English and Tulu-English. The task involves message-level polarity classification, to classify YouTube comments into positive, negative, neutral, or mixed emotions. This Code-Mix was compiled by RANLP-2023 organizers from posts on social media. We use classification techniques SVM and achieve an F1 score of 0.147 for Tamil-English and 0.518 for Tulu-English.

1 Introduction
Social media platforms have become significant sources of user-generated content, providing a wealth of information about people’s opinions, emotions, and attitudes. Sentiment analysis, a subfield of natural language processing, aims to automatically classify the sentiment or emotional tone expressed in textual data. Currently, in the area of NLP, different researchers are developing different NLP applications in code-mixed datasets. Some of the applications are code-mixed sentiments analysis which involves identifying subjective opinions or emotional responses, has gained significant attention in both academia and industry over the past two decades. One emerging challenge in sentiment analysis is the detection of sentiment in social media texts, particularly in Dravidian languages, where code-mixing is prevalent (Shahiki Tash et al., 2022). Social media platforms have become more integrated into this digital era and have impacted various people’s perceptions of networking and socializing (Tonja et al., 2022) machine translation detection, sentiment analysis and language identification (Gemeda Yigezu et al., 2022).

Code-mixing refers to the phenomenon where multiple languages or language varieties are used within a single conversation or text. This linguistic practice is prevalent in multilingual societies, particularly in regions where diverse languages coexist. In the context of Dravidian languages, such as Tamil and English, code-mixing has gained prominence on social media platforms, where users freely express their thoughts using a mixture of both languages. Code-mixing or code-switching is the alternation between two or more languages at the level of the document, paragraph, comments, sentence, phrase, word, or morpheme. It is a distinctive aspect of conversation or dialogue in bilingual and multilingual societies (Barman et al., 2014).

As the classification model for sentiment analysis, we propose using the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm. SVM has proven effective in various natural language processing tasks, including sentiment analysis (Mullen and Collier, 2004).

By utilizing SVM, we aim to leverage its ability to capture complex patterns in text data and its flexibility in handling high-dimensional feature spaces. In social media, low-resourced languages such as Tamil and Malayalam have been increasingly used along with English (Najiha and Romadhony, 2023).

The contribution of this research lies in advancing the understanding of sentiment expression in code-mixed scenarios on social media, within the context of Dravidian languages of Tamil-English and Tulu-English. Accurate identification of sentiment polarity at the message level provides valuable insights into user emotions and attitudes in code-mixed interactions. Also known as opinion mining, (Nandwani and Verma, 2021) is a natural language processing technique that aims to determine the sentiment expressed in a piece of text (Liu et al., 2010).

By applying sentiment analysis to code-mixed
interactions, researchers and analysts can gain a deeper understanding of how users feel and their attitudes toward specific topics or situations. Accurate identification of sentiment polarity in code-mixed interactions can provide valuable insights into user emotions and attitudes (Saura et al., 2023). Advancements in code-mixed sentiment analysis can contribute to a better understanding of user sentiment in multilingual communities, social media, customer support, and other domains where code-mixing is prevalent (Agüero-Torales et al., 2021).

The findings of this research will facilitate the development of more robust sentiment analysis techniques for analyzing multilingual social media data, enabling improved understanding and interpretation of user sentiments across diverse linguistic contexts (Hegde et al.).

2 Related Work

Along with language-specific preprocessing techniques, the implemented model used sub-word level representations to incorporate features at the morpheme level, the smallest meaningful unit of any language.

It was evaluated by weighted average F1-score, the subword level approach achieved the 5th highest score 47 in the Tamil task, and the 12th rank in the Malayalam task (Shahiki Tash et al., 2022). People use code-mixing because it is much easier and more effective to express their feelings, grab the attention of others, and are not fluent in one of the languages used (Wongso et al., 2022). As a multilingual country, people commonly mix or switch from their regional or native language to Indonesian (Najiha and Romadhony, 2023). It is frequently heard in daily conversations in the neighborhood or on social media. To improve abusive language detection in English social media communications, (Felbo et al., 2017) used the ‘deepmoji’ technique, which was first announced in 2017 (Chakravarthi et al., 2020).

This strategy is primarily based on pretraining a neural network model for offensive language classification using emojis as poorly supervised training labels. A lexical syntactic feature architecture was proposed to strike a balance between identifying offensive content and potentially offensive users in social media (Luo et al., 2015) the challenge of cross-lingual classification due to linguistic differences between languages. mentions that the SVM and KNN algorithms were effective for this task, showcasing the importance of selecting appropriate algorithms for different languages (Ahani et al.).

This data on polarity can help in understanding public opinion. Furthermore, including sentiment analysis can improve the performance of tasks such as recommendation system (Andrew and Gao, 2007) to train some machine learning classifiers with various syntax-based n-gram features.

3 Task A Description and Dataset

The shared task on sentiment analysis in Tamil and Tulu focuses on message-level polarity classification. The dataset provided for this task consists of code-mixed text in Dravidian languages, namely Tamil-English and Tulu-English. Tamil-English code-switched, sentiment-annotated corpus containing 15,744 comment posts from YouTube (Chakravarthi et al., 2020), and the code-mixed Tulu annotated corpus of 7,171 YouTube comments is created (Hegde et al., 2022).

The comments and posts in the dataset may contain more than one sentence, but the average sentence length across the corpora is one. Each comment and post is annotated with sentiment polarity at the message level, indicating whether it expresses a positive, negative, neutral, or mixed emotional sentiment.

These datasets reflect the real-world scenarios of social media texts, exhibiting class imbalance issues commonly encountered in sentiment analysis tasks. The datasets provided in this task will facilitate the exploration of innovative approaches and techniques for sentiment analysis in multilingual and multicultural contexts.

4 Methods

For sentiment analysis tasks in code-mixed comments and posts in Tamil-English and Tulu-English, we propose employing the Support Vector Machines (SVM) model as the classification technique. SVM has proven effective in various natural language processing tasks, including sentiment analysis, and has demonstrated robustness in handling high-dimensional feature spaces.

4.1 Feature Engineering

To represent the textual data as numerical features suitable for SVM classification, we will explore various feature extraction techniques. This may include traditional approaches such as bag-of-words (BoW), term frequency-inverse document
frequency (TF-IDF), or more advanced methods like word embeddings (e.g., Word2Vec or GloVe) or contextual embeddings (e.g., BERT or Roberta). By representing the text as feature vectors, we can capture the important information relevant to sentiment analysis.

4.2 Model Construction

We trained the SVM model using the labeled training dataset. The SVM algorithm aims to find an optimal hyperplane that separates the different sentiment classes in the feature space. By adjusting the hyperparameters of the SVM model, such as the kernel function and regularization parameters, we can fine-tune the model’s performance.

Such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. Cross-validation techniques like k-fold cross-validation may be employed to ensure the robustness of the results. Additionally, we will analyze the model’s performance on the development dataset to identify potential areas for improvement. Parameters that were used in SVM and TF-IDF were as follows. For the SVM classifier, we used C=0.1, kernel='poly', degree=3, and gamma='scale'. For the TF-IDF vectorizer, we used analyzer='char_wb', ngram_range=(2,6), min_df=0, and norm='l1'.

5 Results

In the shared task, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) model was employed for message-level polarity classification of code-mixed text in Tamil-English and Tulu-English. The evaluation metric used was the F1 score, which provides a measure of the model’s performance across all sentiment classes. The results obtained for the SVM model on the provided datasets were as follows in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>language</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run1</td>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>0.147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run1</td>
<td>Tulu</td>
<td>0.518</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: F1-Score

6 Conclusion

This study shows how different languages may be identified in code-mix data using a classifier that uses two algorithms, SVM and TF-IDF. The first technique produces better results, with the best weighted average F1-score of 0.147 and 0.518.
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Abstract

With the prevalence of code-mixing among speakers of Dravidian languages, Dravidian-LangTech proposed the shared task on Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu at RANLP 2023. This paper presents the submission of LIDOMA, which proposes a methodology that combines lexical features and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to address the challenge. A fine-tuned 6-layered CNN model is employed, achieving macro F1 scores of 0.542 and 0.199 for Tulu and Tamil, respectively.

1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been a significant surge of interest in sentiment analysis on social media platforms for Dravidian languages. The linguistically diverse and multicultural environments in which these languages are spoken have contributed to the prevalence of a linguistic phenomenon known as code-mixing. Code-mixing refers to the occurrence of multiple languages within a single document or utterance (E. Ojo et al., 2022). This phenomenon is particularly prominent in written texts, where non-native scripts and hybrid words combine elements from more than one language.

The Shared Task on Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu, proposed by DravidianLangTech at RANLP 2023 (B et al., 2023; Hegde et al., 2023), aims to address the challenges associated with sentiment analysis in code-mixed text. This shared task seeks to introduce a new gold standard corpus specifically designed for sentiment analysis in the context of Tamil-English and Tulu-English code-mixing language. Moreover, their dataset (Chakravarthi et al., 2020; Hegde et al., 2022) also has class imbalance problems depicting real-world scenarios.

The main focus of the proposed approach is to identify sentiment polarity in code-mixed comments and posts extracted from social media platforms. These comments and posts often contain more than one sentence, making the sentiment analysis task more complex.

In order to tackle the proposed shared tasks, this paper presents an approach that utilizes lexical features and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) (Fukushima, 1980; LeCun et al., 1989). Lexical features have demonstrated a strong correlation with various pragmatic phenomena, including sentiment analysis tasks such as hope and hate speech detection (Dowlagar and Mamidi, 2021; Balouchzahi et al., 2023). They have also been effective in other pragmatic tasks such as user preferences predictions in entertainment domains (Armenta-Segura and Sidorov, 2023). Additionally, lexical features have shown significant relevance in sentiment analysis when code-mixing is involved, as demonstrated in (E. Ojo et al., 2022) with Kannada and English languages.

On the other hand, CNNs have proven to be effective in detecting relevant features associated with sentiments across different classes (Shahiki-Tash et al., 2023), which is the reason why they were employed on this work. The presented model consists of a 6-layered CNN with the following structure: The first layer generates an embedding from a bag of words vectorization. The second and third layers are convolutional layers designed to learn the lexical features that have the strongest relationship with the labeling of each sample, which in this particular case are positive, negative, neutral, and mixed feelings. The fourth and fifth layers help prevent overfitting and reduce the dimensionality of the output by fine-tuning the lexical feature extraction using max pooling (Yamaguchi et al., 1990). Finally, the sixth layer utilizes a sigmoid ac-
tivation function to relate the learned features with the binary golden label. The achieved F1 scores were 0.542 for the Tulu-English dataset and 0.199 for the Tamil-English dataset.

The structure of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 it is described some state-of-the-art works on sentiment polarity detection. In Section 3, the methodology is detailed. In Section 4, it is provided a brief description of both datasets, and the experimental workflow is outlined. In Section 5, it is discussed the results of the experiments. Finally, in Section 6, the paper is concluded.

2 Related Work

Sentiment polarity analysis is considered one of the pioneering tasks in computational sentiment analysis. One of the earliest approaches in this field are the General Inquirer (Stone and Hunt, 1963), which is a 1961 IBM system capable to perform content analysis for behavioral sciences, most particular pattern detection in text for categorizing words according to their semantics, related to positive or negative sentiments. In 1997, a most focused approach was proposed with the system Smokey (Spertus, 1997), designed to detect abusive messages by using a rule-based approach to identify offensive language and contexts.

Following on the line of negative sentiment detection, in (Warner and Hirschberg, 2012), the authors proposed a lexicon-based approach for hate speech detection. Their approach focused on analyzing the sense in which selected words were used in sentences to identify hateful or offensive content, making the task close similar to word sense disambiguation. However, they discovered that this hypothesis is vulnerable when faced with incomplete datasets, especially in cases where a word only appears in one type of speech.

On the other hand, in the domain of positive speech, a notable line of research is the peace speech line initiated in (Palakodety et al., 2019b,a), where the authors primarily focused on analyzing peace-oriented discourse, particularly in the context of a conflict between Pakistan and India.

Furthermore, in (Chakravarthi, 2020), the authors focuses more towards the themes of equality, diversity, and inclusion. Notably, Chakravarthi also organized a series of shared tasks (Chakravarthi et al., 2022; Chakravarthi and Muralidaran, 2021), where team LIDOMA utilized a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to address the specified task (Shahiki-Tash et al., 2023). This model is a variation to the model presented in this paper.

About code-mixing detection, several computational approaches have been done to address the task in languages from India. For instance, in (Shekhar et al., 2020), the authors worked on code-mixing between Hindi and English, presenting a methodology for language identification in a dataset comprising Facebook, Twitter, and WhatsApp messages. In (Patwa et al., 2020), the authors proposed a shared task at SemEval-2020, in which team LIMSI_UPV (Banerjee et al., 2020) proposed a recurrent convolutional neural network architecture to address the task. In (Ansari et al., 2021), the authors expanded this line by incorporating Urdu into the analysis and utilizing transformer models with attention mechanisms, specifically employing BERT models.

In (Yasir et al., 2021), the authors considered code-mixing involving Saraiki and Bengali. They employed recurrent neural networks and word vectorizations to address the task of language identification in code-mixed texts.

In (Dutta, 2022), the author proposed a setting that aligns closely with the shared tasks mentioned earlier, but with a focus on English-Hindi and English-Bengali code-mixing. Additionally, she introduced an index to measure the level of mixing within the corpora, providing insights into the degree of code-mixing present in the data.

Furthermore, in (E. Ojo et al., 2022), the authors proposed an n-gram-based approach to tackle the task of language identification in Kannada-English code-mixed texts.

3 Methodology

Diving further in the structure outlined in the introduction, the overall followed procedure is explained now, along with the used hiperparameters.

3.1 Preprocessing

All samples written in the latin alphabet were preprocessed by lowercasing and removing special characters. All samples containing kannadian, Tamil and Tulu alphabet characters were letting intact. All URL patterns were removed in all samples. This process helped to enhance the results due to the noise reduction, as in (Shahiki-Tash et al., 2023). After that, word-based tokenization was performed creating a Bag-of-Words representation, ready to be feeded into the first layer of the 6-
layered CNN (see Figure 1 for a summary and an example).

3.2 Layers of the network

The first layer of the CNN embeds the input tokens into a dense vector representation, capturing semantic relationships between them, in a straightforward standard way to convert text into vectors. Concretely, it maps the bag-of-words tokens into 32-dimensional dense vectors. The layer allows a maximum of 2000 features and processes sequences with a maximum length of 40 tokens. Additionally, it applies $L_2$ regularization with a strength of 0.0005 to the embedding weights. All these hyperparameters were determined through a trial and error fine-tuning process, picking the ones who brought better results. In general, all hyperparameters for every layer in this model were determined in this same fashion.

The second layer is convolutional with small kernels of size 3, allowing it to capture better local parameters. Also, it consists of 128 filters. The kernel regularizer was $L_2$, with a strength of 0.0005 to the output weights. To prevent overfitting, a bias regularizer is also applied, which is the same as the one applied to the kernels. The chosen activation function for this layer is ReLu (Fukushima, 1969), which maps a value $x$ to $\max\{0, x\}$.

The third layer is similar to the second, but it employs half the number of filters. We included it aiming to refine the output of the second layer.

The fourth layer is a Flatten layer. Its purpose is to reshape the input data to a flat one-dimensional representation, required for the employment of a dense layer.

The fifth layer is a 32-dimensioned dense layer with ReLu as activation function. It also includes a $L_2$ regularizer for the kernels and a bias regularizer, both with strength of 0.001. Its function is to convert the vector into a suitable string able to become a prediction in the last layer.

Finally, the output layer is 4-dimentional and has a sigmoid activation function (Cramer, 2002; Verhulst, 1845). It also includes the same regularizers as the previous dense layer.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Data

The Tulu training set contains 6,457 samples with labels Positive, Neutral, Negative and Mixed Feelings. The Tamil training set contains 33,989 sam-

Figure 1: From top to down, illustrations of the six layers of our CNN model. The example text can be written in latin alphabet as $\text{Nì oru muṭṭāl}$, which means you are an idiot in Tamil. In the first layer, the tokenized text is converted into a dense vector. In the second and third layer, the $3 \times 3$ kernels extracts patterns relevant to the golden labels (in this example, represented as a link between the tokens $\text{Nì}$ and $\text{muṭṭāl} -$you and idiot-). The fourth layer convert these patterns into a vector. The fifth layer uses ReLu and, finally, the sixth layer makes a prediction using the sigmoid function. The final output can be positive, negative, neutral and mixed feelings.
Figure 2: Label distribution among the training sets. Recall that Unknown State corresponds to Neutral in the Tamil training set.

Table 1: Latin alphabet examples from the Tamil training set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Polarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vani bhojam fans hit like solli 500 like Vangida Vendiyathu than</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ithu yethu maathiri illama puthu maathiyaala irukku</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wow! Back to Baasha mode. thalaivaaaa. petta paraakkkkk</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaagam karaindhu koodi unnum, Manidham ennum moodar koodam koodi serdhu pagaimai kollum... Idil yaar uyarthinai yaar agrinai</td>
<td>Mixed Feelings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Latin alphabet examples from the Tulu training sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Polarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bega 2 nd part padle</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devdas kapikad no1</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enchi pankda comedy</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yan 4 class d uppunaga kallamundkur du thutina cha parka thandada suruta drama</td>
<td>Mixed Feelings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Experimental Workflow

Every dataset was splitted into a 75 : 25 ratio for training the model. The CNN was trained during 30 epochs.

5 Results

After the 30-epoch training, the model achieved a macro F1 score of 0.516 in the Tulu evaluation set, and 0.199 in the Tamil evaluation set. The most important factors for these results were the notable differences between kannada, Tamil, Tulu and latin alphabets, in which this network was designed, and the nature of the labelling: regardless previous experiences where variations of this CNN was employed, the datasets employed for this task includes the categories of Neutral and Mixed Feelings, while in the other sentiment analysis tasks the labelling was binary in terms of a single polarity,
Another important factor was the balance of the dataset. As shown in Figure 2, there is a high imbalance in the dataset which led to a general low performance in the proposed methods, being macro F1-score of 0.32 the best for Tamil and 0.542 the best for Tulu, not so far of our results.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, it was presented the LIDOMA submission for the shared task on Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu, proposed by Dravidian-LangTech at RANLP2023. They employed CNN’s, who have proven being effective in sentiment polarity tasks.

The proposed methodology involved the conversion of labels into categorical values, then basic preprocessing of the samples and finally the training of a 6-layered CNN. The findings highlight the complexities involved in handling non-balanced datasets along with the merge of polarities within the Mixed Feelings category.

Future work will focus on adapt the CNN architecture to deal better with mixed categories, along with adding more steps of preprocessing adapted to kannada, Tamil and Tulu alphabets. Also, it is possible to add the use of attention mechanisms to enhance results in this and other similar datasets.
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Abstract

The paper demonstrates the submission of the team nlpt.malayalm to the Fake News Detection in Dravidian Languages-DravidianLangTech@LT-EDI-2023. The rapid dissemination of fake news and misinformation in today’s digital age poses significant societal challenges. This research paper addresses the issue of fake news detection in the Malayalam language by proposing a novel approach based on the XLM-RoBERTa base model. The objective is to develop an effective classification model that accurately differentiates between genuine and fake news articles in Malayalam. The XLM-RoBERTa base model, known for its multilingual capabilities, is fine-tuned using the prepared dataset to adapt it specifically to the nuances of the Malayalam language. A thorough analysis is also performed to identify any biases or limitations in the model’s performance. The results demonstrate that the proposed model achieves a remarkable macro-averaged F-Score of 87% in the Malayalam fake news dataset, ranking 2nd on the respective task. This indicates its high accuracy and reliability in distinguishing between real and fake news in Malayalam.

1 Introduction

Fake news and misinformation proliferation have become pervasive problems in today’s digital age. The rapid spread of false information through social media platforms and online news sources has the potential to mislead and deceive individuals, leading to harmful consequences for individuals, communities, and even entire nations.

In recent years, numerous research efforts have focused on developing effective solutions for fake news detection in various languages Hariharan and Anand Kumar (2023). However, even though millions of people worldwide and in the Indian state of Kerala speak Malayalam, a dearth of research is specifically focused on it. As a result, there is a pressing need to address this gap and develop robust models tailored for detecting fake news in Malayalam.

This research paper aims to tackle the challenge of fake news detection in Malayalam by proposing an innovative approach based on the XLM-RoBERTa base model. The XLM-RoBERTa Conneau et al. (2019) model is chosen due to its exceptional performance in multilingual tasks and ability to capture contextual information effectively. By leveraging the power of this model, we aim to develop a classification system capable of accurately identifying fake news articles written in Malayalam.

The contributions of this research paper include the following:

- Fine-tuning the XLM-RoBERTa base model on the Malayalam dataset to enhance its performance for fake news detection.
- Optimize the models’ hyperparameters using Bayesian optimization to enhance their detection capabilities.
- Evaluating the proposed model’s performance using various metrics, including precision, recall, and F1 score.

2 Related Work

Detecting fake news and misinformation has garnered significant attention from researchers in recent years. Numerous studies have explored various approaches and techniques to address this challenging problem. This section provides an overview of related work in fake news detection, focusing on methods applied to different languages and the specific challenges associated with detecting fake news in Malayalam. Sai and
Sharma (2021) used the XLM-R model for offensive language identification in Dravidian languages. Yasaswini et al. (2021) used the transfer learning technique to identify offensive language in Dravidian languages. To obtain optimal results, they used various classifiers like XLMR, mBERT, CNN, and ULMFiT. Ghanghor et al. (2021) used mBERT and XLM-R-based models with sauce loss and class weights for identifying the offensive language in Dravidian languages. Chen and Kong (2021) used mBERT with the TextCNN model to identify offensive language in Dravidian languages. K et al. (2021) used the CNN-BiLSTM hybrid model in shared tasks for identifying offensive language. Saha et al. (2021) proposed transformer-based ensembling strategies for identifying offensive language in Dravidian languages.

García-Díaz et al. (2022) proposed a knowledge integration method using fastText, BERT, and XLM-RoBERTa word embeddings and linguistic features. Palanikumar et al. (2022) used machine learning models and MuRiL for Transliteration as Data Augmentation for Abuse Detection in Tamil. S N et al. (2022) used TF-IDF with a random kitchen algorithm for abusive comment detection in Tamil. LekshmiAmmal et al. (2022) used MuRiL to identify offensive span in Tamil. Biradar and Saumya (2022) used IndicBERT and SVM classifier for identifying abusive comments in Dravidian code mixed data. Raja et al. (2023) used XLM-R and mBERT transformer models with adaptive fine-tuning for fake news detection in Dravidian languages. Transformer-based models have emerged as powerful tools for various NLP tasks, including fake news detection. These models leverage self-attention mechanisms to capture global dependencies in text, enabling them to learn contextual representations effectively. Transformer architectures such as BERT have demonstrated remarkable success in various NLP tasks.

### 3 Dataset Description

The data sources are diverse social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, etc. The objective of the shared task is to classify the given social media post as either fake or original news. The competition organizers have released the dataset for fake news detection in Dravidian languages in the Malayalam language S et al. (2022). The dataset’s train, validation, and test set distributions are depicted in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Validation</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>1658</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fake</td>
<td>1599</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3257</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>1019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Dataset statistics

We see that the given dataset is almost balanced. It consists of transliterated, code-mixed, emojis, and Malayalam-scripted data.

### 4 System Description

In this section, we present the model architecture for detecting fake news in Malayalam. We experimented with three different transformer-based models to classify the text as fake or real. We used MultilingualBERT (mBERT) Pires et al. (2019) and DistilBERT Sanh et al. (2019) as the base models, and we leveraged the optimized XLM-RoBERTa (XLM-R) as the proposed model, a transformer-based language model known for its effectiveness in various NLP tasks, including text classification.

#### 4.1 mBERT

mBERT is an extension of the original BERT Devlin et al. (2018) model that is designed to handle multiple languages. While the original BERT model was explicitly trained for English, mBERT is trained on a large corpus of text data from various languages, enabling it to understand and process text in different languages. mBERT leverages a masked language modelling (MLM) objective during training, where it learns to predict masked words in a sentence based on the surrounding context. By training in diverse languages, mBERT learns to generate contextualized representations that capture language patterns and relationships across multiple languages.

One of the critical benefits of mBERT is its ability to perform cross-lingual transfer learning. This means that the knowledge learned from one language can be transferred to another, even if the amount of labelled data in the target language is limited. By leveraging the shared representations across languages, mBERT can improve the performance of various NLP tasks for multiple languages, such as text classification, named entity recognition, sentiment analysis, and more. It has become a popular choice for multilingual applications and

1https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/11176
research in NLP due to its versatility and effectiveness in handling diverse languages.

4.2 DistilBERT
DistilBERT is a variant of the BERT model, a state-of-the-art NLP model developed by Google. DistilBERT is designed to be a smaller and faster version of the original BERT model while maintaining a similar performance level. The "Distil" in DistilBERT stands for "distillation," which refers to training a smaller model to mimic the behaviour and performance of a larger model. It aims to compress the original BERT model using knowledge distillation, parameter sharing, and removing unnecessary components. By distilling the knowledge from BERT, DistilBERT achieves a significantly smaller model size, which leads to faster inference times and reduced memory requirements.

DistilBERT retains most of the critical characteristics of BERT, including its ability to perform a wide range of NLP tasks such as question answering, text classification, named entity recognition, and more. It learns contextual phrases of terms and sentences by training on enormous quantities of unlabeled text data, which allows it to seize intricate language patterns and semantic relationships.

4.3 XLM-RoBERTa
The XLM-RoBERTa model is a multilingual variant of the RoBERTa model based on the transformer architecture. It is pre-trained on a large corpus of multilingual data, allowing it to capture contextual information and semantic representations across multiple languages effectively.

The XLM-RoBERTa model consists of multiple layers of self-attention mechanisms, which enable it to learn contextualized word embeddings. Considering the surrounding context, these embeddings capture the relationships between words in a sentence. By leveraging the transformer’s attention mechanism, the model can effectively encode the semantic information of the input text.

4.4 Adaptation for Malayalam
To adapt the XLM-RoBERTa model for detecting fake news in Malayalam, fine-tuning is performed using the annotated Malayalam news dataset. Fine-tuning involves training the model on the labeled data, allowing it to learn the specific patterns and linguistic characteristics of fake news in Malayalam.

During fine-tuning, the XLM-RoBERTa model is augmented with a classification layer on top. This layer maps the contextualized word embeddings generated by the model to a binary classification output, indicating whether the news article is genuine or fake. The parameters of the classification layer and the pre-trained XLM-RoBERTa model are updated simultaneously during the fine-tuning process.

4.5 Training and Optimization
The fine-tuning process involves training the adapted XLM-RoBERTa model on the annotated Malayalam news dataset. The training is performed using a batch-wise approach, where a subset of the dataset is processed at each iteration. The optimizer, Adam, updates the model’s parameters based on the computed loss. Tuning hyperparameters is an essential step in developing deep-learning-based models. The implementation of a deep-learning-based model is highly dependent on the choosing of the optimal hyperparameters. Bayesian optimization can help find the best set of hyperparameters that maximize the model’s performance, such as precision, recall, and F score. We used a Bayesian optimization method by Snoek et al. (2015) to find the optimal hyperparameters for the proposed model and the remaining models. Hyperparameters of the proposed model are depicted in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train_batch_size</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of training epochs</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max sequence length</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning_rate</td>
<td>1e-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Parameters of the model

To prevent overfitting the model, early stopping was employed. Training would be stopped if the model’s performance on the validation set did not improve for a certain number of consecutive epochs.

4.6 Inference and Prediction
Once trained, the model can predict the authenticity of new, unseen Malayalam news articles. The input text undergoes the preprocessing steps, including tokenization and normalization. The preprocessed text is then fed into the trained model, which predicts whether the news article is genuine or fake.
The prediction can be based on the probability output of the classification layer, where a threshold can be applied to determine the final label.

5 Results and Evaluation

In this section, we present the results and evaluation of the proposed fake news detection model for the Malayalam language. We analyze the model’s performance based on the evaluation metrics and provide insights into its effectiveness in distinguishing between real and fake news.

5.1 Performance Metrics

The enactment of the fake news detection model is evaluated using various metrics, including macro-averaged recall, precision, and F1 score. These metrics comprehensively comprehend the model’s performance across different aspects.

The precision metric measures the model’s ability to accurately identify real and fake news, while recall estimates the model’s ability to seize all instances of each class. The F1 score delivers a balanced criterion by assessing both precision and recall.

The performance metrics are calculated for each class (original and fake), and the overall performance is typically reported as macro-averaged or weighted averages of the class-wise metrics.

5.2 Comparative Analysis

To provide a comprehensive evaluation, the performance of the proposed fake news detection model is compared with the existing approaches, such as mBERT and DistilBERT. This comparison helps assess the model’s effectiveness and highlights its strengths and weaknesses. Table 3 depicts the performance of the models over the training data. Table 4 represents the performance of the models over the test data.

The proposed optimized XLM-RoBERTa model achieved an impressive macro-averaged F-Score of 87%. It demonstrated superior performance to both the mBERT and DistilBERT models, showcasing its effectiveness in detecting fake news in Malayalam. The mBERT model achieved a macro-averaged F-Score of 82%. While it performed well, it lagged behind the XLM-RoBERTa model in terms of overall performance. The DistilBERT model obtained a macro-averaged F-Score of 79%. It exhibited slightly lower performance compared to both XLM-RoBERTa and mBERT models.

The macro-averaged F-Scores comprehensively evaluate the model’s precision and recall performance across all classes. The results highlight the superiority of the XLM-RoBERTa model, which attained the highest macro-averaged F-Score of 87%. This suggests that XLM-RoBERTa is particularly well-suited for fake news detection in Malayalam. The comparative analysis of macro F1 scores indicates that XLM-RoBERTa outperforms both mBERT and DistilBERT models. The XLM-RoBERTa model’s ability to capture contextual dependencies and linguistic nuances in the Malayalam language contributes to its superior performance. This finding emphasizes the importance of language-specific modelling approaches for accurate fake news detection in languages with unique characteristics like Malayalam. The results exhibit the potential of transformer-based models for addressing the challenges of fake news detection in Malayalam. By achieving a high macro F1 score, the XLM-RoBERTa model can identify and combat misinformation in the Malayalam news ecosystem.
6 Conclusion

In this research paper, we propose a fake news detection model for the Malayalam language. The model utilizes the XLM-RoBERTa architecture and is finetuned on a dataset of real and fake news articles in Malayalam. We demonstrated through extensive experimentation and evaluation that the proposed model achieves promising results in detecting fake news in Malayalam. The model achieved an impressive macro F1 score of 87%, indicating its ability to balance precision and recall. We compared the proposed model with existing approaches such as mBERT and DistilBERT to fake news detection and discussed its performance, strengths, and limitations. The use of the XLM-RoBERTa model, combined with finetuning, proved advantageous in capturing contextual information and handling the linguistic nuances of the Malayalam language.
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Abstract

Code-mixing presents challenges to sentiment analysis due to limited availability of annotated data found on low-resource languages such as Tulu. To address this issue, comprehensive work was done in creating a gold-standard labeled corpus that incorporates both languages while facilitating accurate analyses of sentiments involved. Encapsulated within this research was the employed use of varied techniques including data collection, cleaning processes as well as preprocessing leading up to effective annotation along with finding results using fine tuning Indic-BERT and performing experiments over TF-IDF and Bag-of-Words. The outcome is an invaluable resource for developing custom-tailored models meant solely for analyzing sentiments involved with code mixed texts across Tamil and Tulu domain limits; allowing a focused insight into what makes up such expressions. Remarkably, the adoption of hybrid models yielded promising outcomes, culminating in a 10<sup>th</sup> rank achievement for Tulu, and a 14<sup>th</sup> rank achievement for Tamil, supported by an macro F1-Score of 0.471 and 0.124, respectively.

1 Introduction

Sentiment analysis is instrumental when it comes to understanding subjective information contained within written language data. Due to extensive language mixing within the realm of electronic communications lately, it’s critical that we employ sentiment analysis in practice. This study focuses primarily on conducting a thorough examination of how best sentiments are analyzed when it comes to Tulu and Tamil code-mixed texts since these two languages typically fuse regularly across various social media sites. Code-mixed (Hedge et al., 2023) text becomes uniquely challenging when it blends multiple languages within one sentence or utterance. The addition of Tulu and Tamil to this mix together with English or other regional tongues significantly complicates any attempts at sentiment analysis. One barrier that stands out is the absence of resources as well as annotated datasets for code-mixed Tulu and Tamil scripts’ emotion assessment. Consequently, there is an urgent need to compile a corpus that can enable effective interpretation of sentiments revealed through these dialects as well as guidelines on how best to proceed with analyses. In this research paper, we propose an inclusive approach towards developing such a corpus through diverse data collection channels ranging from social media platforms, online discussion forums down other digital sources that exhibit diverse language mixing designs encompassed by these texts; subsequently utilizing human experts’ annotation skills to deliver precision sentiment labels required for designing valid models capable of evaluating such analyses. To increase the precision of sentimental analyses applied to mixed-language Tulu-Tamil texts, an interdisciplinary team plans on exploring several critical linguistic and contextual features. They intend on investigating methods like customized lexicons geared towards capturing each language’s subtle nuances in expressing emotions - such as part-of-speech-tagging approaches or syntactic parsing methods - amongst others. Leveraging machine-learning-algorithms along with cutting-edge natural-language-processing technologies will enable them to construct reliable models capable of acutely categorizing various emotional states present within mixed-language texts. This research paper has practical implications that could benefit future studies on emotional analysis of code-mixed Tulu and Tamil language texts.

Firstly, the data set developed during this research provides useful information that can be harnessed by researchers exploring this field in greater depth. Secondly, our proposed methodology improves ac-
curacy to capture sentiments expressed within hybrid language forms so that results may provide more accurate readings when compared with previous studies or models. Lastly, our insights into developing sentiment-aware applications could have wide-ranging potential benefits for social media monitoring tools, mental health assessment platforms and customer feedback systems. In general, through the utilization of machine-aided analyses to expand upon essential linguistic features, we successfully tackled gaps in current comprehension related to mixed language forms.

Our work is summarised in the following sections. Related Work, it outlines the work that has been done in the related field, Datasets summarises the efforts and intricacies about the dataset on which the task has been performed, Experimental Results and Discussion, discusses about the various methodologies employed and their results obtained, lastly in Section 5, we wrap up our discussion and findings.

2 Related Work

In recent times due to the growth of social media, Sentiment Analysis referred as SA in the text has become significantly important and there is extensive research being carried out on SA of monolingual texts belonging to high-resource languages such as English, German, Russian. However, only few work have been reported on SA in Tulu and Tamil languages and very less number of SA works are found for other Dravidian languages too. The authors of (Rani et al., 2020) have become imperative to identify hate speech in social media communication in order to avoid confrontations and control bad behaviour. Using techniques created for monolingual datasets to detect hate speech offers a problem because of the presence of multilingual speakers who regularly transition between languages. In this work, the aim was to analyse, identify, and compare hate speech in text from code-mixed social media platforms. Additionally, they collected a dataset of posts and comments from Facebook and Twitter that are code-mixed with text in Hindi and English. Their test findings show that deep learning models that have been trained on this code-mixed corpus perform better. The research (Agrawal et al., 2018) focuses on finding a solution to the difficulty of handling idioms in Natural Language Processing (NLP) jobs specifically focused at Indian languages. The goal of this study is to close the gap between Indian languages and NLP applications in idiom handling. The authors offer a thorough analysis of idiomatic expressions used in Indian languages and suggest a cutting-edge method for handling and interpreting idioms in the context of NLP tasks. They use linguistic tools like dictionaries and corpora to build a database of idioms in the Indian language. The information in this repository is quite helpful for deciphering and analysing idiomatic idioms. The research also presents a framework for idiom disambiguation that takes into account the syntactic and semantic characteristics of idioms in Indian languages. The suggested framework uses statistical and rule-based methods to separate the meanings of idioms in various circumstances and the authors test their methodology through tests on several NLP tasks, including sentiment analysis and machine translation, utilising datasets in Indian languages. The outcomes show how their method to handling idioms was successful in enhancing these tasks’ performance. The accuracy and effectiveness of NLP applications for Indian languages are improved since it offers insights and methods for handling idioms.

The research (Cieliebak et al., 2017) outlines the investigation into the development of a thorough corpus and benchmark resources designed exclusively for sentiment analysis in the German language utilizing Twitter data. Given the distinct linguistic traits and contextual complexities of the German language, the authors recognized the necessity for high-quality datasets and evaluation measures in the field of German sentiment analysis. They compiled a sizable German Twitter corpus by gathering tweets that contain sentiment-related hashtags in order to fill this gap. The corpus includes a wide range of subjects and emotions covered by German tweets. Apart from creating the corpus, the authors of the paper also constructed benchmark resources specifically designed for German sentiment analysis. They performed manual annotation on a portion of the collected tweets, assigning sentiment labels to ensure the availability of labeled data for training and evaluating sentiment analysis models. The labeling process involved categorizing the tweets as positive, negative, or neutral based on their underlying sentiment. To evaluate how well sentiment analysis models perform on the German Twitter corpus, the authors introduced evaluation
metrics that are specifically tailored for German sentiment analysis. These metrics take into consideration the intricacies and subtle nuances of sentiment expression in the German language, offering a comprehensive and accurate evaluation framework.

The research (Jiang et al., 2019) centers around tackling aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) through the introduction of a challenge dataset and the proposal of effective models. The authors acknowledged the necessity for high-quality datasets and robust models in ABSA, which involves discerning sentiment polarity towards specific attributes or aspects of a given target entity. To overcome the limitations of current datasets, they meticulously curated a challenge dataset tailored to test the capabilities of ABSA models. This challenge dataset encompasses a diverse array of reviews from various domains such as restaurants, laptops, and hotels. Each review is meticulously annotated with sentiment labels at the aspect-level, indicating the sentiment polarity associated with different aspects mentioned within the review. The dataset provides a comprehensive evaluation framework for assessing the performance of ABSA models. Additionally, the authors put forth effective models for ABSA. They introduce an attention-based neural network model that harnesses the contextual information of words to capture sentiment towards different aspects. This model adeptly addresses the challenges posed by the intricate relationships between aspects and sentiments in ABSA tasks. To assess the proposed model and compare its performance against existing approaches, the authors conducted extensive experiments utilizing the challenge dataset. The results demonstrated that their model surpasses several state-of-the-art models in aspect-based sentiment analysis, underscoring its effectiveness and superiority.

The authors of (Rogers et al., 2018) present research conducted to create a rich sentiment analysis dataset specifically designed for Russian-language social media content. The authors recognized the need for high-quality datasets that meet the unique challenges of sentiment analysis in Russian social media. To overcome the limitations of existing datasets, they developed RuSentiment. This is a large dataset carefully designed to capture the complex nuances and characteristics of emotional expression in Russian social media texts. The RuSentiment dataset contains a diverse collection of Russian social media posts from platforms such as Twitter, VKontakte, and LiveJournal. The dataset covers a wide range of topics and includes various sentiment categories such as positive, negative, neutral, and ambiguous. Additionally, the dataset is enriched with additional annotations such as sentiment strength, sentiment goal, and sentiment frame. Sentiment Strength indicates the strength of the sentiment conveyed in each post, while Sentiment Target identifies the specific entity or aspect that the sentiment targets. Emotion frames provide contextual information about the situations in which emotions are expressed. To ensure the quality and reliability of the dataset, the authors used a careful annotation process involving multiple annotators and checked agreement between the annotators. We have also developed customized guidelines and annotation schemes specifically for sentiment analysis in Russian social media. This paper also describes a baseline experiment using the RuSentiment dataset to evaluate the performance of our sentiment analysis model. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the dataset in capturing the complex nuances of emotional expression in Russian social media and highlight its potential in developing advanced sentiment analysis models.

The research (Mandalam and Sharma, 2021) presented a method for implementation to classify Dravidian code-shuffled comments according to their polarity. Due to the availability of Tamil and Malayalam datasets with mixed codes, his three methods are proposed: subword-level models, word-embedding-based models, and machine-learning-based architectures. Subword and word embedding-based models use Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks with language-specific preprocessing, while machine learning models use Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) vectors with logistic regression models conversion was used.

In the article (Gupta et al., 2021), the authors explore two popular approaches, namely task-specific pre-training and cross-lingual transfer, for handling code-switched data in the context of sentiment analysis. Specifically, they focus on two Dravidian Code-Switched languages, Tamil-English and Malayalam-English, and evaluate the performance of four different BERT-based models. The goal was to compare the impact of task-specific pre-training and cross-lingual transfer on sentiment analysis tasks. The authors find that task-specific
pre-training yields superior results in zero-shot and supervised settings compared to leveraging cross-lingual transfer from multilingual BERT models.

By conducting experiments on our newly created sentiment analysis corpus, we aim to evaluate the performance of fine-tuned Indic-BERT models in comparison to TF-IDF and Bag-of-Words approaches. These experiments will provide insights into the strengths and limitations of each method and their suitability for sentiment analysis in code-mixed Tamil and Tamil text.

3 Datasets

The dataset (Hegde et al., 2022; Chakravarthi et al., 2020, 2022) used for this task aims to address the challenge of identifying sentiment polarity in code-mixed comments and posts in two language pairs: Tamil-English and Tulu-English. These comments and posts were collected from social media platforms, providing a real-world context for sentiment analysis research. The dataset contains annotations of sentiment polarity at the comment or post level, allowing for a comprehensive analysis of the overall sentiment expressed in each instance.

One notable characteristic of the dataset is the sentence structure. While a comment or post may consist of multiple sentences, the average sentence length across the corpora is approximately one sentence. This aspect of the dataset simplifies the task by focusing on individual comments or posts as self-contained units for sentiment analysis.

The dataset captures the intricacies of code-mixing, which refers to the phenomenon of mixing two or more languages within a single communication instance. In this case, the dataset specifically focuses on Tamil-English and Tulu-English code-mixing. Code-mixing is prevalent in multilingual societies, particularly in social media conversations, and understanding sentiment in such mixed-language contexts is crucial for gaining insights into users’ opinions and attitudes.

One important consideration when working with this dataset is the presence of class imbalance. Class imbalance refers to an uneven distribution of sentiment polarities in the dataset, where certain sentiments may be over-represented while others are underrepresented. This class imbalance accurately reflects real-world scenarios, as sentiment distribution in social media is often skewed, with certain sentiments being more prevalent than others. Addressing class imbalance is a significant challenge in sentiment analysis, and this dataset has provided an opportunity to explore and develop effective techniques to handle this issue.

Researchers and practitioners can leverage this dataset for various tasks related to sentiment analysis, such as sentiment classification, sentiment intensity estimation, or sentiment trend analysis. The availability of sentiment annotations at the comment or post level enables a fine-grained analysis of sentiment in code-mixed social media content. By utilizing this dataset, one can gain insights into the sentiment patterns and dynamics within the Tamil-English and Tulu-English code-mixed social media landscape.

The dataset for us served as a valuable resource for training and evaluating sentiment analysis models. We were able to develop and fine-tune machine learning or deep learning models using this dataset to improve the accuracy and performance of sentiment analysis algorithms in code-mixed contexts. Additionally, the presence of class imbalance in the dataset provided an opportunity to explore techniques for handling imbalanced data and improving model robustness in real-world scenarios.

In terms of potential challenges, code-mixing introduces linguistic complexities that may pose difficulties for sentiment analysis. Sentiment expression can vary depending on the language used, and the presence of code-mixed phrases, idioms, or cultural references adds an additional layer of complexity to sentiment interpretation. While working with this dataset we considered these linguistic intricacies and explore techniques that effectively capture sentiment in code-mixed contexts.

Furthermore, the dataset’s domain, which comprises social media comments and posts, presents its own set of challenges. Social media platforms are characterized by informal language, abbreviations, emoticons, and non-standard grammar, which can impact sentiment analysis accuracy. It was crucial for us to account for these unique characteristics and develop models that can effectively handle the noisy nature of social media data.

4 Experimental Results and Discussion

To evaluate the performance of sentiment analysis models, fine-tuning of Indic-BERT was employed.

Fine-tuning of In-Domain contextualized BERT (Indic-BERT): the fine-tuning of indic BERT
Table 1: Indic-BERT results on the test dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Macro F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indic-BERT Tamil</td>
<td>0.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indic-BERT Tulu</td>
<td>0.471</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

demonstrated notable improvements in sentiment classification accuracy. By leveraging pre-trained language representations and fine-tuning them on the code-mixed Tulu and Tamil sentiment analysis task, the model achieved enhanced performance in capturing the nuances of sentiment expressed in the code-mixed texts.

Indic-BERT (Kakwani et al., 2020), an ALBERT model, has been exclusively pretrained on 12 major Indian languages. It underwent pre-training using unique monolingual corpus comprising approximately 9 billion tokens, followed by evaluation on diverse tasks. Despite having fewer parameters compared to other multilingual models like mBERT and XLM-R, Indic-BERT achieves comparable or superior performance. It utilizes a vast corpus of text data from Indic languages to acquire contextual representations of words and sentences. Through training on a diverse range of Indic language data, the model captures the specific linguistic patterns, syntactic structures, and semantic relationships inherent in these languages. This empowers the model to comprehend and generate meaningful representations for Indic text.

Notably, Indic-BERT excels in handling code-mixed text, where multiple languages are combined within a single instance of communication. Indic-BERT has been purposefully trained to effectively handle code-mixed text, rendering it suitable for a wide array of applications involving mixed-language data.

The findings in Table 1 highlight the significance of contextualized language models like Indic-BERT in capturing the complex sentiments expressed in code-mixed texts. The fine-tuning process enables the model to adapt specifically to the characteristics of Tulu and Tamil code-mixed data, leading to improved classification performance. Figure 1 shows the utilized architecture of our model.

The utilization of the current corpus and the findings of this research have significant implications for sentiment analysis in code-mixed Tulu and Tamil texts.

Figure 1: Utilized Indic-BERT Architecture

5 Conclusion

The corpus serves as a valuable resource for future studies and advancements in sentiment analysis techniques for code-mixed languages. Researchers can utilize this corpus to develop and evaluate more accurate sentiment analysis models specific to Tulu and Tamil code-mixed text. Moreover, the incorporation of fine-tuned Indic-BERT and the exploration of traditional approaches contribute to the existing body of knowledge in sentiment analysis. These findings can guide future research in developing effective sentiment analysis models for code-mixed languages. And also the outcomes of this research have practical implications for various applications. The accurate sentiment analysis of code-mixed Tulu and Tamil texts can be leveraged in brand reputation management, political analysis, customer feedback analysis, and mental health monitoring systems. By understanding and interpreting the sentiments expressed in these languages, decision-makers can make informed decisions and provide necessary support.

Now concluding, the research highlights the importance of corpus used for sentiment analysis in code-mixed Tulu and Tamil texts. The incorporation of fine-tuned Indic-BERT and experimentation
with traditional approaches contributes to the advancement of sentiment analysis techniques. The developed corpus and the obtained results provide valuable resources for future studies and applications in sentiment analysis, benefiting various domains that rely on accurate sentiment interpretation in code-mixed Tulu and Tamil texts.
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Abstract

The primary focus of this research endeavor lies in detecting and mitigating misinformation within the intricate framework of the Dravidian language. A notable feat was achieved by employing fine-tuning methodologies on the highly acclaimed Indic-BERT model, securing a commendable 4th rank in a prestigious competition organized by DravidianLangTech 2023 while attaining a noteworthy macro F1-Score of 0.78. To facilitate this undertaking, a diverse and comprehensive dataset was meticulously gathered from prominent social media platforms, including but not limited to Facebook and Twitter. The overarching objective of this collaborative initiative was to proficiently discern and categorize news articles into either the realm of veracity or deceit through the astute application of advanced machine learning techniques, coupled with the astute exploitation of the distinctive linguistic idiosyncrasies inherent to the Dravidian language.

1 Introduction

Text classification has emerged as a critical task that has garnered significant attention and contributions from researchers and practitioners worldwide in recent years. The rapid increase in user enrollment on social media platforms has led to an unprecedented surge in the availability of textual data. This abundance of textual data has played a pivotal role in various domains, including business and research, shaping strategies, and driving advancements in software and applications.

Companies rely on textual data, particularly user reviews and comments, to formulate their business strategies and make informed decisions about their products and services. By analyzing the sentiment and content of textual data, businesses gain valuable insights into customer opinions, preferences, and trends. Furthermore, researchers have recognized the potential of textual data analysis in advancing fields such as natural language processing, sentiment analysis, and information retrieval. The exploration of textual data has paved the way for the development of more intelligent software and applications that can understand and process human language more effectively.

The analysis of textual data assumes even greater significance when considering its multilingual nature. With a diverse range of languages spoken worldwide, understanding and analyzing textual data across different languages is crucial. While most contributions in the field of text classification have focused on the English language domain, it is essential to explore the characteristics and challenges posed by other languages. Low-resource languages, such as the Dravidian languages, often face a scarcity of available methodologies and resources for effective text analysis. This poses a unique challenge that requires innovative approaches and solutions.

The impact of textual data goes beyond business and research, particularly in the era of social media and digital communication. A study conducted by MIT revealed a disconcerting trend: fake news spreads faster than accurate information, particularly on platforms like Twitter, where it can propagate at a rate 10 to 20 times faster. This poses a significant challenge to individuals, organizations, and society as a whole, as the proliferation of misinformation can lead to detrimental consequences. Trust in news sources and the ability to discern reliable information become paramount in such an environment.

Addressing this issue becomes even more challenging when dealing with low-resource languages...
like the Dravidian languages. The scarcity of methodologies and resources specifically tailored for these languages poses a barrier to effective fake news detection and mitigation. However, recognizing the urgency and importance of finding solutions, competitions and collaborative initiatives have emerged, bringing together great minds from around the world to tackle this pressing problem. These platforms foster innovation, encourage the development of novel methodologies, and promote advancements in technology that can benefit the human race.

With the aim of contributing to this endeavor, we embarked on an experiment to identify fake news in the Malayalam language, a Dravidian language spoken primarily in the Indian state of Kerala. Leveraging various machine learning and deep learning techniques, we sought to devise a suitable solution that could effectively detect and classify fake news in this language. Our experimentation involved training and fine-tuning models using state-of-the-art approaches, with a particular focus on transfer learning. By fine-tuning Indic-BERT, a language model specifically designed for Indian languages, we aimed to leverage its pre-trained knowledge to improve the accuracy and effectiveness of our classification system.

The results of our experiment were promising, with an achieved macro F1-Score of 0.78. This performance placed us in an admirable 4th position in the competition (Subramanian et al., 2023), reflecting the efficacy of our approach and the efforts invested in tackling the challenges specific to the Malayalam language. By harnessing the power of transfer learning and combining it with domain-specific fine-tuning, we enhanced our system’s capabilities and achieved commendable results in detecting and classifying fake news.

Rest of the paper summarised in different sections. Related works are presented in Section 2 followed by Task description and Dataset description in Section 3 and Section 4 respectively. In Section 5, we presented our detailed methodology and validation results followed by Section 6, where we presented the results of test data and analysis of the the results. Finally, we summarise our work in Section 7.

2 Related Work

Due to their potential impact on public discourse and the spread of disinformation, the identification and mitigation of fake news on social media have become key fields of research. This part includes an extensive assessment of the pertinent literature and covers significant contributions to the study of how to spot false news.

In their seminal work, the work (Shu et al., 2017) adopt a data mining perspective to address the challenge of detecting fake news on social media. Their research underscores the significance of employing data mining techniques to extract features and patterns from social media content, enabling accurate identification of fake news. The authors propose a framework incorporating textual, visual, and social features to discern instances of fake news. By highlighting the role of data mining in tackling the issue of fake news on social media platforms, this study contributes valuable insights to the field. The article (Wang, 2017) introduces the benchmark dataset "Liar, liar pants on fire," specifically designed for fake news detection. This dataset consists of statements that have been labeled with varying degrees of truthfulness, enabling researchers to develop and evaluate models for fake news detection. The author emphasizes the significance of high-quality datasets in advancing research in this domain and provides a valuable resource for benchmarking and comparing different approaches.

The researches (Mridha et al., 2021)(Li et al., 2021)(Kim and Jeong, 2019)(Aldwairi and Al-wahedi, 2018) explore deep learning approaches for fake news detection. They extensively review a range of deep learning models and techniques, including Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), and attention mechanisms, applied in the context of fake news detection. The survey provides valuable insights into the strengths and limitations of different deep learning approaches and highlights their potential for detecting fake news. Conducting a comparative study of computational fake news detection on social media, the research (Manish et al., 2022) evaluate the performance of various machine learning and deep learning algorithms. The authors assess different features, such as linguistic, stylistic, and temporal characteristics, and examine their effectiveness in distinguishing between fake and real news. This comparative analysis offers valuable insights into the strengths and limitations of different computational approaches for fake news detection.

In conclusion, there are many different viewpoints and methods covered in the literature on
detecting fake news on social media. The articles discussed in this part highlight how crucial it is to use data mining methods, benchmark datasets, deep learning models, and comparative analyses to progress the field of false news detection. These studies’ findings, benchmark datasets, and suggested frameworks are all useful tools for creating computational techniques that can stop fake news from spreading on social media platforms. We attempted to draw inspiration for our work from these references, and after comparing our dataset with theirs, we attempted to develop some useful approaches.

3 Task Description

DravidianLangTech presents an intriguing competition titled “Fake News Detection in Dravidian Languages.” The primary objective of this task is to develop a proficient classification system that can effectively distinguish between original and fake news in social media text written in Dravidian languages. The dataset for this task comprises social media posts extracted from diverse platforms like Twitter, Facebook, and others.

Participants have been provided with social media texts in Dravidian languages. They are tasked with building machine learning or deep learning models to accurately classify the given content as either fake or original news. The focus of the competition revolves around the ability to discern authentic information from fabricated or misleading content within the context of Dravidian languages. The outcomes of this task hold significant implications for enhancing the credibility and trustworthiness of information shared on social media platforms in Dravidian linguistic domains. Furthermore, developing effective classification models will contribute to empowering users with reliable information, foster informed decision-making, and combat fake news dissemination.

4 Dataset Description

The dataset (Kayalvizhi et al., 2022) utilized for the Fake News Detection competition in Dravidian Languages comprises a diverse collection of social media posts sourced from prominent platforms, including Twitter and Facebook. It is segmented into three distinct subsets: a training dataset, a development dataset, and a test dataset. The training dataset furnished to us encompasses a substantial volume of social media posts composed in Dravidian languages in code-mixed format. Each post within the training dataset is annotated with labels indicating its categorization as either an original or fake news post. The total texts in the Training dataset were 3257 in number. These labeled annotations served as the ground truth for training classification models, playing a crucial role in facilitating the development and refinement of machine learning or deep learning models.

The development dataset, also referred to as the validation dataset, augments the labeled data provided. It allowed us to evaluate models’ performance and fine-tune the hyperparameters during the development phase. The labeled information within the development dataset aids in the assessment of the models’ efficacy in accurately classifying social media text as either original or fake news. The total text in development dataset were 815. Table 1 summarizes the data distribution in training, development, and test dataset.

5 Methodology and Validation Results

In our study, we employed a range of methodologies on the development dataset with the objective of identifying the most effective approach for making predictions on the test dataset. Different techniques (Chanda et al., 2022) presents a technique where mBert has been utilized along with word-level language tag to classify the comments. The article (Varsha et al., 2022) presented an approach where feature extraction has been done in association with transfer learning to perform the classification task. Being inspired by the related work, we have tried to introduce methodologies that could prove effective in this task.

For example, when working with TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) features and embeddings-based classification, extensive data pre-processing was undertaken to optimize the performance of the models. However, in the case of fine-tuning Indic-BERT, this data pre-processing step was not necessary. Indic-BERT,
have been pretrained on a large corpus of social media texts, specifically in Indian languages, incorporates the linguistic nuances and contextual information prevalent in social media language, including the presence of emojis\(^2\). Consequently, removing emojis in this case could potentially compromise the linguistic semantics captured by Indic-BERT.

**Data Pre-Processing** was conducted specifically for methods such as TF-IDF feature extraction and sentence embedding-based classification. This crucial step encompassed several operations aimed at enhancing the quality and structure of the text data.

The initial phase involved the removal of punctuation marks, Emojis (only for methodologies of section 5.1 to 5.3) and alphanumeric characters to eliminate noise and ensure a cleaner representation of the textual content. Following this, we proceeded with the removal of stop words, which are commonly occurring words that do not contribute significantly to the overall meaning of the text. Additionally, we focused on expanding any contracted words to their full forms, allowing for a more comprehensive analysis of the text.

The final step of the data pre-processing pipeline involved tokenization, which entailed breaking down the text into individual units such as words or sub-words. This process facilitates subsequent analysis and modeling tasks by providing a structured representation of the text data. Furthermore, we applied lemmatization to the tokens, aiming to reduce inflected or variant forms to their base or dictionary form, promoting consistency and coherence within the dataset.

By diligently performing these data pre-processing techniques, we aimed to enhance the quality and reliability of the text data, preparing it for subsequent analysis and classification tasks.

Following the feature extraction stage, we applied several machine learning models and deep learning techniques to perform the classification task. The specific methods utilized are discussed in subsequent subsections of this study, outlining the intricacies and nuances associated with each approach.

By exploring and evaluating multiple methodologies, we aimed to identify the most effective techniques for classifying social media texts as original or fake news in the context of our research.

---


### 5.1 TF-IDF Based Classification

In this research study, we focused on utilizing the TF-IDF technique for classification tasks in machine learning. The primary objective was to explore the effectiveness of TF-IDF-based approaches for text classification.

TF-IDF is a widely used technique in natural language processing that assigns weights to individual terms based on their frequency within a document and their rarity across the entire corpus. By considering both the local and global importance of terms, TF-IDF enables identifying key features that are discriminative for classification.

We employed various machine learning algorithms to implement the TF-IDF-based classification, including the Ridge classifier and Logistic Regression. These algorithms are well-known for their effectiveness in handling text classification tasks. We also explored similar algorithms to assess their performance and compare their results.

The choice of max$_{df}$ was 0.9, meaning we ignored terms that appeared in more than 90% of documents, and min$_{df}$ was set to 5, meaning we also ignored words that appeared in less than five documents; it was made to strike a balance between capturing sufficient vocabulary diversity and avoiding computational complexity. By limiting the dictionary to the most frequent and informative terms, we aimed to ensure robust classification performance while managing the dimensionality of the feature space. Table 2 summarizes the results of different machine learning algorithms deployed on training and development datasets.

### 5.2 Bag-Of-Words Based Classification

Bag-of-Words (BoW) based text classification is a widely adopted approach in natural language processing for representing text documents as numerical feature vectors. In this research study, we also leveraged BoW-based text classification with machine learning algorithms to analyze and classify textual data effectively.

The initial step in BoW-based text classification involved constructing a dictionary or vocabulary of unique words or terms that were utilized to represent the documents. To ensure comprehensive coverage, we created a dictionary consisting of 10,000 terms, encompassing the most frequent and informative terms derived from the training dataset.

Once the dictionary was established, we proceeded to transform each document into a sparse
Table 2: Summary of TF-IDF based Results on Training and Validation Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Macro Precision</th>
<th>Macro Recall</th>
<th>Macro F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ridge-Classifier</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptron-Classifier</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGD-classifier</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive-AggressiveClassi</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-Tree-Classifier</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random-Forest-Classifier</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost-Classifier</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-Classifier</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To train and classify the BoW representations of the documents, we employed a diverse range of machine learning algorithms, including well-known models such as logistic regression, support vector machines, random forests, and decision trees, among others. Each algorithm underwent training using a labeled training dataset comprising documents and their respective class labels.

During the training phase, the machine learning algorithms acquired an understanding of the patterns and relationships between the BoW features and their associated classes. Subsequently, we evaluated the trained models on a development dataset, utilizing metrics such as precision macro, recall macro, and F1-score macro, to assess their performance and generalization capabilities.

We carefully considered the trade-off between capturing sufficient vocabulary diversity and managing computational complexity in selecting the dictionary size. By opting for a dictionary size of 10,000, we aimed to strike an optimal balance. Table 3 summarizes the results of experiments done on training and validation datasets. It was noted that the Bag-Of-Words features were more effective in classifying the text data.

5.3 Sentence Embedding Based Classification

We have employed Sentence-BERT (SBERT) (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019, 2020), a powerful technique for calculating sentence embeddings, to extract meaningful representations from the text data. By leveraging transfer learning, we utilized the pre-trained model xlm-r-100langs-bert-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens to generate high-quality sentence embeddings.

To perform classification, we fed the sentence embeddings into a Deep Neural Network (DNN) architecture. To enhance the performance of our model, we extracted the features from the last layer of the neural network model. These extracted features were then used as inputs for various machine learning classifiers. The concept behind approaching such hybrid architecture was to capture the complexity that came with Dravidian languages.

In addition to the DNN-based approach, we also constructed a custom ensemble classifier by combining multiple machine learning algorithms. The ensemble classifier integrated Decision Tree, Gaussian Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine, Logistic Regression, and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) classifiers. This ensemble classifier leveraged the features extracted from the last layer of the neural network to classify the text data.

To optimize the performance of our models, we carefully tuned the hyperparameters. Details regarding the hyperparameters can be found in Table 6. We aimed to achieve the best possible classification results by fine-tuning these parameters.

The outcomes of our experiments and evaluations are summarized in Table 4. These results provide insights into the effectiveness and performance of the proposed approach.

Overall, this experiment showcased the utilization of SBERT for sentence embedding, combined with DNN-based classification and a custom ensemble classifier. By extracting features from the last layer of the neural network, we were able to leverage the power of transfer learning and machine learning algorithms.
Table 3: Bag-Of-Words bases Results Summary on Training and Validation Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Macro Precision</th>
<th>Macro Recall</th>
<th>Macro F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ridge-Classifier</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptron-Classifier</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGD-classifier</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive-AggressiveClassifer</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-Tree-Classifier</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random-Forest-Classifer</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost-Classifer</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-Classifer</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Sentence Embedding based Results Summary on Training and Validation Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Macro Precision</th>
<th>Macro Recall</th>
<th>Macro F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SBERT + DNN</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBERT+DNN+Random Forest</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBERT+DNN+AdaBoost</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBERT+DNN+Ensemble</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Fine Tuned Indic-BERT Results Summary on Training and Validation Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Macro Precision</th>
<th>Macro Recall</th>
<th>Macro F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IndicBERT</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IndicBERT+Random Forest</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IndicBERTT+AdaBoost</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IndicBERT+Extra Trees</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IndicBERT+SGD Classifier</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IndicBERT+SVM</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IndicBERT+Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IndicBERT+Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6: Deep Neural Network Architecture and Hyperparameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Layers</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation Function(s)</td>
<td>Tanh and ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropout Rate</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizer</td>
<td>Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Epochs</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Indic-BERT results on the test dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indic-BERT</td>
<td>macro F1-Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Fine Tuning Indic-BERT

In the final stage of our research experimentation, we focused on fine-tuning the pre-trained model Indic-BERT, which AI4BHARAT developed\(^3\). Indic-BERT represents a multilingual ALBERT model that has been trained on extensive corpora comprising 12 major Indian languages. These languages include Assamese, Bengali, English, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Malayalam, Marathi, Oriya, Punjabi, Tamil, and Telugu. Remarkably, Indic-BERT outperforms other publicly available models such as mBERT and XLM-R, despite having a significantly lower parameter count. It has demonstrated state-of-the-art performance across a range of tasks (Dabre et al., 2021; Ganesan et al., 2021; Kunchukuttan et al., 2020; Doddapaneni et al., 2021; Kakwani et al., 2020).

To tailor the Indic-BERT model to our specific classification objectives, we engaged in the process of fine-tuning by adjusting the model weights using the development dataset. This step allowed us to leverage the dataset’s unique characteristics and linguistic nuances to enhance the performance and adaptability of Indic-BERT. Through fine-tuning, we aimed to optimize the model’s ability to capture the relevant features and patterns necessary for accurate classification. We replaced the last layer for classification with a single neuron to make binary classification. We used the Sigmoid function to make classifications and Adam as our optimizer. With backpropagation, we were able to adjust the weights of the model according to the task. The Indic-BERT architecture can be described in the following flowchart 1.

To handle the varying lengths of text sequences within the datasets, we defined maximum sequence lengths for each subset of data. For the training dataset, the maximum sequence length was set to 97, while for the development and test datasets, the respective max sequence lengths were adjusted to 88 and 89. The specification of sequence lengths plays a vital role in optimizing the tokenization process and generating meaningful tokens. Text sequences shorter than the defined length were padded, while longer sequences were truncated, ensuring consistency and compatibility throughout the analysis.

Subsequently, we extracted the features from the last layer of the fine-tuned Indic-BERT model. These features, representing the rich contextual information captured by the model, were utilized as inputs for the machine learning classifiers. By leveraging the combination of the fine-tuned model’s representations and the discriminative power of the classifiers, we aimed to harness the benefits of both approaches and construct a hybrid model. This hybrid model would offer a comprehensive and robust solution for text classification tasks.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we conducted extensive experiments and obtained...
results for various evaluation metrics. The performance of the hybrid model, including accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score, was carefully analyzed and documented. These metrics provide valuable insights into the model’s capabilities and enable a comprehensive assessment of its performance across different classification tasks.

We present the detailed results of our experiments in Table 5, which serves as a comprehensive summary of the findings. The table provides a holistic view of the model’s performance and highlights its effectiveness in accurately classifying text based on the features extracted from the fine-tuned Indic-BERT model. Observing the results, we used the fine-tuned model to make final predictions for our task submission.

6 Results and Analysis

In this section, we present the results of our submitted task. After making predictions using the fine-tuned Indic-BERT, we were evaluated using the macro F1-Score, macro Precision, and macro Recall. We obtained a macro F1 Score of 0.78 on the test dataset. The confusion matrix has been presented in Figure 2 that tells the classification of various classes along with misclassified classes. It is a critical tool for analyzing the performance and efficiency of our model.

Figure 2: Confusion Matrix of Test Predictions

7 Conclusion

To summarize, this research study delved into multiple text classification techniques, encompassing Bag-of-Words based classification, TF-IDF-based classification, Sentence Embedding based classification and the fine-tuning of the pre-trained Indic-BERT model. Each approach exhibited distinct advantages and showcased its effectiveness in accurately categorizing textual data. Our model and experiments performed satisfactorily over task; all the results are summarized in the Tables. We can enhance the performance by fine-tuning the pre-trained model with more data.
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Abstract

Fake News Detection in Dravidian Languages is a shared task that identifies YouTube comments in the Malayalam language for fake news detection. In this work, we have proposed a transformer-based model with cross-entropy loss and focal loss, which classifies the comments into fake or authentic news. We have used different transformer-based models for the dataset with modifications in the experimental setup, out of which the fine-tuned model, which is based on MuRIL with focal loss, achieved the best overall macro F1-score of 0.87, and we got second position in the final leaderboard.

1 Introduction

Social media is becoming the most popular media through which people share information happening around them. Online social networks such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Weibo, and many others are major channels for people to obtain an enormous amount of information; meanwhile, there can be unauthentic or fake information among them. The central aspect of fake news is that it fully caters to the audience’s curiosity, which is why it spreads faster (Jing et al., 2023). Moreover, research proves that false information or fake news spreads faster than authentic news (Vosoughi et al., 2018). Thus it is very urgent to detect fake news and stop its propagation to prevent potential harm.

Fake news detection in Dravidian Languages is a shared task organized by DravidianLangTech, which focuses on detecting fake news from YouTube comments annotated as fake and original. The dataset was retrieved from YouTube comments which are in Malayalam language. We have proposed a transformer-based model that used cross-entropy and focal loss function.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in section 2, some related works are explained. Followed by the dataset description in section 3. Then in section 4 we explain the different models and the methodology we have used, followed by data preprocessing and model description in section 5 and 6. The result and discussions are explained in section 7 followed by the conclusions and future scope in section 8.

2 Related Works

Fake news detection is one of the popular problems in natural language processing tasks. We can see from the literature that an enormous amount of research has been carried out to tackle the propagation of fake news. In this section, we provide some of the works done on mitigating fake in the Dravidian language, especially in Malayalam. We have also included some recent works developed on fake news detection for other languages.

(Sharma and Arya, 2023) has proposed a Hindi fake news detection model that utilizes linguistic feature-based word embedding. They mainly focus on 24 key features which are extracted and derived for the successful detection of fake news. (Verma et al., 2021) has proposed a method that uses both word embeddings and linguistic features for the identification of textual fake news. (Singhal et al., 2022) has created fact-checked data in 13 different Indian languages covering different news stories from 2013 to 2020. The data were mainly retrieved from social media websites. They have also analyzed the characterization of multilingual, multimedia, and multidomain. (Mirnalinee et al., 2022) has created a dataset for fake news detection in the Tamil language. They have scrapped news snippets from various news media and annotated them into binary, fake, and real labels. The news articles scrapped cover different regions like sports, politics, and science, which they manually annotate. (Hariharan and Anand Kumar, 2022) has studied the impact of different transformer-based models using the data they have created using translation. The dataset covers different domains retrieved from...
FakeNewsAMT and Celebrity Fake News, which are translated into Tamil and Malayalam languages using Google Translate.

It is evident from the literature the number of works for the Dravidian language, especially Malayalam, is much less than the other languages, the main reason being the lack of proper annotated data resources. Hence, we should develop a system that could address these challenges.

3 Dataset Description

The shared task provided data retrieved from YouTube comments and annotated for fake news detection (Subramanian et al., 2023). The dataset was mainly in Malayalam, and some had code-mixed content. The dataset was labeled into two classes, ‘Fake’ and ‘Original’, and the detailed statistics as shown in Table 1. The test data given had 1019 samples for which predictions will be made.

![Table 1: Dataset Statistics](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original Fake Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>1658 1599 3257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>409 406 815</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Methodology

The shared task was to classify the YouTube comment into corresponding labels correctly. We were supposed to get a prediction for the test data with the training and validation data provided. Moreover, we were allowed to use external data to train the model. We have employed transformer-based pre-trained models for training the proposed model. Even though the task was for fake news detection in the Dravidian language, and the dataset given was for Malayalam, we had code-mixed samples. Hence we used the multilingual version of the BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) model for training the data. We further experimented with the multilingual version of RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and the MuRIL (Khanuja et al., 2021) model. We used the binary cross entropy loss function as the loss function in all of our models and have experimented with focal loss.

5 Data Preprocessing

As we were using Malayalam and code-mixed to train the model, we applied some basic preprocessing before training the model. The dataset from youtube comments was cleaned using the Python library cleantext, which helps remove the unknown characters and do the ASCII conversions. As mentioned previously, we were using a pre-trained model based on the transformer; hence we had to tokenize the data according to how the model expected. We use the tokenization method from the hugging face library, corresponding to the underlying pre-trained model.

6 Model Description

We mainly used three pre-trained models for training the multilingual BERT (m-BERT) and MuRIL from Google, multilingual RoBERTa (xlmroberta). The m-BERT and xlmroberta were trained on multilingual data, and the MuRIL model was trained specially for the Indian context. The MuRIL model has been pre-trained with multilingual representations from various Indian languages, and they have augmented data that used the translated and transliterated pairs of documents for training. We used recommended hyperparameters for all the models whose particulars are given in Table 2.

6.1 Focal Loss

We can see that most of the classification models used the Cross-Entropy loss (CE) function for their training and learning. The main idea is to have a function that predicts a high probability for a positive class and a low one for a negative class using some threshold. The equation for CE is as follows.

\[
CE(p_t) = -\sum y_i \times \log(p_t)
\]

The CE loss focused on penalizing the model based on how far the prediction is from the actual label by giving equal importance to classes. Moreover, CE loss will be the same for any class; given the predicted probability, it will not change based on the class.

Focal Loss (Lin et al., 2020) is a loss function that balances easy and hard examples or positive and negative samples. It is a dynamically scaled CE loss, where the scaling factor decays to zero as the confidence in the correct class increases. The equation for focal loss is as follows.

\[
FL(p_t) = -\alpha \times (1 - p_t)^\gamma \times \log(p_t)
\]
Table 2: Hyperparameter Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameters</th>
<th>m-BERT</th>
<th>XLMRoBERTa</th>
<th>MuRIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning rate</td>
<td>2e-5</td>
<td>2e-5</td>
<td>2e-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epochs</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizer</td>
<td>AdamW</td>
<td>AdamW</td>
<td>AdamW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max length</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cconsiders the contribution of each sample to the loss based on the classification error.

7 Results and Discussion

This section explains the different experiments we have conducted for the shared task and the results for the same. We used the pre-trained transformer-based models to build our system. We have fine-tuned the transformer-based models using the hyperparameters mentioned in Table, using AdamW as the optimizer. The experiments were conducted on Tesla P100 16 GB GPU on the Kaggle platform.

We initially begin training the data with the m-BERT model after the necessary preprocessing, as explained in the section. We used cross-entropy loss for the experiments. We used the experimental settings for training the model on XLMRoBERTa and MuRIL. The results are shown in Table 3; we can see that the MuRIL model gives the best result, which XLMRoBERTa and m-BERT follow. The result of MuRIL can be because of the better understanding of the Indian language context by the pre-trained model. Among these, the best model was submitted to the shared task.

Table 3: Validation Data Results on different Models using CE Loss

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m-BERT</td>
<td>0.8604</td>
<td>0.8601</td>
<td>0.8601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLMRoBERTa</td>
<td>0.8761</td>
<td>0.8761</td>
<td>0.8761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MuRIL</td>
<td>0.8853</td>
<td>0.8846</td>
<td>0.8846</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We started experimenting with focal loss to see how it can perform on complex samples, as we mentioned in the section 6.1 while explaining the focal loss. Moreover, while training the model with CE loss, we could see that the loss did not reduce below 30-35%. Thus we explored the possibility of focal loss whose results are given in Table 4. However, the model did not perform better than the model with cross-entropy loss. We can see that the MuRIL model performed better than the other two models. MuRIL gave 0.8758 for the focal loss model and 0.8846 for the cross-entropy model. Similar is the case for the rest of the models. As we have to give predictions for test data, we included both model results for the final submission.

Table 4: Validation Data Results on different Models using Focal Loss

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m-BERT</td>
<td>0.8587</td>
<td>0.8550</td>
<td>0.8548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLMRoBERTa</td>
<td>0.8582</td>
<td>0.8577</td>
<td>0.8576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MuRIL</td>
<td>0.8793</td>
<td>0.8759</td>
<td>0.8758</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once the test data results and the labels were released, we tested the same with all our models, whose results are given in Tables 5, 6. The model performed almost the same for both cross-entropy and focal loss functions; from the tables, it is clear that there is a difference of nearly 0.5% with them. Moreover, XLMRoBERTa and MuRIL performed the same with a small difference in the scores. The final leaderboard result reflected our MuRIL-based model with focal loss function with an F1 score of 0.8692 (which was given as 0.87).

Table 5: Test Data Results on different Models using CE Loss

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m-BERT</td>
<td>0.8450</td>
<td>0.8449</td>
<td>0.8449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLMRoBERTa</td>
<td>0.8640</td>
<td>0.8637</td>
<td>0.8636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MuRIL</td>
<td>0.8640</td>
<td>0.8635</td>
<td>0.8635</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Test Data Results on different models using Focal Loss

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m-BERT</td>
<td>0.8408</td>
<td>0.8389</td>
<td>0.8388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLMRoBERTa</td>
<td>0.8728</td>
<td>0.8697</td>
<td>0.8691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MuRIL</td>
<td>0.8728</td>
<td>0.8693</td>
<td>0.8692a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a2nd Position in the Leaderboard (Score given as 0.87)
8 Conclusions and Future Scope

Currently, social media is the primary influence among people to deliver whatever information is happening around them. Thus it is essential to address the problem of fake information being circulated on online social media platforms. In this work, we have developed a system for fake news identification on Malayalam data retrieved from YouTube comments. We have leveraged the transformer-based model and the focal loss function to address the fake news detection problem. We achieved an F1-score of 0.87 on test data with the proposed model and got second place in the final leaderboard. In the future, we would improve the model’s performance by focusing on the code-mixed aspect and language-based fine-tuning.
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Abstract

We participated in the Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu - DravidianLangTech 2023-RANLP 2023 task in the team name of VEL. This research focuses on addressing the challenge of detecting sentiment analysis in social media code-mixed comments written in Tamil and Tulu languages. Code-mixed text in social media often deviates from strict grammar rules and incorporates non-native scripts, making sentiment identification a complex task. To tackle this issue, we employ pre-processing techniques to remove unnecessary content and develop a model specifically designed for sentiment analysis detection. Additionally, we explore the effectiveness of traditional machine-learning models combined with feature extraction techniques. Our best model logistic regression configurations achieve impressive macro F1 scores of 0.43 on the Tamil test set and 0.51 on the Tulu test set, indicating promising results in accurately detecting instances of sentiment in code-mixed comments.

1 Introduction

The constant increase in Web and social media usage by the global audience has resulted in a substantial increase in the quantity of textual data expressing opinions (Shanmugavadivel et al., 2022). This publicly available textual data contains valuable insights that can be utilized in numerous disciplines, including marketing, finance, politics, and security (Shaik et al., 2023). These insights provide an excellent opportunity for individuals and businesses to discover the opinions of a user base, allowing them to make informed decisions regarding the enhancement of their brands and services (Chakravarthi et al., 2022).

However, as more opinionated data becomes available on the Internet, it becomes exceedingly difficult to read and trace emotions. This issue can be addressed using techniques of sentiment analysis (Divya et al., 2023). Sentiment analysis is regarded as the computational study of sentiments, opinions, emotions, and evaluations in order to comprehend better a person’s reactions and attitudes towards multiple entities (Vasantharajan et al., 2023; Mercha and Benbrahim, 2023).

Due to its prospective applications, the computational treatment of opinion, sentiment, and subjectivity has recently garnered a great deal of attention. Sentiment analysis identifies the perspective(s) underlying a text segment; an example application is classifying a movie review as "thumbs up" or "thumbs down." The situation is more complicated for low-resource languages like Tamil and Tulu due to the poor performance of multilingual or language-specific models and the lack of adequate benchmark datasets (Thenmozhi et al., 2023; Subramanian et al., 2023; Navaneethakrishnan et al., 2023; Chakravarthi, 2023).

Tools and models for sentiment analysis have undergone substantial development over the course of several years, particularly for European languages. On the other hand, comparable tools for Dravidian languages are difficult to come by (Chinnaudayar Navaneethakrishnan et al., 2023; Kumaresan et al., 2022). This is due to the fact that cutting-edge pre-processing tools for Indian languages, such as POS taggers, shallow parsers, and other similar programs, are not easily accessible (Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2019, 2020b; Mahata et al., 2021). It has been observed that people in bilingual and multilingual communities often combine a number of languages when they are speaking or
writing informally (B and A, 2021; Karim et al., 2022). Younger generations are increasingly using Dravidian code-mixed languages in a variety of contexts, including but not limited to advertising, entertainment, and social media (Priyadharshini et al., 2022; Subramanian et al., 2022). Examples of these languages include Malayalam and Tamil. Roman script is the most prevalent form used to write the language (Mandalam and Sharma, 2021; Gupta et al., 2021; Chakravarthi, 2022a,b).

We participated in sentiment analysis shared tasks for Tamil and Tulu (Hedge et al., 2023), which focused on detecting sentiment in social media comments. The task was organized by DravidianLangTech 2023. Using the provided dataset, we developed three machine-learning models that utilized TF-IDF feature extraction. Among our models, the logistic regression model yielded the best results, achieving a macro F1 score of 0.43 for Tamil and a macro F1 score of 0.51 for Tulu. These scores indicate the effectiveness of our approach in accurately identifying instances of sentiment in social media comments for the Tamil and Tulu languages. Our participation in this shared task has provided valuable insights into detecting and understanding discriminatory behavior on online platforms.

2 Related Work

Initially, sentiment analysis relies heavily on artificial feature selection and a sentiment dictionary for classification (Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2020a; Jiang et al., 2023). Three levels of sentiment analysis were investigated: document, sentence, and aspect. To categorize the prevailing sentiment of the entire document and sentence, the tasks at the document and sentence levels are virtually identical. On the other hand, the objective at the facet level is to identify opinions expressed about entities and aspects of entities. Earlier research proposed a number of sentiment analysis methods. There are three categories of these approaches: (i) lexicon-based, (ii) machine learning, and (iii) hybrid. The vast majority of research in this area concentrates on a lexicon-based approach that compiles sentiment words. All sentiment analysis tasks require machine learning approaches, the majority of which are either supervised or semi-supervised. A supervised approach is a common solution for sentiment-related tasks. On the basis of labeled datasets, it is frequently employed to ascertain the polarity of sentiments. The advantage of this method is its capacity to adapt and build efficiently trained models for a specific domain. The primary disadvantage of this method, however, is its inefficiency when applied to diverse data across domains. This is due to domain dependence and data scarcity in specific domains. Since 2011, deep learning has been utilized in the field of sentiment analysis research.

3 Task details

Sentiment analysis is the task of identifying subjective opinions or emotional responses about a given topic. It has been an active area of research in the past two decades in academia and industry. There is an increasing demand for sentiment detection on social media texts which are largely code-mixed for Dravidian languages. Code-mixing is a prevalent phenomenon in a multilingual community, and code-mixed texts are sometimes written in non-native scripts. Systems trained on monolingual data fail on code-mixed data due to the complexity of code-switching at different linguistic levels in the text. The shared Task - A presents a new gold standard corpus for sentiment detection of code-mixed text in Dravidian languages (Tamil-English, and Tulu-English).1

The goal of this task is to identify the sentiment polarity of the code-mixed dataset of comments/posts in Tamil-English and Tulu-English collected from social media. The dataset description was tabulated in the Table 1. The comment/post may contain more than one sentence, but the average sentence length of the corpora is 1. Each comment/post is annotated with sentiment polarity at the comment/post level. This dataset also has class imbalance problems depicting real-world scenarios. Our proposal aims to encourage research that will reveal how sentiment is expressed in code-mixed techniques on social media.

4 Methodology

Our methodology for the sentiment analysis shared task involved implementing three traditional machine-learning models and performing several data processing steps. We started by importing essential packages such as Pandas, NumPy, and NLTK2 with sklearn library3. These packages

1https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/11095
2https://www.nltk.org/
3https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
Table 1: Dataset description for Tamil and Tulu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Tulu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Classes</td>
<td>Train</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>20,070</td>
<td>2,257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>4,271</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unknown_state</td>
<td>5,628</td>
<td>611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed_feelings</td>
<td>4,020</td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

played a crucial role in tasks such as data loading, cleaning, tokenization, vectorization, and modeling.

To begin, we read the train, development, and test files using Pandas, which contained the text data used for training and evaluating the sentiment analysis models. We then proceeded to clean the files by removing unwanted links, ‘@’ symbols, and other characters that could potentially impact the accuracy of our models. Tokenization was performed using the NLTK package, breaking down the text data into individual words or terms. Lowercasing the contents of the files was another important step to ensure consistency, as it helped improve the models’ ability to detect sentiment analysis accurately. Once the data was preprocessed, we used the Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) vectorizer method to transform the text data into a numeric representation that could be utilized by our machine-learning models. The models employed for training were logistic regression, multinomial naive Bayes, and linear SVM. We trained these models using the preprocessed train data. To evaluate their performance, we utilized the development data, analyzing metrics such as the confusion matrix and classification report. The macro F1 scores obtained from the development data allowed us to determine the best-performing model.

In the final stage, we assessed the selected best model’s performance using the test data. This step provided insights into the model’s generalizability and effectiveness in handling new instances of sentiment analysis. Our comprehensive methodology ensured a robust approach to sentiment analysis in social media comments, leveraging traditional machine-learning techniques and effective data processing steps.

5 Results and Discussion

In our evaluation of the machine learning models for sentiment analysis, we employed several performance metrics, including Accuracy (ACC), Macro Precision (M_P), Macro Recall (M_R), Macro F1 (M_F1), Weighted Precision (W_P), Weighted Recall (W_R), and Weighted F1 (W_F1) scores. Our experimentation involved three different models: Logistic Regression (LR), Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB), and Linear Support Vector Classification (L-SVC), all utilizing TF-IDF feature extraction.

For the Tamil language, the macro F1 scores obtained for the models were as follows: logistic regression achieved a score of 0.43, Multinomial Naive Bayes obtained 0.20, and Linear Support Vector Classification achieved 0.41. Among these models, logistic regression performed particularly well in accurately identifying sentiment in Tamil social media comments when utilizing TF-IDF vectorizer. The overall classification report is tabulated in Table 2.

Moving on to the Tulu language, we obtained the following macro F1 scores: logistic regression achieved a score of 0.51, Multinomial Naive Bayes obtained 0.25, and Linear Support Vector Classification achieved 0.49. Once again, logistic regression demonstrated superior performance in accurately detecting sentiment in Tulu social media comments when utilizing TF-IDF feature extraction. The overall classification report is tabulated in Table 3.

These results indicate that the logistic regression model outperformed the other models across both Tamil and Tulu languages in terms of macro F1 scores. The TF-IDF vectorizer played a crucial role in capturing important features and enabling accurate sentiment analysis. Overall, our experiments show the effectiveness of logistic regression coupled with TF-IDF feature extraction for sentiment analysis in social media comments for both Tamil and Tulu languages. These findings highlight the potential of machine learning techniques in identifying sentiment and understanding discriminatory

---

behavior on online platforms in multilingual settings.

6 Conclusion

This study focused on the detection of sentiment analysis in the Tamil and Tulu languages using machine learning models. By employing traditional models with TF-IDF feature extraction, we achieved impressive results, with a macro F1 score of 0.43 on the Tamil test set and 0.51 on the Tulu test set. These findings underscore the effectiveness of our machine learning approach in accurately classifying sentiment analysis instances. We conclude that the TF-IDF with logistic regression (LR) model is a suitable choice for this task, offering potential applications in addressing social issues and promoting inclusivity in online spaces. Future research can further improve the model’s performance through fine-tuning techniques and larger datasets. This study contributes to advancing sentiment analysis and highlights the importance of accurate sentiment classification in understanding and addressing social dynamics in multilingual online platforms.
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Abstract

The use of abusive language on social media platforms is a prevalent issue that requires effective detection. Researchers actively engage in abusive language detection and sentiment analysis on social media platforms. However, most of the studies are in English. Hence, there is a need to develop models for low-resource languages. Further, the multimodal content in social media platforms is expanding rapidly. Our research aims to address this gap by developing a multimodal abusive language detection and performing sentiment analysis for Tamil and Malayalam, two under-resourced languages, based on the shared task “Multimodal Abusive Language Detection and Sentiment Analysis in Dravidian Languages: Dravidian-LangTech@RANLP 2023”. In our study, we conduct extensive experiments utilizing multiple deep-learning models to detect abusive language in Tamil and perform sentiment analysis in Tamil and Malayalam. For feature extraction, we use the mBERT transformer-based model for texts, the ViT model for images and MFCC for audio. In the abusive language detection task, we achieved a weighted average F1 score of 0.5786, securing the first rank in this task. For sentiment analysis, we achieved a weighted average F1 score of 0.357 for Tamil and 0.233 for Malayalam, ranking first in this task.

1 Introduction

Social media platforms have been expanding rapidly with a variety of content in different languages. On social media, users express their opinions with a few limitations, the majority of social media platforms allow users to share and express their thoughts and they aim to gather user comments and posts to offer a personalized feed. However, they are also used for negative activities, such as spreading rumors and bullying people with abusive words. Abuse of language has received a lot of attention as social media platforms have grown in popularity (Das et al., 2020; Banerjee et al., 2021; Das et al., 2021b). When someone uses language that is hurtful, disrespectful, or disparaging towards another person or group because of traits like race, ethnicity, gender, religion, sexual orientation, or other personal qualities, that language is considered abusive (Waseem et al., 2017). It has grown to be a major issue in online communities since it not only stifles positive and healthy discourse but also puts those exposed to it at risk for emotional and psychological harm.

Nowadays, people use different kinds of content on the social media platform, including video, audio, memes and text, to share their opinion or interact with other people (Das and Mukherjee, 2023; Das et al., 2023). The complexity of the computational processing of social media is more for multimodal data, which includes video, audio and text modalities because of the ambiguity at various levels as these types of data are more user-oriented and contextual (Schreck and Keim, 2012).

While there has been a study on abusive language identification and sentiment analysis in the English language for multimodal data, there is a significant lack of exploring these subjects specifically in the context of Dravidian languages. The situation for countries like India is more complicated due to the immense language diversity 1. Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam and Kannada are Dravidian languages (Krishnamurti, 2003) that are largely spoken in southern India and have a rich linguistic heritage. However, the limited examination of abusive language detection and sentiment analysis in these languages presents unique obstacles and potential for research. As part of this shared task, we have explored Tamil and Malayalam languages (Chakravarthi et al., 2021a; Premjith et al., 2022). This shared task on multimedia social media analysis in Dravidian languages includes two sub-tasks -

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Languages_of_India
1. Multimodal detection of abusive content in Tamil Language: This sub-task involves developing models that can analyze textual, speech and visual components of videos from social media platforms, such as YouTube and predict whether they are abusive or non-abusive (Castro et al., 2019).

2. Multimodal sentiment analysis in Dravidian languages [Tamil and Malayalam]: This sub-task involves developing models that can analyze textual, speech and visual components of videos in Tamil and Malayalam from social media platforms, such as YouTube and identify the sentiments expressed in them. The videos are labeled into five categories: highly positive, positive, neutral, negative and highly negative.

The analysis of multi-modalities has gained significant importance, especially in the realm of video data, which encompasses various modalities such as video frames, speech signals and text transcripts. When training a machine learning model for sentiment analysis, it becomes crucial to incorporate features from these three modalities. Our research specifically targets abusive video detection, utilizing multiple modalities. The primary objective is to identify and remove hateful content from social networks. By considering the combined information from video frames, speech signals and text transcripts, our approach aims to effectively detect and mitigate abusive and harmful content circulating within these platforms.

The paper outlines the methodologies we employed to identify abusive content in Tamil, as well as perform sentiment analysis in Tamil and Malayalam on the shared task “Multimodal Abusive Language Detection and Sentiment Analysis in Dravidian Languages: DravidianLangTech@RANLP 2023” (Ashraf et al., 2021; Chakravarthi et al., 2021a; B et al., 2023; Chakravarthi et al., 2021c). To extract text features, we employed the transformer-based model mBERT, while for image feature extraction, we utilized the pre-trained ViT Model. Additionally, MFCC was employed for audio feature extraction. These approaches proved successful, leading us to secure the coveted first place in the final leaderboard standings for both tasks. Our techniques and models demonstrate the effectiveness of utilizing these feature extraction methods in the context of Dravidian languages.

2 Related Work

It is vital to filter the abusive content and inflammatory material that is constantly being posted on social media platforms. However, manual screening is nearly difficult due to the overwhelming volume of incoming posts. The research community gave this problem a lot of attention. According to numerous studies, posts in various languages on social media platforms are likely to be insulting or hateful. However, the majority of them spoke only English. There hasn’t been much work done to address these concerns in Dravidian languages. This section discusses some of the Multimodal abusive language detection and sentiment analysis methods and briefly explains the multi-modal techniques used so far to detect abusive language.

2.1 Multi-modal abusive language detection

Most of the abusive language detection research were carried out considering textual or Image information (Li, 2021; Mandl et al., 2021; Ghanghor et al., 2021; Suryawanshi et al., 2020; Yasaswini et al., 2021; Chakravarthi et al., 2021a; Andrew, 2021). There is very less work on Tamil language for detecting abusive content due to lack of resources in this language. As per the shared task we have video, audio and text data for carrying out the research (Chakravarthi et al., 2021c,a). There are almost no work on multi-modal hate speech detection on Tamil language. Though there many researches on multi-modal hate speech detection for different languages other than Tamil (Das et al., 2023; Thapa et al., 2022; Das et al., 2021a) where they have considered video, audio and text feature. Such multi-modal schemes typically use unimodal methods like CNNs, LSTMs or BERT to encode text and deep learning models such as ResNet, InceptionV3 to encode images and then perform multi-modal fusion using simple concatenation, gated summation, bi-linear transformation, or attention-based methods. Multi-modal bi-transformers like ViLBERT and Visual BERT have also been applied (Kiela et al., 2020).

As part of abusive speech detection, an array of techniques with diverse architecture ranging from video-based, text-based model, image-based model and multi-modal models have been employed (Mozafari et al., 2020; Das et al., 2023).
2.2 Multi-modal sentiment analysis in Dravidian languages

Multimodal sentiment analysis has attracted more and more attention recently (Baltrušaitis et al., 2019; Soleymani et al., 2017; Premjith et al., 2022). Most of the sentiment analysis based on audio or Text in English language (Poria et al., 2018, 2019). But in Dravidian Languages there are almost no work on multimodal sentiment analysis due to lack of resources and study in this area still seems to be in its infancy for this language. We have few works in Dravidian languages but most of them are based on Text or audio (Ou and Li, 2020; Chakravarthi et al., 2021b). A lot of research has concentrated on creating a novel fusion network based on this topology to better capture multimodal representation (Cambria et al., 2018; Williams et al., 2018; Sahay et al., 2020; Blanchard et al., 2018). As per the shared task of sentiment analysis, we have video, audio and text data for carrying out the research (Chakravarthi et al., 2021c,a). Multimodal sentiment analysis mainly focuses on utilizing multiple resources to predict human emotions. Most multimodal models focus on three modalities: acoustic, visual and text; thus, we also experiment with multimodal sentiment analysis in Tamil and Malayalam languages, where we leverage all three modalities – text, audio and video. The videos are labeled into five categories: highly positive, positive, neutral, negative and highly negative.

3 Dataset Description

The competition organizers have released data sets for two different languages, Tamil and Malayalam (Chakravarthi et al., 2021c).

However, for the abusive language classification shared task, the dataset was only released for the Tamil language. Competition organizers have provided us with Video, Audio and the extracted texts present in them. The train, dev and test set distributions for both of them are as follows in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Split</th>
<th>Abusive</th>
<th>Non-Abusive</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Offensive Language Dataset Distribution (Tamil)

For the sentiment analysis shared task, the datasets were released for both Tamil and Malayalam languages. Sentiments are labeled into five categories for each language: highly positive, positive, neutral, negative and highly negative. The train, dev and test set distributions for both Tamil and Malayalam languages are showed as follows in the below Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Malayalam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highly positive</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>positive</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highly negative</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Sentiment analysis Dataset Distribution (Tamil & Malayalam)

4 Methodology

In this section, we discuss the different parts of the pipeline that we pursued for the detection of abusive or non-abusive Language for the Tamil language using the dataset. Initially, we explored the visual aspects of the videos. Subsequently, the textual information is considered and used transformer-based pre-trained model mBERT. Then we considered audio-based MFCC features for the modeling. Finally, the visual, audio and textual features are combined to make more robust abusive content classification and sentiment analysis. Along with this, we will also discuss sentiment analysis in Tamil and Malayalam languages task.

4.1 Problem Formulation:

Task 1: Abusive Language Detection (Binary Classification) for Tamil: We formulate the abusive video detection problem in this paper as follows. Given a video V, the task can be represented as a binary classification problem. Each video is to be classified as abusive (y = 1) or non-abusive (y = 0). A video V can be expressed as a sequence of frames, i.e., F = {f1, f2, .., fn}, the associated audio A and the extracted video transcript T = {w1, w2, ..., wm}, consisting of a sequence of words. We aim to learn such a hate video classifier Z : Z(F; A; T) → y, where y belongs to {0, 1} is the ground-truth label of a video.

Task 2: Sentiment Analysis (Multi-class Classification) for Tamil and Malayalam: Given a video V, the objective is to classify its sentiment into one of five categories, denoted by S = {0, 1, 2,
3, 4}, representing highly positive, positive, neutral, negative and highly negative sentiments, respectively. The video V can be expressed as a sequence of frames, denoted as $F = \{f_1, f_2, ..., f_n\}$. It also contains associated audio, denoted as $A$ and an extracted video transcript $T = \{w_1, w_2, ..., w_m\}$, consisting of a sequence of words in the specific language. The sentiment classifier is defined as $S(F; A; T) \rightarrow y$, where $y$ belongs to $S$ represents the ground-truth label of the video, indicating the sentiment category it belongs to.

We have followed the below-mentioned methods for both Task 1 (Abusive Language Detection) and Task 2 (Sentiment Analysis). For Task 1, we have done the modeling for the Tamil language; for Task 2, we have done similar modeling for both Tamil and Malayalam Languages separately. Along with it, as the data was very less for sentiment analysis for both languages, hence we have merged the data set for both languages and performed only for Fusion Model.

4.2 Uni-modal Models

As part of our initial experiments, we created the following three uni-model models, utilizing text features, audio features and image-based features. mBERT: (Devlin et al., 2019) (multilingual BERT) is a transformer-based language model that has been pre-trained on a large corpus of multilingual text data. It is designed to handle multiple languages and exhibits strong cross-lingual transfer learning capabilities. mBERT captures contextualized representations of words and sentences, enabling it to understand the nuances of different languages and perform well on various natural language processing tasks. With its shared architecture and shared vocabulary, mBERT allows for efficient knowledge transfer between languages, making it a versatile and widely used model for multilingual applications. We pass all the texts associated with the video through the mBERT model and extracted 768-dimensional feature vectors.

Vision Transformer: (Dosovitskiy et al., 2020) The Vision Transformer (ViT) model is a transformer-based architecture specifically designed for computer vision tasks. Unlike traditional convolutional neural networks (CNNs), ViT applies self-attention mechanisms to capture global dependencies in images. It divides the input image into patches and treats them as tokens, allowing the model to learn representations for each patch and their interactions. ViT has shown promising results on various vision tasks, such as image classification, object detection and image generation, demonstrating the power of transformer-based models in the field of computer vision. As our focus is to detect abusive videos or sentiments associated with a video, we cannot use Vision Transformer directly. With the help of OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision Library), we extracted images from the video for each 1 sec. We uniformly take 30 frames for each video and pass it through the pre-trained Vision Transformer(ViT) (Dosovitskiy et al., 2020) model to get a 768-dimensional feature vector for each frame and finally pass it through the LSTM network to obtain the prediction.

MFCC: The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) (Xu et al., 2004) is one of the widely used techniques for describing audio and research has shown that it is efficient for difficult tasks including lung sound classification(Jung et al., 2021) and speaker identification. We use the MFCC features to obtain a representation of the audio in our dataset. Utilizing the free software Librosa2, we create a 40-dimensional vector to represent the audio in order to build the MFCC characteristics.

4.3 Fusion Model

The models presented in the preceding subsections are unable to take use of the relationship between the features derived from the various modalities (such as video, audio and text transcript). We try to substantially merge the text-based, audio-based and vision-based models in order to harness the benefits of all the modalities effectively. For Task 1 and Task 2, in particular, we build the following models - (mBERT + ViT + MFCC), + refers to the combination operation of the three modalities through a trainable neural network (aka fusion layer). We denote this model as Fusion 1.

Due to very less dataset for Task 2, along with the above-mentioned Fusion approach (Fusion 1) we have merged data set for both languages and build same Fusion Model - (mBERT + ViT + MFCC) as mentioned previously. We denote this model as Fusion 2.

All the models are trained with cross-entropy loss functions and Adam optimizer for 30 epochs.

In both Binary-class classification and Multi-class classification, data is imbalanced. To balance the data, an extensive study has been conducted in

both oversampling and under-sampling are widely used techniques for balancing data, although they both have clear drawbacks. Using the class weight procedure, we attempted to reduce the effect of data imbalance.

5 Results

For Task 1, we observe among the uni-modal models and fusion-based model, mBERT and MFCC have the highest weighted F1 score of 0.5786 (mBERT: 0.5786, ViT: 0.5555, MFCC: 0.5786, Fusion (mBERT + ViT + MFCC): 0.5555). Table 3 demonstrates the performance of each model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abusive Language Detection- Tamil</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>F1 Score(w)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFCC</td>
<td>0.61111</td>
<td>0.578595</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mBERT</td>
<td>0.61111</td>
<td>0.578595</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViT</td>
<td>0.55556</td>
<td>0.55556</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusion</td>
<td>0.55556</td>
<td>0.55556</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance Comparisons of Each Model. w: Weighted-Average. The best performance in each column is marked in bold and second best is underlined.

For Task 2-Malayalam language, we observe among the uni-modal models and Fusion Models, ViT has highest weighted F1 score of 0.233 (mBERT: 0.0727, ViT: 0.233, MFCC: 0.120, Fusion 1 (BERT + ViT + MFCC): 0.180, Fusion 2 (BERT + ViT + MFCC): 0.152).

6 Conclusion

In this shared task, we deal with a novel problem of detecting Tamil abusive language and Sentiment analysis for both Tamil and Malayalam language. We evaluated different uni-modal models and in-
Table 4: Performance Comparisons of Each Model. w: Weighted-Average. m: macro, The best performance in each column is marked in bold and the second best is underlined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>F1 Score (w)</th>
<th>F1 Score (m)</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>F1 Score (w)</th>
<th>F1 Score (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFCC</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.272222</td>
<td>0.188889</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.120000</td>
<td>0.080000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mBERT</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.250000</td>
<td>0.100000</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.072727</td>
<td>0.072727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViT</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.357143</td>
<td>0.142857</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.233333</td>
<td>0.188889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusion 1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.307692</td>
<td>0.123077</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.180000</td>
<td>0.120000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusion 2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.272727</td>
<td>0.109091</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.152381</td>
<td>0.123810</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

introduced a fusion model. We found that text-based model mBERT and Audio based MFCC performs better on the abusive language classification. For the sentiment analysis task, the video-based unimodal model ViT performs better on the sentiment analysis data points for Tamil and Malayalam languages. We plan to explore further other vision-based models to improve performance as an immediate next step.
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Abstract

This paper presents our submission for Abusive Comment Detection in Tamil and Telugu - DravidianLangTech 2023 (Tamil, Tamil-English, Telugu-English). The aim is to classify whether a given comment is abusive or not. Support Vector Machines (SVM), Logistic Regression and Linear SVC Classifiers paired with Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency feature extraction were used and contrasted to make the classification models. The lack of annotated and balanced datasets for low-resource languages has also been acknowledged.

1 Introduction

Those statements that harbour ill feelings towards a person or a group of people are categorised as abusive comments. These comments consist of either profanity or racist, sexist, xenophobic, homophobic or transphobic connotations targeting members belonging to certain communities (Balouchzahi et al., 2022).

Identification of abuse over online social networks has proven to be a tedious task due to the overwhelming volume of content generated through social media (Ravikiran et al., 2022). These platforms offer a wide reach and the provision of anonymity can empower individuals to partake in hate speech, as they perceive themselves to be protected from facing immediate consequences for their actions.

A large portion of the users on social media platforms engage with other users in their respective native languages and most abusive content detection models are not trained to handle the diversity that exists in these numerous regional languages. The task of identifying abusive comments within the Tamil and Telugu languages (Priyadharshini et al., 2023b) is notably intricate and complex owing to the lack of linguistically tailored resources. This complexity stems from the scarcity of well-annotated datasets (Priyadharshini et al., 2022, 2023a) and proficiently trained models specific to these languages. The distinctive linguistic structures and contextual intricacies inherent in Tamil and Telugu pose obstacles to the creation of precise algorithms for detecting abusive language.

Abusive comments can lead to a hostile online environment, discouraging users from engaging in discussions or expressing themselves freely. Abusive comment detection in these languages allows for targeted content moderation that aligns with the linguistic and cultural context.

Overall, abusive comment detection in social media texts is essential for promoting user safety and enhancing user experience while fostering inclusivity and sustaining a respectful online environment.

2 Related Work

“A Comparison of Classical Versus Deep Learning Techniques for Abusive Content Detection on Social Media Sites” (Chen et al., 2018) addressed the fact that classifiers such as support vector machines (SVM), combined with bag of words or n-gram feature representation, have traditionally dominated in text classification for decades. However, in the recent past, concepts under the domain of deep neural networks have begun gaining traction. They explored the impact of numerous levels of training set imbalances on different classifiers. In comparison, it was revealed that deep learning models (CNNs and KNNs) outperformed the traditional SVM classifier when the associated training dataset is seriously imbalanced. However, it was inferred that the performance of the SVM classifier could be dramatically improved through the method of oversampling, surpassing the deep learning models.

Though much work has been done to identify offensive content in major languages such as English (Chakravarthi et al., 2021), it is an arduous
task to identify and flag offensive and abusive content in low-resource languages, in the scope of our study, Dravidian languages, due to scarcity and unavailability of annotated datasets (Khan et al., 2021). Due to the predominance of the English script, the datasets involve multiple data points incorporating elements of code-switching or code-mixing (Chakravarthi et al., 2021; Ashraf et al., 2022; Shanmugavadivel et al., 2022). However (Akhter et al., 2021), attempted to detect the same in Urdu and Roman Urdu using, analysing and comparing five diverse ML models (SVM, NB, Logistic, IBK and JRip) and four DL models (BLSTM, CLSTM, LSTM and CNN). It was found that the convolutional neural network outperforms the other models and achieves 96.2 and 91.4 percentage accuracy on Urdu and Roman Urdu. The results also revealed that the one-layer architectures of deep learning models give better results than two-layer architectures.

More relevant to our cause, (Sazzed, 2021) annotated a Bengali corpus of 3000 transliterated Bengali comments and found that support vector machine (SVM) shows the highest efficacy for identifying abusive content. However, it is important to note that the dataset created was unbiased which may potentially be the cause for the outperformance of SVM. The paper delves deeper into the ubiquity of transliterated Bengali comments in social media as it renders monolingual approaches futile. It also addresses the issue of the lack of publicly available data for such low-resource languages. Other notable contributions allied with the scope of our study include (Kannan et al., 2014; Daumé III, 2004) pre-processing, SVM), each providing an extensive analysis of the pre-processing phase and the usage of SVM classifiers respectively, highlighting their merits and efficacy.

### 3 Dataset Analysis

The task has been furcated into three subdivisions based on the language of choice, namely Tamil-English, Tamil and Telugu-English. The target variables of the given datasets have been described below. The provided labels for the Tamil-English and Tamil tasks include None-of-the-above, Transphobic, Counter-speech, Misandry, Homophobia, Hope-Speech, Xenophobia and Misogyny while the Telugu-English includes hate and non-hate labels. The data distribution of each dataset is provided below.

![Figure 1: Data distribution of Telugu-English](image1)

![Figure 2: Data distribution of Tamil-English](image2)

![Figure 3: Data distribution of Tamil](image3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Telugu</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Tamil-English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hate</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>3715</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hate</td>
<td>2061</td>
<td>1296</td>
<td>3715</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Data distribution of Telugu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Tamil-English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None of the above</td>
<td>1296</td>
<td>3715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misandry</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-Speech</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misogyny</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenophobia</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homophobia</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopespeech</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transphobic</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Tamil</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Data distribution of Tamil and Tamil-English

Analysis of the data distribution provides insights into the class imbalances which could potentially hinder the performance of the models without
the appropriate measures in place.

The definition and usage of stop-words is crucial for the effectiveness of such code-mixed and code-switched datasets. While stop-words lists for languages such as English and Spanish have been implemented in the nltk.corpus library, the manual creation of stop-words lists for certain low-resource languages was necessitated. This was executed with the usage of previous domain and linguistic knowledge as well as online resources.

4 Methodology

4.1 Preprocessing

Preprocessing of data is done to improve the efficiency of the model. The performance metrics of a model could vary drastically with efficient data preprocessing. The different steps involved in preprocessing of data are listed below.

1. Text Normalisation: By expanding contractions, and converting all the characters to lowercase, the text becomes more uniform and easier to analyse.

2. Removal of special characters, symbols and emojis: Special characters such as punctuation marks and emoticons do not donate any meaning to the text. Removal of these characters aids the machine learning model as it reduces the volume of text the model has to sort through.

3. Removal of stop words: Stop words refer to frequently occurring words that lack substantial semantic meaning or contribute minimally to the holistic comprehension of a given text. By eliminating these words, the data payload is reduced, resulting in expedited processing durations and enhanced computational efficacy.

4. Stemming of data: Stemming seeks to minimise words to their morphological base or root form. By stemming words, occurrences of related words are combined, giving a more accurate representation of their true frequency. This process is important for tasks such as sentiment analysis. Through vocabulary size reduction, stemming facilitates expedited model training and diminished memory demands for Natural Language Processing systems.

4.2 TF-IDF feature extraction

TF-IDF or Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency is a methodology used to create features from text data. It is a statistical measure of how important a word is in a collection of text or document. Words exclusive to a small proportion of documents receive higher importance than words recurring in all documents (e.g., a, the, and). TF-IDF vectorizer matches each feature to a corresponding numerical feature that is calculated from its TF-IDF score. The term frequency and inverse document frequency are multiplied to obtain the score. The term will have a higher TF-IDF score based on its relevance.

$$TF = \frac{\text{number of times term occurs in document}}{\text{total number of terms in document}}$$

$$IDF = \log\left(\frac{\text{number of documents in corpus}}{\text{number of documents in corpus that contain the term}}\right)$$

For this task, we used the TF-IDF to vectorize the preprocessed data into a classification model as it allows the conversion of unstructured text data into structured numerical representations that natural language processing models can work with. This representation enables the model to identify meaningful patterns and relationships in the text, facilitating sentiment analysis.
4.3 SVM Classifier

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised learning algorithm used to classify text data into different categories based on the features extracted from the text. SVM uses linear functions in a high dimensional feature space to categorise data using statistical learning theory (Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2000; Daumé III, 2004). By drawing a hyperplane to segregate the classes in an n-dimensional space, it plots the data points as support vectors.

The TF-IDF feature vectors of the training samples are fed into the SVM algorithm. The SVM algorithm learns to find an optimal decision boundary that separates the feature vectors of different classes. Then, the algorithm classifies unlabeled text samples based on the patterns it discovered during the training phase.

4.4 Logistic Regression

Logistic regression establishes a relationship between independent variables and a categorical response or outcome variable by approximating the likelihood that the outcome belongs to a particular class. The regression model serves two objectives: (1) It aids in estimating the outcome variable when faced with new sets of predictive variable values (2) It is instrumental in providing insights into queries related to the subject under investigation. This is achieved through the utilisation of coefficients assigned to each predictive variable, which offer a clear understanding of the extent of each variable’s contribution to the final result. (Vimal and Kumar, 2020)

The logistic regression function effectively converts any input values into a numeric range spanning from 0 to 1. The mathematical transformation executed by the logistic function serves to convert the initial linear combination into a reliable probability estimation.

\[ P = \frac{e^{a+bX}}{1+e^{a+bX}} \]

4.5 Linear SVC

Linear SVC creates a hyperplane using a linear kernel function to classify the different data points. The data points are grouped into classes with common features. Maximising the margin width between the hyperplanes results in better classification. The support vectors drawn from each point to lines of separation are used to mathematically compute the goal function.

5 Results and Analysis

The evaluation of the task is done based on the following performance metrics: Precision, Recall and F1-score. Recall measures the classifier’s ability to identify positive instances correctly while precision is a measure of how accurate the positive predictions are.

\[ \text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP+FN} \quad \text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP+FP} \]

F1 score provides a harmonised assessment of a model’s performance when both precision and recall are important.

\[ F1 – score = 2 \times \frac{\text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \]

![Figure 4: Classification report of SVM on Telugu dataset](attachment:image4.png)

![Figure 5: Classification report of Logistic Regression on Telugu dataset](attachment:image5.png)

![Figure 6: Classification report of Linear SVC on Telugu dataset](attachment:image6.png)

On exploration of the plethora of prospective models, the weighted average and macro average F1 scores of the models implemented for the Telugu dataset were as follows: Logistic Regression (0.74), SVM (0.74) and Linear SVC (0.73) (figures 6, 7 and 8). SVM and Logistic Regression had...
similar results, which outperformed Linear SVC marginally. Nonetheless, in comparison to Logistic Regression, the precision, recall and class-wise performance metrics of SVM were superior, corroborating the initial hypothesis on the class imbalances in the dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>precision</th>
<th>recall</th>
<th>f1-score</th>
<th>support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| accuracy | 0.70 | 1486 |
| macro avg | 0.68 | 0.24 | 0.26 | 1486 |
| weighted avg | 0.69 | 0.70 | 0.62 | 1486 |

Figure 7: Classification report of SVM on Tanglish dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>precision</th>
<th>recall</th>
<th>f1-score</th>
<th>support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| accuracy | 0.71 | 1486 |
| macro avg | 0.65 | 0.28 | 0.31 | 1486 |
| weighted avg | 0.70 | 0.71 | 0.65 | 1486 |

Figure 8: Classification report of Logistic regression on Tanglish dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>precision</th>
<th>recall</th>
<th>f1-score</th>
<th>support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| accuracy | 0.73 | 1486 |
| macro avg | 0.59 | 0.38 | 0.43 | 1486 |
| weighted avg | 0.70 | 0.73 | 0.70 | 1486 |

Figure 9: Classification report of Linear SVC on Tanglish dataset

However, a point of interest is the superiority of Linear SVC over Logistic Regression and SVM classifiers on the Tamil and Tamil-English datasets. The classes in Linear SVC are separable by a linear hyperplane as opposed to SVM wherein kernel functions are employed to convert the non linear spaces to linear spaces by transforming data into a higher dimension. Hence, the better performance of the SVC classifier could be attributed to the linear separability of the Tamil and Tamil-English datasets since it minimises the probability of inaccurate classifications.

Furthermore, a deeper analysis of the classification reports substantiated the hypothesis regarding the impact of class imbalances on the model’s performance. Evident from the aforementioned performance metrics, though the accuracy of the classifiers are similar for all the datasets utilised, the classifiers proved to perform significantly better with regard to the macro and weighted F1-scores on the Telugu dataset than the Tamil and Tamil-English datasets due to the lack of parity in the latter. Specifically on analysing the label-wise metrics, a predominant inference is the inability of the SVM, Logistic Regression and Linear SVC classifiers to generalise on the test data with a smaller quantity of data points for each label.

6 Conclusion

Our paper describes the models implemented that detect abusive comments in Tamil and Telugu. The objective was to classify comments as abusive or non-abusive. Data preprocessing was undertaken to ensure uniformity and three models were implemented along with Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency feature extraction. Support Vector Machines (SVM) Classifiers, Logistic regression and Linear SVC were utilised to build our classification models.

The SVM model performed the best on the Telugu dataset with a macro average and weighted F1-score of 0.74, while the Linear SVC model proved to perform better on the Tamil and Tamil-English datasets due to the relatively linear nature of the datasets utilised. This discrepancy is quite apparent particularly with regard to the macro average F1-score.

From a rudimentary perspective, the issues in dealing with datasets involving low-resource languages were acknowledged and rectified by appropriate measures such as the creation of stop words lists for such languages. Another cardinal drawback of the methods explored is due to the class imbalances. In future works, this could potentially be remedied by implementing clustering methods, bootstrapping or data enrichment techniques.
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Abstract

Abusive comments in online platforms have become a significant concern, necessitating the development of effective detection systems. However, limited work has been done in low resource languages, including Dravidian languages. This paper addresses this gap by focusing on abusive comment detection in a dataset containing Tamil, Tamil-English and Telugu-English code-mixed comments. Our methodology involves logistic regression and explores suitable embeddings to enhance the performance of the detection model. Through rigorous experimentation, we identify the most effective combination of logistic regression and embeddings. The results demonstrate the performance of our proposed model, which contributes to the development of robust abusive comment detection systems in low resource language settings.

Keywords: Abusive comment detection, Dravidian languages, logistic regression, embeddings, low resource languages, code-mixed dataset.

1 Introduction

The widespread prevalence of abusive comments in online social networks (OSNs) has raised serious concerns about the safety and well-being of users. Detecting and mitigating abusive content has become a paramount objective in fostering a respectful and inclusive online environment. While significant progress has been made in abusive comment detection, much of the existing research primarily focuses on high-resource languages, leaving a critical gap in addressing this issue in low resource languages. The lack of resources and research devoted to comprehending and addressing abusive content in these languages poses a hindrance to the development of efficient detection systems.

In recent studies conducted by Abusive Comment Detection in Tamil - ACL 2022 (Priyadharshini et al., 2022), a shared task was introduced to detect categories of abusive comments in social media, focusing on languages such as Tamil and code-mixed language containing Tamil and English scripts. Swaminathan et al. (Swaminathan et al., 2022) proposed a classification model that combines language-agnostic sentence embeddings with TF-IDF vector representation, employing traditional classifiers. Balouchzahi et al. (Balouchzahi et al., 2022) addressed abusive comment detection in native Tamil script texts and code-mixed Tamil texts using n-gram-Multilayer Perceptron (n-gram-MLP) and 1D Convolutional Long Short-Term Memory (1D Conv-LSTM) models. S.N. et al. (S N et al., 2022) employed TF-IDF with char-wb analyzers and the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with a polynomial kernel for classification. These studies demonstrate initial attempts to tackle abusive comment detection in low resource languages, but further research is necessary to address the challenges specific to these languages comprehensively.

The unique linguistic characteristics and nuances of Dravidian languages present significant challenges in detecting abusive comments accurately. Additionally, the limited availability of annotated datasets and language-specific linguistic features further exacerbate these challenges. Therefore, it is crucial to explore novel approaches and methodologies tailored specifically for detecting abusive comments in Dravidian and other low resource languages.

In this paper, we aim to bridge the research gap by comprehensively reviewing the state-of-the-art techniques and methodologies employed in abusive comment detection. Our primary focus will be on addressing the challenges faced in low resource languages, with a specific emphasis on Dravidian languages.

The outcomes of this research have significant
implications, as they contribute to building safer online communities in low resource language contexts, empower content moderators, and facilitate the development of automated systems capable of detecting and mitigating abusive comments effectively. By addressing the specific needs of Dravidian languages, we pave the way for further research in other low resource languages, promoting a more inclusive and equitable digital space.

In summary, this paper serves as a significant step towards understanding and combating abusive comment detection in low resource languages, with a particular focus on Dravidian languages. By leveraging innovative techniques and proposing tailored solutions, we aim to make substantial progress in creating a safer and more respectful online environment for users of diverse linguistic backgrounds.

This work was submitted as a part of the DravidianLangTech workshop, 2023 (Priyadharshini et al., 2023b).

2 Related Work

Numerous studies have been conducted to identify abusive comments in various languages; however, there has been relatively less work done in low resource languages, highlighting a research gap in this area.

(Priyadharshini et al., 2023a), (Priyadharshini et al., 2022) conducted a shared task (at ACL 2022) that aims at detecting the categories of abusive comments that are posted on social media. They aggregate the comments from social media in two languages, namely, Tamil and in code mixed language containing Tamil and English scripts.

(Swaminathan et al., 2022) approached by building a classification model which includes different methods of feature extraction and the use of traditional classifiers. They propose a novel method of combining language-agnostic sentence embeddings with the TF-IDF vector representation that uses a curated corpus of words as vocabulary, to create a custom embedding, which is then passed to an SVM classifier. (Balouchzahi et al., 2022) addresses the abusive comment detection in native Tamil script texts and code-mixed Tamil texts. To address this challenge, two models: i) n-gram-Multilayer Perceptron (n-gram-MLP) model utilizing MLP classifier fed with char-n gram features and ii) 1D Convolutional Long Short-Term Memory (1D Conv-LSTM) model, were submitted. (S N et al., 2022) used TF-IDF with char-wb analyzers with Random Kitchen Sink (RKS) algorithm to create feature vectors and the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with polynomial kernel for classification.

Transformer is an attention-based technique that effectively captures the contextual connections between words (or subwords) within a text, attracting significant attention in the field. (García-Díaz et al., 2022) show a knowledge integration strategy that combines sentence embeddings from BERT, RoBERTa, FastText and a subset of language-independent linguistic features. (Prasad et al., 2022) present XLM-RoBERTa and DeBERTa models for two multi-class text classification tasks in Tamil. (Biradar and Saumya, 2022) used a pre-trained transformer model such as Indic-bert for feature extraction, and on top of that, SVM classifier is used for stance detection. (Pahwa, 2022) presented an exploration of different techniques which can be used to tackle and increase the accuracy of models using data augmentation in NLP. (B and Varsha, 2022) used pre-trained transformer models such as BERT,m-BERT, and XLNET.

Certain works experiment with multiple methods individually to find the best performing model. (Rajalakshmi et al., 2022) approached the task with three methodologies - Machine Learning, Deep Learning and Transformer-based modeling. For Machine Learning, eight algorithms were implemented, among which Random Forest gave the best result with Tamil+English dataset for Deep Learning, Bi-Directional LSTM gave best result with pre-trained word embeddings. In Transformer-based modeling, they used IndicBERT and mBERT with fine-tuning, among which mBERT gave the best result. (Hossain et al., 2022) employed three machine learning (LR, DT, SVM), two deep learning (CNN+BiLSTM, CNN+BiLSTM with FastText) and a transformer-based model (Indic-BERT). The experimental results show that Logistic regression (LR) and CNN+BiLSTM models outperformed the others. (Bhattacharyya, 2022) experimented with logistic regression, SVMs, gradient boost classifier, finetuned MuRIL; with gradient boost classifier emerged to be the best performing method. (Patankar et al., 2022) also used three methods to optimize their results: Ensemble models, Recurrent Neural Networks, and Transformers.
3 Method
The objective of this task is to determine if a given YouTube comment exhibits abusive content.

3.1 Feature Extraction
The TfidfVectorizer is a feature extraction technique commonly used in natural language processing (NLP) and text mining tasks. "TF-IDF" stands for Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency, which represents the importance of a word within a document in a corpus [cite :: (Sammut and Webb, 2010) ].

The TfidfVectorizer calculates the TF-IDF value for each term (word) in a document by considering its frequency within the document and the inverse document frequency across the entire corpus. The TF-IDF value reflects the significance of a term in a document relative to its frequency in other documents.

The TfidfVectorizer converts a collection of raw text documents into a matrix representation where each row corresponds to a document and each column corresponds to a term. The matrix elements represent the TF-IDF values of the terms in the documents.

This vectorization technique is widely used for tasks such as text classification, information retrieval, and document similarity analysis. It helps capture the discriminative and important terms in a document while downweighting common and less informative terms.

3.2 Classifiers
The Logistic Regression model, trained on the feature vectors, employs a multi-class variant of the algorithm to classify comments into multiple abusive categories. It estimates the probability of each class and assigns the comment to the category with the highest probability. The model’s training objective involves optimizing the parameters to minimize the discrepancy between the predicted probabilities and the true class labels across all classes.

4 Experiments and Results
4.1 Evaluation Metrics
The macro average F1-score is the performance metric used to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the detection model. It is derived by calculating the F1-score for each individual class and then taking the average across all classes. Regardless of class size or class imbalance, the macro average F1-score considers the performance of each class independently and then computes the average, giving equal importance to all classes.

4.2 Datasets
The dataset is provided by (Priyadharshini et al., 2023a), (Priyadharshini et al., 2022) as a shared task challenge for Abusive Comment Detection in Tamil and Telugu-DravidianLangTech@RANLP 2023. There are three datasets - Tamil, Tamil-English and Telugu-English

4.3 Results
We achieved a macro F1-score a. 0.27 in Tamil, 0.29 in Tamil-English, 0.6319 in Telugu languages. The current scores are suboptimal, indicating room for enhancement.

5 Conclusion
By transforming textual data into numerical features and employing the logistic function for multi-class classification, Logistic Regression enables accurate identification and categorization of abusive comments into multiple abusive categories, facilitating comprehensive analysis and understanding of the data.

As future work we look forward to use fine tuning on the specific datasets and investigate cross-lingual transfer learning.
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Abstract

This study addresses the challenge of detecting fake news in Dravidian languages by leveraging Google’s MuRIL (Multilingual Representations for Indian Languages) model. Drawing upon previous research, we investigate the intricacies involved in identifying fake news and explore the potential of transformer-based models for linguistic analysis and contextual understanding. Through supervised learning, we fine-tune the "muril-base-cased" variant of MuRIL using a carefully curated dataset of labeled comments and posts in Dravidian languages, enabling the model to discern between original and fake news. During the inference phase, the fine-tuned MuRIL model analyzes new textual content, extracting contextual and semantic features to predict the content’s classification. We evaluate the model’s performance using standard metrics, highlighting the effectiveness of MuRIL in detecting fake news in Dravidian languages and contributing to the establishment of a safer digital ecosystem.

Keywords: fake news detection, Dravidian languages, MuRIL, transformer-based models, linguistic analysis, contextual understanding.

1 Introduction

The proliferation of fake news has become a pressing concern in the digital age, significantly impacting the accuracy and credibility of information dissemination. Detecting and combating fake news is a critical task to ensure the integrity of news sources and promote informed decision-making. While extensive research has been conducted in various languages and domains, the detection of fake news in the Dravidian language poses unique challenges due to its linguistic characteristics and cultural nuances.

The challenges involved in fake news detection have been widely explored in the literature. Previous studies have examined different task formulations, datasets, and NLP solutions to address this issue (Oshikawa et al., 2020). Understanding the potential and limitations of existing approaches is essential for developing effective strategies in the context of the Dravidian language.

While existing research has made significant contributions to fake news detection, the unique linguistic characteristics and cultural context of the Dravidian language necessitate dedicated efforts and language-specific approaches. This paper aims to address the challenges of fake news detection in the Dravidian language by exploring methodologies, datasets, and potential avenues for future research. By leveraging insights from related work, we aim to contribute to the development of effective and culturally sensitive solutions for detecting fake news in the Dravidian language space.

2 Related Work

To understand the challenges involved in fake news detection (Oshikawa et al., 2020) made a survey, along with describing the related tasks. They systematically review and compare the task formulations, datasets and NLP solutions that have been developed for the task, and also discuss the potentials and limitations of them. (Goldani et al., 2020) propose a new model based on capsule neural networks for detecting fake news, they also propose two architectures for different lengths of news statements.

With increase in popularity of graph networks, following are some works in fake news detection. (Veselý and Veselý, 2021) propose FANG, a novel graphical social context representation and learning framework for fake news detection. Unlike previous contextual models that have targeted performance, their focus is on representation learning. (Ren et al., 2020) present Adversarial Active Learning-based Heterogeneous Graph Neural Net-
work (AA-HGNN) which employs a novel hierarchical attention mechanism to perform node representation learning in the heterogeneous information network HIN.

(Liu et al., 2020) show that given a claim and a set of potential evidence sentences that form an evidence graph, Kernel Graph Attention Network (KGAT) introduces node kernels, which better measure the importance of the evidence node, and edge kernels, which conduct fine-grained evidence propagation in the graph, into Graph Attention Networks for more accurate fact verification. For more realistic scenarios and social media (Lu and Li, 2020) aim at predicting whether a source tweet is fake or not, and generating explanation by highlighting the evidences on suspicious retweeters and the words they concern. They develop a neural network-based model, Graph-aware Co-Attention Networks (GCAN), to achieve the goal.

(Sabarmathi et al., 2021) make two contributions - a. present two new datasets for the undertaking of fake information identification which covers several domains, b. test and train a set of mastering discoveries to create precise fake news detectors.

(Lucas et al., 2022) attempt to detect COVID-19 misinformation (in English, Spanish, and Haitian French) populated in the Caribbean regions. They trained several classification and language models on COVID-19 in the high-resource language regions and transferred the knowledge to the Caribbean claim dataset.

Ensembling machine learning models are quite competent as depicted by - (Akram and Shahzad, 2021), (Kalraa et al., 2021). (Akram and Shahzad, 2021) employ a voting-based approach of the three most effective techniques to decide that the given news article is fake or real. They perform experiments using several classical machine learning techniques, three types of features, unigram, bigram and trigram.

(Kalraa et al., 2021) use ensemble of Various Transformer Based Models for the Fake News Detection Task in the Urdu Language. (Ameer et al., 2021) use transfer learning with BERT algorithm. (Lin et al., 2020) use CharCNN along with Roberta to obtain sentence embeddings with respect to both the word level and character level. They adopt label smoothing to improve the generalization capability of the model.

(Sivanaiah et al., 2023) prepare fake news dataset for low resource languages (Tamil, Kannada, Gujarati, and Malayalam); they experiment with Logistic Regression and BERT models to perform the detection. (De et al., 2021) also offer a multilingual multidomain fake news detection dataset of five languages and seven different domains for resource scarce scenarios. They propose an effective neural model based on the multilingual Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformer (BERT) for domain-agnostic multilingual fake news classification.

3 Method

The task is to classifying YouTube comments as either original or fake news.

3.1 Classifier and Feature Extraction

We employed Google’s MuRIL (Multilingual Representations for Indian Languages) model, specifically the ”muril-base-cased” variant, for our classification task. MuRIL is a state-of-the-art language representation model designed for Indian languages, based on the transformer architecture. It has been pre-trained on a large corpus of text data from various Indian languages, capturing linguistic nuances and semantic relationships specific to these languages.

To adapt MuRIL to our classification task, we fine-tuned the ”muril-base-cased” model on our dataset using supervised learning. Labeled examples of YouTube comments were used off the dataset, with labels indicating whether they were original or fake news. This fine-tuning process allowed MuRIL to learn relevant features and patterns for distinguishing between original and fake news in our specific context.

Using the fine-tuned MuRIL model, we performed classification on new, unseen comments or posts. MuRIL computed representations that captured contextual information and semantic meaning, and a classification layer was applied to predict the category of each comment or post (original or fake news. F1 score was used as the evaluation metric to assess MuRIL’s performance on our classification task.

3.2 Training and Inference

Through supervised learning, MuRIL adjusts its parameters to minimize the classification loss and optimize its performance on the training data. By fine-tuning on the task-specific dataset, MuRIL learns to capture relevant features and patterns for
distinguishing between original and fake news.

In the inference phase, the fine-tuned MuRIL model is applied to unseen or new examples to make predictions. Given a comment or post, MuRIL computes representations that capture contextual information and semantic meaning. These representations are then fed into a classification layer, which predicts the category of the input (original or fake news). The predictions are based on the learned patterns and features obtained during the training phase. In this way, MuRIL performs classification on new instances, providing accurate and reliable predictions based on its understanding of the data it has been trained on.

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Evaluation Metrics

The macro average F1-score is the performance metric used to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the detection model. It is derived by calculating the F1-score for each individual class and then taking the average across all classes. Regardless of class size or class imbalance, the macro average F1-score considers the performance of each class independently and then computes the average, giving equal importance to all classes.

4.2 Datasets

We perform our experiments on "Youtube comments in the Malayalam language" annotated for fake news detection. The dataset is shared as a part of DravidianLangTech@RANLP 2023.

4.2.1 Dataset Analysis

Class Imbalance

As evident from the distribution of labels, there is no class imbalance (Table 1).

4.3 Results

We achieved a macro F1-score of 0.87 which placed us second in the leader-board, Table 2.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, we address the crucial issue of fake news detection in Dravidian languages by harnessing the power of Google’s MuRIL (Multilingual Representations for Indian Languages) model. Through fine-tuning and supervised learning, we successfully trained MuRIL to accurately classify comments and posts as original or fake news. The experimental results demonstrate the efficacy of MuRIL in capturing linguistic nuances and contextual information specific to Dravidian languages, enhancing the model’s ability to detect fake news. Future research directions include expanding the dataset to improve generalization, addressing code-switching and domain adaptation challenges, exploring ensemble methods, detecting subtle forms of fake news, and extending the research to other low-resource languages for cross-lingual transfer learning.
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Abstract

This research paper focuses on sentiment analysis of Tamil and Tulu texts using a BERT model and an RNN model. The BERT model, which was pretrained, achieved satisfactory performance for the Tulu language, with a Macro F1-score of 0.352. On the other hand, the RNN model showed good performance for Tamil language sentiment analysis, obtaining a Macro F1-score of 0.208. As future work, the researchers aim to fine-tune the models to further improve their results after the training process.

1 Introduction

The recent rise of the internet as websites, blogs, social networks, online portals, and content-sharing services contribute to the huge amount of user-generated sentiment texts Kebede (2019). These sentiment texts are very important to get feedback from people. Thus, the sentiment analysis fields that help to automatically examine sentiment from texts are required in various areas. Sentiment analysis is a task of subjectivity analysis with some linkage to effective computing principles (Pang et al., 2008). Sentiment analysis is an interdisciplinary theme that exploits natural language processing (NLP) methods, text mining, and computational linguistics to recognize and extract subjective information from source materials (Khan et al., 2009). It involves classifying the sentiment data into different polarity levels such as positive, negative, and neutral. Sentiment analysis is used by the sectors such as advertisers, movie creators, booksellers, political parties, supermarkets, industries, restaurants, etc. that demand their customers’ feedback on a particular issue to improve themselves afterward. For example, (1), sentiment analysis is used in government elections to examine the people’s sentiments, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions on the candidates of the election. (2), business companies introduce new products to the market and then usefully extract the sentiment of the people on the internet about the product, and settle the future feasibility of this new product. It is possible to gather the sentiment from customers using surveys, blogs, and suggestion committees but this may result in a waste of resources and not provide us the comment in a short period. Automatically gathering and classifying the sentiment that is expressed by natural language on social networks eradicates those problems with minimum time and resources. The objective of this work is to develop a sentiment analysis for Tamil and Tulu languages adopting the pre-trained model and Deep Learning algorithms and to evaluate the model’s performance. Getting the sentiment of people in the business sector organizations engaged leads to success in the field or business(Kebede, 2019). The rest of the study is organized as follows. Currently, opinions of the people towards any organization in the world are collected by holding different conferences/meetings by using oral and manual collection methods. Such ways of gathering people’s feedback consume much time and resources. In order to solve this, knowing what people are interacting with in their day-to-day life helps us to collect sentiments regarding some issues in a little time. Nowadays, the internet technology that is invented in the world like Facebook, Twitter, Blogs, Websites, etc. is usable in using Tulu and Tamil language. So, the Tamil and Tulu language usage on internet technology provides us with massive sentiment data. Even though the Tamil and Tulu language sentiment data is generated by different organizers, there is no sufficient sentiment analysis task that classifies the sentiment text into their polarity level. Thus, collecting this sentiment and classifying it into their polarity level is the intention of this work. This may optimize oral and survey-based sentiment collection by adopting pre-trained and deep-learning algorithms. Thus, the aim of this research is:

• To find the best data processing techniques for Tulu and Tamil sentiment data.
• To investigate techniques that should be applied to perform Tamil and Tulu language sentiment classification into their polarity level.
• To evaluate the Tamil and Tulu sentiment analyzer model using Macro F1-score.

2 Related Work

In this part, related sentiment analysis research investigating Tamil or Tulu languages using different approaches is presented. Besides, the recent sentiment analysis task which is developed by state of art methods is reviewed. (Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2018) performed a review to analyze the recent literature in the area of sentiment analysis in Tamil texts. This study considered the preprocessing, corpus and techniques, and success rate for review. The paper finds that the performance of the model relies on the preprocessing steps such as negation handling and stop word removal. The review concluded that SVM and RNN classifiers taking Word level feature representation using TF-IDF and Word2vec provide better performance than grammar rules-based classifications and other classifiers with usage of words, TF, and BoW features. The review revealed that resources such as Tamil SentiWordNet, adjective rules, and n-grams also can be used in SA on Tamil text as it proves a significant performance.

To analyze the sentiment content of Tamil Movie reviews sentiment analysis task is investigated by (Ramanathan et al., 2021). The aim of this work was to categorize the sentiment of Tamil movies based on Tamil tweets using Tamil SentiWordNet (TSWN). Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) feature extraction methods are applied to identify the sentiment polarity of the Tamil movie data set. In this work, Tamil SentiWordNet is used with adjectives to classify the sentiment. Since the adjectives are not sufficient to detect the sentiment in the Tamil texts as future work, the paper intended to use adverbs in the Tamil language to identify the sentiment. Finally, the paper recommended the adjective wordnet for any language is appropriate for the sentiment analysis.

This research (Roy and Kumar, 2021) developed the sentiment analysis on Tamil code-mixed text using Bi-LSTM. The code-mixed data like Hindi-English, Malayalam-English, and similar ones; are used to detect the sentiment from Tamil review data. The proposed Bi-LSTM framework automatically extracts the features from input sentences and predicts their sentiment with a 0.552 F1 score for the best case using. (Divyasi et al., 2022) studied emotion analysis of Tamil texts using Language Agnostic Embeddings. The paper invented a multi-lingual transformer model for the emotion analysis of Tamil text as required by the DravidianLang ACL 2022 shared task. In this paper, LaBSE, a pre-trained language agnostic BERT model, was found to perform comparatively well on the Tamil dataset. The paper claimed the result of Tamil Sentiment Analysis can be optimized by utilizing custom embeddings, based on a statistical analysis of the language, to process the data before training the model. A code-diverse Tulu-English data for NLP-based sentiment analysis applications are developed by this paper (Kannadaguli, 2021). The research concentrated on NLP for emotion and sentiment detection of Tulu, a vibrant South Indian language, to start with. Development of the standard corpus for NLP applications of code-diverse text in Tulu-English is contributed by this work. The performance analysis of the dataset is performed through Krippendorff’s Alpha value of 0.9 indicates that it is a benchmark in the development of the Automatic Sentiment Analysis system for Tulu.

Though research (Kurniasari and Setyanto, 2020), (Topbaş et al., 2021) are conducted for different languages using deep learning and transformer learning the Tulu and Tamil sentiment analysis is very limited using these methods.

3 Task description

To identify the sentiment polarity of the code-mixed dataset of comments and posts in Tamil-English and Tulu-English collected from social media by DravidianLangTech2023 (Chakravarthi et al., 2020) is used. The comment/post may contain more than one sentence but the average sentence length of the corpora is 1. Each comment or post is annotated with sentiment polarity at the comment or post level. This dataset also has class imbalance problems depicting real-world scenarios. Our proposal aims to encourage research that will reveal how sentiment is expressed in code-mixed scenarios on social media. The purpose of this task is to perform sentiment analysis for Tulu and Tamil languages. The given Tulu sentiment text is classified into mixed feelings, negative, neutral, and positive. On the other hand, the Tamil sentiment data is classified into classes such as negative, mixed feelings, positive and unknown (Hedge et al., 2023).
The given data is full of noise and to upgrade the performance of the model the data cleaning task is performed at the pre-processing stage for both languages. The participants were provided with the Tamil and Tulu development, training, and test dataset. This is a message-level polarity classification task. Given a Youtube comment, systems have to classify it into positive, negative, neutral, or mixed emotions. The participants will be provided development, training, and test dataset code-mixed text in Dravidian languages (Tamil-English and Tulu-English).

4 Methodology

(Roy and Kumar, 2021) (Divyasri et al., 2022) (Kurniasari and Setyanto, 2020) (Topbas et al., 2021) (Talaat, 2023) researchers suggested the pre-trained model like BERT and deep learning algorithms perform great for the sentiment analysis. The review paper (Cui et al., 2023) recommends the deep learning technology, with its hybrid methods combining sentiment dictionary and semantic analysis, fine-grained sentiment analysis methods, and non-English language analysis methods, and cross-domain sentiment analysis techniques have gradually become the research trends. The overall proposed framework of Tamil and Tulu sentiment analysis is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Proposed architecture for sentiment analysis

The proposed framework incorporates data pre-processing, feature extraction, training a model, and sentiment classification evaluation. The dataset used in this study is found on Dravidian-LangTech2023. Majorly the dataset of the Tamil language belongs to the positive sentiment class. The rest of the Tamil data set is distributed to Negative, mixed feelings, and unknown state sentiment classes. Likewise, the Tulu sentiment is majorly included as a positive sentiment class and the others are distributed as Negative, Neutral, and Mixed feeling sentiment categories. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the Tamil and Tulu sentiment analysis data.

Figure 2: distribution of data size for sentiment analysis

Based on the provided figure, it is evident that there is a limited quantity of both development and training data. The only exception is the training data for the Tamil language, although even these datasets are unbalanced. As a result, this situation causes the model to exhibit reduced or inaccurate performance.

4.1 Data pre-processing

In the data pre-processing stage the unnecessary noises are removed from the original Tamil and Tulu sentiment data. The pre-processing stage removes HTML tags, URLs, digits, and punctuation marks, and lowercasing is performed. In addition to this, the emoji is replaced by the text in both Tamil and Tulu sentiment data.

4.2 Feature extraction

The feature is extracted from the processed data before it can be used in a model. First, for the RNN model, TextVectorization and embedding are used to extract the feature. During embedding the one vector per word is stored. Secondly, before training the BERT to convert our Tulu and Tamil sentiment data into numerical values methods such as Bag of words, TFIDF, and Word Embedding are used to extract the features. In this task, the Tokenizer class from pre-trained DistilBert is used in order to tokenize the Tamil and Tulu sentiment data.

4.3 Model Training

In this work to generate the Tulu and Tamil sentiment analysis model a pre-trained BERT model and
deep learning algorithm: RNN is used. BERT is a machine learning technique developed by Google based on the Transformers mechanism. Sometimes, BERT models are used in place of conventional RNN based because the BERT model suffered from information loss in large sequential text. While the BERT can easily understand the context of a word in a sentence based on previous words in the sentences due to its bi-directional approach. RNNs are a form of Artificial Neural networks that can memorize arbitrary-length sequences of input patterns by capturing connections between sequential data types. A neural network that is intentionally run multiple times, where parts of each run feed into the next run. Specifically, hidden layers from the previous run provide part of the input to the same hidden layer in the next run. Recurrent neural networks are particularly useful for evaluating sequences so that the hidden layers can learn from previous runs of the neural network on earlier parts of the sequence.

4.4 Performance metrics

To evaluate the model performance, the classification metrics called F1-score are used. The classification system’s performance will be measured in terms of macro-averaged Precision, macro-averaged Recall, and macro-averaged F-Score across all the classes. The macro average F1-score is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall (Pang et al., 2008). Precision is defined as the number of correctly predicted sentiment categories among the retrieved instances of the particular sentiment category. The recall is defined as the number of correctly predicted sentiment categories among the total number of instances of that particular sentiment category.

5 Experiments and Results

5.1 Experimental

The experimentation is done on the Python TensorFlow which is a popular and widely used machine learning framework for developing deep learning applications. Installing Libraries and dependencies make ready all the necessary libraries and packages. To ensure that the GPU is enabled, the TensorFlow API: ‘tf. config’ is used. In this article, the BERT and RNN are used for developing a sentiment analysis for Tamil and Tulu Sentiment Analysis. BERT is trained on 3 epochs, 16 batch sizes, and using a 5e-5 Learning rate (Adam). The RNN is trained using parameters: buffer size: 10000, batch size: 8, and vocab size:10000. Finally, Both BERT and RNN model is developed for both Tulu and Tamil sentiment classification.

5.2 Results

In this task, we assess the effectiveness of development models for sentiment analysis in two different languages, Tamil and Tulu. The evaluation of these models is based on the Macro F1-Score metric, which provides an overall measure of performance across multiple classes.

Upon analyzing the test dataset, the results reveal that the BERT model outperformed other models in the Tulu language, achieving a Macro F1-Score of 0.35. On the other hand, for sentiment analysis in the Tamil language, the developed RNN model exhibited superior performance, attaining a Macro F1-Score of 0.20.

These findings highlight the suitability of the BERT model for sentiment analysis in the Tulu language, indicating its capability to capture and understand the nuances of sentiment expressed in Tulu text. Conversely, the RNN model demonstrates its proficiency in capturing the sentiment complexities of the Tamil language, making it the preferred choice for sentiment analysis in Tamil. Table 1 depicts a summary of the result.

Table 1: Experimental result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Macro-score</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>Acc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulu</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Conclusion

In this research paper, we have trained a BERT and RNN model for the sentiment analysis of Tamil and Tulu texts as the need of DravidianLangTech 2023-RANLP 2023. A pre-trained BERT language BERT model performed well for the Tulu language comparing it with the Tulu language yielding a Macro F1 score of 0.352. In another way, the RNN model performance is good for Tamil language sentiment analysis with a Macro F1 score of 0.208. The researchers take as future work fine-tuning the models to improve the results of the models after training.
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Abstract
This research focuses on identifying abusive language in comments. The study utilizes deep learning models, including Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), to analyze linguistic patterns. Specifically, the LSTM model, a type of RNN, is used to understand the context by capturing long-term dependencies and intricate patterns in the input sequences. The LSTM model achieves better accuracy and is enhanced through the addition of a dropout layer and early stopping. For detecting abusive language in Telugu and Tamil-English, an LSTM model is employed, while in Tamil abusive language detection, a word-level RNN is developed to identify abusive words. These models process text sequentially, considering overall content and capturing contextual dependencies.

1 Introduction
In recent years, online social networks (OSNs) have gained significant significance and have become a popular platform for obtaining news, information, and entertainment. However, despite the various advantages of utilizing OSNs, there is a mounting body of evidence indicating the presence of an escalating number of malicious individuals who exploit these networks to disseminate harmful content and cause damage to others. The negative consequences of these malicious activities are increasingly evident. The spread of poisonous content, such as hate speech, misinformation, and cyber-bullying, can have severe psychological, emotional, and even physical effects on targeted individuals. Moreover, the virality and reach of OSNs amplify the potential harm caused by malevolent actors, as harmful content can quickly spread across networks, reaching a vast audience and causing widespread damage. In order to mitigate this activity, the organizer provide this shared task.

Natural language processing (NLP) focuses on the practical manipulation of textual components, converting them into a format suitable for machines. Additionally, NLP plays a crucial role in Artificial Intelligence (AI) by providing vital insights to determine the positivity or negativity of information based on numerous comparisons. Hence we combat to fix the above-mentioned problems by applying the NLP concept.

2 Related Work
The objective of this study Chen et al. (2017) was to explore the use of core text mining techniques in automatically detecting abusive content in various social media platforms such as blogs, forums, media-sharing sites, Q and A platforms, and chat services. The research utilized datasets from popular platforms like Twitter, YouTube, MySpace, Kongregate, Formspring, and Slashdot. By employing supervised machine learning, the study compared different text representations and dimension reduction methods, including feature selection and feature enhancement. The results demonstrated the significant influence of these techniques on the accuracy of abusive content detection. Ultimately, the researcher concluded that employing a balanced dataset positively impacts the accuracy of detecting abusive content on social media platforms. They conducted to use minority class and majority class and obtain the best result on the minority class. In addition to that using feature reduction will improve efficiency whilst maintaining detection accuracies.

(Eshan and Hasan, 2017) investigates different machine learning algorithms to detect Bengali abusive text. After experiments, they analyzed that the SVM Linear kernel performs the best with trigram TfidfVectorizer features.

Awal et al. (2018) designed to detect abusive comments in social media by using Naïve Bayes. The researcher collected the corpus from YouTube. To calculate the occurrence of particular words in a particular comment used a bag of words (BOW)
vector. In order to evaluate the performance of the model they applied 10-fold cross-validation.

The researcher (Akhter et al., 2021) undertook a comprehensive study focusing on the detection of abusive language in both Urdu and Roman Urdu comments. This investigation encompassed the utilization of a diverse set of machine learning and deep learning models. Specifically, the author employed five ML models, namely Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine, Instance-Based Learning, Logistic Regression, and JRip. Additionally, four DL models, including CNN, LSTM, BLSTM, and Convolutional LSTM, were also harnessed in the analysis. The research methodology consisted of applying these models to two distinct datasets: a sizable collection comprising tens of thousands of Roman Urdu comments, and a comparatively smaller dataset containing over two thousand comments in Urdu. The primary objective was to assess the performance of these models in both linguistic variations. The outcomes of the experiments conducted revealed noteworthy insights. Notably, the CNN exhibited superior performance compared to the other models. Impressively, it achieved accuracy rates of 96.2% for Urdu comments and 91.4% for Roman Urdu comments. This marked the CNN as the most adept model in accurately identifying abusive language within these linguistic contexts.

This study (Emon et al., 2019) delves into the crucial task of identifying various forms of abusive content within the realm of online platforms. The research extensively explores the utilization of diverse machine learning and deep learning methodologies to address this challenge. The algorithms under scrutiny encompass a range of models, including the Linear Support Vector Classifier (LinearSVC), Logistic Regression (Logit), Multinomial Naïve Bayes (MNB), Random Forest (RF), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), and a RNN featuring aLSTM cell. This author introduces a pioneering dimension by devising novel stemming rules tailored specifically for the Bengali language. These rules substantially contribute to enhancing the efficacy and overall performance of the algorithms employed in the study. Notably, the deep learning-powered RNN model emerges as the frontrunner among the examined algorithms, boasting an impressive peak accuracy rate of 82.20%.

This scholarly investigation involves a comprehensive evaluation of the efficacy of Deep Learning (DL) models in contrast to Machine Learning (ML) models for the purpose of detecting instances of abusive language. The researcher, a notable contributor in this domain, undertook an empirical study wherein a comparative analysis was conducted between Logit and BLSTM models. The primary objective was to discern their effectiveness in identifying abusive language within the context of the Danish language. The study’s findings showcase a distinct trend: the BLSTM model, a sophisticated variant of recurrent neural networks, emerged as the standout performer. It outshone the competing models in terms of accurately categorizing comments sourced from prominent social media platforms such as Reddit, Facebook, and Twitter. (Sigurbjörnsson and Derczynski, 2019) comprehensive experimentation and analysis revealed that the BLSTM model exhibited remarkable capabilities in dealing with the intricacies and nuances of abusive language present in user-generated content.

The studies discussed earlier have provided us with a valuable insight, demonstrating that the utilization of deep learning methodologies offers a straightforward means of detecting the intended content. What’s even more advantageous about employing deep learning is that it eliminates the necessity for employing supplementary feature extraction techniques. This implies that the inherent capability of deep learning models allows them to discern patterns and features directly from the data, obviating the need for manual feature engineering. The integration of deep learning into content detection thus emerges as a pivotal advancement in the field, heralding a new era of intelligent and efficient detection mechanisms. This transformative approach holds promise for a wide array of applications where accuracy and automation are paramount.

### 3 Task description

The objective of the task is to determine whether a comment includes any form of abusive content. The data sets consist of YouTube comments written in the Tamil and Telugu-English languages. The comments or posts in the corpus can consist of multiple sentences, but the average sentence length of the corpus is one. The annotations in the corpus are made at the comment or post level, rather than at the sentence level. This means that the task involves analyzing comments or posts as a whole to determine if they contain abusive content, rather.
than focusing on individual sentences within the comment. The annotations or labels indicating whether a comment is abusive or not are assigned based on the overall content of the comment or post (Priyadharshini et al., 2023).

4 Methodology

4.1 Data pre-processing

After receiving the data from shared task organizer (Priyadharshini et al.), it was split into three distinct parts: the training set, the development set, and the testing set. However, prior to utilizing this data for training purposes, it is crucial to perform pre-processing on it. The data is currently in an unsuitable format for training a model effectively. Therefore, it requires transformation into a readable and structured format that aligns with the requirements of the training process.

One of the primary tasks during pre-processing is the removal of various unwanted elements present in the data. These elements include links, HTML tags, numbers, and symbols that may hinder the training process or introduce noise into the dataset. By eliminating these unwanted components, the data becomes cleaner and more focused, enabling the model to better discern patterns and relationships within the text.

Once these unwanted elements have been removed, the data will be better suited for training the model. Pre-processing allows the model to focus on the relevant linguistic features and patterns within the text, improving its ability to generalize and make accurate predictions or classifications.

By performing the necessary pre-processing steps, such as transforming the data into a readable format and removing unwanted elements, the dataset will be optimized for training the model, facilitating more accurate and meaningful results in subsequent analysis or applications. The data size provided by the organizers of the shared task is visually represented in Figure 1.

4.2 Algorithms

Within this section, we delve into the algorithms employed within this research paper. The realm of linguistic modeling predominantly relies on the utilization of deep learning models (Yigezu et al., 2021; Arif et al., 2022). These models, such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and RNN, are commonly employed due to their ability to identify intricate patterns within textual data. More specifically, the LSTM model, which exhibits a tree-like structure, is employed as a recurrent neural network to effectively analyze sequential data of varying lengths (Yigezu et al., 2022).

To detect Telugu and Tamil-English abusive language, an LSTM model was employed. In the implementation, a dropout layer was added after the RNN layer. This dropout layer aids in mitigating the risk of overfitting, which can occur when the model excessively learns from the training data, leading to reduced generalization performance. Additionally, the model was configured to utilize early stopping based on validation loss. This mechanism halts the training process if the validation loss fails to exhibit improvement for a specified number of epochs. This approach helps prevent unnecessary computational effort and ensures that the model is not trained beyond a point where it ceases to benefit from further iterations. The LSTM model employed in our experiment exhibits better accuracy and significantly improves the contextual understanding of the data. By leveraging the capabilities of the LSTM, our model is able to effectively capture long-term dependencies and intricate patterns within the input sequences, enabling a deeper comprehension of the data.

Table 1 shows a comprehensive overview of the parameters utilized in our LSTM model. These parameters, carefully selected and fine-tuned, play a crucial role in shaping the model’s architecture and optimizing its performance. By configuring the LSTM model with the appropriate parameters, we were able to enhance its ability to process sequential data and achieve notable accuracy in identifying abusive language.

In the context of Tamil abusive language detection, we developed and trained a rudimentary RNN at the word level to effectively identify abusive
words. Word-level RNNs process text by considering words as a sequential input, generating predictions and hidden states at each step, and forwarding the most recent hidden state to the subsequent step. This iterative process allows the model to capture contextual dependencies and patterns within the sequence of words. RNNs have been widely employed as fundamental components in contemporary neural networks designed for language identification tasks.

To facilitate the mapping of tokens (i.e., words) to numerical representations, we utilized the Dictionary class. This class serves as a tool to assign unique and consecutive integer indexes to each token in the vocabulary. By mapping tokens to indexes, the model can efficiently handle text data and perform computations based on these numerical representations. This enables the RNN model to process and analyze the textual information effectively, aiding in the identification of abusive language.

To ensure fair and unbiased predictions, we employed a balanced dataset during our experimentation. By using a balanced dataset, we aimed to mitigate any potential bias that may arise from an imbalanced distribution of abusive and non-abusive instances. A balanced dataset consists of an equal number of instances from each class, which helps to prevent the model from favoring one class over the other during training and prediction.

By utilizing a balanced dataset, we strived to create a more equitable and reliable predictive model. This approach allows the model to learn from an unbiased representation of both abusive and non-abusive language, enhancing its ability to generalize and make accurate predictions on unseen data. Ultimately, the use of a balanced dataset contributes to the fairness and integrity of the abusive language detection system we developed. Table 2 depicts the parameters which we used in this experiment.

We used PyTorch, a popular deep learning framework. It creates an instance of the CrossEntropyLoss class from the torch.nn module and sets the reduction parameter to 'sum'. Torch.nn.CrossEntropyLoss is a loss function commonly used for multi-class classification problems. It combines the softmax function and the negative log-likelihood loss. It expects the input logits (unnormalized scores) and the target labels. The reduction parameter determines how the loss is aggregated over the batch. In this case, 'sum' means that the loss values for each element in the batch will be summed together to produce a single scalar loss value.

### 5 Result and Discussion

According to the findings presented in Table 3, we employed an RNN model to detect Tamil abusive languages. The evaluation results indicated that the RNN model achieved a precision of 0.26, a recall of 0.23, and an F1 score of 0.22. These metrics provide insights into the model’s performance, with precision representing the accuracy of positive predictions, recall indicating the model’s ability to correctly identify positive instances, and the F1 score representing the harmonic mean of precision and recall.

In the second experiment, our primary objective was to detect Tamil-English and Telugu-English languages using an LSTM model. The results demonstrated that the LSTM model performed better in the Telugu-English detection task, achieving a precision of 0.65, a recall of 0.65, and an F1 score of 0.65. On the other hand, for the Tamil-English detection, the LSTM model achieved a precision of 0.27, a recall of 0.25, and an F1 score of 0.26.

The performance metrics offer valuable insights into how effectively the models can identify in-

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>embed_units</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hidden_units</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dropout</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optimizer</td>
<td>adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batch_size</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loss</td>
<td>categorical_crossentropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epoch</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activation</td>
<td>softmax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>restore best weights</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: parameters used in LSTM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>embedding_size</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hidden_size</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optimizer</td>
<td>adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batch_size</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crossentropy loss</td>
<td>reduction = sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>num_iteration</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: parameters used in RNN
stances of abusive language in Tamil-English and Telugu-English texts. The higher precision, recall, and F1-score in the Telugu-English detection task indicate that the LSTM model exhibited superior performance in accurately identifying abusive language in that language pair. However, it is important to note that the model’s performance was relatively lower in the Telugu-English detection task, suggesting the need for further refinements and improvements in the model’s ability to identify abusive language in that specific language pair.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Macro-score</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>Acc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telugu-English</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil-English</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Experimental results

6 Conclusion

The research paper utilizes deep learning models, specifically LSTM and RNNs, to analyze language patterns. The LSTM model is employed to enhance contextual understanding by capturing long-term dependencies and intricate patterns in the input sequences. When detecting abusive language in Telugu and Tamil-English, an LSTM model is utilized, resulting in improved accuracy and a deeper understanding of the context. In the context of Tamil abusive language detection, a word-level RNN is created and trained to identify abusive words. This type of RNN processes text sequentially, capturing contextual dependencies and patterns within the sequence of words.

To attain enhanced and superior performance levels, our focus will center on the utilization of a transformer-based approach (Aurpa et al., 2022; Gupta et al., 2022). Our strategy involves intricately configuring the parameters of this approach, meticulously fine-tuning them to yield outcomes that hold great promise. This deliberate effort aims to extract the utmost potential from the transformer model, thereby optimizing its performance for optimal results. Through this approach, we intend to unlock new dimensions of efficiency and effectiveness, pushing the boundaries of achievement in our pursuit of excellence.
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Abstract
We present several models for sentiment analysis of multimodal movie reviews in Tamil and Malayalam into 5 separate classes: highly negative, negative, neutral, positive, and highly positive, based on the shared task, "Multimodal Abusive Language Detection and Sentiment Analysis" at RANLP-2023. We use transformer language models to build text and audio embeddings and then compare the performance of multiple classifier models trained on these embeddings: a Multinomial Naive Bayes baseline, a Logistic Regression, a Random Forest, and an SVM. To account for class imbalance, we use both naïve resampling and SMOTE. We found that without resampling, the baseline models have the same performance as a naïve Majority Class Classifier. However, with resampling, logistic regression and random forest both demonstrate gains over the baseline. In the shared task, our best-performing model outperformed all ranked models with a macro-$F_1$ of 0.29 for Tamil and of 0.28 for Malayalam. Nevertheless, we found that this result was not stable across experimental random seeds.

1 Introduction
Sentiment analysis is the application of natural language processing techniques to identify, quantify, and examine the subjective attitudes and affective content of language. It has a rich history and many methods have been used in the past (Cui et al., 2023). While sentiment analysis tasks most frequently occur in the text domain, analysis of multimodal content has become an increasingly important task in recent decades as such content has become much more common. Users of popular social media websites, for instance, have long grown accustomed to creating and interacting with content which has either a textual, auditory, or visual form, or some combination of these three modalities, e.g., a YouTube video with subtitles features all three at once. Sentiment analysis models trained for such contexts must reflect features of all modalities concerned. Practically speaking, this task can be constructed in many ways: as a binary classification task (i.e. categorizing language into either Positive or Negative sentiment), an ordinal regression problem, or a multi-class classification problem. In our case, the task was the latter. We are classifying multimodal (text, audio, and video) data in Tamil and Malayalam into 5 separate sentiment classes: highly negative, negative, neutral, positive, and highly positive (B et al., 2023).

1.1 Motivation
Although Dravidian languages, such as Telugu, Tamil, Kannada, or Malayalam, are spoken by more than 250 million people, very few natural language processing resources exist for them. This paper considers data in two Dravidian languages, Tamil and Malayalam. The agglutination and high degree of morphological complexity exhibited by both languages present significant challenges in the development of useful NLP resources. This makes them ideal candidates for a sentiment analysis task, firstly because approaches which can more effectively extract useful information from limited data are especially useful in this kind of low-resource context, and secondly because progress in the development of such approaches may prove useful to those working with Dravidian languages, morphologically-complex languages, or low-resource languages more generally.

2 Related Work
Previous work on sentiment analysis on Dravidian languages was done in last year’s shared task where only one team submitted their sentiment analysis project (Premjith et al., 2022). Also, previous work on sentiment analysis on Dravidian languages has used code-switched data (English
and either Tamil or Malayalam) (Chakravarthi et al., 2021a). Our data is not code-switched, and contains only one language. Like many tasks in Natural Language Processing, different Neural Network architectures have been used to perform sentiment analysis (Habimana et al., 2019).

Text Vectorization  Synthesizing text documents into feature vectors for text classification is a difficult problem; common methods (Rani et al., 2022; Anita and Shashi, 2019) for doing so include Bag-of-Words, N-Gram, TF-IDF, Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), GloVE (Pennington et al., 2014), and Sentence2Vec/Doc2Vec (Le and Mikolov, 2014). Previous work has used features present in the orthography of low resource languages, especially Dravidan languages (Chakravarthi et al., 2021b). Using pre-trained ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) or BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) word embeddings has become increasingly popular, since they better encode semantic information (Anita and Shashi, 2019). Sun and Zhou (2020) uses the last three hidden layers of the pretrained multilingual model XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2019) in conjunction with a convolutional neural network (CNN) to encode Tamil-English, as well as Malayalam-English code-mixed data into feature vectors.

Audio Vectorization  Speech technologies have progressed a lot in the recent years, especially in multilingual and low-resource areas. The introduction of pseudo-labeling has improved the efficiency of semi-supervised deep neural network learning (Lee et al., 2013). Multitask learning approaches in conjunction with deep neural networks has enabled improvements in speech recognition for low-resource languages (Chen and Mak, 2015). Wav2Vec2 utilizes transformer-based unsupervised pre-training (Jiang et al., 2019) which works well with little training data. It also does this pre-training via masked reconstruction loss which has benefits similar to data augmentation methods (Wang et al., 2020). M-CTC-T, XLS-R (Cross-lingual Speech Representations), and UniSpeech, on the other hand, make use of supervised/self-supervised pre-training methods which often allow for better accuracy (Baevski et al., 2019).

3 Dataset Description

The shared task organizers have provided 54 training samples for Tamil and 60 training samples for Malayalam, as well as 10 test samples for both (Chakravarthi et al., 2021c). Each sample consists of an audio file of speech and a (sometimes partial) transcript of it. (They have also provided video files which we do not use.) Every sample is a movie review collected from YouTube and labeled by human annotators.

They have also provided a train and dev split over the data set, which is further subdivided by language (Tamil and Malayalam). The 54 Tamil samples are split 44/10 train/dev while the Malayalam samples are split 50/10. However, instead of using the official split, we combine train and dev data and use k-fold validation.

4 Methodology

4.1 System Overview

Our system pipeline has four main stages (see Figure 1): preprocessing/tokenization, vectorization, resampling, and k-fold cross-validation.

First, we preprocess and tokenize the data. To preprocess the data, we use two different tokenization methods. For the baseline models, we use whitespace tokenization after removing stopwords, punctuation, and numbers. For more sophisticated models, we use the SentencePiece algorithm used in XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2019).

Second, we vectorize each input sample to produce document feature vectors. We have three main vectorization methods. The baseline models use TF-IDF vectorization. We also try two different vectorization methods using XLM-RoBERTa, namely using TF-IDF weighted average token embeddings from the first layer of XLM-RoBERTa base model, as well as using CLS token representations from hidden layers $n$ through $m$ of the XLM-RoBERTa base model.

For the audio data, we first pass raw audio into the built-in feature extractors from two models, Wav2Vec2 (Baevski et al., 2020) and M-CTC-T (Lugosch et al., 2022) using HuggingFace (Wolf et al., 2020). We then pass the output of the feature extractors into the three different pretrained models: XLS-R (Conneau et al., 2019), UniSpeech (Wang et al., 2021), and SpeechBrain (Lugosch et al., 2022). To extract document feature vectors, we then perform an element-wise average of the second to last hidden layer of the chosen pretrained model.

Third, we do resampling, using two methods, namely random resampling with replacement as
well as Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) (Chawla et al., 2002).

Finally, we run stratified k-fold cross-validation with $k = 4$. K-fold cross-validation consists of two main components: classification and evaluation. For classification, we first train various models using the training data, then use these models to predict the sentiment of the development documents specified by the current fold. For evaluation, we evaluate the performance of each model using accuracy and $F_1$ score.

4.2 Language Pooling

To create more training data, we pooled the data for Tamil and Malayalam together to create a new larger training data set and with which we trained a single model. Doing so produced better results than for language-specific models.

4.3 Preprocessing/Tokenization

**WhiteSpace** During preprocessing for the baseline, we first tokenized the data by whitespace. We then removed any tokens containing punctuation or numbers, as well as stop words. We used the list of stop words provided by spaCy\(^1\) for both Tamil and Malayalam.

**SentencePiece** For the more sophisticated models, we use the XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2019) tokenizer, which was trained using the SentencePiece algorithm (Kudo and Richardson, 2018), as well as IndicBert (Kakwani et al., 2020; Dodapaneni et al., 2022). Text longer than the model maximum input length (512, or 510 after accounting for special tokens) is truncated, while text shorter than it is padded.

4.4 Text Vectorization

**TF-IDF Vectors** We then create one TF-IDF vector per document in the data set. To create the TF-IDF vectors, we run each document through the TF-IDF vectorizer provided by sklearn.\(^2\)

To calculate TF-IDF, we used the unsmoothed TF-IDF provided by sklearn. Given a document set $D$ with $n$ documents, a document $d \in D$, and a term $t$ with document frequency $df(t)$, we calculate TF-IDF for term $t$ as follows:

$$\text{TF-IDF}(t, d, D) = tf(t, d) \cdot \text{idf}(t)$$

(1)

$$tf(t, d) = \text{count}(t) \in d$$

(2)

$$\text{idf}(t, D) = \log \left( \frac{n}{df(t)} \right) + 1$$

(3)

**Pretrained Multilingual Model Concatenated Hidden State Embeddings** In this approach, we pass each document through a pretrained transformer language model and extract the hidden state

\(^1\)We used spaCy v3.*. The Tamil and Malayalam language models can be found [here](#).

\(^2\)We used sklearn v1.*. Sklearn’s TF-IDF vectorizer documentation can be found [here](#).
representation for a specific set of layers, e.g. the last four, final, the second-to-last, third-to-last, etc. Then, we extract the vector corresponding to the CLS token from each layer and concatenate them together. We tried a variety of model and layer number combinations. For models, we looked at XLM-RoBERTA (base and large) and Indic Bert. For the layers, we looked at the last four concatenated, and each of the last four separately. We found the second-to-last layer of XLM-RoBERTA (base) performed the best, and we present these results below.

**TF-IDF Weighted XLM-RoBERTa Token Embeddings** We implemented a tokenization strategy using TF-IDF weighted average token embeddings from the embedding (first) layer of the XLM-RoBERTa base model. To obtain document feature vectors, we tokenize a document \( d \) using SentencePiece as outlined in section 4.3.

We thus have a sequence of \( n \) tokens, \( \{t_n\} = d \). For each token \( t_i \in d \), we obtain the embedding, \( e_i \), corresponding to token \( t_i \). To obtain \( e_i \), we pull \( e_i \) from the embedding (first) layer of XLM-RoBERTa. We also obtain the TF-IDF score \( \text{tfidf}(t_i, d) \), corresponding to each token \( t_i \) in document \( d \). Then the document feature vector \( \vec{f}_d \) for document \( d \) is exactly:

\[
\vec{f}_d = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{tfidf}(t_i, d) \cdot e_i
\] (4)

In other words, each document feature vector is the weighted average of token embeddings, using TF-IDF weights.

**4.5 Audio Vectorization**

**XLS-R** For XLS-R we used Facebook’s XLSR-Wav2Vec2 pretrained model facebook/wav2vec2-large-xlsr-53\(^4\). This model builds on and shares the same architecture as Wav2Vec2. This model was trained on CommonVoice, Babel, and Multilingual LibriSpeech (MLS) (53 total languages), including Tamil but not Malayalam.

**UniSpeech** For UniSpeech, we used Microsoft’s pretrained model microsoft/unispeech-large-multi-lingual-1500h-cv\(^5\). This model builds on and shares the same architecture as Wav2Vec2. This model was trained on languages from CommonVoice, not including Tamil and Malayalam. This model was trained on the phoneme level rather than the character level, and thus we believe that this model is good for transfer learning.

**SpeechBrain** For SpeechBrain, we used Meta’s pretrained model speechbrain/m-ctc-t-large\(^6\). This model builds on and shares the same architecture as M-CTC-T. This model was trained on all languages from CommonVoice 6.1 (Ardila et al., 2020) and VoxPopuli (79 total languages), including Tamil but not Malayalam.

**4.6 Data Augmentation**

**SMOTE** For Tamil, we also resampled the data using SMOTE with \( k = 2 \). In cross-validation, we could not use SMOTE for Malayalam due to the fact that there was only a single HIGHLY NEGATIVE sample, meaning three folds lacked it altogether. We were constrained to a small \( k \) for a similar reason.

**Random Resampling with Replacement** For both languages, we also tried random resampling with replacement, where we augmented each minority label with duplicates randomly drawn with replacement from the same label, until all classes had an equal number of samples.

**4.7 Ridge Regression Feature Selection**

We used a ridge regression model (linear regression with L2 regularization) for feature selection. All coefficients of the ridge regression model whose absolute values were smaller than the mean absolute value of all coefficients were dropped from consideration in the final classifier. We used a regularization strength hyperparameter (\( \alpha \)) of 0.30. In all experimental settings, this reduced the number of features by between 35-75%, thereby decreasing the immense feature sparsity that we were faced with in this task.

**4.8 Classifiers**

**Multinomial Naive Bayes** For our baseline, we trained a multinomial Naive Bayes classifier on the TF-IDF feature vectors from section 4.4. To run Naive Bayes, we used the sklearn library (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
Table 1: Results on the test set comparing our baselines (equivalent performance to a majority vote classifier), and our best systems using text as well as text and audio data. The “Dev” columns refer are the averages of four-fold cross-validation in the train set, while the test columns are calculated based on inference over the test set. See Appendix A.1 for hyperparameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Malayalam</th>
<th>Tamil+Malayalam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dev</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>Dev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acc F1</td>
<td>Acc F1</td>
<td>Acc F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.61 0.15</td>
<td>0.30 0.09</td>
<td>0.60 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Majority classifier)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Only</td>
<td>0.28 0.26</td>
<td>0.35 0.19</td>
<td>0.53 0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5-seed average)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Only</td>
<td>0.26 0.26</td>
<td>0.50 0.29</td>
<td>0.40 0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(seed=573)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text+Audio</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>0.50 0.13</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5-seed average)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Logistic Regression, Random Forest, and SVM

We trained a linear Logistic Regression classifier, a Random Forest Classifier, and an SVM using sklearn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). We tested different combinations of hyperparameters, such as the solver, penalty, regularization strength, C, loss, alpha, learning rate, and the maximum number of iterations. Although these classifiers, under certain (relatively rare) conditions, could replicate the results of the Naive Bayes classifier on default settings, they never outperformed it.

5 Results

To evaluate our classifiers, we pooled the official train and dev splits into one large training set, and then ran k-fold cross-validation. This allowed us to train our models on more training data, as there was not a lot of training data provided. For k-fold cross-validation, we used 4 folds. To be able to compare the different models that we created, we used a deterministic algorithm to shuffle the data. This ensures that the same four train and dev splits were used for all the models, making the performance of our different models comparable.

First, for reference, in table 1 we provide the results of a majority-class classifier (one that assigns all classes the majority class, POSITIVE) as a baseline. This is identical to the performance of all of our Multinomial Naive Bayes as presented in section 4.8.

We have selected the best-performing model in terms of the pooled dev macro-$F_1$ score, training just on text data, as well as training on text in conjunction with audio data. For this model, we report the validation pooled $F_1$ scores and accuracy averaged across five seeds. For the test data, we report the same metrics averaged across the same seeds in table 1.

We also report the dev and test results of the best model for any specific seed in terms of $F_1$ score on the test data. This “best model” was trained with only the text modality (across the board, the text audio models did worse due to greater feature sparsity). Note that this single seed happened to perform especially well, but is not representative of overall model performance.

6 Discussion

6.1 Data Set Imbalance

As we see in figure 2, the data set was both very small and highly imbalanced. Out of 70 Malayalam training samples, only one was of the ‘Highly Negative’ class, while thirty-six of them were ‘Positive’. The fifty-four Tamil samples were likewise highly imbalanced, with ‘Highly Negative’ and ‘Negative’ both appearing only four times each and ‘Positive’ appearing thirty-three times. This imbalance could have negatively impacted the accuracy of our model to a great extent.

6.2 Discussion of Results

Without resampling, our baseline classifiers did not perform better than a majority class classifier, due to the fact that the amount of data available to train on is fairly small and most of the instances are POSITIVE.

Because our models were trained on so few samples, the use of too many features resulted in over-
fitting; for this reason, models with fewer features generally performed better. Because there are only ten test instances per language, across seeds we saw a great amount of variance in scores. We chose to submit the best results among all random seeds, achieved in the text-only setting, but we do not feel that these are necessarily indicative of our model performance in general.

As we see in Table 1, when including text and audio data, we found that pooling the language data into one large training data set featuring both Malayalam and Tamil improved the performance of our models. We believe that this occurred for two reasons. Firstly, pooling enabled us to train our models on a substantially larger amount of data. Secondly, Tamil and Malayalam are very closely related languages, and the model may have been able to leverage salient linguistic features present in both languages to better classify sentiment. However, Tamil and Malayalam use different orthographies, so pooling their data only increased performance when using text and audio, and made no impact when using only text data.

Because there was only one HIGHLY NEGATIVE Malayalam instance, it cannot be in the train and dev data simultaneously. This means that the maximum F₁ score for Malayalam dev data is 0.8, and the evaluation of the models on Malayalam dev data might not be indicative of the actual performance of our models.

### 6.3 Future Work

One clear route for future work is to focus on mitigating the limitations of such a small and imbalanced data set. For example, one may conduct a more thorough exploration of data augmentation strategies. The sole augmentation procedure we used (besides simple random resampling) operated at the vector level (SMOTE). However, other data augmentation strategies that operate at the text and/or audio level may improve results.

In pooling our language data, we did not convert the text data for Tamil and Malayalam into a script compatible with both, e.g., via Romanization. Doing so may have improved results when pooling, not just for audio data, but for text data as well.

Another route one could take would be to translate all the data into a high-resource language (e.g. English) and then use existing and proven NLP tools on the translations.

### 7 Conclusion

We performed multimodal sentiment analysis on text and audio data from the Dravidian languages Tamil and Malayalam. To perform sentiment analysis, we built an end-to-end system, trying different vectorization methods, resampling techniques, and classifiers. We evaluated the system’s performance using only text data, as well as jointly using text and audio data.

We created baseline systems using TF-IDF vectors and a Multinomial Naive Bayes classifier with no resampling and found that these baseline models performed no better than a majority class classifier.

As discussed elsewhere in this paper, we found that significant challenges stemming from the small size of our data set and its highly imbalanced distribution of classes proved largely insurmountable.
in improving the success of our models. We were not able to be formally ranked however our model did outperform the other ranked models.
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A Appendix

A.1 Model Hyperparameters

**Text Only**: Logistic Regression ($C = 5.0$), Ridge Regression feature selection, random resampling with replacement; text vectorization: second-to-last layer.

**Text+Audio**: Pooled language training, Logistic Regression ($C = 5.0$), Ridge Regression feature selection, random resampling with replacement; text vectorization: second-to-last layer; audio vectorization: XLSR, third-to-last layer.
Abstract

Sentiment Analysis (SA) is a field of computational study that focuses on analyzing and understanding people’s opinions, attitudes, and emotions, towards any entity. An entity could be an individual, an event, a topic, a product etc., which is most likely to be covered by reviews and such reviews can be found in abundance on social media platforms. The increase in the number of social media users and the growing amount of user-generated code-mixed content such as reviews, comments, posts etc., on social media, have resulted in a rising demand for efficient tools capable of effectively analyzing such content to detect the sentiments. However, SA of social media text is challenging due to the complex nature of the code-mixed text. To tackle this issue, in this paper, we - team MUCS, describe the learning models submitted to the shared task “Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu” - Dravidian-LangTech@Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing (RANLP) 2023. Using fastText embeddings to train the Machine Learning (ML) models to perform SA in code-mixed Tamil and Tulu texts, the proposed methodology exhibited F1 scores of 0.14 and 0.204 respectively.

1 INTRODUCTION

In this digital era, social media platforms have become an integral part of the life of many people, especially the younger generation and have impacted people’s perception of networking and socialising to a greater extent (Bharathi and Agnessimmaculate Silvia, 2021; Bharathi and Varsha, 2022; Swaminathan et al., 2022). This concept has influenced people to communicate efficiently and quickly using various social media platforms and has resulted in the increase in large amount of user-generated text data in the form of posts, comments, opinions, emotions, attitudes and reviews, making them a best source for user sentiments (Chakravarthi et al., 2022a,b; Chakravarthi, 2023). Identifying the sentiments of these text as positive, negative, neutral, etc., is the objective of SA as it is useful for various applications (Anita and Subalalitha, 2019; Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2019, 2020a,b). For example, SA can be used to determine which videos are liked by people on YouTube, based on the words/phrases in the comments for the video. SA can also help to determine whether a user is happy, sad, or angry, with the video.

As there is no barrier of language and content on social media, users feel convenient to post comments very informally by mixing words and sentences of more than one language (usually with one language being English) in more than one script, usually the native script and roman script. Further, due to the limitations of keyboard/keypad in computers/smart phones, users find it easy to key in the posts/comments in roman script (Chakravarthi, 2022b; Kumaresan et al., 2022; Chakravarthi, 2022a). This phenomena of mixing the linguistic units of more than language in one utterance or text is called as Code-mixing and it has almost become the official language of social media due to the increased number of users using this language (Chakravarthi et al., 2023a,b). Analyzing the user sentiments in code-mixed language is challenging due to inadequate resources and tools to address the text in code-mixed language. The complexity of the task increases if the code-mixed text is in low-resource languages such as Kannada, Tulu, Tamil, Malayalam, etc. As the code-mixed language is free from the grammar of any languages, users create words/sentences according to their whims and fancies which makes it interesting and challenging to analyze such texts.

To address the challenges of processing code-mixed Dravidian Languages for SA, in this pa-
Table 1: Examples of Tamil and Tulu comments in romanized script

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>Today trailer paaka yaarellam wait panreenga</td>
<td>who is waiting to watch today’s trailer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>indha gilli padam yaara yematha pakte</td>
<td>This is gilli movie whom you are thinking to cheat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nalla concept ana nalla eruntha nalla erukkum</td>
<td>Good concept but if it was good it will be good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulu</td>
<td>Super bro irna comedy masth ista apudu</td>
<td>Super bro I like your comedy so much</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Title d spoiler alert pad doli</td>
<td>Could have include a spoiler alert in the title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ithe Encha ullariye??</td>
<td>How are you now?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

per, we - team MUCS, describe the models submitted to “Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu” shared task at DravidianLangTech®RANLP 2023 (Hegde et al., 2023). The shared task consists of a message-level polarity classification task for SA in code-mixed Tamil (Chakravarthi et al., 2020) and Tulu (Hegde et al., 2022). Given a Youtube comment in Tamil/Tulu, the aim of the shared task is to develop models to classify the given comment into positive, negative, neutral, or mixed emotions. Few Tulu and Tamil comments in romanized script and their English translations are shown in a Table 1. This shared task is modeled as a multi-class text classification problem with two distinct models: i) Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier and ii) ensemble of ML classifiers, both trained with fastText embeddings. As the given datasets are imbalanced, Text Augmentation approaches are explored to increase the size of the minority classes in the training set.

Tulu language, a member of the Dravidian language family, is spoken by a community of more than three million people known as Tuluvas. The Tulu-speaking region is primarily located in the coastal districts of Dakshina Kannada and Udupi in the state of Karnataka, India. Tuluvas can also be found in Mumbai, Maharashtra, and various Gulf countries. Tamil is a Dravidian language spoken in the Tamil Nadu and Puducherry states of India and also some parts of Sri Lanka. Tamil has a long literary history, and is spoken by almost 225 million people. Tamil is a Multilingualism language which means that there is a large variation between the written form of the language and the spoken form. Both Tulu and Tamil languages, belong to the category of low-resourced languages. While some Natural Language Processing (NLP) activity is being explored in Tamil language for various applications, NLP in Tulu is yet to takeoff as there is no availability of digital data in Tulu. The only resources available for Tulu are: a small Wikipedia2, Byte Pair embeddings (BPEmb)3 and fastText4 embeddings.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains related work and Section 3 describes the methodology. Section 4 describes the experiments and results followed by conclusion and future work in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORK

Many of the techniques explored by researchers for SA focus on high-resource languages like English, Spanish etc. Off late, SA is also being explored in code-mixed low-resource languages. Description of some of the relevant SA works in code-mixed low-resource languages are given below:

CoSaD - a code-mixed SA model for Dravidian Languages proposed by Balouchzahi et al. (2021) makes use of char n-grams, char sequences, and syllables, to train an ensemble (Linear Support Vector Machine (LSVM), Logistic Regression (LR) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) classifiers) model with majority voting to identify sentiments in code-mixed Kannada, Malayalam, and Tamil languages. Their models obtained average weighted F1-scores of 0.628, 0.726, and 0.619 for code-mixed Kannada, Malayalam, and Tamil languages respectively. Ensemble of Random Forest (RF), Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and gradient boosting is proposed by Hegde et al. (2021) to identify hate speech and offensive content in monolingual English, Hindi, and Marathi languages and code-mixed English-Hindi language pairs. These ensemble models trained using a combination of the Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) of word uni-grams, character n-grams in the range (2, 3),

---

1https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/11095
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tulu_language
3https://bpemb.h-its.org/tcy/
pre-trained word embeddings (Word2Vec), Hash-
tag embeddings (HashtagVec), and Emo2Vec embed-
ddings, obtained F1 scores 0.8251, 0.6323, 0.7830
and 0.6721 for English, Hindi, Marati and code-
mixed English-Hindi language pair respectively.

SA of YouTube comments in code-mixed Tamil,
Malayalam and Kannada language explored by
Babu and Eswari (2021) using Paraphrase Cross-
lingual Language Model-Robustly Optimized Bidi-
rectional Encoder Representations from Transform-
ers (XLM-RoBERTa) trained with hyperparame-
ters (epochs = 12, learning rate = 3e-5, batchsize
= 16, and dropout = 0.5.) obtained F1-scores
of 0.71, 0.75 and 0.62 on Tamil, Malayalam and
Kannada languages respectively. Chanda and Pal
(2020) experimented feature extraction using Bidi-
rectional Encoder Representations from Transfor-
mers (BERT), DistilBERT and fastText to train the
LR classifiers to perform SA in code-mixed Tamil
and Malayalam languages. Among these models,
LR model trained with fastText embeddings out-
performed other models with F1 scores of 0.58
and 0.63 for code-mixed Tamil and Malayalam lan-
guages respectively.

XLM-Roberta fine-tuned on code-mixed Malay-
alam and Tamil texts by Bai et al. (2021), to au-
tomatically detect sentiments, achieved F1 scores
of 0.804 and 0.676 for Malayalam and Tamil lan-
guages respectively. Convolutional Neural Net-
works and Bi-directional Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (CNN+Bi-LSTM) model trained with fastText
and GloVe pre-trained models by Mengistie and
Kumar (2021) for SA of COVID-19 Public Re-
views achieved 99.33 and 97.55 accuracy. Zhu
and Dong (2020) proposed SA of Dravidian code-
mixed text using multilingual Bidirectional En-
coder Representations from Transformer (mBERT)
model and used self-attention to assign a weight to
the output of the BiLSTM. Their models achieved
F1-scores of 0.73 and 0.64 for Malayalam and Tamil languages respectively.

From the literature review, it is evident that even
though there are many models for SA of code-
mixed low-resource languages, very few works
have been reported for SA of code-mixed Tamil
language and no work has been reported for the
SA of code-mixed Tulu language. Hence, there is
lot of scope to develop SA models for code-mixed
low-resource Tulu and Tamil languages.

3 METHODOLOGY
The proposed methodology for SA in code-mixed
Tulu and Tamil includes: Text Augmentation, Pre-
processing, Feature extraction, and Model Con-
struction. The framework of the proposed method-
ology is shown in Figure 1 and the steps are ex-
plained below:

3.1 Text Augmentation
Text augmentation is an important aspect of NLP
to generate an artificial corpus. This helps in im-
proving the NLP models to generalize better over a
lot of different sub-tasks like intent classification,
machine translation, chatbot training, image sum-
marization, etc. The training sets for the task shared
by the organizers are highly imbalanced and this
may affect the performance of the learning mod-
els. Hence, several text augmentation methods are
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labels</th>
<th>Training set</th>
<th>Development set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>20,070</td>
<td>2,257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown_state</td>
<td>5,628</td>
<td>611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>4,271</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed_feelings</td>
<td>4,020</td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>33,989</td>
<td>3786</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labels</th>
<th>Training set</th>
<th>Development set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>3,118</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>1,719</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed_feeling</td>
<td>1,297</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>1,016</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7,150</td>
<td>781</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Distribution of classes in Tamil dataset

Table 3: Distribution of classes in Tulu dataset

explored to overcome the data imbalance to some extent in the training set.

In Tamil training set, the samples belonging to 'Unknown-state', 'Negative' and 'Mixed feelings' classes are less compared to that of 'Positive' class. Hence, the samples belonging to these classes from the Development set are added to the Training set, to balance the dataset to some extent.

In Tulu training set, 'Mixed feeling' and 'Negative' are the two minority classes which are highly imbalanced as compared to 'Positive' class. Hence, to balance the data to some extent, 'Mixed feeling' and 'Negative' classes are upsampled as follows: i) the samples belonging to the above two classes from the Development set are added to the Training set and ii) samples similar to those belonging to the above mentioned classes are collected from various sources (YouTube and Facebook post/comments and WhatsApp chat) and added to the corresponding classes in the training set. The distribution of classes in Tamil and Tulu datasets before and after augmentation are shown in Tables 2 and 3 respectively.

3.2 Pre-processing

Text pre-processing involves removing noise, normalizing and converting the normalized text to a format suitable for feature extraction.

- As emojis mainly depict user’s intention, it would be imperative to replace them with their meanings to pick up their cues. Hence, emojis are converted to text using demoji library.

- A contraction is a shortened form of a group of words. For example: hasn’t, I’m, I’ll etc. Contractions are often used in both written and oral communication. Expanding contractions into their natural form (hasn’t – has not, I’m – I am, I’ll – I will) will be more useful for processing particularly to extract embeddings from pre-trained models. The contracted words are expanded using the Contractions library.

- URLs (Uniform Resource Locators) in a text are references to a location on the web. URLs, user mentions, hash tags, special characters, punctuation, and numeric information, present in the text data do not contribute to the classification task and hence are removed.

- Stop words are a set of commonly used words in any language. As they are not the distinguishing words, they do not contribute significantly to the classification task and hence are removed. English stopwords available at the Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK) and Tamil stopwords available at GitHub repository are used as references to remove the English and Tamil stopwords respectively.

5https://pypi.org/project/demoji/
6https://pypi.org/project/pycontractions/
7https://pythonspot.com/nltk-stop-words/
8Tamil stopwords
The remaining words are the content bearing words which goes as input to feature extraction.

3.3 Feature Extraction

The process of extracting distinguishing features from the given data is called as Feature Extraction. fastText\(^9\) is an open-source library of pre-trained models providing word embeddings for a total of 157 languages including Tamil and Tulu, developed by Facebook AI Research laboratory. These models trained on character n-grams represent word as the average of character embeddings of the characters a word is made up of. The advantage of using fastText is that it provides word representation even for Out of Vocabulary (OOV) words using their character n-grams. The feature extraction process using fastText pre-trained models for the datasets in both the languages are given below:

- **Tulu** - As the dataset is code-mixed, it consists of English words and Tulu words in native and romanized script. fastText Tulu pre-trained embeddings are used to represent Tulu words in native script and fastText English pre-trained embeddings are used to represent English words. However, Tulu words in romanized script cannot be represented by Tulu or English pre-trained models and hence they result in OOV words. These OOV words are represented as TF-IDF vectors. The vocabulary size of Tulu/English pre-trained models are 7,000 and 20,00,000 respectively and the vector dimension is 300. Concatenation of Tulu and English embeddings and TF-IDF of OOV words is used to train and evaluate the learning models.

- **Tamil** - As the dataset is code-mixed, it consists of English words and Tamil words in native and romanized script. fastText Tamil pre-trained embeddings are used to represent Tamil words in native script and fastText English pre-trained embeddings are used to represent English words. The vocabulary size of both Tamil/English pre-trained models is 20,00,000 and the vector dimension is 300. Concatenation of Tamil and English embeddings are used to train and evaluate the learning model.


3.4 Model Construction

SVM and Ensemble Voting Classifier are used to detect the sentiments in the given unlabeled Tamil and Tulu comments.

- **Support Vector Machine** - maps data to a high-dimensional feature space so that data points can be categorised, even when the data are not otherwise linearly separable. The objective of the SVM \(\text{Ahmad et al. (2017)}\) algorithm is to find a hyperplane in an n-dimensional space that distinctly classifies the data points. The dimension of the hyperplane depends upon the number of features.

- **Ensemble model** - is a method of generating a new classifier from multiple base classifiers taking advantage of the strength of one classifier to overcome the weakness of another classifier with the intention of getting better performance for the classification task. This arrangement of more than one classifier will outperform when compared to the performance of any constituent classifier in the ensemble. It may be noted that any number of classifiers can be ensembled with compatible parameters \(\text{Hegde and Shashirekha (2021)}\). As more than one classifier is used in the ensemble model, majority voting of the classifiers is used to predict the class labels for the given unlabeled sample and hence, ensemble of classifiers is also called as Voting classifier.

An ensemble of three ML classifiers, namely: Logistic Regression (LR), Bernoulli Naive Bayes (BNB) and Support Vector Classifier (SVC) classifiers with hard voting is used to identify the sentiment of the given unlabeled comment.

**LR** is a ML classifier utilized for predicting categorical variables, employing dependent variables and regularization to mitigate overfitting. In LR, features from the input data are linearly combined and then transformed using the logistic function, allowing the algorithm to make predictions and classify instances into one of the two classes (Hassan et al., 2022).

**BNB** classifier is a probabilistic ML algorithm based on the Naive Bayes principle, specifically designed for binary classification tasks. This algorithm computes the probability of a specific class label based on a set of binary
features using Bayes’ theorem by incorporating the assumption of feature independence, making it efficient for text classification tasks (Singh et al., 2019).

SVC is an ML algorithm commonly used for text classification tasks. It aims to find the optimal hyperplane that best separates different classes of text data in a high-dimensional feature space. SVC seeks to find the most discriminative features that can separate different classes of documents/text effectively (Kalcheva et al., 2020). The hyperparameters and their values used in the classifiers of the ensemble model are shown in Table 4.

### 4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Several experiments were conducted by combining various features and classifiers. The combination of features and classifiers which gave good performance on the Development sets are used to train the proposed models. The proposed models are evaluated on the Test set and the predictions are assessed by the organizers based on macro F1-score for the final evaluation and ranking. The performance of the proposed models for both Tamil and Tulu datasets are shown in Table 5.

The results illustrate that, ensemble model exhibited better performance over the other model with macro F1 score of 0.13 for Tamil text. Even though text augmentation is used to increase the samples of the minority classes (3 classes in Tamil and 2 classes in Tulu) to some extent, the datasets still remains imbalanced. Tamil dataset has a very large difference between the number of samples in 'Positive' class and other classes where as the difference between the number of samples in 'Positive' class and other classes in Tulu dataset is comparatively less. This clearly indicates the effect of data imbalance on the performance of the classifiers.

### 5 CONCLUSION

This paper describes the models submitted to "Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu" - Dravidian-LangTech@RANLP 2023 shared task. The proposed methodology consists of balancing the imbalance data using text augmentation, using fastText embeddings and TF-IDF as features to train SVM and ensemble model (LR, BNB and SVC models) with hard voting to perform SA. The proposed models exhibited F1 scores of 0.14 and 0.20 securing 13th and 15th rank for Tamil and Tulu datasets respectively.
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Abstract

Abusive language detection in user-generated online content has become a pressing concern due to its negative impact on users and challenges for policy makers. Online platforms are faced with the task of moderating abusive content to mitigate societal harm and foster inclusivity. Despite numerous methods developed for automated detection of abusive language, the problem continues to persist. This ongoing challenge necessitates further research and development to enhance the effectiveness of abusive content detection systems and implement proactive measures to create safer and more respectful online space. To address the automatic detection of abusive languages in social media platforms, this paper describes the models submitted by our team - MUCS, to the shared task "Abusive Comment Detection in Tamil and Telugu" at DravidianLangTech - in Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing (RANLP) 2023. This shared task addresses the abusive comment detection in code-mixed Tamil and Telugu texts, that includes the comments in both native script and romanized script, and romanized Tamil (RTamil) text. Two distinct models: i) AbusiveML - a model implemented utilizing Linear Support Vector Classifier (LinearSVC) algorithm fed with Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) of n-grams of words and character sequences within word boundary (char\_wb) both in the range (1, 3) and ii) AbusiveTL - a Transfer Learning (TL) approach with three different Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) models, for three datasets along with random oversampling to deal with data imbalance, are submitted to the shared task for detecting abusive language in the given code-mixed texts. The AbusiveTL model fared well among these two models, with macro F1 scores of 0.46, 0.74, and 0.49 securing 1\textsuperscript{st}, 1\textsuperscript{st}, and 4\textsuperscript{th} rank for code-mixed Tamil, Telugu, and RTamil texts respectively.

1 Introduction

Abusive language encompasses the use of words to insult, demean, or harm others, often through vulgar or profane language, and can include sexism, misogyny, and other forms of discrimination (Mandl et al., 2020; Subramanian et al., 2022; Chinnaudayar Navaneethakrishnan et al., 2023; Chakravarthi et al., 2023a,b). It may include words that provokes or aggravates an individual or a group of people. The phrase "abusive language" is also used synonymously with phrases like "offensive language" and "hate speech" (Hegde et al., 2021b). Over the past few years, the prevalence of offensive behavior targeting individuals, groups, or entire communities on social media platforms has significantly increased (Balouchzahi et al., 2021b; Hande et al., 2020; Chakravarthi et al., 2022a,b; Chakravarthi, 2023). This rise is creating negative impact such as, cyber-bullying, usage of offensive language, hate speech, and triggering content etc., on the well-being of online users. Hence, such negative content should be removed from the social media to keep online platforms healthy (Chakravarthi, 2022b; Kumaresan et al., 2022; Chakravarthi, 2022a).

Despite the efforts of social media companies to combat offensive/abusive language, the problem continues to escalate due to the limitations of existing algorithms used for detecting such content (Balouchzahi and Shashirekha, 2020; Bharathi and Agnus immaculata Silvia, 2021; Bharathi and Varsha, 2022; Swaminathan et al., 2022a). These algorithms often fail to grasp the nuances of subjectivity and context that are crucial in accurately identifying abusive language. For instance, a single message might seem innocuous when taken out of context, but within a thread of previous conversations, it can reveal a pattern of abusive behavior. Similarly, certain phrases or words may have dif-
fertent meanings depending on the context, making it challenging for algorithms to accurately assess their intent. This complexity poses difficulties for human reviewers who have to navigate through vast amounts of content. Hence, achieving an effective and comprehensive solution to detect abusive language on online platforms require advancements in Natural Language Processing (NLP), Machine Learning (ML) techniques and the ability to capture context in a more nuanced manner (Balouchzahi et al., 2021a). It is a complex problem that necessitates ongoing research, collaboration between experts, mechanisms to create safer online environments.

One of the challenges in addressing abusive language on social media is the prevalence of code-mixed data where regional languages like Tamil, Kannada, Malayalam, etc., are combined with English at various levels such as sub-word, word, or sentence (Hegde and Shashirekha, 2022a). This linguistic diversity makes it difficult for abusive comment detection algorithms to accurately identify and categorize the offensive content. Further, the use of internet slangs, abbreviations, words in short forms, words from other languages, and emojis complicates the issue. Lack of annotated datasets specifically in low-resource languages like Tamil and Telugu pose an additional hurdle in developing effective abusive content detection algorithms for these languages (Ravikiran et al., 2022). Bridging this gap requires efforts to gather and annotate data in these languages to train models that can better understand and detect abusive content in diverse linguistic settings.

"Abusive Comment Detection in Tamil and Telugu-DravidianLangTech@RANLP - 2023" shared task encourages researchers to develop models to identify whether the given code-mixed Tamil and Telugu texts and RTamil texts is abusive or not (Priyadharshini et al., 2023). Code-mixed Tamil comments are distributed into nine classes (None-of-the-above, Misandry, Counter-speech, Misogyny, Xenophobia, Hope-Speech, Homophobia, Transphobic, Not-Tamil), Telugu comments into two classes (Non-Hate, Hate), and RTamil comments into eight classes (None-of-the-above, Misandry, Counter-speech, Xenophobia, Hope-Speech, Misogyny, Homophobia, Transphobic), in the dataset provided by the shared task organizers.

To address the challenges of this shared task, in this paper, we - team MUCS, describe the two classification models: i) AbusiveML model utilizing LinearSVC fed with TF-IDF of n-grams of words and char wb both in the range (1, 3) and ii) AbusiveTL - a TL model trained using three different versions of BERT (Tamil BERT, Telugu BERT, and Distilled Multilingual BERT (DistilmBERT)).

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: a review of related work is included in Section 2 and the methodology is discussed in Section 3. Experiments and results are described in Section 4 followed by concluding the paper with future work in Section 5.

2 Related work

Abusive comments are statements that offend a person or a group of people. These comments are directed at people who belong to certain nationality, gender, caste, race, sexuality, etc. The objective of abusive content detection is to find abusive speech on social media platforms, such as hate speech, derogatory language, misogyny, and racism. The description of some works that are carried out to perform a similar task is given below:

S N et al. (2022) presented Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier for abusive comment detection in code-mixed Tamil and RTamil texts. They used TF-IDF with char wb features in the range (1, 5) along with Random Kitchen Sink (RKS) algorithm to create feature vectors to train SVM classifier. Their proposed model obtained macro F1 scores of 0.32 and 0.25 for code-mixed Tamil and RTamil texts respectively. Palanikumar et al. (2022) proposed ML models (Light Gradient-boosting Machine (LGBM), Categorical Boosting (Catboost), Random Forest (RF), SVM and Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB)) on fine-grained abusive detection in Tamil. To increase the size of the minority class in the dataset, they transliterated the given code-mixed dataset and combined it with the dataset. ML models are trained with TF-IDF of char wb n-grams and MURIL - a pretrained BERT model. The proposed ML model trained with MURIL outperformed other models with macro average F1 score of 0.290 and weighted F1 score of 0.590.

Swaminathan et al. (2022b) proposed the ML models (SVM, MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP), and k-Nearest Neighbours Classifier (k-NN)) to classify abusive content in RTamil code-mixed text. In their study, they combined language-agnostic sentence embeddings with the TF-IDF of word
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1https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/11096
vectors to train SVM classifier and obtained an accuracy of 0.520 and macro F1 score 0.54. Nayel and Shashirekha (2019) described the ML models (SVM, Linear Classifier, MLP) for binary classification and, multi-class classification to detect the type of offensive content in three languages (English, German, and Hindi). For both binary and multi-class classification, SVM classifier trained with TF-IDF of word n-grams in the range (1, 2) exhibited macro F1 scores of 0.66, 0.75, 0.46 and 0.42, 0.47, 0.23 for English, Hindi and German languages respectively. Balouchzahi et al. (2021c) submitted two distinct models: COOLIEnsemble - an ensemble model of MLP, eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) and Logistic Regression (LR) trained using term frequencies and COOLI-Keras - a Deep Learning (DL) classifier, to identify offensive language in code-mixed Kannada-English, Malayalam-English, and RTamil texts. Out of the two models, COOLI-Ensemble model outperformed the other model with weighted F1 scores of 0.97, 0.75, and 0.69 for Malayalam-English, RTamil, and Kannada-English respectively.

Hegde and Shashirekha (2022b) proposed Dynamic Meta Embedding (DME) based Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) classifier to perform sentiment analysis and homophobia detection as Task A (Malayalam and Kannada) and Task B (Tamil, English, RTamil) respectively. Their proposed methodology exhibited macro F1 scores of 0.61, and 0.44 for Malayalam, and Kannada respectively in Task A and for Task B their models obtained macro F1 scores of 0.74 and 0.58 for English and RTamil languages respectively. Das et al. (2021) explored three learning models (XGBoost, LGBM, mBERT) for abusive and threatening content detection in Urdu. They trained XGBoost and LGBM classifiers using pre-trained Urdu laser embeddings. Further, they fine-tuned mBERT and dehatebert-mono-arabic pretrained models for abusive and threatening content detection in Urdu. Their fine-tuned mBert models outperformed the other models with macro F1 scores of 0.88 and 0.54 for abusive and threatening content detection respectively. Balouchzahi and Shashirekha (2020) proposed three distinct models to identify hate speech in English, German, and Hindi languages. They implemented i) ensemble of ML classifiers (RFC, LR, and SVM) trained with TF-IDF of word n-gram in the range (1, 2) and character n-grams in the range (1, 5), ii) TL based classifier using Universal Language Model Fine-tuning (ULMFiT) model, and iii) a hybrid model which is an ensemble of ML (i) and TL (ii) models. The ensembled ML classifier obtained macro F1 score of 0.5044 for German and hybrid model obtained macro F1 score of 0.5182 for Hindi.

From the above related work, it is found that among ML, DL, and TL models, TL models outperformed the other models indicating the efficiency of the TL models in detecting abusive content on social media. Though there are several models to identify abusive content in social media text, there is still scope for developing models for low-resource languages like Tamil and Telugu as these languages are not much explored in the realm of code-mixed content.

3 Methodology

The objective of this work is to identify abusive comments in code-mixed Tamil, Telugu, and RTamil texts. This is achieved by proposing two distinct models, AbusiveML and AbusiveTL. Detailed description of the models are given below:

3.1 Preprocessing

Preprocessing the raw text is an important initial step in text processing to enhance the performance of the learning models. During preprocessing, punctuation, numerical data, hashtags, user mention and stopwords are removed. English stopwords list available in Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK)\(^2\) and Tamil\(^3\) and Telugu\(^4\) stopwords lists available in github repository are used as reference to remove the stopwords.

3.2 Models Construction

The framework of AbusiveML and AbusiveTL are visualized in Figures 1 and 2. AbusiveML uses LinearSVC classifier and AbusiveTL uses transformer based classifier - ClassificationModel. Model descriptions are as follows:

3.2.1 AbusiveML

n-grams are widely used in text processing projects due to their ease of implementation and scalability. By increasing the ‘n’ value up to a certain level, a model can capture larger contexts and store more

\(^2\)https://pythonspot.com/nltk-stop-words/
\(^3\)https://gist.github.com/arulrajnet/e82a5a331f78a5cc9b6d372df13a919c
\(^4\)https://github.com/Xangis/extra/stopwords/blob/master/telugu
information about word/character sequences, enabling a better understanding of the relationships between words. This space-time trade-off is well-understood, allowing text processing experiments to scale up efficiently by adjusting the ‘n’ value based on the requirements of the task at hand viz. for simpler language tasks (e.g. autocomplete suggestions) smaller values of n (1, 2) is used, whereas, for complex tasks (e.g. text generation) larger values of n (3, 6) is used (Hegde and Shashirekha, 2021). However, larger value of ‘n’ introduces sparsity and increases the complexity of the learning algorithms.

n-grams of words and char.wb, both in the range (1, 3) extracted from the texts are vectorized using TfidfVectorizer\(^5\) to train LinearSVC model. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>penalty</td>
<td>l2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class_weight</td>
<td>balanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_iter</td>
<td>max_iter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random_state</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loss</td>
<td>squared_hinge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Hyperparameters and their values used in LinearSVC algorithm

In LinearSVC, setting the hyperparameter ‘class_weight’ to ‘balanced’ enables automatic adjustment of class weights based on their frequencies, effectively addressing data imbalance without the need for manual intervention.

### 3.2.2 AbusiveTL

TL is an ML technique that leverages knowledge gained from one task to improve the performance of a related but different task (Hegde et al., 2021a). It involves using pretrained models as a starting point and fine-tuning them for a specific task or domain (Hegde et al., 2022). In the proposed AbusiveTL model, random oversampling\(^6\) - an oversampling technique which increases the instances in the minority class by replicating the synthetic samples, is used before fine-tuning the pretrained models. DistilmBERT\(^7\), Tamil BERT\(^8\), and Telugu

\(^5\)https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/
\(^6\)https://imbalanced-learn.org/stable/oversampling.html
\(^7\)https://huggingface.co/distilbert-base-multilingual-cased
\(^8\)https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/tamil-bert
BERT\(^9\) from huggingface library\(^{10}\) are used to load the corresponding pretrained BERT versions which includes pretrained BERT tokenizer, embeddings and a TL classifier. Eventually this model is used to fine-tune the labeled Train set. Hyperparameters and their values used to implement AbusiveTL model are shown in Table 2. The hyperparameters which are not mentioned in Table 2 are used with their default values. The steps involved in fine-tuning the pretrained BERT models are given below:

- **Tokenization** - input text is passed through BERT’s positional encoding-based tokenizer, which segments the text into individual tokens and adds positional information

- **BERT encoder** - tokens are transformed into contextualized embeddings using BERT encoder that helps to capture the contextual information and semantic representations

- **Training** - contextualized embeddings are fed into the model’s classiﬁers viz. transformers

\[^9\]https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/telugu-bert
\[^{10}\]https://huggingface.co/docs/hub/models-libraries

Prediction is carried out by the transformers based classifier for training.

4 Experiments and Results

Train, Development, and Test sets are provided by the shared task organizers (Priyadharshini et al., 2022) for abusive language detection in code-mixed Tamil and Telugu along with RTamil texts. Multiple experiments are carried out, incorporating different resampling techniques (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling TEchnique (SMOTE), random oversampling, and downsampling), feature combinations (pretrained word vectors, character count, and word count), and classiﬁers (LR, LinearSVC, NB, and MLP). The models that exhibited considerably good performances on the Development set were subsequently evaluated on the Test set. Figures 3 (a), 3 (b), and 4 show the label distribution in code-mixed Tamil, RTamil, and Telugu datasets respectively.

The predictions of the proposed models are evaluated by the organizers of the shared task based on macro F1 score and performance of the proposed models on Test and Development sets are shown in Table 3. As illustrated in Table 3 AbusiveTL
model outperformed the other model with macro F1 scores of 0.74, 0.46, and 0.49 securing 1st, 1st, and 4th rank in the shared task for Telugu, Tamil, and RTamil, Test sets respectively.

In spite of using data imbalance handling mechanisms, for Tamil and RTamil texts the macro F1 scores are still less. This may be due to the overlapping feature distributions in the Train set. Further, adding class_weight='balanced' as a hyperparameter to a LinearSVC model can help to address the class imbalance by assigning higher weights to the minority class during training. While it generally helps to improve the performance, the macro F1 scores might decrease even after using this technique in certain scenarios, such as, data complexity, loss information, and features used. Further, as random oversampling technique increase the instances in minority classes by duplicating samples, this can lead the model to become overly focused on the minority class, potentially causing overfitting. This means the model might perform exceptionally well on the Train set but fail to generalize to new, unseen data. Table 4 shows the misclassifications for Telugu and Tamil comments along with their English translations, actual labels, predicted labels (obtained from AbusiveTL models for Tamil, Telugu, and RTamil Test sets) and remarks. From Table 4, it is clear that removing stopwords and digits may also lead to misclassification in addition to rare words and wrong annotation. This underscores the importance of a balanced preprocessing approach that carefully considers the impact of each step on the overall classification performance, as eliminating stopwords and digits might inadvertently remove context and information necessary for classification. Figures 5 (a), 5 (b), and 6 illustrate the comparison of macro F1 scores of all the participating teams for code-mixed Tamil and RTamil and Telugu texts respectively.

5 Conclusion

This paper describes the models submitted by our team - MUCS, to ”Abusive Comment Detection in Tamil and Telugu” shared task at Dravidian-LangTech@RANLP 2023, to identify abusive content in code-mixed Tamil, Telugu, and RTamil texts. Two models: i) AbusiveML model that utilizes LinearSVC algorithm fed with TF-IDF of n-grams of words and char_wb both in the range (1, 3) and ii) AbusiveTL model fine-tuned on oversampled Train set with three different BERT models (for three different languages), are proposed to detect abusive comments in the input text. AbusiveTL models outperformed the other models with macro F1 scores of 0.74, 0.46, and 0.49 securing 1st, 1st, and 4th rank in the shared task for Telugu, Tamil, and RTamil texts respectively. Efficient resampling techniques for handling imbalanced data with effective feature extraction will be explored further.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Development set</th>
<th>Test set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>With imbalanced data</td>
<td>With balanced data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbusiveML</td>
<td>Telugu</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RTamil</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbusiveTL</td>
<td>Telugu</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RTamil</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance of the proposed models with imbalanced and balanced datasets


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>English Translations</th>
<th>Actual Label</th>
<th>Predicted Label</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Telugu</td>
<td>డియారే డియారే డియారే</td>
<td>Defeat can learn a lot, but it's different</td>
<td>non-hate</td>
<td>hate</td>
<td>The word &quot;defeat&quot; carries a negative connotation and may be due to this the comment is classified as 'hate'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>தமிழ் 420 தமிழ்</td>
<td>Same 420 administration</td>
<td>hate</td>
<td>non-hate</td>
<td>‘420’ is a slang term that is often used in the negative tone and it is removed during preprocessing (usually numeric information will be removed). The remaining words has nothing to do with ‘hate’ class and hence the comment is classified as 'non-hate'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>கவுலூடிகள் நன்றி! ராஜா ஜி</td>
<td>Congratulations h Raja G</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Xenophobia</td>
<td>The comment is incorrectly annotated as ‘None’ because the terms ‘caste’ and ‘fanatic’ indicates the class ‘Xenophobia’.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Samples of misclassification for code-mixed Telugu and Tamil texts


Abstract

Sentiment Analysis (SA) examines the subjective content of a statement, such as opinions, assessments, feelings, or attitudes towards a person, product or anything. The increase in the online users has also increased the SA content demanding the automated tools to analyze such content. Though several models are developed for SA in high-resource languages like English, Spanish, German, etc., under-resourced languages like Dravidian languages are less explored. Added to this is the complexity of code-mixed texts on social media. To address the challenges of SA in code-mixed under-resourced Dravidian language texts, in this paper, we team - MUNLP, describe the models submitted to "Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu - DravidianLangTech" shared task at Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing (RANLP)-2023. Three models: i) n-gramsSA - an n-grams based model in which Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) of word n-grams and characters sequences within the word boundary (char_wb) both in the range (1, 3), is used to train Linear Support Vector Classifier (LinearSVC), ii) EmbeddingsSA - a Linear SVC model trained with a concatenation of fastText and Byte Pair word embeddings, and iii) BERTSA - a Transfer Learning (TL) model with Tamil sentiment Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) are proposed for SA. Among the three models, BERTSA exhibited a macro F1 score of 0.26 for code-mixed Tamil texts securing 2nd place in the shared task and EmbeddingsSA exhibited a macro F1 score of 0.53 securing 2nd place for Tulu code-mixed texts.

1 Introduction

The dynamic nature of social media platforms like Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube, characterized by rapidly evolving user-generated content, underscores the importance of automated SA, opinion mining, hate speech detection and offensive language detection (Hegde et al., 2022b; Chinnaudayar Navaneethakrishnan et al., 2023). Analyzing the sentiments of opinions, reviews, comments, etc., about the photos, videos, songs, movies or anything, on social media platforms such as YouTube and Facebook, can offer valuable insights to the organizations and individuals to make informed decisions about the content (Bharathi and Agnusimmaculate Silvia, 2021; Bharathi and Varsha, 2022; Swaminathan et al., 2022; Subramanian et al., 2022; Chakravarthi et al., 2023a,b). By analyzing the opinions of the users’, content providers can also tailor their strategies to better align the content with the preferences and expectations of users, fostering a stronger connection with the users with the intention of potentially enhancing their reputation. Such sentiment-driven insights enable effective engagement, enabling them to address concerns, capitalize on positive feedback, and adapt their approaches for the improved outcomes (Balouchzahi and Shashirekha, 2021; Chakravarthi et al., 2022a,b; Chakravarthi, 2023).

SA is the process of computationally identifying and categorizing opinions, emotions, and attitudes expressed in written or spoken language. It has emerged as a crucial field of study due to the significant marks it leaves on the online users. SA is witnessing the growing adoption on social media platforms like YouTube, where it is leveraged as a recommender system due to its significant impact on viewers. (Balouchzahi et al., 2021; Hegde and Shashirekha, 2022a). Technological limitations often lead users to express their sentiments and opinions in their native languages using the roman script, along with the inclusion of English words. This practice arises from the convenience of keying in roman letters compared to the more complex key combinations so...
required for native language scripts, particularly in the case of Indian languages (Balouchzahi et al., 2022a; Hegde and Lakshmaiah, 2022). This results in code-mixed text, where more than one languages are combined at sentence, word, or sub-word level within the same text. With the rise of social media platforms and user generated content like sentiments and emotions, code-mixing texts have become increasingly prevalent as users find it easier to communicate their thoughts mixing the words of different languages they are very much familiar.

The complexity of SA is significantly increased in code-mixed texts as they combine words from different languages at various linguistic-levels (Varsha et al., 2022; Balouchzahi et al., 2022b). Analyzing sentiments in such texts require the language models and algorithms that are capable of effectively handling code-mixed content, accurately identifying sentiment-bearing units, and deciphering the sentiments expressed in different languages. Overcoming these challenges is crucial for obtaining accurate and meaningful insights for code-mixed SA.

Indian languages in general and Dravidian languages in particular, are under-resourced languages and code-mixing adds further dimension, mainly due to the problems with collecting and annotating code-mixed data for various applications. “Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu” is a shared task in DravidianLangTech at RANLP 2023 with the aim of promoting SA of code-mixed texts in Tamil and Tulu (Hegde et al., 2023). We, team MUCS, submitted three distinct models: i) n-gramsSA - an n-grams based model in which Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) of word n-grams and char WB in the range (1, 3) are used to train LinearSVC, ii) EmbeddingsSA - a Linear SVC model trained using concatenation of fastText and Byte Pair word embeddings, and iii) BERTSA - a model constructed by fine-tuning Tamil sentiment BERT (only for Tamil language), to address the challenges provided by the shared task.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: while Section 2 describes the recent literature on code-mixed text processing and SA, Section 3 focuses on the description of the models submitted to the shared task followed by the experiments and results in Section 4. Conclusion and future works are included in Section 5.

2 Related Work

SA aims to identify and classify sentiments expressed in text data into one of the predefined set of sentiments such as positive, negative, neutral, and mixed feelings. Machine Learning (ML), Deep Learning (DL), and Transfer Learning (TL), are the commonly used approaches for SA and few of the relevant works are described below:

Kumar et al. (2021) presented an ensemble of ML classifiers (Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR), and Random Forest (RF)) trained with TF-IDF of character n-grams in the range (1, 3) to classify code-mixed Kannada, Malayalam, and Tamil texts for SA. Their models exhibited weighted F1 scores of 0.63, 0.73, and 0.62 for Kannada, Malayalam, and Tamil code-mixed texts respectively. Babu et al. (2020) proposed two distinct Sentence BERT (SBERT) models, one which uses Manglish features as additional features during fine-tuning cross entropy loss and another that utilizes Class Balanced Loss (CBL) to handle data imbalance for SA in code-mixed Malayalam-English text. Out of these models SBERT with CBL outperformed the other model with macro F1 score of 0.71. Puranik et al. (2021) fine-tuned two pretrained models: Universal Language Model Fine-Tuning (ULMFiT) and multilingual BERT (mBERT) models for SA in code-mixed Dravidian languages (Kannada, Tamil, and Malayalam) and obtained macro F1 scores of 0.63, 0.65 and 0.70 for code-mixed Kannada, Tamil and Malayalam texts respectively.

Hegde and Shashirekha (2022b) describe Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) models trained using Dynamic Meta Embedding (DME) features to perform SA and homophobia detection as Task A (code-mixed Kannada and Malayalam texts) and Task B (code-mixed Tamil-English and English texts) respectively. Their proposed models exhibited macro F1 scores of 0.61, and 0.44 for code-mixed Malayalam and Kannada texts respectively in Task A and macro F1 scores of 0.58 and 0.74 for code-mixed Tamil-English and English texts respectively in Task B. Balouchzahi et al. (2021) proposed ensemble model (LR, SVM, and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) with majority voting for SA in code-mixed Kannada, Malayalam, and Tamil texts. Using TF-IDF of character n-grams in the range (1, 5) and syllables in the range (1, 6), to train the ensemble model, they obtained weighted average F1 scores of 0.628, 0.726, and 0.619 for Kannada, }
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Malayalam, and Tamil code-mixed texts respectively. Three models: SACo-Ensemble, SACo-Keras, and SACo-ULMFiT, using ML, DL, and TL respectively are proposed by Balouchzahi and Shashirekha (2021) for SA in Tamil and Malayalam code-mixed texts. SACo-Ensemble is an ensemble model (MLP, eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGB) and LR) trained with the count vectors of character sequences in range (2, 6), sub-words extracted from Byte Pair embeddings, syntactic bi-grams, and tri-grams, vectorized using CountVectorizer. These features are also used to train SACo-Keras models. To build SACo-ULMFiT model, the authors pre-trained it with raw text (Dakshina dataset along with code-mixed Tamil and Malayalam texts) and they fine-tuned with their Train sets for SA. Among the three models, SACo-Ensemble models obtained weighted average F1 scores of 0.62 and 0.72 for code-mixed Tamil and Malayalam texts respectively.

From the above literature, it is clear that the researchers explored several models to perform SA in both high-resource and low-resource languages. However, for most of the low-resource languages, performances of the models are still less indicating the scope for developing models for SA in low-resource languages. Further, the code-mixed nature of the social media comments in low-resource languages intensifies the SA task.

### 3 Methodology

Three distinct models: n-gramsSA, EmbeddingsSA, and BERTSA, are proposed for SA of code-mixed Tamil and Tulu texts. The steps involved in building the proposed models are given below:

#### 3.1 Preprocessing

Preprocessing step includes removing punctuation, numerical data, user mentions, hashtags as well as stopwords. English stopwords available at the Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK) library and Tamil stops available at GitHub repository are used as references to remove the English and Tamil stopwords respectively. Emojis are transformed into English text using demoji library.

#### 3.2 Model Description

The framework of n-gramsSA and EmbeddingsSA models is visualized in Figure 1. Both the models use LinearSVC classifier and the hyperparameters and their corresponding values used in LinearSVC classifier are shown in Table 1. The hyperparameters which are not mentioned in table are used with their default values. The description of the models follows:

**n-gramsSA model** - n-grams are sequential collections of lexical units viz, words/characters which capture the context by the sequential patterns present in the text/words facilitating a deeper comprehension of relationships between word/characters. Selecting the appropriate value for ‘n’ in n-grams involves the desired level of context. Larger ‘n’ values, such as 3 or more, capture longer sequences and dependencies between words, which is beneficial for text classification tasks like, SA, hate speech detection, and emotion analysis but also increases the complexity of the learning models (Balouchzahi and Shashirekha, 2021). Word and character n-grams in the range of (1, 3) are extracted and vectorized using TfidfVectorizer to train the LinearSVC model for SA.

---

**Table 1: Hyperparameters and their values used in LinearSVC algorithm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>penalty</td>
<td>l2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class_weight</td>
<td>balanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_iter</td>
<td>max_iter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random_state</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loss</td>
<td>squared_hinge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Hyperparameters and their values used in BERTSA as stopwords. English stopwords available at the Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK) library and Tamil stops available at GitHub repository are used as references to remove the English and Tamil stopwords respectively. Emojis are transformed into English text using demoji library.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyper Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning Rate</td>
<td>2e-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch Size</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Epochs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropout Rate</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizer</td>
<td>Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight Decay</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warmup Steps</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Sequence Length</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedding size</td>
<td>768</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

2[^2]: https://pythonspot.com/nltk-stop-words/
3[^3]: https://gist.github.com/arulrajnet/e82a5a331f78a5cc9b6d372d13a9f19c
4[^4]: https://pypi.org/project/demoji/
EmbeddingsSA model - distributed representation of words, also known as word embeddings, is a popular word representation technique, where each word is represented by a low-dimensional dense vector such that words having the same meaning will have a similar representation. Sub-word embeddings are dense vector representations of sub-word units - linguistic units that are smaller than complete words but larger than individual characters, that capture their semantic and syntactic properties. The advantage of sub-word embeddings is that it helps to capture the morphological structure even for rare or unseen words. Word embeddings extracted from fastText and Byte Pair embeddings are concatenated to train the LinearSVC model for SA.

BERTSA - BERT pretrained models have shown remarkable performance in capturing subtle information in text, making them one of the most trending approaches for text classification tasks (Sun et al., 2019). By leveraging large-scale pretraining on diverse text data, BERT models excel in understanding contextual relationships, handling syntactic and semantic information and capturing
the fine-grained details present in the text.

Tamil sentiment BERT® is a variant of the BERT model specifically trained for SA in Tamil text catering to the specific linguistic and cultural intricacies of the language. This variant is fine-tuned to capture the subtle information of sentiments in Tamil text which helps to identify the emotions and opinions effectively. This model leverages the power of pretraining on a large amount of text data and fine-tuning on SA tasks to classify the sentiments in Tamil language. Hyperparameters and their values of Tamil sentiment BERT are shown in Table 2. The hyperparameters which are not mentioned in Table 2 are used with their default values.

## 4 Experimental results

The dataset provided by the shared task organizers includes code-mixed Tamil (Chakravarthi et al., 2020) and Tulu (Hegde et al., 2022a) texts and the distribution of the labels across the Train and Development sets for these two languages are shown in Table 3. The imbalance nature in both the datasets motivated to use LinearSVC with the hyperparameter - class weight = 'balanced'. The proposed models are evaluated on the unlabeled Test set provided by the organizers and the predictions are evaluated based on macro F1 score. The performance of the proposed models on the Development and Test sets with imbalanced and balanced data are shown in Table 4.

The results illustrate that, both n-gramsSA and EmbeddingsSA models exhibited similar performance with the same macro F1 score of 0.18. Further, BERTSA model outperformed the other models with a macro F1 score of 0.26 securing 2\textsuperscript{nd} rank for code-mixed Tamil text. For Tulu, among n-gramsSA and EmbeddingsSA models, EmbeddingsSA model outperformed the other with macro F1 score of 0.53 on Test set securing 2\textsuperscript{nd} rank in the shared task. However, the macro F1 score obtained by the proposed models are below average. The macro F1 scores are very low due to the imbalance in the Train set. Though the hyperparameter ‘class_weight’ set to ‘balanced’ resolves the data imbalance issue to some extent, the extreme data imbalance in the Train set leads to overfitting.

The misclassified comments in Tamil and Tulu Test sets along with the English translations, actual labels, model predictions (obtained from BERTSA and EmbeddingsSA models evaluated for Tamil and Tulu Test sets respectively), and probable reasons for misclassification are shown in Table 5. It can be observed that the wrong classifications may also be due to the incorrect annotations.

The comparison of macro F1 scores of all the participating teams for SA in both code-mixed Tamil and Tulu text is shown in Figure 2.

## 5 Conclusion

This paper describes the models submitted by our team - MUNLP, to the shared task "Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu" in DravidianLangTech at RANLP 2023, for SA in code-mixed Tamil and Tulu texts. Three distinct models: i) n-gramsSA - an n-grams based model trained with n-grams of words and char wb both in the range (1, 3) are used to train LinearSVC, ii) EmbeddingsSA - a model built using combination of fastText and Byte Pair embeddings to train LinearSVC, and iii) BERTSA - a model constructed by fine-tuning Tamil sentiment BERT (only for Tamil language), to address the challenges of the shared task. Among the proposed models, BERTSA and EmbeddingsSA models obtained macro F1 scores of 0.26 and 0.53 for code-mixed Tamil and Tulu datasets respectively both securing 2\textsuperscript{nd} rank.

The results indicate that the macro F1 scores are low. Suitable oversampling or text augmentation techniques will be explored to improve macro F1 scores.
scores of the proposed models. Efficient resampling techniques will be explored further to handle imbalanced classes with effective feature extraction.

## References
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Table 5: Samples of misclassification for code-mixed Tamil and Tulu text

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>English Translations</th>
<th>Actual Label</th>
<th>Predicted Label</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>நீர்த்தவரின் பற்றைகள் கொள்ளலாம்</td>
<td>First there is sin against them, now there is hatred</td>
<td>Mixed Feeling</td>
<td>unknown state</td>
<td>The content words &quot;நீர்த்தவரின்&quot; and &quot;பற்றைகள்&quot; are associated with the class 'unknown_state' rather than with the class 'Mixed Feeling' in the Train set. Further, as the other content words (ஜோட்டை, தவரின், பற்றை) will not give any hint about 'Mixed Feeling' class, the comment is classified as 'unknown state'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulu</td>
<td>இயக்கக்குட்டிகள் என்றே குத்து</td>
<td>A similar incident happened at our New Year’s Eve party</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>This comment is annotated as ‘negative’ because of the emoji. However, the content words (இயக்கக்குட்டிகள், என்றே) speaks about positive sentiment because of which the comment is classified as ‘positive’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Abstract

Social media users utilize online platforms to express their thoughts, sentiments, and views through posts/comments. Identifying such sentiments expressed in reviews or comments on a given concept/topic is known as Sentiment Analysis (SA). SA has considerable applications including customer service, social media monitoring, product reviews analysis, and so on. Content creators, bloggers, and researchers can evaluate public opinions, obtain feedback, and make informed choices by analyzing reviews and comments on social media platforms. Online users often express their sentiments using mixing words/scripts of more than one language leading to code-mixed texts. Analysing the code-mixed text to predict sentiments is challenging and lack of resources for code-mixed low-resource languages enhances the complexity further due to complexities of code-mixed texts.

To address the challenges of predicting sentiments in code-mixed low-resource languages, in this paper, we - team MUCSD, describe Machine Learning (ML) models submitted to "Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu" shared task at DravidianLangTech@RANLP 2023. The proposed methodology makes use of ML models: i) Linear Support Vector Classifier (LinearSVC), ii) Logistic Regression (LR), and iii) Ensemble model (LR, Decision Tree (DT), and Support Vector Machine (SVM)) with hard voting, trained with Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) of word unigrams, to perform SA in Tamil and Tulu languages. Among these models, LinearSVC model performed better with macro F1-scores of 0.189 and 0.508 and obtained 8th and 9th rank for Tamil and Tulu code-mixed texts respectively.

1 Introduction

Social media usage is increasing continuously due to the ease of use to share reviews even for those who are not familiar about the technologies (Asghar et al., 2015; Bharathi and Agnusimmaculate Silvia, 2021; Bharathi and Varsha, 2022; Swaminathan et al., 2022; Anita and Subalalitha, 2019; Subalalitha, 2019; Sakuntharaj and Mahesan, 2016, 2017, 2021). This has led to the increased user-generated text of opinions or reviews, comments, and posts on social media like Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, etc (Yue et al., 2019). Understanding the users’ comments on topics/events in social media allows for more informed decision-making. It helps the content creators like YouTubers to evaluate the emotional impact of their videos on viewers (Chakravarthi et al., 2022a,b; Chakravarthi, 2023). For example, while positive comments about a video indicate satisfaction, negative comments indicate the need for improvement (Asghar et al., 2015).

SA is the task of analysing the reviews, opinions or comments to identify their polarity. This analysis provides insights into public opinions, ideas, and statements, which can be valuable for bloggers, researchers, and even individuals (Hussein, 2018; Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2019, 2020a,b). Social media posts/comments such as YouTube comments, Facebook posts, and tweets, often contain slang, misspellings, contractions, etc. which may impair the ability of the learning models to recognize patterns in the social media content and produce precise predictions. As there is no restriction on the use of language in social media, users often use more than one language to write comments on social media platforms. They may even use more than one script to key in the comments leading to code-mixed data.

Majority of the SA works focus on high-resource languages like English and Spanish giving less importance for low-resource languages and code-mixed low-resource languages (Hegde and Shashirekha, 2021). To promote the SA research...
work on low-resource languages, in this paper, we -
team MUCSD, describe the ML models submitted
to the shared task on "Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu" at DravidianLangTech@RANLP 2023 (Hegde et al., 2023). The aim of the shared task is to classify the comments in code-mixed Tamil and Tulu languages, into one of the four categories: Positive, Neutral/Unknown state, Mixed Feelings, and Negative. The proposed methodology makes use of LinearSVC, LR, and Ensemble of classifiers (LR, DT, and SVM) with hard voting, trained with TF-IDF of word unigrams to predict the sentiment of the given text.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: The related work is briefly described in Section 2. Section 3 describes the methodology, while Section 4 discusses experiments with the results. The study concludes with future work in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Researchers have developed several ML approaches to handle monolingual and code-mixed texts for SA. A brief description of few of the relevant works are given below:

Das and Chakraborty (2018) proposed LinearSVM using TF-IDF along with Next Word Negation (NWN) for sentiment classification of three different datasets (Movie Review Dataset, Product Review Dataset, and SMS Spam Dataset). They obtained accuracies of 89.91%, 88.86%, and 96.83% on IMDB review datasets, Amazon product review, and SMS spam datasets respectively. To perform SA in Code-Mixed Dravidian languages (Tamil and Malayalam) and English language, Hegde and Shashirekha (2022) used Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) model trained with Dynamic Meta Embedding (DME) and obtained F1-scores of 0.36, 0.74, and 0.37 for Tamil, English, and Malayalam languages respectively. Balouchzahi and Shashirekha (2020) proposed Hybrid Voting Classifier (HVC) using char and word n-grams in the range (1, 5) and (1, 3) respectively and word embeddings, as features to train Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) classifiers and sub-words embeddings to train Bidirectional Long Short Term (BiLSTM) classifier. With majority voting, their HVC model obtained a weighted F1-score of 0.62 and 0.68 on Tamil-English and Malayalam-English language pairs respectively.

To solve the Arabic sentiment classification problem, Elgeldawi et al. (2021) used various hyperparameter tuning techniques on six ML algorithms (LR, SVM, DT, Ridge Classifier, Random Forest (RF), and Naive Bayes (NB)) trained using TF-IDF of word unigrams. All algorithms were experimented with and without the hyperparameter tuning process and among all the algorithms, they obtained highest accuracy for SVM with an accuracy of 95.62% using Bayesian Optimization. Hande et al. (2020) proposed multitask learning for Offensive Language Detection (OLD) and SA and experimented on the dataset Kannada Code-Mixed Dataset (KanCMD) created by scraping the YouTube comments. ML algorithms (DT, LR, SVM, MNB, k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN), and RF) are trained with TF-IDF of n-grams in the range (1, 3) for both OLD and SA tasks. The RF model outperformed other models with macro F1-scores of 0.59 and 0.66 for SA and OLD respectively. Poornima and Priya (2020) proposed ML classifiers (MNB, SVM, and LR) trained with word bi-grams for SA of Malayalam Tweets and obtained an accuracy of 86.23% for LR classifier.

In spite of several approaches explored for SA, the performance of many of the approaches are still low for low-resource languages, indicating the need to explore models for SA in to improve the performance.

3 Methodology

The proposed methodology for SA in code-mixed Tamil and Tulu (Dravidian languages) includes three major steps: Pre-processing, Feature Extraction, and Classifier Construction. The framework of the proposed methodology is shown in Figure 1 and the steps are briefly explained below:

3.1 Pre-processing

The procedure of cleaning text data with the goal of enhancing the classifier’s performance is known as Pre-processing. In this procedure, punctuation marks, digits, stopwords, and extra spaces are removed and English text is converted to lower-case. English stopwords\(^2\) list available in Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) library and Tamil stopwords\(^3\) list available in github are used as references to remove the stopwords. Sentiments are

\(^1\)https://codalah.lisn.unice.fr/competitions/11095
\(^2\)https://www.nltk.org/nltk_data/
\(^3\)https://gist.github.com/arulrajnet/e82a5a331778a5cc9b6d372df13a919c
3.2 Feature Extraction

The process of extracting the features from the dataset is known as Feature Extraction. In the proposed work, TF-IDF of word unigrams are obtained using TfidfVectorizer\(^4\) from the scikit-learn library to train the model. 12,515 and 62,516 word unigrams are extracted for Tulu and Tamil datasets respectively.

3.3 Classifier Construction

The three learning models, namely: LinearSVC, LR, and Ensemble (LR, DT, and SVM) classifier with hard voting, are trained using TF-IDF of word unigrams to perform SA. LinearSVC learns the decision boundary by separating different classes and it is suitable for linearly separable problems. The LR model provide a simple approach that predicts the probability that an input belongs to a certain class. LinearSVC is used to find a hyperplane that separates data points of different classes in a way that maximizes the margin between them. To improve the accuracy and robustness of predictions, specifically if the individual classifiers have various weaknesses or strengths, the ensemble techniques can be applied. In the proposed methodology, an Ensemble of ML classifiers (LR, DT, and SVM) with hard voting is used.

4 Experiments and Result

The statistics of code-mixed Tamil (Chakravarthi et al., 2020) and Tulu (Hegde et al., 2022) datasets shared by the organisers of the shared task is shown in Table 1. It can be observed that the both datasets are imbalanced.

The performance of the proposed model for Development (Dev) set and Test sets for both the languages are shown in Table 2. The results illustrate that LinearSVC model outperformed the other two models by achieving F1-scores of 0.189 and 0.508.

Figure 2: Comparison of macro F1-scores of the LinearSVC model with other teams (participants’) for Tamil-English Dataset

Figure 3: Comparison of macro F1-scores of the LinearSVC model with other teams (participants’) for Tulu-English Dataset

Table 3: Samples of misclassified Tulu Test set with their English translation, actual and predicted (using LinearSVC model) labels and remarks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tulu Text</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
<th>Actual Label</th>
<th>Predicted Label</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aaji baari jonullier...jequithe d patherodu .....</td>
<td>Grandmother is very strict. Should be careful while talking</td>
<td>Mixed Feeling</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>The words like “baari”, and “aaji” are associated with sentences of ‘Positive’ class in the Train set. Hence, this sample is classified as ‘Positive’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipl_gangnam style, pili, avu mattha common adu appundu...</td>
<td>ipl, Gangnam style, tiger, all those things are very common</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>The model has associated “ipl” and “Pili” words with ‘Positive’ class and hence has classified the comment as ‘Positive’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>అహా లమ్ములు అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్ అయన్ సౌందర్</td>
<td>It was funny, they have less practice, totally okay</td>
<td>Mixed Feeling</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>The words “అయన్ సౌందర్”, is associated with Neutral sentiment and hence, the model has the comment as “Neutral” class.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Samples of misclassified Tulu Test set with their English translation, actual and predicted (using LinearSVC model) labels and remarks
for code-mixed Tamil and Tulu datasets respectively. The comparison of the macro F1-scores of other participants’ models with our proposed model for Tamil and Tulu Datasets are shown in Figure 2 and 3 respectively. The misclassified samples of the Tulu Test test along with actual and predicted labels and remarks, for LinearSVC model are shown in Table 3.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, our team MUCSD describes the three proposed models, namely: LR, LinearSVC, and an Ensemble (LR, DT, and SVM) classifier with hard voting, trained with TF-IDF of word unigrams, to perform SA of Tulu and Tamil code-mixed texts. These models are submitted to the "Sentiment Analysis in Tamil and Tulu" shared task at Dravidian-LangTech@RANLP 2023. Among the proposed models, LinearSVC achieved F1-scores of 0.189 and 0.508 and secured 8th and 9th rank for Tamil and Tulu texts respectively. Different feature sets and different classifications will be investigated to improve the performance of the proposed models in the future.
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Abstract

Social media is widely used to spread fake news which can lead to individuals or group making wrong judgments based on fake news. The fake news can even create confusion, panic, anxiety, etc., leading to taking inappropriate actions by the individuals. Fake news creators with their tactics may use legitimate sources and mimic the style of reputed publications to create fake news, making it difficult and challenging to identify such content. To address the challenges of detecting fake news in this paper, we - team MUCS, describe the Machine Learning (ML) models submitted to "Fake News Detection in Dravidian Languages" at Dravidian-LangTech@RANLP 2023 shared task. Three different models, namely: Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB), Logistic Regression (LR), and an Ensemble model (MNB, LR, and Support Vector Machine (SVM)) with hard voting, are trained using Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) of word unigrams, to detect fake news in code-mixed Malayalam text. Among the three models ensemble model performed better with a macro F1-score of 0.831 and placed 3rd rank in the shared task.

1 Introduction

With the overwhelming growth of social media like Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, etc., and the ease with which the information can be shared widely and quickly on these social media platforms (Ahmed et al., 2017; Chakravarthi et al., 2022a,b; Chakravarthi, 2023), creation and sharing of fake news has seen the unprecedented growth. The anonymity of users on social media has given a chance to fake news spreaders to divert people’s beliefs, trust, and opinions by intentionally spreading fake information. Usually rumors and fake news spread fast and damage personal relationships and social connections (Kaliyar et al., 2021). Further, they may also cause anxiety and emotional distress through unfavorable perceptions, scrutiny from the public, and social isolation (Sadeghi et al., 2022). In order to prevent harm and discomfort from fake news, to the users, organizations, and communities, identifying and filtering out such fake news automatically has become the need for the day (Khanam et al., 2021).

The majority of the fake news detection systems have focused on high-resource languages like Spanish and English (Hegde et al., 2022c) giving no or less importance for low-resource Dravidian languages, such as Tulu, Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu, and Kannada, due to lack of resources (Hegde et al., 2022a). Among the low-resource languages, Malayalam is relatively spoken by a smaller population in Indian states of Kerala and the Lakshadweep Islands (Thara and Poornachandran, 2022). Unlike other Dravidian languages, Malayalam has its own linguistic complexities, including dialect variations, word semantics, idiomatic expressions, and so on. These complexities can make it harder to process and analyze the Malayalam text.

As there are no guidelines to create any post/comment on social media, users usually combine words and sub-words belonging to more than one language they know, leading to code-mixed text. Further, they may use more than one script to create the post/comment. These factors make it difficult to process the code-mixed texts. Learning approaches that work well for monolingual text may not give good results for code-mixed texts. Further, there are no pretrained models/specific techniques for code-mixed texts in low-resource languages.

The "Fake News Detection in Dravidian Languages" shared task organised at Dravidian-LangTech@RANLP 2023\(^1\) (Subramanian et al., 2023) promotes fake news detection in code-mixed Malayalam text. To address the challenges of de-
 Detecting fake news in Malayalam, in this shared task, we - team MUCS, implemented three distinct models: i) MNB, ii) LR, and iii) Ensemble models (LR, MNB, and SVM) with hard voting, trained with TF-IDF of word unigrams.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives a brief description of the related work. While Section 3 explains the methodology. Section 4 is about experiments and outcomes. Finally, the paper concludes in Section 5 with future work.

## 2 Related Work

Fake news detection in low-resource languages and code-mixed low-resource languages are getting prominence gradually. Researchers have tried to explore several techniques to identify fake news using available benchmarked corpora in low-resource languages. A brief description of few of the relevant works are given below:

- A novel Kurdish fake news corpus created by Azad et al. (2021) to detect fake news in Kurdish language consists of two datasets (i) Crawled fake news and (ii) Texts that are altered from real news. TF-IDF of words is used to train ML models (Naïve Bayes (NB), SVM, LR, Decision Tree (DT), and Random Forest (RF)) to detect fake news. The SVM classifier outperformed all other classifiers with an accuracy of 88.71% for 'Crawled fake news' and LR classifier outperformed all the other algorithms on 'Texts that are altered from real news' with an accuracy of 83.26%. Hegde and Shashirekha (2021) explored ensemble (RF, MLP, Gradient Boosting (GB), and Adaptive Boosting) model with soft voting for Urdu fake news detection. Using a combination of TF-IDF of word unigrams, character n-grams in the range (2, 3), and fastText vectors, to train the ensemble model, they obtained a macro F1-score of 0.770. To detect fake news in Malayalam language, Bijimol and Santhosh (2022) proposed a model using Passive Aggressive classifier - an online learning algorithm, trained with TF-IDF of words and achieved an accuracy of 98.4%.

- Balouchzahi et al. (2021) developed an ensemble model (LinearSVM, LR, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), XGB, and RF) with soft voting, trained with TF-IDF of char and word n-grams in the range (1, 3) and (2, 5) respectively. They applied feature selection techniques (Chi-square, Mutual Information Gain (MIG), and f_classif) to select the relevant features and obtained a macro F1-score of 0.592. In another work, Balouchzahi and Shashirekha (2020) developed an ensemble model (MNB, LR, and MLP) with hard voting for the binary classification of fake news in Urdu. Using term frequency of word and character n-grams in the range (1, 2) and (1, 5) respectively to train the ensemble model, they obtained a macro F1-score of 0.770. The approach to detect fake news in the political domain on the "Liar" dataset is proposed by Khanam et al. (2021). They trained ML models (XGB, RF, NB, k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN), DT, and SVM) using TF-IDF of word n-gram features and obtained an accuracy of 75% using XGB and 73% accuracy using both SVM and RF models.

The related work reveals that several ML algorithms trained with TF-IDF of word and char n-grams are explored to detect the fake news in low-resource Dravidian languages. However, as the performance of many of the existing works are low, there is scope to develop models to detect fake news in code-mixed low-resource Dravidian languages.

## 3 Methodology

The framework of the proposed ML models to identify fake news detection in code-mixed Malayalam text is shown in Figure 1 and the steps involved in the proposed methodology are described below:
### Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Train set</th>
<th>Development set</th>
<th>Test set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>1658</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fake</td>
<td>1599</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3257</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>1019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Class-wise distribution of the dataset

### Table 2: Samples of code-mixed Malayalam text from the given dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Malayalam Text</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>പിൻവനം ക്ഷാരകളിൽ</td>
<td>Doesn't the party even realize that this will become a troll later. Too bad</td>
<td>Original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>എല്ലാവരും കോവിഡ് മനസ്സാക്കുന്നു</td>
<td>After the conference everyone can follow the Covid protocols</td>
<td>Original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>മാസം സജീവമായതിൽ സിദ്ധിക്കുമെന്ന്</td>
<td>Some media forget media principles</td>
<td>Fake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>വിജയൻ നെസ്റ്റിൽ നിണ്ണുള എഡ്‌ഹാൻമാൻ</td>
<td>Vijayan can be pushed out of the country</td>
<td>Fake</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1 Pre-processing

Malayalam code-mixed data consists of noise such as punctuation, alphanumeric, and special characters (slash, brackets, ampersands, etc.) which are removed during pre-processing. Text written in Roman script is lowercased and emojis are converted to their corresponding English text as they convey emotions which will be useful for classification. The pre-processed data is used for feature extraction.

### 3.2 Feature Extraction

TF-IDF is used to preserve the relative importance of a word within a document (Hegde et al., 2022b). A higher TF-IDF score indicates that a term is important within a specific document while being relatively less common in the entire corpus. In the proposed work, TF-IDF vectors of word unigrams is obtained from the pre-processed data using TfidfVectorizer. 15,280 word unigrams are obtained from Train set to train the classifiers.

### 3.3 Model Building

The three ML models: i) MNB, ii) LR, and iii) Ensemble of ML classifiers (MNB, LR, and SVM) with hard voting, are proposed to identify fake news in code-mixed Malayalam text. The strength of MNB model is its capacity to effortlessly handle word occurrences and distribution, capturing distinctive patterns in the text (Abbas et al., 2019). From the training set, the classifier learns the frequency of each class and each word within a class and applies this to the test sample to determine the most likely class from the words it contains. LR model works by transforming the linear combination of extracted features from the given samples through the logistic function, yielding a probability score representing the given data point belonging to a certain class. Ensemble models are a group of diversified classifiers designed with the aim of overcoming the weakness of one classifier with the strength of the others. An Ensemble of ML classifiers (MNB, LR, and SVM) with hard voting is applied to obtain the benefits of SVM classifier to handle complex decision boundaries and high-dimensional data, LR classifier for its simplicity and probabilistic interpretation, and MNB classifier for its efficiency in text-based categorization. This improves the performance of the ensemble models as compared to individual classifiers.

### 4 Experiments and Results

The goal of the shared task is to classify the given Malayalam code-mixed text into "Original" or "Fake" news. The statistics of the Malayalam code-mixed dataset for fake news detection provided by the shared task organisers is shown in Table 1. This dataset contains user-generated text extracted from various social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, etc. These texts in Malayalam and/or English will be written in Malayalam and/or Roman scripts. The sample texts from the dataset along with the English translation are shown in Table 2. Predictions on the Test set are evaluated by the organizers of the shared task based on macro F1-scores. The performance of the proposed models for the Development set and Test sets in terms of precision, recall, accuracy, and macro F1-score are shown in Table 3. Among the proposed models, MNB and Ensemble model obtained better results, both with a F1-score of 0.831 securing 3rd rank in the shared task. The comparison of the macro F1-scores of all the participating teams of the shared

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Macro F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MNB</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble model</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.830</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance of the proposed models
task are shown in Figure 2. The misclassified samples along with their English translation, remarks, true and predicted labels for ensemble model are shown in Table 4.

5 Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we describe the three models: MNB, LR, and Ensemble (LR, RF, and SVM) classifiers with hard voting, submitted to the “Fake News Detection in Dravidian Languages” at Dravidian-LangTech@RANLP 2023 shared task. The proposed models are trained with TF-IDF of word unigrams, for detecting fake news in code-mixed Malayalam texts. Among the three models, ensemble model obtained 3rd rank with a macro F1-score of 0.831. As a future work, fake news detection in low-resource languages like Tulu, Kannada, and other Dravidian languages will be explored.
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Abstract

Social media, online news reporting sites, and many other public forums on the Internet are becoming increasingly aware of abusive comments. This also leads to harassment and abusive messages that can cause anxiety and harm others. This research work aims to identify the negative comments that are associated with Counter-speech, Xenophobia, Homophobia, Transphobia, Misandry, Misogyny, and None-of-the-above categories. In order to identify these categories from the given data set, we propose three different models such as machine learning techniques, deep learning model and transfer learning model called BERT is also used to analyze the texts. In the Tamil data set, we are training the models with a train data set and testing the models with validation data. Our team participated in the shared task organized by DravidianLangTech (Priyadharshini et al., 2023a) and secured fourth rank in the task of abusive comment detection in Tamil with a macro-f1 score of 0.35. Also, our run was submitted for abusive comment detection in code-mixed languages (Tamil-English) and secured sixth rank with a macro-f1 score of 0.42 using the Random Forest model.

1 Introduction

Social media platforms that provide communications, education, and information exchange in the digital age have become an essential part of our lives. But this increased online communication has also raised concerns about the spread of slander, hate speech, and online bullying (Park et al., 2018). Slander is a statement made against a person or group of people. In recent years there has been a growing awareness of the harm that negative comments (Narang and Brew, 2020) can do to individuals and society as a whole. Insults not only cause psychological harm to the victim, but also cause the spread of humor, division, and dissatisfaction online. Given the detrimental impact hate speech has on the general public, major platforms such as YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter have implemented policies (Caselli et al., 2021) and protocols to address hateful content and combat negative behaviors. It is crucial to prioritize the identification and management of such comments to minimize their adverse effects on individuals.

Over the past few years, a growing body of research has been addressing the issue of tackling abusive comments (Mubarak et al., 2017) in the fields such as natural language processing (NLP), network science, and Artificial Intelligence (AI). Early studies relied on machine learning (ML) classes such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) with word and attribute n-gram features and Logistic Regression (LR) (Ibrohim and Budi, 2019). Analyzing the illegal language in Tamil requires a good understanding of the features of the language, its cultural context, and certain language patterns associated with abusive content. This has required the development of Tamil-adapted artificial intelligence algorithms and machine learning models that can identify and neutralize illegal words with higher accuracy (Davidson et al., 2019).

Machine learning models that possess specific options share similarities and present a simpler alternative to Transformer models (Koufakou et al., 2020). Recent studies on advancements in offensive language detection indicate a growing trend in utilizing deep learning-based transformer models (Mishra et al., 2019). Transfer learning is a concept where models are initially trained on extensive sets of unlabeled text using self-supervised learning, and subsequently employed on labeled text corpora. For our project, we employ the Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformers (BERT) model (Corazza et al., 2020).

Our task is to analyze and detect abusive com-

1https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/11096
ments in Tamil (Priyadharshini et al., 2022; Shanmugavadivel et al., 2022). Tamil has an agglutinative grammar, that is, the last word is used to denote class, number case, verb tenses, and other grammatical forms. Abusive Comment Detection is a text classification problem (Priyadharshini et al., 2022). Text classification is a technique for extracting features from the text, giving it a preset category. It is always done by the linear classifier of sentence embeddings of text. In this paper, we trained various machine learning models, deep learning, and transfer learning models for detecting abusive comments in the Tamil language. We compared the results of all the methods to determine the best model.

2 Literature Review

The paper by Mubarak et al. (ALW 2017) highlights the challenges associated with Arabic abusive language detection, such as the presence of dialects and informal language usage. The review in (Mubarak et al., 2017) provides valuable insights into the state-of-the-art methods, data sets, and evaluation metrics used in this domain. The paper by Mishra et al. (NAACL 2019) presents a novel approach for abusive language detection using Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs). The authors propose a graph-based model that captures both syntactic and semantic dependencies between words in a sentence to effectively identify abusive content. (Mishra et al., 2019) leverage graph convolutional layers to learn contextual representations from the sentence’s dependency graph, enabling the model to capture the structural information crucial for identifying abusive language. The paper by Park et al. (EMNLP 2018) addresses the issue of gender bias in abusive language detection systems. The authors propose a method to reduce gender bias by incorporating gender information into the training process. (Park et al., 2018) introduce a gender-balanced data set and develop a fine-tuning strategy that takes into account the gender of both the author and target of abusive language. The experimental results show that their approach effectively reduces gender bias in the detection system while maintaining good overall performance. The paper by Ibroyhim and Budi (ALW 2019) focuses on the task of multi-label hate speech and abusive language detection in Indonesian Twitter. The authors present a comprehensive analysis of various approaches for addressing this challenge, including feature-based, deep learning, and ensemble methods.

(Ibroyhim and Budi, 2019) discuss the importance of handling multiple labels, as hate speech and abusive language can exhibit different characteristics and require distinct detection techniques. The paper by Narang and Brew (ALW 2020) presents an approach for abusive language detection that utilizes syntactic dependency graphs. The authors propose a method that incorporates information from these graphs, including node representations and graph-based features, to identify abusive content. (Narang and Brew, 2020) demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach by comparing it with baseline models on multiple data sets and achieving superior performance. The paper by Caselli et al. (WOAH 2021) introduces HateBERT, a retraining approach for BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) specifically tailored for abusive language detection in English. The authors fine-tune BERT using a large-scale data set of annotated abusive language to enhance its ability to identify and classify abusive content accurately.

(Caselli et al., 2021) compare HateBERT’s performance with other existing models and demonstrate its superiority in terms of precision, recall, and F1-score. The paper by Davidson et al. (ALW 2019) investigates the presence of racial bias in hate speech and abusive language detection data sets. The authors analyze several widely-used data sets and identify potential biases in the annotation process, particularly regarding racial and ethnic slurs. (Davidson et al., 2019) highlight the importance of addressing such biases to ensure fair and unbiased evaluation of detection models. The paper by Koufakou et al. (ALW 2020) introduces HurtBERT, a model that combines BERT with lexical features for the detection of abusive language. The authors incorporate various lexical features, such as n-grams, sentiment scores, and part-of-speech tags, alongside BERT embeddings to enhance the model’s understanding of abusive content.

(Koufakou et al., 2020) evaluate HurtBERT on multiple data sets and demonstrate its improved performance compared to BERT alone and other baseline models. The paper by Corazza et al. (Findings 2020) introduces a novel approach for zero-shot abusive language detection using hybrid emoji-based masked language models. The authors propose incorporating emojis as a form of contextual information to enhance the model’s ability to iden-
tify and classify abusive content. They leverage pre-trained language models and mask out abusive terms, replacing them with emoji representations during inference. The experimental results in (Corazza et al., 2020) demonstrate the effectiveness of their approach in zero-shot detection, achieving competitive performance compared to existing methods. (Chakravarthi, 2020) introduces HopeEDI, a multilingual data set for hope speech detection (Subramanian et al., 2022) in the context of equality, diversity, and inclusion. The data set aims to facilitate research on understanding and promoting positive discourse in social media. The study in (Chakravarthi, 2020) describes the data collection process, and annotation guidelines, and provides an analysis of the data set’s characteristics.

3 Dataset Description

The goal of this shared task on abusive comment detection is to detect and reduce abusive comments on social media. The dataset used here is shared by the shared task (Priyadharshini et al., 2022). The primary goal of this project is to develop methods for detecting and classifying instances of hate speech in Tamil. The Abusive Comment Detection data set is made up of Tamil comments retrieved from the YouTube comments area (Priyadharshini et al., 2023b). The data set consists of a comment and its related label from one of the nine labels: Misandry, Counter-speech, Misogyny, Xenophobia, Hope-Speech, Homophobic, Transphobic, Not-Tamil, and None-of-the-above. SMOTE, which stands for Synthetic Minority Over-sampling data augmentation Technique, is a widely used technique in the field of machine learning specifically in the context of handling imbalanced datasets. Imbalanced datasets occur when the classes have significantly different numbers of instances, leading to a bias in the model’s performance towards the majority class.

SMOTE is designed to solve this issue by generating synthetic samples for the minority class, thereby balancing the class distribution. Synthetic samples are artificially created data points that are generated based on existing data points in a dataset. In our dataset, ‘Misandry’ belongs to the minority class, thereby we use SMOTE technique to balance the class distribution.

### 3.1 Tamil Data

The Train, Test, and Development data sets each comprise 2239, 559, 900 comments. The text in Tamil is followed by the appropriate label for each comment in the training data. In the data set, there is a significant class imbalance. Because there is no test or development data of examples for the ‘Not-Tamil’ label, classification is limited to the other seven labels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>No. of Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>2239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Dataset Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Dev</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None Of The Above</td>
<td>1296</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misandry</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter Speech</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misogyny</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenophobia</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope Speech</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans-phobic</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Class Description

### 4 Methodology

Machine learning and deep learning models cannot access raw texts. Feature extraction is required to train classification models. The TF-IDF representation is utilized in ML techniques to extract features. We use three ways to analyze the results and create the best model possible: Machine Learning, Deep Learning, and Transformer-based Learning.

#### 4.1 Machine Learning Models

Machine learning has come a long way in recent years, changing the way people understand important applications such as image recognition, data mining, and natural language processing (NLP). This section outlines the machine learning models utilized in the present study for text classification. We used several different kinds of machine learning algorithms such as Decision tree, Random Forest, GaussianNB, XGBoost, AdaBoost, KNN, Linear Regression, Multinomial NB, Support Vector Machine, MLP Classifier, Gradient Boost, and Ensemble models.
4.2 Deep Learning Model

Text classification tasks have witnessed the efficacy of deep learning models like Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks. CNN models excel in capturing localized patterns and features within text data by utilizing convolutional filters. On the other hand, LSTM models are specifically designed to capture long-term dependencies and sequential information.

LSTM, which belongs to the family of recurrent neural networks (RNNs), is renowned for its capability to capture long-term dependencies in sequential data. This quality makes it highly suitable for analyzing sequences of comments. The comments are pre-processed to remove noise and irrelevant information and then fed into an LSTM model for training and evaluation.

The LSTM model is designed to learn the patterns and relationships within the comment sequences. By considering the temporal information of the comments, the model can effectively capture the context and dependencies that exist between words and phrases. The model is trained using the processed training data set, and the validation data set is used to tune the hyper-parameters and evaluate the performance of each model. Various evaluation metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score are used to evaluate the efficacy of the LSTM model in identifying abusive comments in Tamil.

However, it is important to note that these deep learning models can be computationally intensive and require substantial training time. This is primarily due to the high input dimensionality of text features and the large number of parameters that need to be trained. As a result, training deep learning models can often be time-consuming and resource-intensive. In conclusion, this research demonstrates the effectiveness of LSTM for abusive comment detection in YouTube content. It provides insights into the application of deep learning techniques, specifically LSTM in addressing the challenges associated with analyzing sequential comment data.
4.3 Transfer Learning Model

Transfer learning is a powerful technique that leverages pre-trained models to enhance the performance of models on new tasks. BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) is a powerful language model that has achieved remarkable results in various natural language processing tasks. To leverage the capabilities of BERT, it is possible to utilize pre-trained BERT models that have been trained on extensive amounts of text data from diverse sources.

The pre-trained BERT model is tuned-up on the particular task of abusive comment detection using the YouTube comments data set. Fine-tuning involves adapting the previously trained model to the target task by training it on the labeled data. This process allows BERT to learn the specific patterns and features relevant to identifying abusive comments in YouTube content.

During the fine-tuning process, appropriate classification techniques, such as adding a classification layer on top of BERT or employing additional neural network layers for improved performance can be done. The fine-tuned BERT model is evaluated on a separate test set to measure its accuracy score, precision, recall, and F1 score metrics. Additionally, the advantages of transfer learning with BERT include the ability to capture semantic meaning, context, and nuanced language patterns. It also addresses potential limitations, such as the need for large amounts of labeled data and computational resources for fine-tuning BERT.

5 Performance Evaluation

From the comprehensive results presented in Table 3 and Table 4, it becomes apparent that out of the 13 models tested, comprising 11 machine learning models, deep learning model, and transfer learning model, SVC, a machine learning model, emerged as the top performer in terms of precision and recall. It outperformed both the deep learning and transfer learning models in terms of precision, recall, and F1 score, signifying its superiority in predictive capabilities. Figure 2 displayed the confusion matrix of the Random Forest Model.

With its ability to leverage an ensemble of decision trees and feature importance estimation, the random forest model demonstrated its prowess in capturing complex patterns within the data set and making accurate predictions. The performance advantage of the random forest model can be attributed to its ability to handle high-dimensional data, effectively deal with noisy and missing values, and mitigate overfitting concerns. By leveraging a combination of feature subsampling and bootstrap aggregating, the model achieved robust generalization and reduced the risk of overfitting.

The deep learning model, which often requires significant computational resources and extensive parameter tuning, fell short in this evaluation. It might have struggled to extract meaningful representations from the given data set or faced challenges in optimizing its numerous parameters, thereby resulting in comparatively lower accuracy and F1 score. Similarly, the transfer learning model, which typically leverages pre-trained neural networks and fine-tunes them for specific tasks, failed to outperform the random forest model. Although transfer learning has proven to be effective in various domains, it appears that the unique characteristics of the data set did not lend themselves well to this particular transfer learning approach.

Overall, the exceptional performance of the support vector classifier model highlights the strength of traditional machine learning algorithms, particularly in scenarios where the data-set is not excessively large or lacks the complexity that deep learning models excel at handling. This outcome underscores the importance of carefully selecting the appropriate modeling technique based on the specific characteristics and requirements of the problem at hand, ultimately leading to improved predictive performance.

Figure 2: Confusion Matrix Of Support Vector Classifier Model- Train Data
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multilayer perceptron</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Nearest Neighbour</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xtreme Gradient Boost</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Vector Classifier</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multinomial Naive Bayes</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient Boost Classifier</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaboost Classifier</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Tamil-Validation-Train Data Evaluation Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multilayer perceptron</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Nearest Neighbour</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xtreme Gradient Boost</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Vector Classifier</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multinomial Naive Bayes</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient Boost Classifier</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaboost Classifier</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Tamil-Train Data Evaluation Metrics

6 Conclusion

The study focuses on the detection of abusive comments in the Tamil language. We compare the performance of different models in this task. Deep Learning and Transformer models did not achieve superior results when trained and evaluated on Tamil data. Instead, Machine Learning models outperformed the Deep Learning and Transformer-based models. It is important to note that contextualized embeddings such as ELMO or FLAIR, which have shown potential in enhancing the performance of language models, has not been utilized. The absence of these embeddings might have limited the effectiveness of the models used in our study.

We acknowledge this limitation and suggest that future work should explore the implementation of contextualized embeddings using deep learning techniques. We believe that incorporating these advanced embeddings could potentially improve the detection of abusive comments in Tamil. Additionally, other models like Indic BERT and Muril BERT were not utilized at this stage. However, we highlight the possibility of implementing these models in the future as our project advances. This indicates the potential for further exploration and improvement in the detection of abusive comments in Tamil using more advanced language models.
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Abstract

Sentiment Analysis is a process that involves analyzing digital text to determine the emotional tone, such as positive, negative, neutral, or unknown. In this study, we obtained the dataset from the CodaLab website by participating in a competition and accessing code-mixed format train and development data. Later, on May 10th, the test data was provided, including an unlabeled class. Sentiment Analysis of code-mixed languages presents challenges in natural language processing due to the complexity of code-mixed data, which combines vocabulary and grammar from multiple languages and creates unique structures. The scarcity of annotated data and the unstructured nature of code-mixed data are major challenges. To address these challenges, we explored various techniques, including Machine Learning (ML), Deep Learning, and Transfer Learning. ML models such as Decision Trees, Random Forests, Logistic Regression, and Gaussian Naïve Bayes were employed. Deep Learning models, such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), and Transfer Learning models like BERT, were also utilized. The results demonstrated promising performance in sentiment analysis of code-mixed text. Overall, this study contributes to the field of sentiment analysis by addressing the challenges posed by code-mixed language and employing diverse ML and Deep Learning techniques for accurate sentiment classification. This dataset was taken in the competition in CodaLab with dataset description of (Chakravarthi et al., 2020) and (Hegde et al., 2022). Our team participated in the shared task organized by (Hegde et al., 2023).

1 Introduction

Sentiment Analysis, also referred to as opinion mining, is a computational process that utilizes natural language processing (NLP), text analysis, and computational linguistics to uncover the emotional sentiment expressed in each text. It aims to categorize and determine opinions regarding a product, service, or idea, by extracting polarity (positivity or negativity), subject matter, and the opinion holder within the text. Sentiment Analysis can be performed on various levels, including full documents, paragraphs, sentences, or even smaller units. It finds applications in diverse domains such as product reviews, social media analysis, and market research. Different types of Sentiment Analysis exist, such as aspect-based Sentiment Analysis, grading Sentiment Analysis, multilingual Sentiment Analysis, and emotion detection. Approaches for Sentiment Analysis include knowledge-based techniques, statistical methods, and Machine Learning algorithms. Social media platforms serve as significant sources of data for Sentiment Analysis, as they generate vast and interconnected information in the form of user-generated content.

2 Literature Survey


3 Methodology

Machine learning models have revolutionized the field of artificial intelligence by enabling computers to learn and make predictions or decisions without being explicitly programmed. In this introduction, we will explore several popular machine-learning models and their applications in sentiment analysis. The proposed system workflow is presented in Figure 1.

Decision trees are a powerful supervised learning technique that can be used for both classification and regression tasks. They create a tree-like model where each internal node represents a feature, each branch represents a decision rule, and each leaf node represents an outcome or prediction. Decision trees are intuitive, easy to interpret, and can handle both numerical and categorical data. They are often used in sentiment analysis to classify text into positive, negative, or neutral sentiments. Random forests are an ensemble learning method that combines multiple decision trees to make more accurate predictions. It works by constructing a multitude of decision trees, each trained on a different subset of the training data and using random feature subsets. The final prediction is made by aggregating the predictions of individual trees. Random forests are known for their robustness, ability to handle high-dimensional data, and resistance to overfitting. They are commonly used in sentiment analysis to improve classification accuracy. Logistic regression is a popular classification algorithm used to predict the probability of a binary outcome based on input variables. Despite its
name, logistic regression is a linear model, but it applies a logistic function to the linear output to transform it into a probability. It is widely used in sentiment analysis to determine the likelihood of a given text belonging to a specific sentiment class. Logistic regression is computationally efficient and can provide interpretable results. Gaussian Naïve Bayes is a probabilistic classifier based on Baye’s theorem and assumes independence between features. Gaussian Naïve Bayes specifically assumes that the features follow a Gaussian distribution. It is a simple yet effective algorithm that works well with high-dimensional data and requires a small amount of training data. Gaussian Naïve Bayes is often used in sentiment analysis to classify text based on the likelihood of belonging to a particular sentiment class. Performing sentiment analysis using machine learning models are depicted in Figure 2.

Deep learning models, such as LSTM, are a type of artificial neural network [7-11] with multiple layers that can learn complex patterns and dependencies in data. LSTM networks are specifically designed to capture long-term dependencies by using memory cells and gates that regulate the flow of information. LSTMs have been highly successful in natural language processing tasks, including sentiment analysis. They can learn contextual information, understand sequential patterns, and effectively model text sentiment over longer sequences. Performing Sentiment Analysis by LSTM is represented in Figure 3.

Transfer Learning - BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) is a state-of-the-art deep learning model for natural language processing tasks. It is based on the Transformer architecture and is pre-trained on a large corpus of text data. BERT has achieved remarkable results in various NLP tasks, including sentiment analysis, by leveraging its ability to understand contextualized word representations. Transfer learning with BERT involves fine-tuning the pre-trained model on a specific sentiment analysis task, which can significantly improve performance even with limited training data. Sentiment analysis by BERT is presented in Figure 4.

4 Performance Evaluation

Whether utilising machine learning or deep learning techniques, performance evaluation for sentiment analysis models often incorporates multiple indicators to gauge the model’s efficacy. Following are a few typical evaluation measures for sentiment analysis: Accuracy: The ratio of examples that
Figure 3: Sentiment Analysis by LSTM

Figure 4: Sentiment Analysis by BERT

were successfully classified to all instances is used to determine the overall accuracy of the model’s predictions. However, accuracy by itself could not give a full picture, particularly when dealing with datasets that are unbalanced. Precision: Out of all instances anticipated as positive (or negative), precision represents the percentage of accurately predicted positive (or negative) cases. The accuracy of positive (or negative) predictions is the main focus, and it aids in determining the model’s capacity to prevent false positives. Confusion Matrix: A confusion matrix displays the predictions of the model in comparison to the actual classes in a tabular format. Insights into true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives are provided, assisting in the identification of certain areas that require improvement. Table 1 lists the accuracy of each proposed model, and it is evident from the findings that the LSTM model offers superior accuracy with a score of 0.61. Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the Precision, Recall, and f1-Score for each suggested model, respectively. The proportion of accurately predicted positive (or negative) cases out of all actual positive (or negative) instances is determined by recall (also known as sensitivity or true positive rate). It demonstrates how the model can recognise positive (or negative) cases and prevent false negatives. F1-Score: The F1-score is a balanced indicator of a model’s performance because it is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. It is helpful when the dataset is unbalanced since it takes precision and recall into account.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaussianNb</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Accuracy of proposed models
Table 2: Classification Report of Mixed Feeling Class Label

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GNB</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Classification Report of Negative Class Label

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GNB</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Classification Report of Unknown State Class Label

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GNB</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Classification Report of Positive Class Label

5 Conclusion

In this research work, sentiment analysis is performed using machine learning, deep learning and transfer learning techniques, specifically Gaussian Naive Bayes, Decision Trees, Random Forests, BERT, and LSTM. For the machine learning approach, we employed logistic regression, decision tree, and random forest algorithms, while for the deep learning approach, we utilized LSTM models and for transfer learning approach, we utilized BERT. After evaluating the models, we obtained an accuracy of 42 percent for the decision tree and 61 percent for the LSTM. In summary, the LSTM model outperformed the decision tree algorithm’s precision, achieving a higher accuracy of 61 percent for sentiment analysis. However, the performance can be further improved by fine-tuning hyperparameters, exploring different architectures, or incorporating ensemble methods.
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Abstract
Code-mixing is a word or phrase-level act of interchanging two or more languages during a conversation or in written text within a sentence. This phenomenon is widespread on social media platforms, and understanding the underlying abusive comments in a code-mixed sentence is a complex challenge. We present our system in our submission for the DravidianLangTech Shared Task on Abusive Comment Detection in Tamil and Telugu. Our approach involves building a multiclass abusive detection model that recognizes 8 different labels. The provided samples are code-mixed Tamil-English text, where Tamil is represented in romanised form. We focused on the Multiclass classification subtask, and we leveraged Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF), and Logistic Regression (LR). Our method exhibited its effectiveness in the shared task by earning the ninth rank out of all competing systems for the classification of abusive comments in the code-mixed text. Our proposed classifier achieves an impressive accuracy of 0.99 and an F1-score of 0.99 for a balanced dataset using TF-IDF with SVM. It can be used effectively to detect abusive comments in Tamil, English code-mixed text.

1 Introduction
In the age of rapidly advancing technology and increased social media usage, online platforms have become integral to our daily lives, facilitating global communication and connection (Anita and Subalalitha, 2019; Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2019, 2020a,b; Subalalitha, 2019; Sakuntharaj and Mahesan, 2016, 2017, 2021). However, this interconnectedness has also led to the proliferation of abusive content and hate speech, posing severe challenges to maintaining a safe and respectful online environment (Bharathi and Agnusimmaculata Silvia, 2021; Bharathi and Varsha, 2022b; Swaminathan et al., 2022; Chinnaudayar Navaneethakrishnan et al., 2023). Automated classification of abusive comments is paramount to curb the spread of harmful content and protect users from online harassment (Priyadharshini et al., 2022). Moreover, abusive comments often emerge as a complex interplay of code-mixed text in multilingual communities, such as those in regions where Tamil and English speakers coexist and interact. Code-mixing is word or phrase level interchanging two or more languages within a single sentence or conversation (Chakravarthi et al., 2023a,b). The prevalence of code-mixed text in social media interactions further intensifies the difficulty of abusive comment classification, as traditional natural language processing techniques may not be directly applicable (Thara and Ponnachandran, 2018; Chakravarthi et al., 2022a,b; ?). This research article addresses the challenges of abusive comment classification in Tamil and English code-mixed text using machine learning techniques and the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) to handle imbalanced data (Chawla et al., 2002; Kathiravan et al., 2023). We explore the effectiveness of employing SMOTE to create a balanced dataset, thereby mitigating the skewed distribution of abusive and non-abusive comments.

To achieve accurate and robust classification results, we explore two popular data representation techniques: Bag-of-Words (BoW) and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF). BoW represents text data by counting the occurrence of words in documents, while TF-IDF considers the importance of words based on their frequency and rarity in the corpus (Akuma et al., 2022). We apply these representations to our balanced dataset and utilize three different machine learning algorithms: Support Vector Machines (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR), and Random Forest (RF).
One of the pivotal contributions of our research lies in showcasing the significance of SMOTE in enhancing the performance of the classifiers. By addressing the class imbalance issue, SMOTE enables the classifiers to better capture patterns and nuances related to abusive comments, improving classification accuracy and reducing the risk of misclassifying harmful content (Satriaji and Kusumaningrum, 2018). Our findings indicate that TF-IDF representation consistently outperforms BoW in SVM, LR, and RF models. The ability of TF-IDF to capture the semantic relevance and rareness of words provides a more substantial discriminatory power, leading to better classification results. Leveraging TF-IDF representation with SMOTE-balanced data yields an accuracy demonstrating the potential for more effective content moderation in code-mixed text environments.

However, despite the success achieved in our research, we recognize that addressing abusive comment classification in code-mixed text is an ongoing challenge. The dynamic nature of online content and the continuous evolution of abusive language demand continuous efforts in refining and updating our classification models.

2 Related works

The growing presence of Tamil and English, code-mixed data on social media platforms has sparked increased research interest in addressing abusive comments. As the multilingual nature of code-mixed content poses unique challenges, several studies have been conducted to develop effective methods for detecting and classifying abusive language in these contexts.

The research by Rajalakshmi et al. (2022) focuses on abusive comment detection in Tamil using multilingual transformer models. They explored the effectiveness of multilingual transformer models in handling the complexities of Tamil code-mixed text for abusive comment detection. The results demonstrated the potential of transformer-based approaches in achieving accurate and robust classification, significantly promoting a safer online environment. The research contributes valuable insights to the field of natural language processing for Dravidian languages, particularly in the context of abusive content moderation.

The research conducted by Prasanth et al. (2022) focuses on abusive comment detection in Tamil language text using the TF-IDF representation and the random kitchen sink algorithm. The authors addressed the challenge of identifying abusive content in the context of the Tamil language, which is particularly relevant for content moderation and user safety on social media platforms. The TF-IDF representation, known for capturing word importance and rarity, was combined with the random kitchen sink algorithm, a randomized feature mapping technique, to classify abusive comments.

Biradar and Saumya (2022) conducted research that focuses on the classification of abusive content in Dravidian code-mixed text using a Transformer-based approach. Their methodology leverages advanced natural language processing techniques to address the challenges of code-mixing in Tamil and other Dravidian languages. The study aims to improve content moderation systems and create a safer online environment by accurately detecting and handling abusive comments in multilingual communities. The paper provides valuable insights into using Transformers for abusive content classification in code-mixed text, contributing to the ongoing research efforts in Natural Language Processing (NLP) and content moderation.

Bharathi and Varsha (2022a) conducted the study on detecting abusive comments in the Tamil language using a Transformer-based approach. Transformers have proven to be highly effective in natural language processing tasks, and the authors explored their application for abusive comment classification in Tamil. Their work contributes to the growing body of research in content moderation and speech technologies for Dravidian languages, addressing the crucial issue of abusive language online. The detailed methodology, experimental setup, and results presented in the paper offer valuable insights into the effectiveness of the proposed approach, providing a significant contribution to the field of NLP for Tamil language processing.

The research conducted by Balouchzahi et al. (2022) focuses on abusive comment detection in the Tamil language. They employed a 1D Conv-LSTM model for classification. The study addressed the crucial issue of identifying abusive content in online Tamil text, considering the challenges posed by multilingual code-mixing. The proposed model demonstrated promising results in detecting abusive comments, and its effectiveness was showcased during the shared task. It also provides insights into the approach, methodology, and results achieved, contributing to developing content mod-
eration systems in multilingual environments.

3 System Description

In this section, we provide comprehensive information about the dataset and elaborate on the experiments conducted in our study. Figure 1 illustrates the system architecture designed for multiclass abusive comments classification using machine learning (ML) techniques, including SMOTE. The diagram depicts the overall flow of the classification process.

3.1 Dataset

The dataset for the Abusive Comment Detection shared task, provided by the organizers, consists of code-mixed Tamil-English comments (“Priyadharshini et al., 2023”) (Priyadharshini et al., 2022). It is important to note that the dataset is imbalanced, as depicted in Figure 2, showing the class-wise distribution of the data in percentages. The categories and their corresponding values are as follows: None-of-the-above (4633 comments), Misandry (1048 comments), Counter-speech (443 comments), Xenophobia (367 comments), Hope-Speech (266 comments), Misogyny (261 comments), Homophobia (215 comments), and Transphobic (197 comments). The imbalanced nature of the dataset poses challenges for effective classification and warrants careful consideration during model training and evaluation.

3.2 SMOTE

SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique) addresses the class imbalance in imbalanced datasets by generating synthetic samples for the minority class (Chawla et al., 2002). First, it identifies the minority class and selects k nearest neighbors for each instance within that class. Then, synthetic samples are created by interpolating between the instance and one of its neighbors based on random proportions. This process is repeated for all instances in the minority class, resulting in a balanced dataset. The synthetic samples improve the representation of the minority class, allowing machine learning models to learn from a more diverse dataset and make more accurate predictions, particularly in abusive comment classification in code-mixed textual data (Shanmugavadivel et al., 2022). (Roy and Kumar, 2021) After applying the SMOTE to the initial imbalanced dataset, a significant transformation occurred, resulting in a balanced class distribution. Before SMOTE, the dataset had varying sample counts for each class, with the majority class “None-of-the-above” having 4633 comments. However, after SMOTE was applied, the number of samples in each class was equalized, with all classes containing 4633 comments. This process involved generating synthetic samples for the minority classes, effectively increasing their instances to match the majority class. The balanced dataset achieved through SMOTE addresses the class imbalance challenge, enabling machine learning models to train on a more representative and equitable dataset. Consequently, the classification models are better equipped to detect abusive comments in code-mixed Tamil-English data with enhanced accuracy and performance.

3.3 Preprocessing

We performed several preprocessing activities to clean and prepare the text data for further analysis. Firstly, we remove white spaces and punctuation to standardize the text and eliminate unnecessary things. Next, we eliminate stop words, which are...
commonly occurring words with little semantic value, to reduce noise in the data. We then tokenize the text, breaking it into individual words or tokens, enabling more granular analysis (Kathiravan and Haridoss, 2018). Additionally, we apply lemmatization to reduce words to their base or root form, aiding in normalization and reducing word variations. These preprocessing activities collectively improve the quality of the text data, making it more suitable for subsequent steps in the abusive comment classification process using machine learning techniques.

### 3.4 Data representation

**Bag-of-Words (BoW)** and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) are standard text representation techniques used in natural language processing tasks. BoW converts a text document into a numerical vector by counting the frequency of each word present in the document (Qader et al., 2019). It disregards the word order and context, treating each word as an independent entity. The resulting vector represents the occurrence of words in the document, enabling the comparison and analysis of text data based on word frequencies. On the other hand, TF-IDF aims to capture the importance of words in a document relative to the entire corpus. It calculates the product of Term Frequency (TF), which is the frequency of a word in a document, and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF), which measures the rarity of the word across the entire corpus. TF-IDF assigns higher weights to words that are frequent in a document but rare in the corpus, indicating their significance in differentiating documents. As a result, TF-IDF representation allows for the emphasis of relevant terms while downplaying commonly occurring words, offering a more informative vector representation of the text data (Akuma et al., 2022). Both BoW and TF-IDF play crucial roles in text classification tasks, aiding in feature extraction and representing textual information in a format suitable for machine learning algorithms.

### 3.5 ML models

**Support Vector Machine (SVM)** is a robust and widely used supervised learning algorithm for classification and regression tasks. In classification, SVM aims to find the optimal hyperplane that best separates the data points of different classes in a high-dimensional space (Valero-Carreras et al., 2023). The "support vectors" are the data points closest to the hyperplane and play a crucial role in defining the decision boundary. SVM effectively handles both linearly separable and non-linearly separable data through kernel functions, such as polynomial or radial basis function (RBF) kernels, which map the data into a higher-dimensional space. SVM is known for handling high-dimensional data and generalizing to new, unseen data.

**Logistic Regression** is a popular statistical method used for binary classification tasks, where the goal is to predict the probability that a given data point belongs to a particular class (Xu et al., 2023). Despite its name, logistic Regression is primarily used for classification, not Regression. The algorithm models the relationship between the input features and the probability of the binary outcome using the logistic function (sigmoid function). The logistic function maps any real-valued number to the range [0, 1], which is then used to make the final classification decision. The model is trained by optimizing the parameters through maximum likelihood estimation. Logistic Regression is relatively simple, interpretable, and computationally efficient, making it a popular choice for binary classification tasks.

**Random Forest** is an ensemble learning method that combines multiple decision trees to achieve more accurate and robust predictions. Each decision tree is trained in a random forest on a random subset of the data (bootstrap samples) and a random subset of the features. This randomness helps reduce overfitting and increases the diversity among the individual trees (Das et al., 2023). During prediction, the final output is determined by aggregating the predictions of all the trees, either through majority voting (for classification) or averaging (for Regression). Random forests are known for their ability to handle complex datasets, high-dimensional data, and non-linear relationships. They are also less prone to overfitting than a single decision tree and are widely used in machine learning tasks.

### 4 Result

In this research, we investigated the application of three machine learning algorithms, namely Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression, and Random Forest, in conjunction with two data representation techniques: Bag-of-Words (BoW) and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Feature set</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
<td>BoW</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>BoW</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>BoW</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Evaluation metrics of various ML models.

(TF-IDF). After employing SMOTE to address the class imbalance, the models were evaluated for abusive comment classification in code-mixed Tamil-English text. This experimental research with TF-IDF representation and SMOTE-balanced data, SVM achieved an outstanding F1 score of 0.99, showcasing its ability to identify abusive comments in the dataset accurately. Logistic Regression, combined with TF-IDF, delivered an F1 score of 0.97, displaying competitive performance in abusive comment classification. Random Forest, with both BoW and TF-IDF representations on SMOTE-balanced data, attained F1 scores of 0.98 and 0.98, respectively. This highlights the algorithm’s robustness in handling code-mixed text and class imbalance Table 1 illustrates it briefly.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, this research delves into the critical issue of abusive comment classification in code-mixed text, particularly in Tamil and English code-mixed data. The escalating growth of social media and online platforms has amplified the need for compelling content moderation to ensure a safe and respectful digital environment. We have achieved promising results in accurately identifying abusive comments by harnessing the power of machine learning techniques and SMOTE for handling class imbalance. The utilization of SVM, Logistic Regression, and Random Forest in combination with TF-IDF representation has proven to be highly effective in capturing the nuances of abusive language, leading to improved classification accuracy. Notably, the application of SMOTE has significantly contributed to overcoming the challenges of class imbalance, enabling our models to make more reliable predictions.

Limitation is encountering out-of-vocabulary words or linguistic phenomena not accounted for during preprocessing. Code-mixing can introduce linguistic variations that may not be adequately handled by the existing language processing techniques, leading to potential misclassifications. Addressing these linguistic complexities in future research could enhance the model’s performance and generalization capabilities. Notably, in the shared task, our approach secured the 9th rank out of all participating systems. Despite the competition’s challenges and intense competition from other participants, our model’s performance demonstrates its effectiveness in abusive comment classification in code-mixed text.

Future work investigating more advanced and context-aware feature extraction techniques will contribute to a more comprehensive analysis of code-mixed content. We continuously refine and update our models to develop robust and adaptive content moderation systems, creating a safer online environment for diverse, multilingual communities. We are optimistic that future work will address these limitations and elevate the performance of abusive comment classification in code-mixed text, contributing to a more inclusive and respectful online space for all users.
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